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North orthe Firing Line
Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Response

Standing Operating Procedure

1. PURPOSE: To establish procedures to support emergency management/disposition of UXO items in
the Firing Range area at Jefferson Proving Ground (JPG).

2. OBJECTIVE: To prescribe an explicit course of action for the safe and efficient management of
situations involving ULXOs in the Firing Range area at JPG.

3. POLICY:

a. 'Ilie Senior Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EO)D) technician assumes primary responsibility for
command and control of operations at the scene of a UXO.

b. Only EIOD technicians may attempt to perform render-safe procedures (RSP) on IJXO.

4. UXO OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES:

a. If the FWS or Air Force discovers UXO, which poses an imminent and substantial hazard to
Refuge or Bombing Range operations (e.g., UXO has migrated to the surface of a roadway), the FWS
or Air Force will immediately:

(1) Restrict access to the TJXO site,

(2) Cease all work-, mark location of the item,

(3) Move all personnel away,

(4) Ensure that no one uses a two-way radio, and

(5) Notify the Army JPG Site Management Team if present at 812-273-2522/2551/6075. If
the JPG Site Management Team is not available, notify the Commander, Newport Chemical
Depot at 765-245-4317.
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b. Upon verification by the Commander, Newport Chemical Depot or the JPG Site Management
Team that the LXO poses an imminent and substantial hazard to Refuge or Bombing Range operations,
the Army shall notify the Fort Knox 703rd EOD Ordnance Company at 502-624-563 1, and request
disposal of the UXO item'.

c. EOD personnel shall coordinate their activities and gain access to areas in the Firing Range area
by contacting the Commander, Newport Chemical Depot at 765-245-4317 and Army JPG Site
Management Team at 812-273-2522/2551/6075.

d. The Senior EOD Technician shall determine if the UXO item is inert. If an inert verification is
not possible the munition shall be blown in place. If detonation in place is not possible, the Senior EOD
Technician will determine whether it is appropriate to attempt a RSP or use other approved means to
move the item to a more suitable location for safe disposal.

e. Until tle item is disposed of, the Army at its discretion may impose additional access restrictions
to the Firing Range area.

5. REVIEW: This SOP shall be reviewed annually. Any revisions/updates shall be provided to the
FWS, Air Force, the 703rd Fort Knox EOD Ordnance Company, the Real Estate Division of the
Louisville Corps of Engineers, and Newport Chemical Depot Commander or the Army JPG Site
Management Team.

'The Army will not he required to remove tJX() that the JPG Site Management Team determines does not pose an

imminent and substantial hazard to Refuge or Bombing Range operations.
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FWS/Air Force Inriastructure Maintenance Responsibilities

AIR FORCE
1. Air Force shall maintain all roads, road shoulders and low water crossings, as well as associated

bridges and culverts, which are shaded in green on the map at Tab A. in accordance with Army
Regulation 420-72.

2. "The perimeter fence shall be patrolled and inspected weekly. Inspections shall be documented to
include: 1) the date of inspection, 2) the name of the inspector(s), 3) a description of any damage
observed, and 4) the location of the damage. Holes in the fence large enough to permit human access,
damaged gates and missing "windchimes" of the creek barriers will be repaired within 72 hours of
being documented. For every incident of damagc a record shall be maintained documenting thc action
taken to make repairs. In extraordinary circumstances when a repair will take more than 72 hours to
complete (e.g. storm damage), the Air Force shall notify the Army in writing and milestones shall he
given for completion of the repair. The Air Force shall take action to remove tress that fall into/onto
the fence. Grass and other vegetation, located between the perimeter fence and pcrimcter road, shall
be mowed or otherwise controlled to assure capability for visual inspection of the perimeter fence
from the perimeter road; such mowing shall be done twice annually, usually in the April-June and
Septcmber-October timieframes.

3. All roads approaching the DU area shall be barricaded and marked with radiation warning signs. In
addition the Air Force will maintain warning signs around the entire perimeter of the ruring range as
well as around the submunitions area west of Machine Gun Road and the former Open Detonation
area.

4. The Air Force shall maintain the cultural resource properties of the Firing Range (i.e., four stone-arch
bridges as well as the Old Timbers ILodge) in accordance with the Cultural Resources Management
Plan (reference maintenance standards in Table 1l14 at lab B). A complete copy of the Cultural
Resources Management Plan was mailed to the Air Force (i.e. Mr. Masse) in March, 2000.

FWS
1. The FWS shall maintain all buildings, roads, road shoulders, bridges, low water crossings, and

culverts, not maintained by the Air Force, which are required for Refuge operations. The FWS shall
maintain such facilities in accordance with Army Regulation 420-72. Prior to the start date of the Real
Estate permit, the FWS will provide a map with clear identification of the roads, road shoulders,
buildings, bridges, low water crossings and culverts that it shall maintain under terms of the real
estate permit. This map will be updated annually by the FWS to reflect their maintenance
commitment for the next year. No later than December 1, 2000, tie FWS will close all bridges in the
Refuge footprint that are not required for Refuge operations or not maintained by the Air Force. "lle
FWS shall provide access control signs on the east perimeter road between Gate I B and K Road, as
well as the minefield area on L Road.
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2. FWS shall provide road maintenance sufficient for 4 x 4 vehicle access to the DU monitoring wells
idcntified at Tab C.

3. FWS shall provide or negotiate and/or fund fire suppression, emergency medical response and local
law enforcement agreements. Note that three different counties (i.e. Jefferson, Ripley, and Jennings)
have differentjurisdiction footprints in the firing range property.

4. Tlhe FWS shall pay a pro-rated share of the rent charged to the Army for the use of Building 125 and
associated utilities beginning with the start date the real estate permit.
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Table III-I
Standards for Treatment of Significant Architectural Resources

after the Secretary's Standards and Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation [48 FR 447161

AIR NATIONAL GUARD
ROAD & BRIDGE MAINTENANCE

*ANG BRIDGE MAINTENANCE

NANG ROAD MAMNENANCE
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Preservation is defined as the act ofprocess of appl)ing measures necessmay to sustain the existingform, integrity, and materials
of an livroric propertv. Workl including preliminana measurms to protect and stabiliae the propetv, generally focuses upon the
ongoing maintenance and repair of/historic materials and features rather than extensive replacement wad new constructilot New
exterior additions are not within the scope of this treatment; however, the limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing systems and other coed-required wom* to make properties fivctlonal Is appropriate within a
preservation project.

Standards for Preservation
I. A property shall be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that maximizes the retention of distinctive

materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships. Where a treatment and use have not been identified, a property
shall be protected and, if necessary, stabilized until additional work may be undertaken.

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained anti preserved. The replacement of intact or repairable historic
materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a properly shall be avoided.

3. Each properly shall he recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate,
and conserve existing historic materials and features shall be physically and visually compatib-le, identifiable upon
close inspection, and properly documented for future research.

4. Chmages to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right shall be retained aid preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finirhes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that charaeteriz a

prolxerty shall he preserved.
6. The existing condition of historic features shall be evaluated to determine the appropriate level of intervention needed.

Where the severity of deterioration requires repair or limited replacement of a distinctive feature, the new material shall
match the old in composition, design, color, and texture.

7. Chearaical or physical treatinenls, ifappropriale, sAudl be underhlken using tihe gentlest means possible. Treatments bhat
cause damage to historic materials shall not be used

8. Archeological resources shall be protected and preserved in place. If such resources nmst be disturbed, mitigation
measures shall be undertaken.

Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible on efficient compatible use for a property through repair,
alternatioms, and udditions while preserving those portions offeatures that convey its historicul, cultural, or architectural vacues.

Standards for Rehabilitation
I. A property shall be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires numtnal change to its distinctive

features, spaces, and spatial relationships.
2. The historic character of a properly shall be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive matedials or alteration of

features, space.% and snpatial relationships that characlerize a property shall be avoided.
3. Each properly shall be recognized as a physical record ofits tine, place, and use. Changes that create a false lease of

historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements fiom other historical propertics, shall not be
undertaken.

4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples ofcralfsmanship that characterize a

property shall be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires

replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and, where possible,
materials. Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.

7. Chemnical or physical treatments, if appropriate. shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Tlreatientls that
cause damage to historic materials shall not be used.

8. Archeological resources shall be protected and preserved in place. Ifsuch sources must be disturbed, mitigation
measures shall be undertaken.

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial
relationships that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall he compatible
with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and
its environment.

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the
futhre, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.
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Restoration is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features, and character of a
property as is appeared at a particular period of time by means of the removal of features from other
periods in its history and reconstruction of missing features firom the restoration period. The limited and
sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other code required work to
make properties functional is appropriate within a restoration project.

Standards for Restoration
I. A property shall be used as it was historically or be given a new use, which interprets the property and its restoration

period.
2. Materials and features from the restoration period shall be retained and preserved. The removal of materials or

alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize the period shall not be undertaken..
3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate,

and conserve materials and fl:atures front the restoration period shall be physically arid visually compatible, identifiable
upon close inspection, and property documented for future research.

4. Materials features, spaces, and finishes that characterize other historical periods shall be documented prior to their
alteration or removal.

5. Distinctive materials, Featires, finishes, and constnaction techniques or examrnptes of crall-anstiihp Ithlt characterize the
restoration period shall be preserved.

6. Deteriorated features from the restoration period shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement ofa distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture,
and, where posaible, mnaterials.

7. Replacement of missing features from the restoration period shall be substantiated by documentary and physical
evidence. A false sense of history shall not be created by adding conjectural features, features from other properties, or
by combining features that never existed together historically.

R. Chemical or physical treatments, ifappropriate, shall he undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that
cause damage to historic materials shall not be used.

9. Archeological resources shall be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation
measures shall be undertaken.

10. Designs that were never executed historically shall not he constructed.

Reconsructuon os defined as the act ofprocess of depicting, hv means of new constructaon, the form, features, and detailing of a
non-surviving site, landscape, building, structreo, or object of the purpose of replicating its appearance at a specific period of
time and in its historic location.

Standards for Reconstruction
I. Reconstruction shall be used to depict vanished or non-surviving portions of a properly when documentary and physical

evidence is available to permit accurate reconstruction with minimal conjecture, and such reconstruction is essential to
the public understanding of the property.

2. Reconstruction of a lands;cape, building, structure, or object in its historic location shall he preceded by a thorough
archeological investigation to identify and evaluate those features and artilacts, which are essential to an accurate
reconstruction. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.

3. Reconstruction shall include measures to preserve any remaining historic materials, features, and spatial relationships.
4. Reconstruction shall be based on the accurate duplication of historic features and elements substantiated by documentary

or physical evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different features from other historic
properties. A reconstructed properly shall re-create the appearance of the non-surviving historic property in materials,
design, color, and texture.

5. A reconstruction shall be clearly identified as a contemporary re-creation.
6. Designs that were never executed historically shall not be constructed.
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JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND: DU SAMPLING
GROUNDWATER MONITORING WELLS
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ENCLOSURE6

DEPARTMENT OF ARMY PERMIT TO FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE TO USE PROPERTY LOCATED

ON JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND, MADISON, INDIANA
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NO. DACA27-4-00-087

7DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
PERMIT TO FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

TO USE PROPERTY LOCATED ONJ1. JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND
MADISON, INDIANA

THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY, hereinafter referred to as the
Secretary, hereby grants to the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS), hereinafter referred to as the Grantee, a permit for the
establishment of a National Wildlife refuge at Jefferson Proving Ground[(JPG), Indiana, over, across, in and upon the lands identified in Exhibit "A",
attached hereto and made a part hereof, hereinafter referred to as the
premises. The Secretary and the Grantee are collectively hereinafter referred
to as the "Parties".

7THIS PERMIT is granted subject to the following conditions.

1. This permit is hereby granted for a term of twenty-five (25)71 .years, beginning 1 July 2000 and ending 30 June 2025, with renewable ten
(10) year periods upon mutual agreement of the Parties. This permit may be7terminated earlier, by either the Secretary or Grantee, by providing one
hundred eighty (180) days' written notice.

2. The consideration given by the Grantee is the management of
the premises as a National Wildlife Refuge as well as the care and
maintenance of the premises as specified in the Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and made a part hereof.

i. 3. All correspondence and notices to be given pursuant to this
permit shall be addressed, if to the Grantee, to USFWS, Bishop Henry
Whipple Federal Building, 1 Federal Drive, Ft. Snelling, Minnesota 55111
(Attn: Mr. John Christian) and, if to the Secretary, to the District Engineer,
Louisville District, P.O. Box 59, Louisville, Kentucky 40201 (-Attn:
CELRL-RE-C), with a copy furnished to the Jefferson Proving Ground
(JPG) Commander, Newport Chemical Depot, P.O. Box 160, Newport,7Indiana 47966-0160, or as may from time to time otherwise be directed by
the parties. Notice shall be deemed to have been duly given if and when71] enclosed in a properly sealed envelope or wrapper addressed as aforesaid
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and deposited, postage prepaid, in a post office regularly maintained by the
United States Postal Service. ,i

4. The use and occupation of the premises shall be without cost or
expense to the Department of the Army and under the general supervision of
the JPG Commander and in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
MOA. In the event of a conflict between the MOA and this permit, thel
MOA shall be the controlling instrument.

5. The Grantee acknowledges that it has inspected the premises,
knows its condition, and understands that same is granted without any
representations or warranties whatsoever and without obligation on the part A
of the Department of the Army, except as provided in the MOA.

6. In accordance with the MOA, the Grantee shall, at its own
expense and without cost or expense to the Department of the Army,
maintain and keep the premises at a level sufficient to support Refuge 1
operations and in accordance with the tasks in Enclosure 5 of the MOA.

7. The Department of the Army shall not be responsible for
providing utilities to the Grantee and it shall be the Grantee's responsibility
for obtaining any utilities necessary for its use and occupation of the
premises at no expense to the Department of the Army.

8. No additions or alterations of the premises shall be made
without the prior written approval of the District Engineer. -

9. On or before the expiration of this permit or the termination by
either party, in accordance with paragraph one (1), the Grantee shall vacate .1
the premises, remove its property therefrom and restore the premises to a
condition satisfactory to the District Engineer, ordinary wear and tear and
damage beyond the control of the Grantee excepted.

10. The Grantee shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, 1
interstate, and local laws and regulations wherein the premises are located.

11. The Army will provide the Grantee with baseline information 1
concerning the environmental condition of the premises in accordance with
paragraph III 1 (a) of the MOA documenting theknown history of the j
property with regard to storage, release or disposal of hazardous substances 2J
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L on the property. Upon expiration or termination of this permit, the Grantee
shall, at its own expense and without cost or expense to the Department of
the Army, document any storage, release or disposal of hazardous
substances in excess of 40 CFR Part 373 reportable quantities and any
petroleum products in excess of 55 gallons. A comparison of the two

LI assessments will assist the Army in determining any environmental
restoration requirements of the Grantee. Any such requirements will be
completed by the Grantee in accordance with the Environmental
Remediation provisions in the MOA and paragraph nine (9) of this permit.

12. It is understood that the requirements of this permit pertaining
to maintenance, repair, protection, and restoration of the premises and
providing utilities and other services shall be effective only insofar as they
do not conflict with the MOA or any other agreement pertaining to such
matters made between local representatives of the Army and Grantee in
accordance with existing regulations.

13. Access to and use of JPG shall be controlled in accordance with
the Grantee's Interim Public Access Plan for the Proposed Big Oaks
National Wildlife Refuge included in the MOA and attached hereto as
Exhibit "C". The Army must first approve any variation from this Plan and
a revised Site Access Plan shall be made a part of this permit.

14. The Grantee shall not use the premises for the storage,
treatment or disposal of non-Department of Defense owned hazardous or
toxic materials as defined in 10 U.S.C. 2692, unless authorized under 10

r- . U.S.C. and properly approved by the Government.

15. The Grantee is hereby informed and does acknowledge that all
buildings on the premises, which were constructed or rehabilitated prior to
1978, are presumed to contain lead-based paint. For those buildings the
Grantee uses and occupies, it shall comply with all applicable Federal, state[and local laws and regulations pertaining to lead-based paint and/or lead-
based paint hazards. The Grantee shall restrict access (e.g., secure buildings
to the extent practical, post warning signs, etc.) to all unoccupied buildings
except those buildings located in UXO Restricted Areas (see Site Map at
MOA Enclosure 1). The Grantee shall restrict access to the UXO Restricted

LI Areas in accordance with the Site Access Plan. The Grantee shall not permit
the use of any of the buildings or structures on the premises for residential[habitation. Residential habitation does not include use of the Old Timbers
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Lodge for conference purposes including overnight visits on a non-
permanent basis. The Grantee assumes all lead-based paint related liability
arising from its use of the premises.

16. The Grantee is hereby informed and does acknowledge that
friable and non-friable asbestos or asbestos containing materials (ACM) has
been found on the premises. The Grantee acknowledges that it will inspect
any building it proposes to occupy as to its asbestos content and condition ]
and any hazardous or environmental conditions relating thereto. The
Grantee shall restrict access (e.g., secure buildings to the extent practical,
post warning signs, etc.) to all unoccupied buildings except those buildings
located in UXO Restricted Areas (see Site Map at MOA Enclosure 1). The
Grantee shall restrict access to UXO Restricted Areas in accordance with the _
Site Access Plan. The Grantee shall be deemed to have relied on its own
judgment in assessing the condition of the premises with respect to any
asbestos hazards or concerns. The Grantee covenants and agrees that its use
and occupancy of a building will be in compliance with all applicable laws
relating to asbestos. The Grantee assumes all asbestos related liability Iarising from its use of the premises.

17. The Grantee does not plan to occupy any buildings this fiscal
year; however, Exhibit "D" attached hereto identifies Road & Bridge
Maintenance Commitments for FY 2000. This information will be updated 11
at least annually by the Grantee.

THIS PERMIT is not subject to Title 10, United States Code, Section 2662, -
as amended. I
IN WITNESS whereof, I have hereunto set my hand b1ty authori. of the
Secretary of the Army this Q9 day of "/J iL

2000.

I

MICHAEL G. BARTER
Chief, Real Estate Division
Louisville District, Corps of Engineers .
Louisville, Kentucky

-1
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AThis pernit is also executed by the Grantee this day ofU .S .

2000.

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

Title:
Xmrnarnt Regional Direcwo

IndianalMichigan/ohio and
Wisconsin
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ENCLOSURE7

DEPARTMENT OF ARMY PERMIT TO DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE TO USE PROPERTY
LOCATED ON JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND, MADISON, INDIANA
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
PERMIT TO

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
TO USE PROPERTY LOCATED ON
JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND

MADISON, INDIANA

THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY, hereinafter referred to as the
Secretary, hereby grants to the Department of the Air Force, hereinafter
referred to as the Grantee, a permit for the continued use of a Bombing
Range at Jefferson Proving Ground (JPG), Indiana, over, across, in and upon
the lands and structures identified in Exhibit "A", attached hereto and made
a part hereof, hereinafter referred to as the premises. The Secretary and the
Grantee are collectively hereinafter referred to as the "Parties".

THIS PERMIT is granted subject to the following conditions.

1. This permit is hereby granted for a term of twenty-five (25)
years, beginning 1 July 2000 and ending 30 June 2025, with renewable ten
(10) year periods upon mutual agreement of the Parties. This permit may be
terminated earlier, by either the Secretary or Grantee, by providing one
hundred eighty (180) days' written notice.

2. The Grantee agrees to the care and maintenance of the premises
as specified in the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) attached hereto as
Exhibit "B" and made a part hereof.

3. All correspondence and notices to be given pursuant to this
permit shall be addressed, if to the Grantee, to Department of the Air Force,
Director, Air Force Real Estate Agency, AFREA/DR, 112 Luke Avenue,
Room 104, Boiling AFB, Washington, D.C. 20332-8020, and, if to the
Secretary, to the District Engineer, Louisville District, P.O. Box 59,
Louisville, Kentucky 40201
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(Attn: CELRL-RE-C), with a copy furnished to the Jefferson Proving
Ground (JPG) Commander, Newport Chemical Depot, P.O. Box 160,
Newport, Indiana 47966-0160, or as may from time to time otherwise be
directed by the parties. Notice shall be deemed to have been duly given if
and when enclosed in a properly sealed envelope or wrapper addressed as
aforesaid and deposited, postage prepaid, in a post office regularly
maintained by the United States Postal Service.

4- The use and occupation of the premises shall be without cost or
expense to the Department of the Amry and under the general supervision of
the JPG Commander and in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
MOA. In the event of a conflict between the MOA and this permit, the
MOA shall be the controlling instrument.

5. The Grantee acknowledges that it has inspected the premises,
k~nows its condition, and understands that same is granted without any
representations or warranties whatsoever and without obligation on the part
of the Department of the Army, except as provided in the MOA.

6. In accordance with the MOA, the Grantee shall, at its own
expense and without cost or expense to the Department of the Army,
maintain and keep the premises at a level sufficient to support Bombing
Range operations and in accordance with the tasks in Enclosure 5 of the
MOA.

7. The Department of the Army shall not be responsible for
providing utilities to the Grantee and it shall be the Grantee's responsibility
for obtaining any utilities necessary for its use and occupation of the
premises at no expense to the Department of the Army.

8. No additions or alterations of the premises shall be made
without the prior written approval of the District Engineer.
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9. On or before the expiration of this permit or the termination by
either party, in accordance with paragraph one (1), the Grantee shall vacate
the premises, remove its property therefrom and restore the premises to a
condition satisfactory to the District Engineer, ordinary wear and tear and
damage beyond the control of the Grantee excepted.

10. The Grantee shall comply with all applicable Federal, state,
interstate, and local laws and regulations wherein the premises are located.

11. The Army will provide the Grantee with baseline information
concerning the environmental condition of the premises in accordance with
paragraph III 1 (a) of the MOA documenting the known history of the
property with regard to storage, release or disposal of hazardous substances
on the property. Upon expiration or termination of this permit, the Grantee
shall, at its own expense and without cost or expense to the Department of
the Army, document any storage, release or disposal of hazardous
substances in excess of 40 CFR Part 373 reportable quantities and any
petroleum products in excess of 55 gallons. A comparison of the two
assessments will assist the Army in determining any environmental
restoration requirements of the Grantee. Any such requirements will be
completed by the Grantee in accordance with the Environmental
Remediation provisions in the MOA and paragraph nine (9) of this permit.

12. It is understood that the requirements of this permit pertaining
to maintenance, repair, protection, and restoration of the premises and
providing utilities and other services shall be effective only insofar as they
do not conflict with the MOA.

13. Access to and use of JPG shall be controlled in accordance with
the Grantee's Jefferson Range Access Plan included in the MOA and
attached hereto as Exhibit "C". The Army must first approve any variation
from this Plan and a revised Site Access Plan shall be made a part of this
permit.
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14. The Grantee shall not use the premises for the storage,
treatment or disposal of non-Department of Defense owned hazardous or
toxic materials as defined in 10 U.S.C. 2692, unless authorized under 10
U.S.C. and properly approved by the Government.

15. The Grantee may grant a license to the Indiana Air National
Guard to exercise its rights to use the premises subject to the terms of this
permit.

16. The Grantee is hereby informed and does acknowledge that all
buildings on the property, which were constructed or rehabilitated prior to
1978, are presumed to contain lead-based paint. For those buildings the
Grantee uses and occupies, it shall comply with all applicable Federal, state
and local laws and regulations pertaining to lead-based paint and/or lead-
based paint hazards. The Grantee shall restrict access (e.g., secure buildings
to the extent practical, post warning signs, etc.) to all unoccupied buildings
except those buildings located in UXO Restricted Areas (see Site Map at
MOA Enclosure 1). The Grantee shall restrict access to the UXO Restricted
Areas in accordance with the Site Access Plan. The Grantee shall not permit
the use of any of the buildings or structures on the premises for residential
habitation. Residential habitation does not include use of the Old Timbers
Lodge for conference purposes including overnight visits on a non-
permanent basis. The Grantee assumes all lead-based paint related liability
arising from its use of the property.

17. The Grantee is hereby informed and does acknowledge that
friable and non-friable asbestos or asbestos containing materials (ACM) has
been found on the property. The Grantee acknowledges that it will inspect
any building it proposes to occupy as, to its asbestos content and condition
and any hazardous or environmental conditions relating thereto. The
Grantee shall restrict access (e.g., secure buildings to the extent practical,
post warning signs, etc.) to all unoccupied buildings except those buildings
located in UXO Restricted Areas (see Site Map at MOA Enclosure 1). The
Grantee shall restrict access to UXO Restricted Areas in accordance with the
Site Access Plan. The Grantee shall be deemed to have relied on its own
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judgment in assessing the condition of the premises with respect to any
asbestos hazards or concerns. The Grantee covenants and agrees that its use
and occupancy of a building will be in compliance with all applicable laws
relating to asbestos. The Grantee assumes all asbestos related liability
arising from its use of the premises.

18. This permit supersedes Permit No. DACA27-4-83-03 dated 23
July 1982, as amended. Said Permit No. DACA27-4-83-03 is hereby
terminated, effective the date of execution of this permit.

THIS PERMIT is not subject to Title 10, United States Code, Section 2662,
as amended.

IN WITNESS whereof, I have hereunto set my hand by authority of the
Secretary of the Army this 27"' 1-. day of A/ o /0
2000.

MICHAEL G. BARTER
Chief, Real Estate Division
Louisville District, Corps of Engineers
Louisville, Kentucky

This permit is also executed by the Grantee this Z "-<1 day of
2z~2:.z~~ 2000.

D DEPARTMENT 0 'HE AIR FORCE

EeA Air Forc

eputy ssistant Secretary of the Air Force
Installations)
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MAPS OF PERMITTED AREAS
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PERMIT AREA NO. AP-l JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND 71
FOR U.S. AIR FORCE MILITARY RESERVATION

JEFFERSON COUNTY, INDIANA
PERMIT DESCRIPTION 71

Situate in the State of Indiana, County of Ripley, Township
of Shelby, Township 6 North, Range 10 East, in parts of Sections 4 J
and 5, and Township 7 North, Range 10 East, in parts of Sections
32 and 33, in the Jefferson Proving Ground reservation, and more
particularly described with referenced to the attached map showing
coordinates based on the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
Metric Grid Coordinate System (NAD 27), Zone 16S, as follows:

Beginning at a point having an approximate UTM value of 7
FU634749E/4318620N, said point being in the center of 'K' Road at
the eastern boundary of the County of Ripley, and being at or near
the west quarter corner of said Section 32; thence

North 88 degrees 13 minutes 20 seconds East 741.36 meters to
a point having an approximate UTM value of FU635490E/4318643N;
thence

North 00 degrees 32 minutes 51 seconds West 314.01 meters to
a point having an approximate UTM value of FU635487E/4318957N;thence

East 2,118.00 meters to a point having an approximate UTM 3
value of FU637605E/4318957N; thence

South 00 degrees 09 minutes 19 seconds West 1475.01 meters to
a point having an approximate UTM value of FU637601E/4317482N; ithence

South 89 degrees 47 minutes 58 seconds West 2,857.02 meters J
to a point having an approximate UTM value of. FU634744E/4317472N;
thence 71

North 00 degrees 14 minutes 58 seconds East 1,148.01 meters
to the point of beginning, containing 398.611 hectares (984.967
acres), more or less. 7
15 June 2000, BLB; Rev 23 June 2000, BLB (3,4)

J
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PERMIT AREA NO. AP-2 JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND
FOR U.S. AIR FORCE MILITARY RESERVATION

JEFFERSON COUNTY, INDIANA

PERMIT DESCRIPTION

Situate in the State of Indiana, County of Ripley, Township
of Shelby, Township 6 North, Range 10 East, in part of Section 33,
in the Jefferson Proving Ground reservation, and more particularly
described with referenced to the attached map showing coordinates
based on the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Metric Grid
Coordinate System(NAD 27), Zone 16S, as follows:

Beginning at a point having an approximate UTM value ofFU637038E/4308284N, said point being 205 meters west of Center .
Recovery Road and 90 meters north of 'F' Road; thence

North 00 degrees 46 minutes 21 seconds West 445.04 meters to
a point having an approximate UTM value of FU637032E/4308729N;
thence]

East 448.00 meters to a point having an approximate UTM value
of FU637480E/4308729N; thence

South 00 degrees 22 minutes 52 seconds East 451.01 meters to
a point having an approximate UTM value of FU637477E/430827BN;
thence

North 89 degrees 13 minutes 01 seconds West 439.04 meters to
the point of beginning, containing 19.869 hectares (49.096 acres),
more or less.

15 June 2000, BLB; Rev 23 June 2000, BLB (3,4)
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PERMIT AREA NO. AP-3 JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND 1
FOR U.S. AIR FORCE MILITARY RESERVATION

JEFFERSON COUNTY, INDIANA
PERMIT DESCRIPTION 1]

Situate in the State of Indiana, County of Ripley, Township
of Shelby, Township 7 North, Range 10 East, in part of Section 34,
in the Jefferson Proving Ground reservation, and more particularly
described with referenced to the attached map showing coordinates
based on the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Metric Grid 3
Coordinate System (NAD 27), Zone 16S, as follows:

Beginning at a point having an approximate UTM value of
FU63947E/431876N, said point being 4731.5 meters east of the 3
intersection of. 'K' Road with the eastern boundary of the County
of Ripley, and being at or near the west quarter corner of Section
32; thence

East 30.0 meters to a point having an approximate UTM value
of FU63950E/431876N; thence 1

South 250.0 meters to a point having an approximate UTM value
of FU63950E/431851N; thence '3

South 84 degrees 17 minutes 22 seconds West 100.5 meters to a
point having an approximate UTM value of FU63940E/431850N; thence

South 210 meters to a point having an approximate UTM value
of FU63940E/431829N; thence

West 70 meters to a point having an approximate UTM value of i
FU63933E/431829N; thence

North 05 degrees 11 minutes 40 seconds East 220.9 meters to a '
point having an approximate UTM value of FU63935E/431851N; thence

North 85 degrees 14 minutes 11 seconds East 120.4 meters to a
point having an approximate UTM value of FU63947E/431852N; thence

North 240.0 meters to the point of beginning, containing 2.18
hectares (5.388 acres), more or less.

1
15 June 2000, BLB

lq1
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APPENDIX C

RESIDUAL DOSE MODELING

Depleted Uranium Impact Area
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana
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1. INTRODUCTION

Jefferson Proving Ground (JPG), Indiana, was used by the Army as one of several locations for
testing conventional munitions used in combat (Figure 1-1). One of the activities at JPG was production
line, lot-acceptance testing of depleted uranium (DU) penetrator munitions. Testing of DU munitions
began on 18 March 1984 and concluded on 2 May 1994 in the DU Impact Area (Figure 1-2). Under the
Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) Act of 1988 (Public Law 100-526, U.S. Public Law 1988) that
closed JPG after the end of September 1994, the Army had I year to administratively close JPG, which
was done on 30 September 1995. As part of base closure, the Army identified those areas south of the
firing line that would be made available for private or public reuse, as appropriate. Sections of JPG south
of the former firing line have been and are continuing to be transferred to private ownership after
extensive removal of hazardous components (environmental contamination and unexploded ordnance
[UXO]) left over from previous missions. To date, 2,485 acres (ac) (10.0 square kilometers [kin2]) have
been transferred from Army control. An additional 1,212 ac (4.9 km 2) are planned to be transferred. All
of the transferred and transferring property is located in the southern portion of JPG.

Transfer of lands north of the firing line, however, cannot be as easily completed because of
significant hazards that include not only the DU Impact Area but also because of the estimated 1.5 million
high-explosive UXO rounds and another 3 to 5 million estimated rounds with live detonators, primers,
fuzes or spotting charges that did not detonate upon impact and remain either on or beneath the ground
surface (U.S. Army 1995). Consistent with the JPG "Disposal and Reuse Environmental Statement
Record of Decision" (ROD) (U.S. Army 1996a), the Army will retain title to the DU Impact Area
property and the surrounding area "in caretaker status until transfer by encumbered title is feasible." In
accordance with the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) signed by the Army, U.S. Air Force (USAF),
and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) in May 2000 (U.S. Army 2000), 50,950 ac (206 km2) of JPG
property north of the firing line have been used to create the Big Oaks National Wildlife Refuge (NWR)
administered by FWS, while the remaining 1,038 ac (4.2 km2 ) are being used by the Indiana Air National
Guard (INANG) for air-to-ground training on operational ranges by various air National Guard units.
Access to the area north of the firing line at JPG is controlled through locked gates and barricades with
public access to only certain areas for fishing (Old Timbers Lake only) or hunting. Currently, the DU
Impact Area and the areas immediately adjacent to the DU Impact Area are restricted access with no
public access with locked barricades on all roads leading into the DU Impact Area including radiation
warning signs posted around the entire perimeter of this portion of JPG north of the firing line. Under the
MOA, the installation will remain fenced with a 6-foot (ft) (1.8-m) chain link fence topped with barbed
wire. Approximately 55 miles (mi) (88 kilometers [km]) of fencing surrounds the installation (U.S. Army
2000, INANG 2013). Security warning signs (e.g., No Trespassing) are placed around the property to
caution persons not to enter the property.

In this section, the purpose, objectives, scope, and problem definition are discussed. Section 2
provides background information on the environmental monitoring program and previous dose
assessments. The dose estimation methodology and results are presented in Section 3 and provide the
basis for conclusions addressed in Section 4. References are detailed in Section 5.

1.1 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

The Army is seeking a termination of JPG's U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Materials License SUB-1435 and, concurrently, to release the DU Impact Area for restricted use with
institutional controls in accordance with Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 20, Section
1403 (10 CFR 20.1403). This report provides an analysis of the potential exposure of site users to
residual DU (i.e., penetrators, fragments, and corrosion products) under a variety of land use scenarios.
The assessment approach and the data used for the assessment also are documented in this report.
Specifically, the following objectives are addressed in this report:

* Estimate potential doses from residual DU in the soil to humans in a critical group defined by
the exposure scenario
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Determine if the projected total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) from residual radioactivity
distinguishable from background to the average member of the critical group will not exceed 25
millirems per year (mrem/y) if institutional controls are in place, and if there is reasonable
assurance that the TEDE from residual radioactivity distinguishable from background to the
average member of the critical group is as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) and would
not exceed 100 mrem/y if the institutional controls were no longer in place (10 CFR 20.1403).

1.2 SCOPE AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

The purpose of the analyses presented in this report is to evaluate potential doses to users of the DU
Impact Area after the Army has submitted sufficient information to NRC in the form of the
Decommissioning Plan and Environmental Report, and the NRC has agreed to the release of the site
under the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1403 for restricted access with durable institutional controls in
place.

There are two dose criteria applicable to license termination under restricted conditions. First, "the
licensee has made provisions for legally enforceable institutional controls that provide reasonable
assurance that the TEDE from residual radioactivity distinguishable from background to the average
member of the critical group do not exceed 25 mrem (0.25 mSv) per year." The second dose limit is
applicable in the event of loss of institutional controls and stipulates that "Residual radioactivity at the site
has been reduced so that if the institutional controls were no longer in effect, there is reasonable assurance
that the TEDE from residual radioactivity distinguishable from background to the average member of the
critical group is ALARA and would not exceed either (1) 100 mrem (I mSv) per year;" or, subject to
additional requirements, 500 millirems (mrem) (5 milliSieverts [mSv]) per year (10 CFR 20.1403). The
TEDEs associated with various scenarios are developed and compared to both limits to identify both the
applicable critical groups and the TEDEs, distinguishable from background, to the average member of the
critical group dose. License termination under restricted conditions is recommended if TEDEs are
compliant with the cited criteria in 10 CFR 20.1403.

Uncertainties in estimating the doses to members of critical groups include data such as the amount
and distribution of DU in the soils in the DU Impact Area. These uncertainties are addressed using a
combination of site-specific data and conservative default values or estimates for many of the dose model
input parameters required by the dose modeling program.
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2. BACKGROUND ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
AND RISK ASSESSMENT AT JPG

Environmental monitoring data are reviewed in Section 2.1. Previous dose assessments are

summarized in Section 2.2.

2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING DATA

A comprehensive Environmental Radiation Monitoring (ERM) program commenced at JPG in
1983, prior to the initiation of DU testing, has been employed semiannually through the present and will
continue until NRC Materials License SUB-1435 is terminated. In 2005, the Army submitted the tiered,
time-phased Field Sampling Plan (FSP) (SAIC 2005) for site characterization that allowed for decisions
at intermediate milestones regarding the need for collecting additional site data. Subsequent tasks and
associated activities were planned and detailed as addenda to the FSP (SAIC 2006a,b; 2007ab; 2008a,b,c;
2009). The FSP and related addenda described numerous activities including four consecutive quarters of
groundwater, surface water, and sediment sampling. Extensive soil sampling was completed in October
2008, December 2009, and March 2012.

Section 2.1.1 summarizes results of ERM sampling, and Section 2.1.2 summarizes environmental
monitoring data from the site characterization. Figure 2-1 shows the locations of all sampling locations.
Additional information regarding environmental monitoring data summarized below is presented in
Section 6.1 of the Environmental Report (U.S. Army 2013a).

2.1.1 Summary of ERM Sampling Results

The initial monitoring plan developed for the DU Impact Area in 1984 guided sample collection
and analysis through 1995 and was updated in 1996 (U.S. Army 1996b) and again in 2000 (U.S. Army
2000). Samples were collected and analyzed semiannually for total uranium and, often, the isotopic
composition of uranium in samples. Concentration data for the DU Impact Area from 1984 to 2000 for
groundwater, surface water, sediment, and surface soil are shown in Table 2-1. Groundwater and surface
water samples are unfiltered in field, but are filtered in lab prior to analysis (U.S. Army 2000). The soil
and sediment samples indicate that the concentrations of uranium in samples collected between 1984 and
2000 were generally significantly less than the derived concentration guideline of 35 picocuries per gram
(pCi/g) for uranium in surface soil, which has commonly been employed in the United States in the past.
In addition, uranium activities contained in surface water and groundwater samples are a small percentage
of the applicable 150 picocuries per liter (pCi/L) action level (i.e., 50 percent of the water effluent
standards specified in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B [U.S. Army 1996b]).

In March 2000, the Army published the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) entitled "Depleted
Uranium Sampling Program, Environmental Radiation Monitoring Program SOP Number OHP 40-2"
(U.S. Army 2000), which specifies the protocol for the collection and analysis of 11 groundwater,
8 surface water, 8 sediment, and 4 soil samples (with appropriate duplicates) in and around the DU
Impact Area. This semiannual plan, which was approved by NRC, continues to fulfill the Army's
responsibilities for monitoring under NRC Materials License SUB-1435.

An assessment of historical trends for ERM program data was first provided in the April 2006
Radiation Monitoring Report (U.S. Army 2006). That assessment focused on available sampling data for
groundwater, surface water, sediment, and soil collected since 1998. Quality assurance/quality control
(QA/QC) records for data collected prior to 1998 were not available to support the trend analyses. In
addition, there were changes to analytical methods that were implemented beginning in December 2004.
Therefore, although historical data are reported beginning in 1998, trend analyses included in the ERM
reports addresses the time period from December 2004 to the present. In addition, surface water and
groundwater results for the April 2004 sampling event were not trended as the results were provided in
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Table 2-1. Descriptive Statistics of DU Concentrations in ERM Samples (1984-2000)
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

mean I Id Z._ 1.__ _

Median 1.5 1.3 0.26
Standard Deviation 200 5.6 5.6
Minimum -0.8 -0.1 -1.2
Maximum 3,900 81 49
Number of Samples 388 365 312
Measurement data are rounded to two significant digits.
Source: Ebinger and Hansen 1996a,b
pCi/g = picocuries per gram
pCi/L = picocuries per liter
Negative values denote activity concentrations at levels below mean background.

mass units rather than radiological units, and information was not available with respect to accurate unit
conversions. Table 2-2 and the following bullets summarize ERM results for samples collected from
December 2004 through October 2012.

Table 2-2. Summary of JPG ERM Data From December 2004 Through October 2012
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

Gnvroumndwateriu 202a 0.11-5. 1rnim 4eito of 1ot2

Surface Water 145 0.04-19 0.88 ± 2.4
Sediment 151 0.19-2.4 0.97 + 0.49

Surface Soil 91 0.36-2.2 1.5 - 0.31
Data rounded to two significant digits and presented in units of pCi/L for groundwater and surface water
sample results and pCi/g for sediment and surface soil results.

* For 202 discrete samples (inclusive of duplicates) available from II monitoring wells
(MW-DU-001 to MW-DU-01 1), the average total uranium activity-concentration is 1.4 pCi/L,
the standard deviation is 1.2 pCi/L, and the maximum detected activity-concentration is 5.7 ±
0.6 pCi/L.

" For 145 discrete samples (inclusive of duplicates) available from 8 surface water sampling
locations (SW-DU-001 to SW-DU-008), the average total uranium activity-concentration is
0.88 pCi/L, the standard deviation is 2.4 pCi/L, and the maximum detected
activity-concentration is 19 ± 2 pCi/L.

" For 151 discrete samples (inclusive of duplicates) available from 8 sediment sampling locations
(SD01 to SD08). the average total uranium activity-concentration is 0.97 pCi/g, the standard
deviation is 0.49 pCi/g, and the maximum detected activity-concentration is 2.4 ± 0.4 pCi/g.

* For 91 discrete samples (inclusive of duplicates) available from 4 surface soil sampling
locations (SS01 to SS04), the average total uranium activity-concentration is 1.5 pCi/g, the
standard deviation is 0.3 pCi/g, and the maximum detected activity-concentration is 2.2 ± 0.5
pCi/g.

* The activity-concentrations for all surface water sampling locations and groundwater
monitoring wells exhibit average concentrations that are significantly less than both the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) uranium drinking water standard of 30 pjg/L and
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the 150 pCi/L action level for groundwater (i.e., 50 percent of the water effluent concentration
limit for uranium prescribed in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B).

The activity-concentrations for all sediment and surface soil location are well below the
35 pCi/g action level, which has historically served as a common Derived Concentration
Guideline Levels (DCGLs) for uranium in surface soils. Note that DCGLs for sediments are
typically much higher than the value used for surface soils.

2.1.2 Summary of Site Characterization Sampling Results

Sampling conducted in April 2008, July 2008, October 2008, and February 2009 at and around the
DU Impact Area included collecting 328 groundwater samples from 42 wells, 80 surface water samples
from 20 locations, and 80 sediment samples from 20 locations. The following bullets summarize results
for groundwater, surface water, and sediment samples collected in 2008 and 2009 for site
characterization.

* Samples were collected from 42 groundwater monitoring wells including 11 ERM wells,
5 wells installed in the soil overburden, 9 wells installed in shallow/weathered bedrock, 9 wells
installed in deep bedrock, and 8 range study wells. Some groundwater samples could not be
collected from some locations since wells were dry when sampling occurred. Samples were
collected using bailers (for ERM sampling), micro-purge/low-flow sampling (where possible)
for site characterization, and discrete interval sampler (HydraSleeve®) in wells that had very
low yields for sample collection without purging the water column in the well. When not
restricted by limited water volumes available for sampling, filtered and unfiltered samples were
collected. Samples were analyzed for total and isotopic uranium, alkalinity, anions, cations,
aluminum, iron, manganese, silicon, and total organic carbon (TOC). Total uranium
concentrations ranged from 0.027 ± 0.14 to 47 ± 7.7 pCi/L, with an overall mean concentration
of 2.1 pCi/L. Only one groundwater environmental monitoring sample, MW-DU-001 for the
October 2008 sampling event, exhibited a uranium-238/uranium-234 (U-238/U-234) ratio
exceeding 2; thus, groundwater results did not generally reflect the presence of DU (see
Section 2 of the conceptual site model [CSM]).

* Eighty surface water samples (plus 10 duplicates) were collected from 20 locations, which were
selected based on a February 2008 stream survey when a hydrologist looked for mixing zones,
caves, and seeps along Big Creek, Middle Fork Creek, and the northern tributary of Big Creek.
Samples from seven locations were relocated since they were dry when sampling occurred.
Samples were analyzed for total and isotopic uranium, alkalinity, anions, cations, aluminum,
iron, manganese, silicon, and TOC. Filtered and unfiltered samples were collected. Total
uranium concentrations ranged from 0.032 ± 0.14 to 22 ± 4.4 pCi/L, with an overall mean
concentration of 1.2 pCi/L. Some evidence of DU was suspected in 12 samples (based on
U-238/U-234 ratios exceeding 2). Most concentrations were low with respect to potential
radiological doses when surface water is used as a drinking water source. Results from four
samples exceeded USEPA's 30 micrograms per liter (pjg/L) (9 pCi/L) Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA) maximum contaminant level (MCL). Results for the following four samples collected
from JP-W-05 exceeded the MCL: July 2008 at 22 ± 4.4 (filtered) and 20 ± 4.1 (filtered) pCi/L
and October 2008 at 18 ± 3.5 (filtered) and 20 ± 3.8 (filtered) pCi/L. Samples collected from
location JP-W-05 were collected from a point in the vicinity where overland flow from 500
Center trench intersects with Big Creek. These samples were collected from standing pools of
water (i.e., limited or no water flow).

* Eighty sediment samples (plus 10 duplicates) were collected from 20 locations, which were
selected based on a February 2008 stream survey when a hydrologist looked for areas with
deposition of finer grain sediments based on channel widths, water depths/directions, changes
in slope, and flow velocities along Big Creek, Middle Fork Creek, and the northern tributary of
Big Creek. Samples were collected from the same locations regardless of whether or not they
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were dry when sampling occurred. Samples were analyzed for total and isotopic uranium.
Total uranium concentrations ranged from 0.25 ± 0.13 to 7.4 1 1.6 pCi/g (0.70 to 21 milligrams
per kilogram [mg/kg]) for Big Creek sediment samples, 0.51 ± 0.20 to 2.0 ± 0.55 pCi/g (1.4 to
5.6 mg/kg) for Middle Fork Creek sediment samples, and 0.96 ± 0.16 to 1.7 ± 0.38 pCi/g (0.97
to 4.7 mg/kg) for North Tributary sediment samples, with overall mean concentrations of 1.3,
1.2, and 1.3 pCi/g (3.6, 3.4, and 3.6 mg/kg) for Big Creek, Middle Fork Creek, and North
Tributary, respectively. All concentrations are low with respect to potential radiological dose
(35 pCi/g). The highest concentrations were observed where runoff is expected to enter Big
Creek from the 500 Center trench. Evidence of DU was observed in eight sediment samples
collected from five locations based on elevated U-238/U-234 ratios (i.e., exceeding 3.0) during
one or more of the quarterly site characterization sampling events or semi-annual ERM
sampling events. Isotopic ratios (U-238/U-234) exceeded 3.0 in the following samples: JP-D-
05 (4.7 ± 2.9 in April 2008, 4.4 ± 2.9 in July 2008, 5.1 ± 1.7 in October 2008, and 4.5 + 1.5 in
February 2009) and JP-D-14 (4.2 ± 2.7 in April 2008, 5.2 ± 2.5 in July 2008, 5.2 1 1.8 in
October 2008, and 1.7 ± 0.6 in February 2009). All sediment samples with elevated isotopic
ratios were collected from Big Creek in close proximity to the trench associated with the 500
Center line of fire. All concentrations were detected well below the 35 pCi/g action level for
ERM sampling, which has historically served as a common DCGL for uranium in surface soils.

Soil sampling in October 2008, December 2009, and March 2012 included the collection of 767
soil samples from 140 locations. Background sampling (127 samples) and sampling under penetrators
(107 samples) were collected and identified based on their respective soil type groupings:
Avonburg/Cobbsfork, Cincinnati/Rossmoyne, and Grayford/Ryker. The remaining 395 samples were
collected from various locations in and around the DU Impact Area: Category I - outside DU Impact
Area perimeter, Category 2 - immediately inside DU Impact Area, Category 3 - midway to DU Impact
Area trenches, Category 4 - immediately outside DU Impact Area trenches, Category 5 - other nature and
extent samples, and Category 6 - trench locations. Except where sampling with hand augers was limited
due to auger refusal (e.g., roots, stones), samples were collected from the following depth intervals:

* For October 2008 sampling, the following sample groups were collected from depths of 0 to
0.5, 0.5 to I, I to 2, and 2 to 4 ft below ground surface (BGS): background samples; samples
collected in Categories 1, 2, and 5; and samples collected from under penetrators.

" For October 2008 sampling, samples collected in Categories 3, 4, and 6 were collected from
depths of 0 to 0.5, 0.5 to 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 4, and 4 to 6 ft BGS.

* For March/April 2012, samples were collected from 0 to 4 ft BGS to address concerns raised by
NRC (2011).

Table 2-3 summarizes results for soil samples collected in October 2012.

Table 2-3. Summary of October 2008 Soil Sampling
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

Avonburg and Cobbsfork
Cincinnati and Rossmoyne
Grayford and Ryker

Backgr
1 - Outside DU Impact Area Perimeter
2 - Immediately Inside DU Impact Area
3 - Midway to DU Impact Area Trenches
4 - Immediately Outside DU Impact Area Trenches

Qui,

1.8 1.3 0.54
0.6 2.1 L1.4 10.57

0.20 3.8 1.7 0.59
'Soil

1.3 2.1 1.6 0.18
1.00 2.3 1.6 0.25
1.2 19 1.9 2.3
1.1 2.1 1.5 0.18

0.71 2.6 1.6 0.27
-3.2 142 8.5 25

Samples
1 0.16 2.2 1 0.76 1 0.62

5 - Other Nature and Extent Samples
6 - Trench Locations

Glacial Till Soil
Glacial Till Samples a 12

2-5 
August 2013
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Table 2-3. Summary of October 2008 Soil Sampling
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

Avonburg and Cobbsfork 46 23 40,693 1 10,35
Cincinnati and Rossmoyne 42 1 22 1 27,253 1 3,956 5,578
Grayford and Ryker 20 -1.5 27,469 3,620 7,178
SD = standard deviation

2.2 FACTORS FROM PREVIOUS DOSE ASSESSMENTS

Several dose estimates for the potential effects of DU on members of appropriate critical groups
have been conducted at JPG (Ebinger and Hansen 1994, 1996ab, and 1998). The predicted doses
depended largely on the assumptions made about exposure pathways. In the earliest assessments, it was
projected that drinking water would constitute the largest contributor to the overall dose to humans. Since
the first estimates were completed, however, refinements have been made concerning DU transport to
groundwater and surface water, and more realistic exposure scenarios have been developed. The most
recent assessment assumed that the soil and geologic media that control groundwater recharge and DU
transport were characterized well enough to use as modeling scenarios. The approach adopted herein
models the transport of DU at JPG relying on site-specific data to the maximum extent possible.

Refinements in the distribution and concentration of DU in the DU Impact Area were made in 1995
and 1996 (SEG 1995, 1996ab). These reports show that the size of the affected area could be more
reliably estimated after radiological surveys were completed along a grid through the DU Impact Area.
These survey data were used to map projected soil concentrations (i.e., the historical derived
concentration guideline level of 35 pCi/g) based on 14.4 microRoentgen per hour (liR/hr) equating to a
soil concentration of 35 pCi/g. The size of the contamination zone set up for this assessment was
designed to encompass the majority of areas projecting potential increased soil concentrations based upon
this survey. The assumed contamination zone was reduced in size but assumed 100 percent of the site
DU in the source term as a conservative approach.

The current source terms for DU applied in this dose assessment, particulate and dissolved DU
corrosion products, are calculated based upon the concentration of DU penetrators per specific area from
the DU penetrator distribution study and the depth penetrator corrosion products could reach in the
average amount of time it takes for a penetrator to fully corrode. This approach was used because all dose
pathways, with the exception of external gamma, require the source term to be mobile in the environment
for the pathway to be complete. Corrosion of DU penetrators and subsequent dissolution of the corrosion
products is the primary mechanism for introducing DU into the soil and for subsequent transport to other
media (e.g., surface runoff to surface water and sediment). The rates of corrosion and dissolution were
determined based on laboratory testing and field observations for conditions similar to those experienced
by the DU penetrators at the DU Impact Area. Based on this information, the most likely time to
complete corrosion and dissolution of a JPG penetrator was calculated to be approximately 107 years.
Thus, while Residual Radioactivity (RESRAD)-OFFSITE assumes 100 percent of the DU is available for
transport, in reality, a much smaller percentage is available for transport on a yearly basis. Calculation of
source term concentrations is presented in Section 3.4. Uncertainty associated with this approach is
presented in Section 3.9.
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3. DOSE ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY

The dose estimation methodology is described in Sections 3.1 through 3.9. The RESRAD results
are detailed in Section 3.10.

3.1 HISTORICAL SITE ASSESSMENT

Historical information relevant to the restricted release termination of the current JPG DU license
includes the facility operating history, characterization of radioactive material used at the facility,
characterization of support facilities, and monitoring of radioactive material in the environment. The
following paragraphs summarize these sources of information. The facility operating history is described
in more detail in Section 2.

3.2 DEFINITIONS: "ONSITE," "OFFSITE," "CONTAMINATED ZONE," AND "DU IMPACT
AREA"

Four terms used in the following dose estimation assessments refer to specific sections of the JPG
area. The area under institutional control is that area north of the former firing line fence comprising
50,950 ac (206 kn) and enclosed within the current JPG boundary on the north, east, and west perimeter
fences, which is depicted in Figures 1-1 and 1-2. The DU Impact Area, which comprises 2,080 ac (8.4
kn 2), lies within the area under institutional control. Currently, the DU Impact Area is marked with
radiation contamination signs as a specific hazard area, with all roads leading into the DU Impact Area
having locked metal barricades and no public access. The approximate 4,314-ac (1 7.5-km2) area south of
the firing line does not contain DU test areas and was released from radiological controls as announced by
NRC on 13 May 1996 (NRC 1996). Contaminants from portions of this area have been removed and
applicable lands and facilities have been transferred to others for productive use. In the following
descriptions of the potential exposure scenarios, "onsite" refers to being within the area under institutional
control; "offsite" refers to areas outside the perimeter fence; "DU Impact Area" refers to the area within
the part of JPG north of the firing line where DU munitions impacted the ground (Figures 1-1 and 1-2);
and the "contaminated zone" is the area of highest concentration of DU from within the DU Impact Area
(Figure 3-1). Appropriate interpretation of the conclusions of the following exposure modeling effort
depends on these definitions.

3.3 JPG CONCEPTUAL MODEL

A site description is provided in Section 3.3.1. This discussion is followed by a presentation of the
CSM in Section 3.3.2. The CSM presented in this appendix is abbreviated from the in-depth CSM
presented in Appendix C of the Environmental Report (U.S. Army 2013a).

3.3.1 Site Description

The area around JPG is considered ideal farming land because of the favorable temperature during
the growing season, a relatively long growing season, and adequate moisture to grow a variety of crops
without added irrigation and without danger, in most years, of crop loss from drought (USDA 1997). The
JPG area is now forested with various hardwoods, herbaceous cover, and grasses, and supports a large
population of game animals, nongame mammals, aquatic life, and reptiles. Between the late 1800s and
1941, JPG lands were cleared of timber and farmed extensively, but returned to a forest ecosystem after
the U.S. Government assumed control of the areajust prior to the start of World War II. In May 1941, the
first round was fired at JPG under Army ownership. The JPG reservation is cut from east to west by
several streams, notably Big Creek that flows through the DU Impact Area. Trenches were carved from
south to north by DU penetrator impacts that removed trees. The trenches are downrange from the firing
points and generally in a line formed by the firing points and the soft target locations.
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The DU Impact Area is within the Muscatatuck Plateau physiographic region and is characterized
by broad uplands covered by glacial till with entrenched valleys (Gray 2001). The glacial deposits overlie
Paleozoic bedrock consisting of interbedded limestone, dolomite, and shale, and overburden thicknesses
based on previously installed monitoring wells range from 10 to greater than 65 ft thick (SAIC 2002).
According to Franzmeier et al. (2004), the glacial till is Pre-Wisconsinan age and thought to be Illinoian
age or older and is covered with a thick (>6-ft-thick) mantle of Wisconsinan age loess, or wind deposited
silt.

The DU Impact Area is a broad loess-covered till plain incised by two streams, Middle Fork Creek
and Big Creek and associated tributaries. Soils that encompass the DU Impact Area are described as
"moderately thick loess over weathered loamy glacial till" (USDA NRCS 1999). Measurements indicate
that the majority (>40 percent) of soil mapped is the poorly drained Cobbsfork series. Loess derived soils
extend to depths of 9 to 12 ft and are characterized by moderate to poorly drained, fine- to very
fine-grained loams. Three principal hydrostratigraphic layers have been identified in the DU Impact Area
and consist of the "overburden" or saturated till, "shallow" bedrock consisting of the upper 40 to 60 ft of
bedrock, and "deep" bedrock below depths of 40 to 60 ft.

" The overburden hydrostratigraphic layer.ranges in thickness from several feet to 72 ft in one
location in the DU Impact Area, with an average thickness of 25 ft in the interstream divides.
The till is variably saturated in the lower 10 to 20 ft above bedrock, with wells completed in the
till typically having low yield (less than I to 2 gallons per minute [gpm]). Permeability testing
of several overburden wells indicated till hydraulic conductivities were moderate, in the range
from 0.00093 to 5.7 gallons per day per square foot (gal/day/ft2), for an average of 3.27
gal/day/ft2 (SAIC 2010). Groundwater flow directions in the till generally follow surface
topography with groundwater flow in the DU Impact Area off of the interstream divides toward
Big Creek and Middle Fork Creek under hydraulic gradients in the range of 0.005 to 0.04
(SAIC 2010).

* The shallow bedrock zone consists of the top 40 to 60 ft of the carbonate bedrock. Generally,
the bedrock encountered consisted of nearly horizontally bedded limestone, shaley interbedded
limestone, dolostone, and shaley interbedded dolostone. Karst features have been observed at
JPG in the shallow bedrock hydrostratigraphic layer only and specifically within the DU Impact
Area consisting of surface expressions of sinkholes, caves along Big Creek, and weathered
jointing (fracturing) of bedrock observed at outcrops along Big Creek. Karst development and
the presence of a karst controlled groundwater flow network appears to be limited to within the
narrow erosional plain along Big Creek and offsite along lower sections of Middle Fork Creek.
Permeability testing of shallow bedrock wells resulted in calculated hydraulic conductivities on
the order of 3.7 to 23.2 gal/day/ft2 for an average of 6.0 gal/day/ft2. These hydraulic
conductivities indicate the shallow bedrock is slightly more permeable than the till, yet in the
low range for karst carbonate terrain (Freeze 1979).

* The deep bedrock zone consists of the bedrock below the permeability observed in the shallow
bedrock zone, below 40 to 60 ft BGS. The bedrock in the deep zone consisted generally of the
same bedrock types of the shallow bedrock zone. Within the deep zone the fractures observed
were extremely limited and fresh (e.g., practically nonexistent weathering). No evidence of
solution features were observed within the deep zone. After several months, a number of the
deep bedrock wells were still recovering from pumping that occurred during the well
development activities. Deeper bedrock permeability is clearly lower than overburden or
shallow bedrock, although remains unquantified due to the incomplete recovery of wells
following development or incomplete recovery following installation of the data logger
transducer/slug the night before testing. These traits have led to a qualitative estimate of
permeability for the deep bedrock of 0.02 gal/day/ft2, which is at the low end of published
values for limestone (Freeze and Cherry 1979).
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The quantitative annual water budget for the DU Impact Area developed for detailed surface and
groundwater flow modeling (SAIC 2008d) indicates that the majority of the average annual 49 inches (in)
of precipitation at JPG either is lost through evapotranspiration (26 in or 56 percent) or runoff (18 in or
36 percent) to local streams, leaving only approximately 4 in or 8 percent available to infiltrate the
groundwater in the overburden and shallow bedrock.

DU that had been distributed on or immediately below the ground surface and/or within the surface
water (streams) of the DU Impact Area as a result of the testing may be transported throughout the
environment by several different processes. DU in the soil or surface water can be subject to physical
movement by erosion (during floods and high runoff events), and these processes may cause migration
and transport of DU penetrators along the ground surface and along the surface water drainageways.
Migration and transport of intact DU penetrators and/or fragments is less likely to occur as compared to
corrosion of DU because the residual DU is expected to be mostly located in the subsurface due to prior
surface penetrator retrieval twice a year from the DU Impact Area when the facility was active.
Corrosion of the DU in the surface water or soil could enable soluble forms of DU to be absorbed by
plants and incorporated within the plant matter for uptake by wildlife. Although vegetation may be
burned as part of an FWS management effort or unintended fires (e.g., from lightning), the levels of DU
carried in smoke associated with natural vegetation (such as the FWS-controlled burns at JPG) are not
likely significant (Williams et al. 1998, U.S. Army 2001). Leached DU from the penetrators and/or
fragments in the surface water potentially could be transported to groundwater and surface water, which,
in turn, could migrate to drinking water sources and be ingested by humans, livestock, and wildlife.

3.3.2 Conceptual Site Model

The CSM presented in this appendix is abbreviated from the in-depth CSM presented in Appendix
C of the Environmental Report (U.S. Army 2013a).

As previously indicated, JPG is undergoing reforestation after approximately 50 years of intense
munitions testing and prior agricultural activities. The maturing woodland supports a variety of terrestrial
and aquatic wildlife, and previous munitions testing at JPG has clearly resulted in deposition of large
amounts of intact DU penetrators and DU fragments totaling approximately 162,040 pounds (Ib) (73,500
kilograms [kg]). Potential exposures to DU of the many resources within the DU Impact Area can occur
by several pathways. Figure 3-2 is a summary of the processes that control DU transport and migration at
JPG and a list of potential exposure pathways.

In principal, DU transports and migrates by a variety of processes after deposition in soil
(Figure 3-2). DU can dissolve within the soil and leach into the groundwater; the dissolved DU can react
with soil minerals or could be precipitated under (seasonably) low redox potential (Eh) conditions that
slow its transport to groundwater; and soluble DU can be taken up by plant roots and incorporated into
various plants. Since plants grow in the soils that are contaminated, ingestion of plants by animals
necessarily includes incidental ingestion of DU-contaminated soil. In addition, soils also are susceptible
to wind and water erosion and transport (Whicker et al. 2002); thus, DU could be transported through the
air or moved into surface waters by various runoff or erosion processes, and Williams et al. (1998)
discuss transport of DU contaminants by smoke from fires. A detailed evaluation of transport of DU
contaminants by smoke from fires is provided in Section 3.7.1. Finally, DU may transport with
groundwater to drinking water supplies or be used as well-derived irrigation water. Thus, irrigation water
is a mechanism by which some of the transported DU is recycled to the soil as well as a source for DU to
plants that are irrigated. Doses to humans and ecosystem receptors can come from any number of
exposure pathways beginning when the munitions are tested and lasting until DU is removed from the
system. Thus, the dose to humans from DU must be assessed for a variety of pathways and for a
relatively long time due to a lengthy corrosion process and slow transport through soils.
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3.4 SOURCE TERM CHARACTERIZATION

Source term characterization is addressed in this section. Sections 3.4.1 through 3.4.3 present the
contaminated zone, DU soil concentrations, and the source term for onsite and offsite exposure estimates,
respectively.

3.4.1 Contaminated Zone Delineation

The contaminated zone at JPG is the area where DU remains in the environment from prior DU
firing activities. A DU penetrator distribution study, which is summarized in Figure 3-3 and presented in
greater detail in Section 3 of this report, was conducted to determine the approximate area and location of
residual DU mass at JPG. The DU Impact Area is located in the south-central part of the JPG reservation
and covers approximately 2,080 ac (8.4 km 2) (Figure l-1). The DU penetrator distribution study indicates
that approximately 50 percent of the residual DU is concentrated over 37.6 ac (1.5 x 105 m2) and the
remaining DU is distributed over approximately 4,000 ac with most of the residual DU being located in
the DU Impact Area. The results of the penetrator distribution study agree with and support previous
scoping and characterization survey data (SEG 1995; 1996a,b). The highest concentration of penetrators
is located in a 25-meter (m)-wide by 1,000-m-long path over the 500 Center line of fire corridor from
1,700 to 2,700 m north of C Road, constituting an area of 6.4 ac (2.6 x l04 square meters [M

2
]) containing

29,980 lb (13,599 kg) of DU. Field observations from 1984 through 2013 also indicate that DU
contamination is restricted mainly to the three DU firing corridors (i.e., DU penetrators were fired from
three positions along the firing line: 500 Center, J Firing Position, and K5 Firing Position) and areas
surrounding the trenches that formed on the three firing points as a result of DU testing. During DU
munitions testing (1984 through 1994), penetrators were retrieved twice a year with explosive ordnance
disposal (EOD) trained technicians due to the high concentration (estimated at 85 high explosive rounds
per acre) of high UXO from the DU Impact Area. Penetrator retrieval was conducted primarily in the
firing corridors (trench areas) from the surface of the soil as excavation at depth was not allowed due to
potential UXO hazards and the inability to locate subsurface penetrators with the beta/gamma Geiger-
Mueller detectors used.

For the dose assessment, two contaminated zones were delineated. These zones included a primary
contamination zone (PCZ) 25 m wide by 1,000 m long placed 1,700 to 2,700 m north of C Road to
represent the area of highest DU penetrator concentration from the DU penetrator distribution study, and a
secondary contamination zone (SCZ) 800 in wide by 2,500 m long placed from 200 to 2,700 in north of
C Road and including the area between the J line of fire trench and the K5 line of fire trench as a
conservative representation of the area containinm the remaining DU from the DU penetrator distribution
study. The PCZ is estimated to contain 1.4 x 10 kg of DU and the SCZ is estimated to contain 6.0 x0 4

kg of DU. The SCZ excludes the area and DU contained in the PCZ. Both the PCZ and SCZ contribute
dose to the receptor. For the dose assessment, the SCZ was reduced in size from approximately 4,000 ac
to 494 ac but contained the same mass of DU to establish a conservative source term for the SCZ. The
area of the smaller yet conservative SCZ is based on a width between the J line of fire trench and the K5
line of fire trench. The length of the SCZ, 2,500 m, is based on the results of the radiological survey
(SEG 1995, 1996ab). This width and length ensure the SCZ area contains the majority of the areas
where increased DU soil concentrations are suspected based upon the radiological survey (SEG 1995,
1996a,b).

For the loss of institutional control scenarios, the receptors were located onsite within the area of
primary contamination. RESRAD-OFFSITE (Yu 2010), a computer modeling code used for calculating
doses from exposure to radioactively contaminated soils, was used to estimate residual radiation dose to
receptors from both the PCZ and SCZ. RESRAD-OFFSITE can be used to calculate residual radiation
doses to receptors located on or away from the contaminated soils. The SCZ was established with one-
half of the area on the right side adjacent to the PCZ and the other half on the left side adjacent to the PCZ
(Figure 3-1). The farmer scenario also considered two 0.25-ac (1,000-M 2) gardens, two 2.5-ac (10.,000-
in

2 ) fields for livestock feed (grain and pasture/silage growing areas), as well as a 0.25-ac (1,000-M2 )
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dwelling site. All scenarios included a surface water body located as a dammed area of Big Creek.
Figure 3-1 shows the farm areas in conjunction with the PCZ and SCZ. As shown in Figure 3-1, the farm
was placed directly onto the 500 Center firing line which corresponds to the highest density of DU
penetrators (Figure 3-3). This density is consistent with 89 percent of the penetrators fired from the 500
Center firing position. The elongated, thin farm, which covers a large portion of the area of highest DU
penetrator concentration (Figure 3-3), while physically possible is unlikely to exist in the future in the
event that institutional controls fail. Rather, it would be more reasonable to assume one farm that is much
wider that covers large portions of the high density area (Figures 3-1 and 3-3) or a number of square
farms that cover much smaller sections of the high density area. In either case, receptor exposure would
be less in these more realistic farm configuration because the source term would be decreased. Likewise,
the farm site may cover a small fraction or none of the PCZ thereby significantly reducing or eliminating
exposure potential. Given the myriad possibilities of farm configuration and placement within the DU
Impact Area, and the uncertainty associated with the surface danger zone model, the Army decided to
place the farm in a conservative configuration and location within the DU Impact Area. In this respect,
RESRAD-OFFSITE does not underestimate residual radiological dose to a resident farmer as the average
member of the critical group.

Since RESRAD-OFFSITE modeled radiological dose to the receptor from the PCZ, the left side of
the SCZ and the right side of the SCZ, three RESRAD-OFFSITE runs were conducted and the mean of
the peak dose from the three runs were summed for a total dose to the receptor. The offsite farmer was
not located on the PCZ or SCZ; therefore, the offsite farmer only required modeling of the primary and a
single SCZ.

According to the 2002 JPG Decommissioning Plan, DU penetrators may have contained trace
amounts of plutonium-239/240 (Pu-239/240) and technetium-99 (Tc-99) at concentrations less than 3 and
400 pCi/g, respectively. If Pu-239/240 and Tc-99 are present at these concentrations in the DU at JPG,
the dose for the onsite farmer with the loss of institutional controls exposure scenario would increase by
less than 0.4 percent, a negligible increase. A deterministic dose assessment for the loss of institutional
controls residential farmer scenario using RESRAD-OFFSITE resulted in a dose from Tc-99 of less than
0.1 mrem/y and a dose from Pu-239/240 of less than 0.001 mrem/y. As such, the dose potentially
associated with these radionuclides is an insignificant dose contributor and was, therefore, excluded. The
RESRAD-OFFSITE input and output files associated with this dose assessment are provided
electronically.

3.4.2 DU Concentration in Soil

The source term for RESRAD simulations is assumed to be located in a specific area within a given
depth of soil and is of a homogenous uniform concentration throughout the area. However, DU at JPG is
most likely distributed non-uniformly throughout the DU Impact Area at various soil depths and
concentrations depending on the firing corridor, penetrator model, target distance, and reworking of soils
after deposition. The source term also is assumed to be immediately available for transport in the
environment. Given the size of the DU Impact Area (2,080 ac [8.4 kin2]), direct and indirect exposure to
all remaining penetrators simultaneously is extremely unlikely. However, to meet the homogenous
source term requirements, the source term was calculated so that all remaining penetrators contributed to
the final concentration. This is the equivalent of each receptor being exposed to every penetrator at the
DU Impact Area. This was done as a modeling convenience but also to represent an upper bound on the
dose estimates.

As the DU penetrators have not completely corroded and are not fully available for transport in the
environment (although for modeling purposes full availability is assumed), site-specific soil sample
results cannot be used as an accurate representation of the initial source term soil concentrations for the
uranium isotopes. Therefore, a conservative range of soil concentrations was calculated based upon the
range of contamination zone thicknesses and associated mass of DU for the specific contamination zone
area. Uncertainty associated with this approach is discussed in Section 3.9.
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An appropriate soil concentration source term to be used in RESRAD must be based on the volume
and mass of the source term. Since the area of the source term was based upon the results of the DU
distribution study (Section 3.4.1), the volume of the source term is then calculated by multiplying the
source term area by the depth. The depth of the source term must be based upon a combination of the
depth at which the penetrators initially came to rest as well as corrosion and dissolution rates of DU
penetrators and the distances that DU penetrator corrosion products will travel in soils before the entire
penetrators are completely corroded. For a reasonable source term concentration to be developed, the
following factors must be considered:

* The source term for RESRAD simulations is assumed to be immediately available for transport
in the environment

* The current source term consists of mostly intact penetrators that have been corroding in the
environment between 19 and 29 years, for an assumed average of 25 years (e.g., 1984 to 1994
to the present)

" The penetrator corrosion study determined that it takes an average of at least 100 years for a
penetrator to fully corrode and become completely available for transport in the environment

* All pathways except external gamma require the source term to be available for transport in the
environment to be a complete pathway

* DU corrosion/dissolution products have been detected in soil samples at depths of up to 4.5 ft
(1.4 m) below corroding penetrators

* The distance DU corrosion products can travel in the soil from the initial penetrator before the
penetrator is completely corroded depends on the hydrologic conditions of the soil.

RESRAD-OFFSITE calculates the average velocity of contaminants in soil using the following
equation:

V, V, X Om

Ot + (Pb x Kd)

Where:

V, (m/y) = velocity of contaminants in soil
V,,, (m/y) = velocity of water flowing through mobile pores (hydraulic conductivity)

Om = effective porosity
0, = total porosity
Ph (g/cm 3) = soil bulk density
Kd (cm 3/g) = distribution coefficient

The distance the source term travels vertically in soil over a given time period is calculated by
multiplying V, by time. Using the unsaturated zone deterministic parameters selected for RESRAD (i.e.,
39.42 m/y hydraulic conductivity; 0.383 effective porosity; 0.45 total porosity; 1.41 grams per cubic
centimeter (g/cm 3) density; and 354 cm3/g distribution coefficient) and a time period of 25 years (the
average time since DU firing commenced and ended), the distance the source term will travel in soil is
2.5 ft. This value is consistent with soil sampling data where DU corrosion products have been detected
at depths of up to 4.5 ft (1.4 m) below corroding penetrators. Justification for the selected values is
provided in Table 3-1. Hydraulic conductivity and the distribution coefficient are the parameters that
have a wide range of potential values (i.e., 2.2 to 435 m/y [SAIC 2007b] and 189 to 591 cm 3/g [U.S.
Army 2013a, Appendix D], respectively) and were, therefore, used to evaluate a range of source term
depths. Although the other parameters also have ranges, they are comparatively small and do not greatly
affect the depth calculation. Using the ranges for hydraulic conductivity and Kd, the source term depth
ranges from 0.1 ft to greater than 50 ft. Because sampling data have detected DU corrosion products at
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Table 3-1. Potential Exposure Scenarios With Institutional Controls in Place
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

cxrernai exposure: uu in son.
Inhalation: DU-containing dust.
Ingestion 1) incidental ingestion of
DU-containing soil; and 2) no
pathways from drinking water, crops,
or livestock.

Onsite Hunter The potential critical group spends a limited External exposure: DU in soil. No Bounded by Scenario #8 (Table 3-3); Receptor
amount of time onsite for hunting. Hunting Inhalation: DU-containing dust. dose from Scenario #8 (Table 3-3) is less than
period is two 1-week periods per year, and Inestion: 1) Consumption (offsite) of 25 mrem/y.

2 game consumed replaces all dietary meat game animals that feed in
each year. Game is either deer or turkey.a contaminated area; 2) incidental

ingestion of DU-containing soil; and
3) no pathways from drinking water,
crops, or livestock.

Onsite The potential critical group spends a limited External exposure: DU in soil. No Bounded by Scenario #8 (Table 3-3); Receptor
Fisherman amount of time onsite for fishing. Fishing Inhalation: DU-containing dust. dose from Scenario #8 (Table 3-3) is less than

3 period is 32 hours per month (4 days) for 25 mrem/y.
3 months, or 12 days each year. Fish taken
onsite in Old Timbers Lake will replace all
dietary fish.

Offsite The critical group is a family that lives on a External exposure: DU in soil Yes
Resident farm at the institutional boundary of JPG. deposited from flooding.
Farmer This farm is approximately 3.0 km (1.9 mi) Inhalation: DU-containing dust

from the DU Impact Area. Family raises all blowing in from JPG.
crops and livestock for consumption with Ingestion: 1) Crops, meat, and milk
minimal sources of commercial food products. from livestock raised on soils
Family lives near Big Creek and drinks water contaminated by dust deposition;
from a surface water body downstream from 2) fish from stream or pond
JPG. contaminated by DU leaching through

soil and transporting from JPG;
3) incidental ingestion of
DU-contaminated soil; and 4) use of
drinking water that contains DU from
JPG.
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Table 3-1. Potential Exposure Scenarios With Institutional Controls in Place
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)
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Boundary
Recreationist

amount of time at the JPG boundary but
remains offsite. Activities could include
hiking, camping, hunting, or other outdoor
activities. Recreationists would not have
access to JPG area under institutional control.5
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deposited from flooding.
Inhalation: DU-containing dust blowing
in from JPG.
Ingestion: 1) Consumption of game
animals or fish that grazed, browsed,
or lived in contaminated area at JPG;
2) incidental ingestion of DU-containing
soil deposited from flooding; and 3) no
pathways from drinking water, crops,
or livestock.
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exposure scenario if ingestion pathways are
included. Scenario 1 bounds this exposure
scenario if ingestion pathways are not included.

Offsite The potential critical group spends a limited External exposure: DU in soil. No Exposure to this group already bounded by
Boundary amount of time near the site boundary for Inhalation: DU-containing dust. exposures evaluated in Scenario #2.
Recreationist hunting. Hunting period is two 1-week Ingestion: 1) Consumption (offsite) of

6 (Hunter) periods per year, and game consumed game animals that grazed from
replaces all dietary meat each year. Game is contaminated area; 2) incidental
either deer or turkey. Game assumed ingestion of DU-containing soil; and
contaminated by grazing onsite and migrating 3) no pathways from drinking water,
offsite. crops, or livestock.

Offsite The potential critical group spends a limited External exposure: DU in soil. No Exposure to this group already bounded by
Boundary amount of time near site for fishing. Fishing Inhalation: DU-containing dust. exposures evaluated in Scenario #3.
Recreationist period is 32 hours per month (4 days) for ngestion: 1) Consumption (offsite) of
(Fisherman) 3 months, or 12 days total. Fish taken onsite fish obtained from contaminated

will replace all dietary fish. Fish are assumed stream or pond; 2) incidental ingestion
to have spent part of lifetime in contaminated of DU-containing soil; and 3) no
water onsite. pathways from drinking water, crops,

or livestock.
Offsite The potential critical group lives in a cabin or External exposure: DU in soil No Bounded by Scenario #9.
Part-Time vacation home up to 50 percent of the year. deposited by floods.
Resident All food comes from offsite and is, therefore, Inhalation: DU-containing dust blown

8 assumed uncontaminated; drinking water in from JPG.
from municipal source. Inestion: Incidental ingestion of

DU-contaminated soil deposited by
floods.
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Table 3-1. Potential Exposure Scenarios With Institutional Controls in Place
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

9

i ne potential critical group visits a nome site
periodically each year and lives in a cabin or
vacation home up to 4 months each year. All
food assumed uncontaminated and comes
from offsite; drinking water from municipal
source. Residents grow vegetables in small
garden that is irrigated with water from a
surface water body containing DU Impact
Area runoff approximately 3.2 km (2.0 mi)
from DU-contaminated area.

-xterna exposure: uu in soi.
Inhalation: DU-containing dust.
Ingestion: 1) Incidental ingestion of
DU-contaminated soil and 2) irrigated
vegetable crops in season.

Offsite The potential critical group works indoors in a External exposure: DU in soil No Bounded by Scenario #7 (Table 3-3)
Industrial building at the site boundary. Drinking water deposited by floods.
Worker supplied by a well that could be affected by Inhalation: DU-containing dust blown

10 contaminated zone leaching. Work ranges in from JPG.
from office jobs to heavy industrial jobs. Ingestion: Incidental ingestion of
Scenario covers exposure to FWS personnel DU-contaminated soil deposited by
or other administrators; drinking water from floods.
municipal source.

Offsite This receptor consists of people who work External exposure: DU in soil No Bounded by Scenario #7 (Table 3-3)
Industrial indoors at the site boundary (e.g., in the deposited by floods.
Worker cantonment area) at JPG. Work ranges from Inhalation: DU-containing dust blown

11 office jobs to heavy industrial jobs. Drinking in from JPG.
water from municipal well located 5 mi from Ingestion: Incidental ingestion of
JPG. DU-contaminated soil deposited by

floods.
City Resident People who live in Madison or other External exposure: DU in soil No Bounded by Scenario #4.

surrounding communities all year, such as deposited by floods.
housing in the cantonment area, at JPG. Inhalation: DU-containing dust blown

12 Drinking water from municipal source. in from JPG.
Ingestion: Incidental ingestion of
DU-contaminated soil deposited by
floods.
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Table 3-1. Potential Exposure Scenarios With Institutional Controls in Place
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)
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uownwinu
Resident
Farmer

Shoula mere be a resiaent farmer keast siae)
who sees airborne deposition from burns and
other processes but is upgradient
hydraulically?

13

External exposure: DU in soil
deposited from flooding.
Inhalation: DU-containing dust blowing
in from JPG; DU in smoke from
burning vegetation.
Ingestion 1) Crops, meat, and milk
from livestock raised on soils
contaminated by sediment deposition
and from dust; 2) fish from stream or
pond contaminated by DU leaching
through soil and transporting from
JPG; 3) incidental ingestion of
DU-contaminated soil; and 4) use of
drinking water that contains DU from
JPG.

I1O Dounuea by Scenario *-4; also, see aiscusson In
Section C.5 about incremental doses from fire
smoke.
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a Replacement of meat with game follows Ferenbaugh et al. (2002).
Note: Dose limit is 25 mrem/y.
DP = Decommissioning Plan
DU = Depleted Uranium

FWS = U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

JPG = Jefferson 
Proving 

GroundDP = Decommissioning Plan
DU = Depleted Uranium
FWS =U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
JPG =Jefferson Proving Ground
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depths of up to 4.5 ft (1.4 m) below corroding penetrators, a conservative range of 0.3 to I m was selected
as the probabilistic RESRAD range for the contaminated zone depth because it leads to higher calculated
source term concentration ranges and subsequently higher doses.

Since the source term soil concentration is based upon mass and volume of the source term and
volume is based upon depth, a range of soil concentrations was calculated for both the PCZ and SCZ.
This range was used as a probabilistic RESRAD input and was correlated to the contaminated zone depth
(e.g., if a smaller depth was selected, RESRAD would select a higher concentration). The calculation for
soil concentration is:

MassDu(kg) x %Weight,,, x Specific Activitynuc(pCi/g) x 103(g/kg)
Concnuc~~pCi/g) = Volume(m 3 ) x 10 6 (cm 3 /m 3) x Density (g/cm3 )

Where:

MaSSDU (PCZ)
MaSSDII (SCZ)
%Weighttu-234
%Weight(I-23.5
%Weight(.-238
Specific Activitv1 .234
Specific ActivityU.235
Specific ActivityV. 23,N
Volumnepcz
Volumes(,z
Depth
Density
PCZ
SCZ

13,599 kg
59,901 kg
0.001%
0.2%
99.799%
6.22 x 0-3 Ci/g * 1012 pCi/Ci = 6.22 x 109 pCi/g
2.16 x 10-6 Ci/g * 1012 pCi/Ci = 2.16 x 106 pCi/g
3.36 x 10-7 Ci/g * 1012 pCi/Ci = 3.36 x 10' pCi/g
25,000 m2 * depth (m)
2,000,000 m2 * depth (m)
0.3 m to I m
1.46 g/cm

3

primary contamination zone
secondary contamination zone

This calculation results in a range of soil concentrations listed in Table 3-2.
concentrations ranges were selected for the probabilistic RESRAD assessment.

Table 3-2. Primary and Secondary Zone Depleted Uranium Concentrations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

These soil

I 1 1.3 to 4.3
tU-235 I 1.6 to 5.4 1 0.1 to0.3

U-238 124.9 to 416.4 6.9 to 22.9

3.4.3 Source Term for Offsite Exposure Estimates

The initial source term, as previously defined, was used in conjunction with RESRAD-OFFSITE,
and transport of this source material via wind, surface water (i.e., sediment deposition during flooding),
and groundwater to offsite locations was considered for offsite exposures. Sediment eroded from the
contaminated zone can be transported by surface water (e.g., Big Creek), which is then used by an offsite
receptor for human and animal drinking water as well as irrigation. Water use by receptors from a surface
water body resulted in higher doses to the offsite receptors than from doses due to well water use.
Therefore, for the offsite receptors, the water use was assumed to be from the surface water body.
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3.5 ENVIRONMENTAL PATHWAYS

The CSM (Figure 3-2) shows the processes that control DU transport and migration from soil to
groundwater, surface water, and different biotic receptors. Figure 3-4 shows specific environmental
pathways from DU source to humans. Exposure can occur through external radiation; by inhalation of
respirable, airborne, DU-containing dust; by ingestion of DU via the human food chain; and from
drinking water.

Source Environmental Pathway Exposure Pathway Dose

I

Figure 3-4. Schematic Diagram of RESRAD Program
Illustration of Environmental Exposure Pathways

Direct exposure results from radiation received via residual DU in the soil as the uranium isotopes
and daughter products decay to stable isotopes (Schleien 1992). Much of the radiation is absorbed by soil
minerals, soil water, and within the media through which the decay products travel. The small fraction of
radiation that reaches human receptors can be absorbed by the body and results in external and/or internal
doses to humans. Inhalation of DU can occur when DU-containing soil becomes airborne and is of a
particle size such that it can be taken into the lungs of a receptor. For this environmental pathway to be
effective, the receptors also must be close enough to the contaminated zone during the time when
DU-containing dust is airborne. In addition, as the dose is proportional to the distance from the source,
the larger dose is expected from onsite exposure than from offsite exposure. As such, although both
external exposure and exposure from inhalation affect onsite and offsite receptors, the magnitude of such
exposures depends on the time spent at the source area and the distance from the source area. As such,
onsite receptors will tend to be more affected than offsite receptors by these pathways.

Ingestion of DU can occur through a variety of environmental pathways (Figure 3-4). Uptake by
plants through roots and foliar deposition are the main mechanisms of transfer to plant material.
Contaminated plants can be eaten by wildlife (e.g., deer, turkey) or fed to livestock as fodder, then
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beef/wildlife, poultry, or dairy products can be consumed by humans. In addition, contaminated plants,
such as vegetables from a summer garden or from a subsistence farm, can be directly consumed by
humans. Thus, the DU source-plant-I ivestock/wi IdI ife-human and DU source-plant-human pathways are
important to consider in dose estimates. These pathways are particularly important to the farming and
domestic scenario described below.

Soil ingestion also can be a significant environmental pathway with regard to dose estimates.
Humans can be exposed by this pathway directly by incidental ingestion of DU-containing soil on
vegetables or other food products that contact contaminated soil. Indirectly, contaminated soil can be
ingested by livestock/wildlife and passed to humans via poultry, beef, deer, turkey, and dairy product
consumption. Because of the potentially large contribution to total dose from direct and indirect soil
ingestion, these pathways are modeled below.

Contamination of drinking water by DU leaching through soil to aquifers is an environmental
pathway that could affect offsite and onsite humans for considerable periods. DU transport by physical
means, such as erosion of soils accompanied by their movement downstream and subsequent deposition,
is another pathway considered. Dissolution of DU and its transport via water through soil to aquifers
used for irrigation, drinking water, or both, also is considered. Dose from this pathway could show up
early in the dose estimations or many years in the future depending on the hydrologic characteristics of
the soils of the contaminated zone and underlying geology. The contaminated groundwater direct
pathways include ingestion of water by humans as well as ingestion of water by livestock and wildlife,
and the transfer of DU to humans through beef, deer, turkey, poultry, and dairy products. Both types of
environmental pathways are included in the dose modeling below. While the drinking water pathway is
included in the dose modeling, the poor quality of water from shallow groundwater wells was not
considered. Some data (Rust 1994, 1998) indicate that the quality of water is below drinking water
standards because of sediment or other contaminants not related to DU, and these low-quality waters
occur at the depths included in the modeling. Low-quality water would mean that deeper wells are
required, and this would also decrease the amount of DU in drinking water and decrease the potential
dose to receptors at JPG. Due to the low production of groundwater wells at JPG and their slow recovery,
deeper wells would also be necessary to generate a potential usable quantity of drinking water.

Surface water also can be exposed to erosion such that the water is contaminated by DU. Such
potentially contaminated groundwater may then be subject to transport downstream where it may flow
into ponds or other downstream water bodies that are used by humans. Contaminated surface water can
enter the human food chain indirectly as livestock/wildlife drinking water or directly through the drinking
water supply as discussed above for groundwater. In addition, fish raised in ponds that contain
contaminated water represent an additional pathway to humans. The DU to surface water to fish to
human pathway also is included in the dose modeling presented below.

The drinking water at JPG is obtained from the city of Madison Municipal Supply Systems and the
Canaan Deposits in the Ohio River Valley, approximately 5 mi (8 km) from JPG (MWH 2002). Surface
water is not used as a domestic drinking water supply in the vicinity of JPG. Rather, its primary use is for
recreation and livestock watering (MWH 2002). The groundwater under JPG generally is of poor quality
and low yield, thus it is not used for drinking purposes or for other purposes in any significant capacity.

Environmental pathways for onsite and offsite receptors differ mainly in the source term that is
used for the assessment. Onsite receptors are assumed to be in proximity to the contaminated zone, either
occasionally as hikers, hunters, or fisherman, or daily as resident farmers. Offsite receptors are exposed
to similar environmental pathways as onsite receptors, but because the source term has been reduced by
transport processes (Figures 3-2 and 3-4), the magnitude of the expected doses will be proportionally less.
Thus, the amount of DU contamination in the external, inhalation, and ingestion pathways would be
considerably less than would be encountered for the same pathways for onsite exposures.
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3.6 CRITICAL GROUPS

The various human receptors previously mentioned depend on exposure of the average member of
the hypothetical critical group. For this report, the critical group is defined as a group of individuals that
is expected to receive the largest exposure to DU within the DU Impact Area. The average member of
that group is a person expected to receive the dose from an ordinary use of the site based on the exposure
scenario. Since each scenario presented is different and the critical group for a particular scenario varies
accordingly, a more specific average member of the critical group is given in the scenario descriptions.
For example, the average member of the critical group might be an individual worker who spends half of
his or her work days onsite and the other half inside a building, or the average member of the critical
group might be the farmer who is involved in the daily operations of a working subsistence farm located
within the contaminated zone. Each critical group, then, is defined for each scenario, and the average
member, to which the dose estimates apply, is specified in the description tables. Based upon dose
assessment results, the critical group when institutional controls remain in place is the Industrial Worker
working on JPG (i.e., FWS worker) and the critical group with loss of institutional controls is the
subsistence farmer.

3.7 EXPOSURE SCENARIOS FOR JPG DOSE ESTIMATES

The risk of adverse effects to human health from inhalation, ingestion, or external radiation from
residual DU depends on credible exposure scenarios from the DU source through the environment to
human receptors. Several potential exposure scenarios were considered, and from these a subset was
developed to simulate the most reasonable exposures of humans using the lands surrounding and affected
by the DU firing at JPG. Two sets of scenarios are presented: I) those in effect while institutional
controls are in place (Section 3.7.1), and 2) those in effect if institutional controls fail (Section 3.7.2).
Two radiation dose limits are also in effect for these types of scenarios: 25 mrem/y is imposed in
10CFR20.1403 when institutional controls are in place (Scenario I), whereas the dose limit is
100 mrem/y if institutional controls fail (Scenario 2). These dose limits do not replace the ALARA (i.e.,
that radiation exposure will be kept ALARA and will be no more than the specified dose limit). Potential
exposure scenarios are listed in Table 3-1 (institutional controls in place) and Table 3-3 (institutional
controls failed), and each is considered for inclusion in the set of scenarios selected for analysis.

3.7.1 Exposure When Institutional Controls Are in Effect

Institutional controls are methods to restrict access to specific areas. Physical controls planned for
JPG consist of a high-security, 8-ft-high, chain link fence with "No Trespassing" signs and topped with
barbed wire around the perimeter of the facility north of the former firing line encompassing all of the
approximate 50,950 ac (206 km 2); and locked gates on the perimeter fence. In addition to these physical
controls, no trespassing signs on the perimeter fencing identify the area as access controlled/restricted
area U.S. government property laden with UXO, and administrative access controls will be maintained
and enforced by FWS personnel in charge of the Big Oaks NWR, INANG in accordance with the MOA
(U.S. Army 2000), and the continued Army ownership of the JPG property north of the firing line.
Physical controls will minimize the amount of contact the general public has with JPG lands, whereas the
administrative controls will provide the forum needed to address safety and health issues related to site
use. The scenarios described below are consistent with this concept of institutional controls at JPG.

The main characteristics of the exposure scenarios when institutional controls are in place are that
exposures are limited because site use and site access are limited. Based on the nature and duration of
potential exposures, it was determined that FWS employees supporting the national wildlife refuge and
members of the public entering JPG for recreational purposes (e.g., hunting and bird watching) were two
potential critical groups. Given limited access beyond the site boundary (i.e., the fence that encloses the
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Table 3-3. Potential Exposure Scenarios Following Loss of Institutional Control
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

rKesiaent
Farmer,
Without
Irrigationa

urnicai group is a Tamiiy wno moves onto site alter
institutional controls fail. They construct a home
onsite and raise crops and livestock for family
consumption. This scenario represents the maximum
likely exposure to the person outside the most, often
tending the farm.

1

txrernai exposure: uu in soii.
Inhalation: DU-containing dust.
Ingestion: 1) Crops, meat, and milk from
livestock raised on DU contaminated soil;
2) fish from stream or pond contaminated
by DU leaching through soil; 3) incidental
ingestion of DU-contaminated soil; and
4• drinkina water that contains DlU.

Resident Scenario is same as #1, but the crops require External exposure: DU in soil. Yes
Farmer, With irrigation. Inhalation: DU-containing dust
Irrigationa~b Ingestion: 1) Crops, meat, and milk from

livestock raised on DU contaminated soil;

2 2) fish from stream or pond contaminated
by DU leaching through soil; 3) incidental
ingestion of DU-contaminated soil;
4) drinking water that contains DU; and
5) crops, meat, and milk depend on
contaminated irrigation water.

Onsite Hunter People who spend a limited amount of time onsite for External exposure: DU in soil. No Exposure identical with Scenario #2
hunting. Hunting period is two 1-week periods per Inhalation: DU-containing dust. (Table 3-1). Bounded by Scenario #8
year, and game consumed replaces 50 percent of Ingestion: 1) Consumption (offsite) of (Table 3-3).

3 dietary meat each year. Game is either deer or game animals obtained from
turkey. Assume hunting occurs in DU Impact Area. contaminated area; 2) incidental ingestion

of DU-containing soil; and 3) no pathways
from drinking water, crops, or livestock.

Onsite People who spend a limited amount of time onsite for External exposure: DU in soil. No Exposure identical with Scenario 2
Fisherman fishing. Fishing period is 32 hours per month Inhalation: DU-containing dust (Table 3-1). Bounded by Scenario #8

(4 days) for three months, or 12 days total. Fish Ingestion: 1) Consumption (offsite) of fish (Table 3-3).
4 taken onsite will replace all dietary fish. Assumes obtained from contaminated stream or

fishing occurs in DU Impact Area, pond; 2) incidental ingestion of
DU-containing soil; and 3) no pathways
from drinking water, crops, or livestock.
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Table 3-3. Potential Exposure Scenarios Following Loss of Institutional Control
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

ni..icai group iives [n houses wtnin uu impact b
and grows vegetables for home consumption in
summers. Water from well located at
DU-contaminated area boundary.5

Cxrernal exposure: uu II soil.
Inhalation: DU-containing dust.
Inestion: 1) Consumption of fish
obtained from contaminated stream or
pond, 2) incidental ingestion of
DU-containing soil, 3) drinking water and
vegetables, and 4) no pathway from
livestock.

Part-Time The critical group visits a home site periodically each External exposure: DU in soil. No Bounded by Scenario #2 (Table 3-3).
Domestic, year and lives in a cabin or vacation home up to Inhalation: DU-containing dust.

4 months each year. All food assumed Ingestion: 1) Incidental ingestion of
uncontaminated and comes from offsite; drinking DU-contaminated soil, and 2) irrigated
water from municipal source. Residents grow vegetable crops in season.
vegetables in small garden that is irrigated with water
from a well at the site boundary or approximately
3.2 km (2.0 mi) from DU-contaminated area.

Onsite Critical group works outdoors (2,000 hours per year) External exposure: DU in soil deposited Yes
Industrial in DU Impact Area in the PCZ. Scenario covers by floods.
Worker exposure to FWS personnel. Drinking water from Inhalation: DU-containing dust blown in

municipal source. from JPG.
Ingestion: Incidental ingestion of
DU-contaminated soil deposited by floods.

Onsite Critical group includes the onsite hunter, onsite External exposure: DU in soil. Yes
Sportsman/ fisherman, and onsite recreationist who spend the Inhalation: DU-containing dust.
Recreationalist entire time available (i.e., each of the 103 days per Ingestion: 1) Consumption (offsite) of

year that the Big Oaks NWR is accessible to the game animals obtained from contaminated
public). Assume hunting, fishing, and all other area, 2) incidental ingestion of
activities occur in DU Impact Area in the PCZ. DU-containing soil, 3) incidental ingestion

of drinking water from surface water body,
and 4) game animals drink water from
surface water body and eat plants from
DU Impact Area.

a Scenario is unlikely because of significant risk of injury to farmer/resident from UXO.
b Irrigation of farms in southern Indiana is rare (U.S. Department of Agriculture Statistics) but is included in this scenario for completeness.
Note: Dose limit is 100 mrem/y.
DP = Decommissioning Plan
DU = Depleted Uranium
NWR = National Wildlife Refuge
FWS = U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service



area and remains under Army control), exposure scenarios were developed and are described below.
These scenarios include:

* Periodic hunting of deer and/or turkey within the JPG-controlled area and then consuming these
game animals

* Periodic fishing with consumption of the fish

* Exposure of hikers, bicyclists, bird watchers, and other participants in outdoor activities.

Deer and turkey hunting are currently allowed onsite twice each year, and a similar arrangement for
fishing is not unreasonable. However fishing is only allowed in Old Timbers Lake (9 mi from the DU
Impact Area) where the only potential exposure pathway is from windblown DU ingested by fish. Dose
due to fish ingestion with controls in place would be indistinguishable from background and is therefore
not a plausible pathway (e.g., dose from fish consumption by the offsite farmer less than 2 mi from the
DU Impact Area [where fish are exposed to windblown DU and DU corrosion/dissolution products
carried downstream in Big Creek] is less than 0.01 mrem/y). Exposures when institutional controls are in
place could also include exposures to farmers and homeowners who live at the site boundary and are
considered technically offsite.

The scenarios listed in Tables 3-1 and 3-3, while representative of a wide range of potential
exposures, are somewhat repetitive. For example, Scenario 2 (Table 3-1) onsite hunter covers
consumption of deer from the contaminated area, and Scenario 8 (Table 3-3) onsite
sportsmanirecreationalist covers consumption of deer from the contaminated area as well as consumption
of fish from the contaminated area and external gamma while in the PCZ. In this case, Scenario 2
(Table 3-1) was eliminated from quantitative analysis in RESRAD-OFFSITE because the dose is already
covered by Scenario 8 (Table 3-3).

The only scenario included for analysis in the RESRAD-OFFSITE simulations while institutional
controls are in place is Scenario 4, offsite resident farmer. All other scenarios while institutional controls
are in place were bounded by another scenario from Tables 3-1 or 3-3. Table 3-1 shows the potential
exposures that could affect the critical group of each scenario and the environmental pathways by which
these exposures could occur.

There are concerns about DU transport in the smoke that occurs during controlled burning at JPG
and subsequent doses to receptors via this pathway. The RESRAD modeling program does not
specifically address inhalation of DU-containing smoke as an environmental pathway. Nonetheless, such
a pathway is approximated via the inhaled dust pathway and altering the mass loading for foliar
deposition. This approach is accompanied by an increase in the uncertainty in the estimated doses. As a
preface to such modifications and to evaluate if the added uncertainty was justified, technical literature
relative to exposure to radionuclides (including DU in smoke from fires) was reviewed. There is some
evidence that DU and other natural and anthropogenic radionuclides could transport considerable
distances and result in small doses to receptors as a result of physical disturbances (Kerekes et al. 2001;
Royal Society 2002a,b). Total radioactivity increased in smoke from fires related to battle (Royal Society
2002b), controlled burns, and wildfires (Williams et al. 1998; Johansen et al. 2001; Kraig et al. 2001a,b),
but the increased radionuclide concentrations did not result in significant doses to receptors. For
example, Kraig et al. (200 1a,b) showed that estimated doses to firefighters at the scene of a fire that lasted
several days was approximately 0.2 mrem, whereas to people away from the fire scene, the estimated
dose was approximately 0.06 mrem. These small increases in doses to various receptors were dominated
by naturally occurring radioactive materials such as uranium in soils and/or worldwide fallout (Kerekes et
al. 2001, Kraig et al. 2001a, Royal Society 2002b). In addition, the NRC's Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board (Docket 40-8838-MLA) found that potential radiation dose to the public from airborne
contamination (including smoke from controlled burns of DU-contaminated areas) at JPG is minimal.
While transport by smoke is a possible mechanism of DU transport, the small increase in expected dose to
humans and the uncertainty introduced from modifications to the modeling program to account for this
pathway do not justify including this pathway in the present dose assessment. Thus, dose from DU
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transported by smoke during fires was not specifically evaluated; however, DU transport through the
inhaled dust pathway was considered and should adequately include smoke from controlled bums of DU-
contaminated areas as a source.

3.7.2 Scenarios: Loss of Institutional Controls

Loss of institutional control implies failure of physical and administrative access control to the JPG
lands north of the former firing line. Site characteristics are such that the land could be farmed,
developed, or used as habitat for wildlife or to support outdoor activities similar to those permitted at
JPG, as previously discussed. However, even though institutional controls are assumed to fail, removal of
UXO scattered throughout the JPG lands is not assumed. Thus, risks involved with using the JPG lands
must include potential exposure to residual DU as well as potential injury and death from UXO-related
encounters. The risks associated with exposure to DU have been estimated in this report, but those
associated with UXO are beyond the scope of this work except as they apply to ALARA analyses.

Because of the presence of an estimated 1.5 million rounds of UXO at JPG, and given the cost and
technical considerations involved with UXO removal, intense activities, such as farming or development
for residential homes or industry, although plausible, are not likely future land uses. However, farming
and development are considered as potential DU exposure pathways and are included in the tested
scenarios. Transport of DU by groundwater, surface water, airborne dust, soil erosion, and uptake by
plants and animals is similar to that previously discussed when institutional controls are in place. The
main difference in the scenarios considered if institutional controls fail, besides probable exposure to
UXO, is the proximity to the DU Impact Area where farming, residential development, or recreational use
can take place. The farming scenarios described below assume that a resident farmer lives all year in a
house built on the DU Impact Area in the PCZ and supports a family on produce and livestock onsite.
Part-time residential scenarios assume that residents live part of the year in houses built on the DU Impact
Area and grow vegetables during the summer (4 months) for consumption at home. Recreational uses of
the lands are similar to those previously listed (Table 3-1) except that the DU Impact Area is accessible.
In addition, as a conservative approach although highly implausible, a scenario was established for an
industrial worker (e.g., FWS worker) who spends an entire work year (2,000 hours) outdoors on the DU
Impact Area in the PCZ and a scenario was established for a sportsman/recreationalist (i.e.,
hunter/fisherman/recreationalist) who spends 103 days per year (i.e., the amount of time annually Big
Oaks NWR is open to the public) on the DU Impact Area in the PCZ. The pathways for the FWS worker
include external radiation, inhalation, and incidental soil ingestion. The pathways for the
sportsman/member of the public include external radiation, inhalation, incidental soil and water ingestion,
meat ingestion, and fish ingestion. These two scenarios were established because they bound many of the
other scenarios (inclusive of both those with while institutional controls are in place and in the event of
loss of institutional controls). The probabilistic peak of the mean TEDE complies with both with
institutional controls in place and in the event of loss of institutional controls. As such, these scenarios
are obviously compliant with the 25 and 100 mrem/y TEDE mandated in 10 CFR 20.1403 for restricted
release. Table 3-3 lists the scenarios, potential exposure pathways, and if the scenario is included in dose
estimates; or if not, why the scenario was eliminated from the dose estimates.

Scenarios selected for analysis when institutional controls fail are listed in Table 3-3. The scenarios
included for RESRAD-OFFSITE analysis because they represent potential exposure to humans under
scenarios not included when institutional controls are in place consisted of the resident farmer with
irrigated crops, the conservative FWS worker, and the conservative sportsman/member of the public
(Scenarios 2, 7, and 8, respectively [Table 3-3]).

Developing the entire list of scenarios, then screening the list for the unique cases, simplified the
RESRAD-OFFSITE modeling process considerably. In addition, applying the RESRAD-OFFSITE
probabilistic approach provided an upper bound of potential exposure for the two dose limits so that
release of the JPG site for restricted use can be evaluated.
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3.8 METHODOLOGY

In this section, the methodology is discussed. Sections 3.8.1 through 3.8.3 address RESRAD-
OFFSITE codes and applications, general and scenario-specific parameter values, and common
properties.

3.8.1 RESRAD Codes and Applications

RESRAD-OFFSITE has been selected as the tool to model environmental transport of DU
contaminants, radiological decay and ingrowth of decay products, direct and indirect exposure pathways,
and the estimated radiological dose to potential human receptors. RESRAD-OFFSITE is an extension of
the RESRAD code, including the addition of a three-dimensional groundwater flow and radionuclide
transport model, the Gaussian plume model for atmospheric dispersion, and the deposition model used to
estimate the accumulation of radionuclides in offsite locations and in food (Yu et al. 2007). The offsite
code includes deterministic and probabilistic modules and associated default input parameters.

The RESRAD-OFFSITE code is a computer code that evaluates the radiological dose and excess
cancer risk to an individual who is exposed while residing and/or working in or near an area where the
soil is contaminated by radionuclides. It is an extension of the RESRAD (onsite) code, which was
originally designed for evaluation of radiological doses to an onsite receptor. The RESRAD-OFFSITE
code couples an atmospheric dispersion model, groundwater transport model, and offsite accumulation
model with the RESRAD (onsite) code to permit calculation of doses to persons located beyond the
boundary of the contaminated site. It calculates radiation dose to a chronically exposed onsite/offsite
resident for different land use and exposure scenarios. The code focuses on radioactive contaminants in
soil and their transport in air, water, and biological media to a single receptor. Nine exposure pathways
are considered in RESRAD-OFFSITE: direct exposure; inhalation of particulates and radon; and
ingestion of plant foods, meat, milk, aquatic foods, water, and soil. RESRAD-OFFSITE uses a pathway
analysis approach in which the concentrations in environmental media that connect the source to the
receptor are computed at a series of times. These concentrations are used to compute the TEDE.
Radiation doses, soil guidelines, and media concentrations of radionuclides are calculated at a series of
user-specified times. The source is adjusted over time to account for radioactive decay and ingrowth,
leaching, erosion, and mixing. The user can construct exposure scenarios based on exposure pathways
and input parameters.

RESRAD-OFFSITE version 2.6 (Yu 2010) was used to simulate exposure to receptors at sites
located both inside and outside the area of institutional control. RESRAD-OFFSITE simulates exposures
by the same types of environmental pathways as in RESRAD, but transport from the source term and
distance from the contaminated area are factored in for exposures to receptors located outside the
contaminated zone.

RESRAD-OFFSITE simulates transport of DU (or other radionuclides) through soils and air to
various crops and plants for use by a farmer, to groundwater or a surface water body used for drinking,
and can account for external exposure of receptors (Figure 3-4). The program requires input
concentrations of radionuclides in the soil of the affected area. The soil concentration of DU, or source
term, is assumed to be uniformly distributed over a defined affected area and is diminished only by
radioactive decay; leaching; wind and water erosion; and uptake from soils, water, and air. The leaching
model depends on several soil properties, including permeability, texture, and the distribution coefficient
between soluble (i.e., mobile) DU and insoluble DU that remains in the soil and is not leached.
Groundwater flow depends on the permeability of the geologic strata through which it flows as well as the
structure of the underlying bedrock. The depth through which the DU migrates depends, again, on the
underlying geologic formations and the depth of the water table. In general, DU and other contaminants
evaluated using RESRAD-OFFSITE move more quickly in saturated, porous materials that are relatively
thin in depth, whereas transport is slowed when the materials are less porous, deeper, react with the
contaminant, or a combination of these factors.
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3.8.2 Parameter Values for RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations

The RESRAD-OFFSITE program requires values for more than 200 parameters to simulate
contaminant flow from the source through the unsaturated and saturated media to groundwater or surface
water. A general set of default parameters is built into RESRAD-OFFSITE (Yu et a]. 2007, NRC 1998)
based on "average" agricultural characteristics reported in the technical literature, or on accepted default
values (e.g., NRC 1998). For this dose assessment, parameter inputs are selected based on a hierarchy to
maximize use of site-specific data. The hierarchy for dose modeling input parameter value selection is as
follows:

" Empirical site-specific data (e.g., from Final Phase 2 RI (MWH 2002), Well Location
Construction Report [SAIC 2007b], etc.)

* Literature values based on site-specific conditions (e.g., density and porosity for silt loam
[loess] from U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulation [NUREG]/CR-6697 tables.,
Carsel and Parrish, 1988, etc.)

* Calculated values from data presented in NUREG/CR-6697 and NUREG/CR-6937

* Most likely or expected values from NUREG/CR-6697 and NUREG/CR-6937

• Literature values and professional judgment (e.g., sportsman's onsite occupancy).

When site-specific or literature-based inputs are not available, RESRAD-OFFSITE probabilistic
defaults are used as defined in NUREG/CR-6937 and NUREG/CR-6697, though most often as
deterministic inputs. This is accomplished by selecting, from the default distributions, the mean or most
likely values. A simple example is the soil ingestion rate, represented as a triangular distribution with a
most likely value of 18.3 g/y (this rate is entered as a deterministic parameter given a site-specific rate is
not available). This approach is consistent with NRC guidance and with the objective of the probabilistic
module: to produce results based on the most probable rather than the most conservative exposure
conditions. In many cases, the default deterministic value is identical to the probabilistic most likely or
mean value. The default probabilistic parameter is sometimes represented as a non-site-specific
continuous distribution. In these cases, the "expected value" is calculated and entered as a deterministic
value. An example is the outdoor fraction described in terms of a cumulative frequency in
NUREG/CR-6937 (ANL 2000) Appendix B. Calculated expected values typically fall in the 7 5 h to 9 0 th

percentile range. The overall objective in selecting deterministic most likely and expected values is to
represent the "average member of the critical group" as described in the Consolidated Decommissioning
Guidance (NRC 2006). Where receptor- or medium-specific defaults are unavailable, USEPA's
Exposure Factors Handbook (USEPA 2011) and Argonne National Laboratory's (ANL's) Data
Collection Handbook (ANL 1993) serve as the primary resources.

In some cases, NUREG guidance does not provide receptor-specific information that matches the
CSM. In these cases, the input is defined based on professional judgment. An example is the
sportsman's onsite occupancy and game meat consumption rate. The proposed occupancy is based on the
total time a member of the public has access to Big Oaks NWR on an annual basis (e.g., 103 days,
including squirrel hunting, 14 days for deer hunting, and 12 days for turkey hunting), and the
consumption rate is defined assuming the hunter eats 100 lb of meat per year [e.g., two 50-lb (average-
sized) deer or a combination of deer, turkey, and squirrel]. Table 3-3 presents additional supporting
details.

3.8.3 Sensitive Parameter Analysis and Probabilistic Distributions

In dose modeling, the sensitivity analysis is conducted to identify input parameters that can have a
significant impact on dose. These parameters are defined in NUREG/CR-6697 (ANL 2000) Appendix B,
Table 4.2 as Priority I (most sensitive) and Priority 2 (medium sensitivity). The least sensitive
(Priority 3) parameters are not considered in this sensitivity analysis. The RESRAD-OFFSITE authors
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have not yet addressed the sensitivity of RESRAD-OFFSITE parameters, though the air dispersion
portion of the model is considered, at least qualitatively, in the following subsection.

For JPG dose modeling, quantitative sensitivity analyses were limited to parameters for which there
are actual site-specific data. That is, the sensitivities of parameters described by default or general
literature-based inputs are generally less relevant than parameters definable by site-specific inputs. For
example, the "depth of roots" and "transfer factors for plants" are Priority I parameters, although there
are no site-specific data especially for a hývpothetical farming scenario. That is, the default value will be
used whether or not the sensitivity analysis demonstrates it to be more or less sensitive than other
parameters. Of the ten Priority 1 parameters listed in NUREG/CR-6697 (ANL 2000) Appendix B,
Table 4.2, seven had site-specific data. These seven parameters include distribution coefficient, density
of contaminated zone, density of saturated zone, saturated zone total porosity, saturated zone effective
porosity, saturated zone hydraulic conductivity, and unsaturated zone thickness. In addition, one
Priority 2 parameter (thickness of contaminated zone) was selected for the sensitivity analysis.

The sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the impact of site-specific data on the TEDE.
For each site-specific parameter, the evaluation identified upper and lower values as listed in
NUREG/CR-6697 tables, Carsel and Parrish (1998), or the JPG Well Location Selection Report (SAIC
2007b). The RESRAD sensitivity utility then was used to calculate the sensitivity index (SI) for the
site-specific Priority I and 2 parameters identified above.

The utility operates by reducing and increasing the selected input parameter by a common factor.
The dose was calculated for each perturbed parameter value keeping all other parameter values the same.
The output, including dose with the parameter unperturbed, dose with parameter reduced, and dose with
parameter increased, was graphically displayed with time as the independent variable. The SI was
calculated at the year when the maximum dose occurred by using the following formula:

SI = I - (f(P)min / f(P)max)

Where: f(p) is the maximum dose associated with the upper and lower parameter values.

A positive value of the SI indicates that the dose is directly proportional to the parameter of interest,
whereas a negative value indicates the dose is inversely proportional to the parameter of interest. A value
less than 0.01 indicates that the dose is independent of the parameter. The further the value of SI is from
zero (0), the more sensitive the parameter is. For a value of 0.01 to 0.15, the parameter was considered
moderately sensitive, and for values greater than 0.15, the parameter was considered highly sensitive.

During the sensitivity analyses, the common factor was selected in such a way that the maximum
and minimum value related to the parameter included the upper and/or lower value associated with the
parameter. For parameters for which there is no upper and lower value available, a common factor of two
was used. The results of the sensitivity analysis are summarized in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4. Sis for Site-Specific Parameters
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

Thickness of contaminated zone m Lower 0.5 1.5 0.36 Highly sensitivea
Upper 2.6 14.

Unsaturated zone thicknesses m Upper 2.6 14 0 Not sensitive
Lower 0.65 14

Density of contaminated zone g/cm 3  Upper 2.2 14 0 Not sensitive
Lower 1.0 14

Distribution coefficient (contaminated zone) cm3/g Upper 708 14 0 Not sensitiveLower 177 14

Distribution coefficient (unsaturated zone 1) cm3/g Upper 4,332 14 0 Not sensitiveLower 1,058 14
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Table 3-4. Sis for Site-Specific Parameters
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

Upper 2,052 14
Distribution coefficient (unsaturated zone 2) cm3lg Lower 513 14 0 Not sensitive

Upper 0.2 14
Saturated zone total porosity Lower 0.05 14 0 Not sensitive

Upper 0.05 14
Saturated zone effective porosity Lower 0.013 14 0 Not sensitive

Upper 172.2 14Saturated zone hydraulic conductivity m/y Lower 43.1 14 0 Not sensitive

Density of saturated zone g/cm3  Upper 3.8 14 0 Not sensitive
Lower 1.7 14

a Unlike in the dose calculations presented in Section 3.10, in the sensitivity calculations, the uranium concentration was not correlated with
the contaminated zone thickness, but remained constant. Therefore, the radionuclide inventory in the soil increased as the contaminated
zone thickness increased.

The results of the sensitivity analyses demonstrate that the thickness of the contaminated zone is the
most sensitive parameter affecting the total dose. The results also indicate that the other physical site
parameters are not sensitive in their effects on the total dose.

It should be noted that the radionuclide concentration and contaminated zone thickness were not
correlated in the sensitivity analysis. Thus, increasing the contaminated zone thickness increased the total
radionuclide inventory in the soil. This likely accounted for the direct relationship between contaminated
zone thickness and calculated dose. Had the contaminated zone thickness and radionuclide concentration
been inversely correlated, as in the dose analysis discussed in the remainder of this appendix, it is likely
that the dose would have remained nearly the same or decreased as the contaminated zone thickness was
increased (and tile radionuclide concentration decreased).

As the thickness of the contaminated zone is the most sensitive parameter and the source term
concentration is highly dependent on the contaminated zone thickness and other parameters
(Section 3.4.2) such as hydraulic conductivity and distribution coefficient, the parameters selected for
probabilistic analysis included the following:

* Contaminated zone thickness
* Unsaturated zone thickness
* Concentration of U-234
* Concentration of Uranium-235 (U-235)
* Concentration of U-238
* Contaminated zone and unsaturated zone distribution coefficients
* Contaminated zone and unsaturated zone hydraulic conductivity.

In a letter to NRC (U.S. Army 2005), the Army identified four parameters for which site-specific
data would enhance the accuracy and reliability of the dose assessment model. These four parameters
were:

* Extent and concentration of DU
* Thickness of the contaminated zone
* Distribution coefficient
* Solubility and dissolution rates of DU penetrators.

A penetrator distribution study (U.S. Army 2013a, Appendix C) was conducted to determine the
extent and concentration of DU penetrators. A penetrator corrosion study was conducted to determine the
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corrosion, solubility, and dissolution rates of DU penetrators (U.S. Army 2013a, Appendix C). A
distribution coefficient (Kd) study was conducted to more accurately determine how DU penetrator
corrosion products transport through site-specific soil types (U.S. Army 2013a, Appendix D). The results
of these studies were used in establishing the probabilistic distribution ranges. These ranges and the
rationale used to determine them are listed in Table 3-5.

3.9 SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSES

Uncertainty analysis is a means by which the distribution of output values is estimated (i.e., the
degree of error in estimated values is established). Uncertainty analysis uses distributions of parameter
values for each parameter in the analysis. A value for each parameter is selected at random from the
distribution and the dose is calculated for that set of parameter values; then the process is reiterated.
Value selection can either be completely at random from the distribution, or selected at random from
individual segments of the entire distribution. The latter method is the Latin hypercube sampling method
(McKay, Conover, and Beckman 1979; Inman., Helton, and Campbell 1981; Helton and Inman 1982) and
forces sampling of the tails of the parameter distribution. This method tends to increase the mean value
of the distribution and ensures that the largest and smallest values of a distribution are included in the
analysis. Three hundred iterations of the model are run during an uncertainty analysis, so each
distribution is sampled 300 times (i.e., 3 repetitions of each of 100 observations) (Yu et al. 1993; Yu et al.
2001, Attachment M; Kamboj et al. 2000; LePoire et al. 2000). In this way, a set of 300 output values is
derived that can be described statistically. For all PCZ model runs, 100 observations and 3 repetitions
were selected. The number of repetitions is the number of times the analysis needs to be repeated to
obtain a measure of the accuracy of the probabilistic predictions (Yu et al. 2007). The repeated results of
the primary contamination model run for the residential farmer scenario with loss of institutional controls
showed that the three repetitions produced results with a high degree of precision given that they were
within 0.16 percent. Given the high degree of precision, all SCZ model runs used the smallest number of
observations allowed by RESRAD-OFFSITE (i.e., 37 observations and I repetition) in uncertainty
analysis modeling.

Uncertainty analysis using all of the parameters in the RESRAD model for each scenario is a large
task that is extremely inefficient given that the contributions of all of the parameters would be included
for each estimated dose for each scenario. However, the set of parameters to include in the analysis can
be refined by using the information from the sensitivity analysis above. Using the sensitivity information,
the thicknesses of the contaminated zone and unsaturated zones; the distribution coefficients for the
contaminated zone and unsaturated zones; the hydraulic conductivity of the contaminated zone and
unsaturated zones; and the concentrations of U-234, U-235, and U-238 were incorporated into the
uncertainty analysis.

Selecting probability distributions for the parameters used for the uncertainty analysis was
relatively difficult and is the source of uncertainty in the analysis. Clearly, variation in source term
concentrations, area of the contaminated zone, and depth of the contamination are directly related to the
input values: an increase in one results in a proportional increase in the estimated dose. Instead of
including a distribution for the area of the contaminated zone, a set area of 25 by 1,000 m was used for
the PCZ. This area represents the area within the DU Impact Area with the highest concentration of DU
penetrators as determined by the DU distribution study, which also established a DU mass associated with
the area. In addition, an SCZ was established with an area of 800 by 2,500 m with one-half of the zone
adjacent to the east of the PCZ and the other half adjacent to the west side. For the dose assessment, the
SCZ was reduced in size from approximately 4,000 to 494 ac but contained the same mass of DU. The
area of the smaller yet conservative SCZ is based on a width between the J line of fire trench and the K5
line of fire trench. The length of the SCZ, 2,500 m, is based on the results of the radiological survey
(SEG 1995, 1996a,b). This width and length ensure the SCZ area contains the majority of the areas
where increased DU soil concentrations are suspected based upon the radiological survey (SEG 1995,
1996a,b). This area conservatively contains the remainder of the source term mass as it is a much smaller
area and located closer to the receptor than the actual concentration of DU penetrators as determined by
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Table 3-5. Default and Selected Values for Various Parameters Used in RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

Parameter ~~ Reepo Prob .em Decito. Rainl. an Refrece
Exposure duration (y) All - 3.00E-01 Relevant for carcinogenic risk calculations

Basic radiation dose limit (mrem/y) All -- 2.50E+01 Basic radiation dose limit per 10 CFR 20 with controls in place

FMRISPT 1.OOE+02 Radiation dose limit for uncontrolled release of site

Initial Principal Radionuclide (pCilg): Uranium Isotopes

U-234 All (PCZ) 23.2 to 77.2, 23.2 Calculated value (See Section 3.4.2), (-0.99) RCC to CZ thickness
uniform

All (SCZ) 1.3 to 4.3, 1.3 Calculated value (See Section 3.4.2), (-0.99) RCC to CZ thickness
uniform

U-235 All (PCZ) 1.6 to 5.4, 1.6 Calculated value (See Section 3.4.2), (-0.99) RCC to CZ thickness
uniform

All (SCZ) 0.1 to 0.3, 0.1 Calculated value (See Section 3.4.2), (-0.99) RCC to CZ thickness
uniform

U-238 All (PCZ) 124.9 to 124.9 Calculated value (See Section 3.4.2), (-0.99) RCC to CZ thickness
416.4,

uniform
All (SCZ) 6.9 to 22.9, 6.9 Calculated value (See Section 3.4.2), (-0.99) RCC to CZ thickness

uniform
Deposition velocity for uranium isotopes (m/s) All I.OOE-03 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Distribution Coefficients for Uranium Isotopes
CZ (cm3/g) All 354, 204,189, 3.54E+02 JPG Kd Study; 354 (mean), 204 (standard deviation), 189 (minimum),

591, bounded 591 (maximum) bounded normal distribution
normal

UZ 1 (cm3/g) All 2116,410, 2.12E+03 JPG Kd Study; 2,116 (mean), 410 (standard deviation) normal distribution
normal

UZ 2 (cm3/g) All 1026,1018, 6.36E+00 JPG Kd Study; 1,026 (mean), 1,018 (standard deviation), 0.93 (minimum),
0.93, 4470, 4,470 (maximum) bounded normal distribution
bounded
normal

SZ (cm3/g) All - 6.36E+00 JPG Kd Study

Sediment in SWB (cm3/g) All 2116, 410, 2.12E+03 JPG Kd Study; 2,116 (mean), 410 (standard deviation) normal distribution
normal
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Table 3-5. Default and Selected Values for Various Parameters Used in RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

Paamtr ee- o -- S. Deem esrpin Rainl. an Reerece
Agricultural areas 1-4 (cm3/g) All 354, 204,189, 3.54E÷02 JPG Kd Study; 354 (mean), 204 (standard deviation), 189 (minimum),

591, bounded 591 (maximum) bounded normal distribution
normal

Offsite dwelling (cm3/g) All 354, 204,189, 1.89E+02 JPG Kd Study; 354 (mean), 204 (standard deviation), 189 (minimum),
591, bounded 591 (maximum) bounded normal distribution

normal
Leach rate (l/y) All -- 0.OOE+00 Use distribution coefficient option

Solubility constant All - 0.00E400 Use distribution coefficient option

Storage Times of Cont. Foodstuffs (Days)

Surface water FMR only -- 1.00E+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Well water FMR only -- 1.O0E+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Fruits, nonleafy vegetables, and grain FMR only -- 1.40E+01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Leafy vegetables FMR only - 1.OOE+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Livestock feed - pasture or silage FMR only - 1.OOE+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Livestock feed - grain FMR only - 4.50E+01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Meat and poultry FMR/SPT - 2.001E01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Milk FMR only - 1.001E+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Fish FMR/SPT - 7.00E+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Crustacea and mollusks All - 7.OOE+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Physical and Hydrological Parameters

Precipitation (m/y) All- 1.19E+00 SAIC 2008d (Section 3.3.1) at 47 inches per year

Average annual wind speed (mlsec) All- 4.30E+00 RESRAD-OFFSITE calculated value based on meteorological Strategic Toxic Air
Reduction (STAR) File for Indianapolis, Indiana

Contamination Zone and Cover Parameters

Area of PCZ (m**2) All - 2.50E+04 DU trench is estimated to be approximately 1,000 by 25 m

Length parallel to aquifer flow (m) All -- 8.OEE+00 Conservative value selected to maximize groundwater concentration and ensure
that volumetric groundwater flow rate under the CZ exceeds or meets the recharge
volumetric rate through the CZ

Depth of soil mixing layer (m) FMR -- 1.50E-01 Most probable value of default triangular distribution

SPT/FWS -- 5.00E-02 Shallower depth (5 cm) assumed for nonagricultural scenarios

Deposition velocity of dust (m) All - 1.OOE-03 Midpoint of default log uniform distribution - low dose dependence

Irrigation (mly) FMR only -- 2.00E.01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution spanning value
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Table 3-5. Default and Selected Values for Various Parameters Used in RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

Paaee Receptor Prb .e m Decito. Rainae and Refrece
Evapotranspiration coefficient of CZ All 5.60E-01 SAIC (2008d) based on Thomewaite calculation (Section 3.3.1)
Runoff coefficient of CZ All - 3.60E-01 SAIC (2008d) from base flow data (16.7 in as surface water runoff or 36 percent of

total 47 in of total precipitation; Section 3.3.3)
Rainfall erosion index All -- 2.15E+02 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Att. B Table 2.3-1 default

Slope-length-steepness factor of CZ All - 6.10E-01 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Att. B Equations (2.5-3) and (2.5-4) using site-specific
slope data
* LS=(k72.6)- * (65.41sin2 + 4.56 sinG + 0.065)

A A=the field slope length (ft) =1,000 ft
S m =0.3 for slopes of 1 to 3 percent

0 8 = angle of slope = tan-1 (slope percent/100) = 1.83
* slope percent = 3.2% (JPG site-specific)

Cropping-management factor of prim. cont. All - 1.94E-01 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Aft. B Table 2.6-1 default

Conservation practice factor of prim. cont. All - 9.70E-01 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Aft. B Table 2.7-1 default

Thickness of CZ (m) All - 1.00E+00 Estimated conservative value based on distance contaminant travels before
penetrator is completely corroded and entirely available for transport in the
environment

All 0.3-1.0, EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Section 3.2.1.10. Calculation based on distance
uniform contaminant will travel in soil over 100 years (time for complete corrosion of

penetrator and dissolution of corrosion products) before 100 percent of the source
term is available for transport in the environment using deterministic values for Kd,
total porosity, and effective porosity and a probabilistic range for hydraulic
conductivity. (Note: the maximum depth was limited to 1 m as a conservative
approach).

CZ total porosity All - 4.50E-01 Carsel and Parrish (1998) and NUREG/CR-6697 Aft. C Table 3.2-1 for silt loam
_ (loess)

Computed erosion rate of CZ material (mly) All -- 1.23E-03 RESRAD-OFFSITE calculated value

Density of CZ (g/cm 3) All - 1.46E÷00 NUREG/CR-6697 Aft. C Table 3.1-1 for silt loam (loess)

Soil erodibility factor of CZ (tons/ac) All -- 3.26E-01 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Aft. B Table 2.4-1 default

CZ field capacity All - 3.OOE-01 Calculated per Meyer and Gee (1999)

CZ b parameter All -- 1.41E+00 Carsel and Parrish (1998) for silt loam (loess)
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Table 3-5. Default and Selected Values for Various Parameters Used in RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

CZ hydraulic conductivity (m/y) All - 3.94E+01 Carsel and Parrish (1998) - 39.42 m/y (mean)

2.2 -445, Carsel and Parrish (1998) - 39.42 miy (mean), 107.75 m/y (standard deviation);
bounded SAIC (2007b) Well Location Selection Report - range of 2.2 to 445 m/y; (0.99)

Iognormal-N RCC to CZ thickness

Cover depth (m) All - 0.00E+00 No cover assumed for all receptors

Total porosity of the cover material All - not used No cover assumed for all receptors

Computed erosion rate of cover material (m/y) All -- not used No cover assumed for all receptors

Density of cover material (g/cm3) All - not used No cover assumed for all receptors

Soil erodibility factor of cover (tons/ac) All - not used No cover assumed for all receptors

Volumetric water content of the cover material All - not used No cover assumed for all receptors

Agricultural and Livestock Feed Growing Area Parameters

Areal extent of agricultural Area 1 (m2) All - 1.00E+03 Deterministic default used for hypothetical farm

Areal extent of agricultural Area 2 (M2
) All - 1.0OE+03 Deterministic default used for hypothetical farm

Areal extent of agricultural Area 3 (M2
) All -- 1.00E+04 Deterministic default used for hypothetical farm

Areal extent of agricultural Area 4 (M2
) All -- 1.00E+04 Deterministic default used for hypothetical farm

Fraction of agricultural Areas 1-2 directly over the CZ All -- 0 to 1 Fraction = 1 for onsite receptors; fraction = 0 for offsite receptors

Fraction of agricultural Areas 3-4 directly over the CZ All - 0 Fraction = 0 for offsite receptors

PCZ All -- 0.25 Fraction for onsite receptors; 25% is on PCZ and 75% is on SCZ

SCZ All - 0.75 Fraction for onsite receptors; 25% is on PCZ and 75% is on SCZ
Irrigation applied per year for Areas 1-4 (m/y) FMR only -- 2.OOE-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution spanning value

Evapotranspiration coefficient in agricultural Areas 1-4 All -- 5.60E-01 SAIC (2008d) based on Thomewaite calculation (Section 3.3.1)

Runoff coefficient in agricultural Areas 1-4 All -- 3.60E-01 SAIC (2008d) from base flow data (16.7 in as surface water runoff or 36 percent of
total 47 in of total precipitation; Section 3.3.3)

Mixing depth/plow layer of agricultural Areas 1-4 (m) FMR -- 1.50E-01 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6697 Aft. C Figure 3.12-1

FWS/SPT -- 5.OOE-02 Shallower depth (5 cm) assumed for nonfarming scenarios

Volumetric water content in agricultural Areas 1-4 All - 2.52E-01 Mean from NUREG/CR-6937 Aft. B Table 2.1-2 for silt loam

Dry bulk density of soil in agricultural Areas 1-4 (g/cm 3) All - 1.46E+00 NUREG/CR-6697 Aft. C Table 3.1-1 for silt loam (loess)

Soil erodibility factor of agricultural Areas 1-4 (tons/ac) All - 3.26E-01 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Aft. B Table 2.4-1 default

Slope-length-steepness factor, agricultural Areas 1-4 All - 6.10E-01 Site-specific calculation; see CZ slope-length-steepness factor
Cropping-management factor of agricultural Areas 1-4 All - 1.94E-01 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Aft. B Table 2.6-1 default
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Table 3-5. Default and Selected Values for Various Parameters Used in RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

Par merll I IP, 3. D Rationle.. an Rfec

Conservation practice factor of agricultural Areas 1-4 I All I I- 9.70E.01 IEV from NUREG/CR-6937 Aft. B Table 2.7-1 default
Offsite Dwelling Area Parameters

Irrigation applied per year for dwelling site (m/y) All -- 2.OOE-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution spanning value

Evapotranspiration coefficient in dwelling offsite All - 5.60E-01 SAIC (2008d) based on Thomewaite calculation (Section 3.3.1)

Runoff coefficient in offsite dwelling site All -- 3.60E-01 SAIC (2008d) from base flow data (16.7 in as surface water runoff or 36 percent of
total 47 in of total precipitation; Section 3.3.3)

Mixing depth of offse dwelling site (m) All -- 5.00E-02 Shallower depth assumed (i.e., no agricultural at dwelling location)

Volumetric water content in offsite dwelling All -- 2.52E-01 Mean from NUREG/CR-6937 Aft. B Table 2.1-2 for silt loam

Dry bulk density of soil in offsite dwelling site (g/cM3) All -- 1.46E+00 NUREG/CR-6697 Aft. C Table 3.1-1 for silt loam (loess)

Soil erodibility factor of soil in dwelling site (tons/ac) All - O.00E400 Deterministic default assuming no significant erosion at dwelling site

Slope-length-steepness factor of dwelling site All - 6.10E-01 Site-specific calculation; see CZ Slope-length-steepness factor

Cropping-management factor of dwelling site All - 1.94E-01 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Aft. B Table 2.6-1 default

Conservation practice factor of offsite dwelling All - 9.70E-01 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Aft. B Table 2.7-1 default

Atmospheric Transport Parameters

Dispersion coefficients; 1 = Pasquill-Gifford All - 1 Pasquill-Gifford best suited for ground-level releases (NUREG/CR-6937)

Population zone; 1 = rural All - 1 Assumed mostly open farmland or woodlands

Release height (m) All - 1.OOE-01 Ground-level release; minimum value allowed by code
Heat flux for buoyant plume (calls) All - 0.00E+00 Ambient conditions assumed (source not heated producing plume rise)

Anemometer height (m) All - 6.1OE+00 Indianapolis results based on 1990-1994 data: from
http:/ltww.in.govridem/programs/air/modeling/policy.html

Absolute temperature (Kelvin) All - 2.87E+02 Average temperature in the southem portion of the state per http://www.city-
data.com/states/Indiana-Climate.html

AM atmospheric mixing height (m) All - 4.OOE-+02 Deterministic default; no site-specific data available

PM atmospheric mixing height (m) All -- 1.60E-03 Deterministic default; no site-specific data available

Elevation of agricultural Areas 1-4 above PCZ All -- O.00E+00 Relatively flat terrain assumed

Elevation of dwelling site relative to PCZ All -- 0.OOE+00 Relatively flat terrain assumed

Elevation of SWB relative to PCZ All -- 0.00E+00 Relatively flat terrain assumed

Spacing of points used for areal integration (m) All - 1.00E401 Deterministic default; no site-specific data available

Stability class and wind direction (met) data All - Use existing RESRAD-OFFSITE STAR file for Indianapolis, Indiana
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Table 3-5. Default and Selected Values for Various Parameters Used in RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

Joint Frequency Meteorological Data

Upper limit for windspeed class 1 (m/s) All - 8.90E-01 Deterministic default; no site-specific data available

Upper limit for windspeed class 2 (m/s) All - 2.46E+00 Deterministic default; no site-specific data available

Upper limit for windspeed class 3 (m/s) All - 4.47E+00 Deterministic default; no site-specific data available

Upper limit for windspeed class 4 (m/s) All - 6.93E+00 Deterministic default; no site-specific data available

Upper limit for windspeed class 5 (m/s) All - 9.61E+00 Deterministic default; no site-specific data available

Upper limit for windspeed class 6 (m/s) All -- 1.25E+01 Deterministic default; no site-specific data available

Fractional accuracy desired - convergence criteria All -- 1.00E-03 Deterministic default; no site-specific data available

Unsaturated Zone Hydrology Parameters

Number of main sub zones in SZ stratum All -- 1 Progeny not significant factors for DU (see NUREG/CR-6937 pg A-67)

Number of main sub zones in each UZ stratum All - 1 Progeny not significant factors for DU (see NUREG/CR-6937 pg A-67)

Number of UZ strata All - 2 Glacial till and loess (SAIC 2008d)

UZ 1 thickness (m) All - 1.30E+00 Average loess thickness is 7.5 ft (2.3 m) (SAIC 2007b)

All 1.3- 2.0, Average loess thickness is 7.5 ft (2.3 m) (SAIC 2007b), CZ thickness + UZ 1
uniform thickness = 2.3 m; 0.3 to 1 m - CZ thickness range; (-0.99) RCC to CZ thickness

UZ 2 thickness (m) All - 1.05E+00 SAIC (2007b, 2008d) reports for overburden; average depth to groundwater

UZ 1 soil density (g/cm 3) All - 1.46E+00 NUREG/CR-6697 Att. C Table 3.1-1 for silt loam (loess)

UZ 2 soil density (g/cm 3) All - 1.51E+00 NUREG/CR-6697 Att. C Table 3.1-1 for silty clay loam (till)

UZ 1 total porosity All - 4.50E-01 Carsel and Parrish (1998) and NUREG/CR-6697 Att. C Table 3.2-1 for silt loam
(loess)

UZ 2 total porosity All -- 4.30E-01 Carsel and Parrish (1998) and NUREG/CR-6697 Aft. C Table 3.2-1 for silty clay
loam (till)

UZ 1 effective porosity All - 3.83E-01 Carsel and Parrish (1998) and NUREG/CR-6697 Att. C Table 3.3-1 for silt loam
(loess)

UZ 2 effective porosity All -- 3.42E-01 Carsel and Parrish (1998) and NUREG/CR-6697 Att. C Table 3.3-1 for silty clay
loam (till)

UZ 1 field capacity All - 3.OOE-01 Calculated per Meyer and Gee (1999)

UZ 2 field capacity All - 3.OOE-01 Calculated per Meyer and Gee (1999)
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Table 3-5. Default and Selected Values for Various Parameters Used in RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

Paa ee Reepo Prob .-tm DecitoRtoaladRfrne
UZ 1 hydraulic conductivity (m/y) All 3.94E+01 Carsel and Parrish (1998)

i_ _ i i1
All 2.2-445,

bounded
Iognormal-N

Carsel and Parrish (1998) - 39.42 miy (mean), 107.75 m/y (standard deviation);
SAIC (2007b) Well Location Selection Report - range of 2.2 to 445 m/y; (-0.99)
RCC to CZ thickness

UZ 2 hydraulic conductivity (m/y) All - 3.94E+01 Carsel and Parrish (1998)

UZ 1 soil-specific b parameter All -- 1.41E+00 Carsel and Parrish (1998) for silt loam (loess)

UZ 2 soil-specific b parameter All - 1.23E+00 Carsel and Parrish (1998) for silt clay loam (overburden)

UZ 1 longitudinal dispersivity (m) All -- 1.68E-01 Common rule of thumb - dispersivity is a function of migration distance, we
discussed 1/20th of the distance so in our case we should have 11/20 or 0.55 ft or
0.167 m as the longitudinal dispersivity

UZ 2 longitudinal dispersivity (m) All - 1.68E-01 Common rule of thumb - dispersivity is a function of migration distance, we
discussed 1/20th of the distance so in our case we should have 11/20 or 0.55 ft or

1_ 0.167 m as the longitudinal dispersivity
Saturated Zone Hydrology Parameters

Thickness of SZ (m) All -- 1.54E+01 Bottom of UZ to bottom of upper bedrock (avg. 50 ft bgs; SAIC 2008d)

Density of SZ (g/cm3) All - 2.50E+00 WKU (2006) for limestone (shallow) bedrock in karst areas

SZ total porosity All -- .0E-01 Wilson (2001) and Domenico and Schwartz (1990), avg for karst limestone

SZ effective porosity All -- 2.50E-02 Domenico and Schwartz (1990), avg for karst limestone

SZ hydraulic conductivity (m/y) All - 8.610E+01 SAIC (2010), Slug Testing Report Section 3

SZ hydraulic gradient to well and SWB All -- 3.OOE-03 MWH (2002); pg 2-13

Depth of aquifer contributing to well and SWB (m) All - 1.54E+01 From bottom of UZ to bottom of upper bedrock (avg. 50 ft; SAIC 2008d)

Longitudinal dispersivity to well and SWB (m) All - 4.20E+01 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Att. B Table 2.2-2 default

Lateral (horizontal) dispersivity to well and SWB (m) All - 5.20E+00 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Att. B Table 2.2-3 default

Lateral (vertical) dispersivity to well and SWB (m) All - 2.60E-01 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Att. B Table 2.2-4 default

Irrigation rate over aquifer to well (m/y) All - not used Disburse vertically option used; parameters not applicable unless *Do Not Disperse

Irrigation rate over aquifer to SWB (m/y) All - not used Vertically" option used

Evapotranspiration coefficient over aquifer to well All -- not used

Evapotranspiration coefficient over aquifer to SWB All - not used

Runoff coefficient over aquifer to well All - not used

Runoff coefficient over aquifer to SWB All -- not used
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Table 3-5. Default and Selected Values for Various Parameters Used in RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

Paramete Receptor Prob. I Descripti•n". I IRtnl a•l'• Referen-

Water Use Parameters

Drinking water intake (Uy) FMR 5.10E+02 Mean adult value per USEPA (1997); more than NUREG/CR-6697 recommended
mean (probabilistic) rate of 409.5 Uy

FWS - 0 Current water supply is public water; FWS employee drinks public water supply or
bottled water while in the CZ

SPT - 4.97E+00 Assumes incidental ingestion of 1 oz. (0.02957 L) SW per hour in CZ

Household use of water (Llday) FMR only - 2.50E+02 Rounded mean per capita value of lognormal distribution per NUREGICR-6937
calculated as expA5.51 (see Figure 5.1-1); consistent with values listed in
Tables 5.1-1 and 5.1-2

Livestock water intake for meat (Liday) FMRISPT - 5.00E+01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution spanning value

Livestock water intake for milk (Llday) FMR only -- 1.60E+02 Midpoint of uniform distribution centered at value

Irrigation rate in agricultural Areas 1-4 (m/y) FMR only -- 2.OOE-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution spanning value

Irrigation rate in offsite dwelling site (m/y) FMR only -- 2.OOE-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution spanning value

Fraction of water from SW (all uses including irrigation) All except -- 1.00E+00 All water from groundwater well; drinking water pathway from well water resulted in
FMR higher dose than from surface water body

Offsite

Fraction of drinking water from well water (all uses including FMR -- 1.00E+00 Drinking water pathway from surface water body resulted in higher dose than from
irrigation) Offsite well water
Well pumping rate (m3/y) FMR only - 5.121E+03 RESRAD-OFFSITE calculated value to support specified use

Surface Water Body Parameters

Sediment delivery ratio (PCZ) All - 1 .00E+00 Estimate based on % of area where runoff goes to Big Creek

Sediment delivery ratio (SCZ) All -- 1 .E00 Estimate based on % of area where runoff goes to Big Creek

Volume of SWB (m3) All -- 7.5E+04 Estimated volume; assumes 3-m depth * area

Mean residence time of water in SWB (y) All except -- 3.1 E-03 NUREG/CR-6697, App A, Section 4.2.1; value obtained by dividing the volume of
FMR the surface water body by the quantity of water that flows into it each year; annual

Offsite flow = upgradient watershed area (14,100 ac or 5.7E+07 M2
) * annual rainfall

(1.19 m) * runoff coefficient (0.36)
Mean residence time of water in SWB (y) FMR -- 2.2E-03 NUREG/CR-6697, App A, Section 4.2.1; value obtained by dividing the volume of

Offsite the surface water body by the quantity of water that flows into it each year; annual
flow = upgradient watershed area (19,600 ac or 7.9E+07 M2

) * annual rainfall
(1.19 m) * runoff coefficient (0.36)

Surface area of water in SWB (m2) All -- 2.5E+04 Estimated area if Big Creek were dammed; 50-m width by 500-m length

Ingestion Rate Parameters
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Table 3-5. Default and Selected Values for Various Parameters Used in RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

Paramet- -eepo -rb Dem Decipin Ratinal. an Reeene
Fish consumption (kg/y) FMR/SPT - 2.92Ee00 Recommended mean for freshwater finfish at 8 g/day (USEPA 1997; pg 10-26)

Fraction of fish from affected area FMR/SPT -- 3.90E-01 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6697, Att. C, Figure 5.5-1

Other aquatic food consumption (kg/y) All -- 0.OOE+00 Only freshwater finfish considered in the aquatic food category
Fraction of aquatic food from affected area All -- 0.00E+W0 Only freshwater finfish considered in the aquatic food category

Non-leafy vegetables consumption (kg/y) FMR only -- 1.78E+02 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6697 Aft. C, Figure 5.4-1

Fraction of nonleafy vegetable from affected area FMR only -- 5.00E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Leafy vegetable consumption (kg/y) FMR only - 1.40E+01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Fraction of leafy vegetable from affected area FMR only -- 5.OOE-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Meat consumption (kgly) FMRISPT -- 6.30E+01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value
Fraction of meat from affected area FMT - 1.00E+00 Conservatively assumes all meat and poultry potentially impacted

SPT - 7.20E-01 Two 50-lb deer from impacted area; similar to testimony from Ridge (2007)
suggesting 107 lb/y as worst-case value

FWS - 0.00E+00 Meat consumption only by farmer (livestock) and sportsmen (game)
Milk consumption (L/y) FMR - 1.02E+02 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6697 Aft. C, Figure 5.3-1

SPT/FWS - 0.00E+00 Site-impacted milk consumption assumed for farmer only

Fraction of milk from affected area FMR - 1.00E4+0 Conservatively assumes all milk potentially impacted

SPT/FWS - 0.00E+00 Site-impacted milk consumption assumed for farmer only
Soil ingestion rate (g/y) All - 1.83E+O1 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6697 Aft. C, Figure 5.6-1

Livestock Intake Parameters

Water intake by livestock (L/y) FRM/SPT - 5.OOE÷01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Water intake by dairy cow (L/y) FMR only - 1.60E+02 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Pasture and silage intake by livestock (kg/day) FRM/SPT -- 1.40E+01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Pasture and silage intake by dairy cow (kg/day) FRM only - 4.40E÷01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Grain intake by livestock (kg/day) FRM/SPT -- 5.40E+01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Grain intake by dairy cow (kg/day) FRM only -- 1.10E+01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value
Soil from pasture and silage by livestock (kg/day) FRM/SPT -- 1.00E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Soil from pasture and silage by dairy cow (kg/day) FRM only -- 4.OOE-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Soil from grain by livestock (kg/day) FRM/SPT -- 4.00E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Soil from grain by dairy cow (kg/day) FRM only -- 1.00E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Livestock Feed and Plant Factors
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Table 3-5. Default and Selected Values for Various Parameters Used in RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

Wet weight crop yield for pasture (kg/m 2) FRM/SPT -- 1.10E+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Wet weight crop yield for grain (kg/m 2) FRM/SPT - 7.OOE-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Wet weight crop yield for nonleafy (kg/m 2) FMR only -- 5.60E-01 Mean value of truncated lognormal-n distribution per NUREG/CR-6697

Wet weight crop yield for leafy (kg/m 2) FMR only - 1.50E+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Growing season for pasture (y) FRM/SPT -- 8.22E-02 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6937 (30 days)

Growing season for grain (y) FRM/SPT 3.29E-01 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6937 (120 days)

Growing season for nonleafy (y) FMR only -- 2.88E-01 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6937 (105 days)

Growing season for leafy (y) FMR only -- 2.05E-01 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6937 (105 days)

Translocation factor for pasture FRM/SPT -- 1 .OOE00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Translocation factor for grain FRM/SPT -- 1.00E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Translocation factor for nonleafy FMR only -- 1.00E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Translocation factor for leafy FMR only - 1.OOE+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Weathering removal constant for pasture (1/y) FRMISPT 1- .80E+01 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6697

Weathering removal constant for grain (1/y) FRM/SPT -- 1.80E+01 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6697

Weathering removal constant for nonleafy (l/y) FMR only - 1.80E+01 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6697

Weathering removal constant for leafy (l/y) FMR only -- 1.80E+01 Most probable value per NUREG/CR-6697

Foliar interception fraction for dust pasture FRMISPT - 2.50E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Foliar interception fraction for dust grain FRM/SPT - 2.50E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Foliar interception fraction for dust nonleafy FMR only - 2.50E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Foliar interception fraction for dust leafy FMR only - 2.50E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Foliar interception fraction for irrigation pasture FRMISPT - 2.50E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Foliar interception fraction for irrigation grain FRM/SPT - 2.50E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Foliar interception fraction for irrigation nonleafy FMR only - 2.50E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Foliar interception fraction for irrigation leafy FMR only -- 2.50E-01 Midpoint of default uniform distribution centered at value

Depth of roots for pasture (m) FRM/SPT - 1.95E+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution range (0.3-3.6)

Depth of roots for grain (m) FRM/SPT -- 1.45E+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution range (0.5-2.4)

Depth of roots for nonleafy (m) FMR only - 1.35E+00 Midpoint of default uniform distribution range (0.3-2.4)

Depth of roots for leafy(m) FMR only -- 6.OOE-01 Midpoint default uniform distribution range (0.3-0.9)
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Table 3-5. Default and Selected Values for Various Parameters Used in RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

Inhalation and External Gamma Parameters
Inhalation rate (m3/y) FMR 8.40E+03 Most probable value for combination of indoor and outdoor activities plus

gardening; NUREG/CR-6697 Att. C Figure 5.1-1
FWS -- 1.14E+04 1.3 m3/hr for outdoor activities; NUREG/CR-6697 Aft. C Table 5.1-2
SPT -- 1.14E+04 1.3 m3/hr for outdoor activities; NUREGICR-6697 Att. C Table 5.1-3

Mass loading above PCZ (g/m3) All - 1.30E-05 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Att. B Table 3.1-1 default
Mass loading for inhalation (g/m3) All -- 1.30E-05 EV from NUREG/CR-6937 Aft. B Table 3.1-1 default
Indoor dust filtration factor, inhalation FMR/FWS - 5.50E-01 Median value of default uniform distribution range (0.15-0.95)
Shielding factor, external gamma FMR/FWS - 5.10E-01 NUREG/CR-6697 Table 7-10.1 for partial basement construction; mean of default

distribution is less conservative at - 0.27 (73% shielding)
Occupancy Parameters
Fraction of time spent onsite FMR 8.47E-01 EV based on NUREG/CR-6937 Table 5.2.2 (Aft, B) and NUREG 6697-Table 7.6-1;

based on the distribution values the farmer spends 72.2% of the year indoors and
12.5% outdoors; as a conservative approach, the total time onsite remained the
same; however, the time spent outdoors was increased to 30% (- 951 percentile of
outdoor distribution)

Fraction of time spent indoors on CZ FMR -- 0.00E+00 WSC: no onsite exposure for farmer
Offsite
FMR -- 5.47E-01 LOC: EV based on NUREG/CR-6937, Table 5.2.2 (Aft. B) and NUREG 6697,

(PCZ) Table 7.6-1; based on the distribution values the farmer spends 72.2% of the year
indoors and 12.5% outdoors; as a conservative approach, the total time onsite
remained the same; however, the time spent outdoors was increased to 30% (~
95ti percentile of outdoor distribution)

FMR - 0,00E+00 Farmer spends indoor time on PCZ
(SCZ)

FWS -- 0.00E+00 100% outdoor exposure scenario with or without controls
SPT -- 0.00E+00 100% outdoor exposure scenario with or without controls

Fraction of time spent outdoors on CZ FMR -- 0.00E+00 WSC: no onsite exposure for farmer
Offsite

FMR 3.OOE-01 LOC: EV based on NUREG/CR-6937, Table 5.2.2 (Aft B) and NUREG 6697,
(PCZ) Table 7.6-1; based on the distribution values the farmer spends 72.2% of the year

indoors and 12.5% outdoors; as a conservative approach, the total time onsite
remained the same; however, the time spent outdoors was increased to 30% (~
9511 percentile of outdoor distribution)

FMR 0.00E+00 Farmer spends outdoor time on PCZ
(SCZ)
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Table 3-5. Default and Selected Values for Various Parameters Used in RESRAD-OFFSITE Simulations
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana (Continued)

FWS -- 2.29E-01 Assumes the worker visits impacted regions of the site -2,000 hrs/year
SPT -- 1.20E-01 LOC: The Big Oaks NWR allows public use on the refuge - 103 days per year for

8.5 to 14.5 hours per day depending on the activity allowed. The total annual hours
an individual could spend on site is 1,036.5 or 12%

Fraction of time spent indoors in offsite dwelling FMR 5.47E-01 WSC: EV based on NUREG/CR-6937, Table 5.2.2 (Aft. B) and NUREG 6697,
Offsite Table 7.6-1; based on the distribution values the farmer spends 72.2% of the year

(PCZ and indoors and 12.5% outdoors; as a conservative approach, the total time onsite
SCZ) remained the same; however, the time spent outdoors was increased to 30% (~

95th percentile of outdoor distribution)
FMR -- 0.00E+00 LOC: farmer assumed to spend time on CZ (not offsite)
FWS -- 0.OOE+00 100% outdoor exposure scenario with or without controls
SPT -- 0.00E+00 100% outdoor exposure scenario with or without controls

Fraction of time spent outdoors in offsite dwelling FMR -- 3.00E-01 WSC: EV based on NUREG/CR-6937, Table 5.2.2 (Aft. B) and NUREG 6697,
Offsite Table 7.6-1; based on the distribution values the farmer spends 72.2% of the year

(PCZ and indoors and 12.5% outdoors; as a conservative approach, the total time onsite
SCZ) remained the same; however, the time spent outdoors was increased to 30% (-

95th percentile of outdoor distribution)
FMR -- 0.OOE+00 LOC: farmer assumed to spend time on CZ (not offsite)
FWS -- 0.OOE+00 100% outdoor exposure scenario with or without controls

SPT -- 0.00E+00 LOC: all exposures assumed to be on CZ
Fraction of time spent outdoors in Agricultural Areas 1-4 FMR (PCZ -- 1.65E-02 EV based on NUREG/CR-6937, Table 5.2.2 (Att. B); 1/4 of total time in agricultural

and SCZ) areas; fraction applied to each area; with or without controls
Fraction of time spent outdoors in Agricultural Areas 1-4 FWS/SPT -- 0.00E+00 Farmer is only agricultural scenario though sportsperson's game are assumed to

graze in Area 3
Agricultural Area 1 = fruits, grain, and nonleafy vegetable plot
Agricultural Area 2 = leafy vegetable plot
Agricultural Area 3 = pasture and silage growing area
Agricultural Area 4 = livestock grain fields
Color coding:
Red = empirical/site-specific data
Blue = calculated values - see worksheets and references
Green from literature - see reference
Violet = Most likely from NUREG/CR-6937 or NUREG/CR-6697
Black = assumed value
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a a EV = expected value0,5.

FMR = farmer scenario with loss of institutional controls
FMR Offsite = farmer scenario with institutional controls
FWS = Fish and Wildlife Service worker scenario
GW groundwater
LOC = loss of institutional controls
Prob. statistics for probabilistic runs
PCZ = primary contamination zone
RCC = rank correlation coefficient
SCZ = secondary contamination zone
SPT = sportsman/member of the public scenario
SW = surface water
SWB = surface water body
SZ = saturated zone
UZ = unsaturated zone
Some parameter values are assigned independent of receptor and may not impact exposure estimates. For example, the distribution coefficient in the nonleafy vegetable plot is entered but not
used by a nonfarming resident. Therefore, for example, receptor "All" means the parameter is entered but not necessarily used in dose calculations.
Calculations for estimated values based upon distributions are provided in Attachment A. RESRAD-OFFSITE screen shots of input parameters are provided in Attachment B.
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the DU distribution study. The contamination zone thickness distribution range was established by
calculating the range of distances the contaminant could travel over the 100-year period based upon
hydrological characteristics of site soil and a range of site-specific hydraulic conductivity values. This
resulted in a contaminated zone thickness range of 1 ft (0.3 m) to greater than 200 ft (60 in). As the
thickness of the contaminated zone was based upon a set timeframe of 100 years (average time for a
penetrator to fully corrode and become completely available for transport in the environment), the
maximum contamination zone thickness value was set at I m to account for variation in corrosion rate
and transport in soil. If more time is required for a penetrator to fully corrode, or if the corrosion product
moved more quickly through the soil, then the source term would be more spread out and result in a lower
dose. Limiting the contamination zone thickness to a maximum of 3.3 ft (I m) conservatively increases
the dose estimate. As the DU penetrators are not completely corroded and available fully for transport in
the environment, site-specific soil sample results do not accurately represent the initial source term soil
concentrations for the uranium isotopes. Therefore, a range of soil concentrations was calculated based
upon the range of contamination zone thicknesses and associated mass of DU for the specific
contamination zone area. To minimize over- and under-estimation of dose, the soil concentration for all
uranium isotopes and the thickness of the unsaturated zone I were correlated to contaminated zone
thickness with a rank correlation coefficient of (-0.99) (i.e., if a small contaminated zone thickness is
selected then a higher concentration and larger unsaturated zone thickness are selected). The hydraulic
conductivity of the contaminated zone was correlated to contaminated zone thickness with a rank
correlation coefficient of 0.99 (i.e., if a small contaminated zone thickness is selected, then a small
contaminated zone hydraulic conductivity is selected because the range of contaminated thickness is
derived primarily from the range of hydraulic conductivity [see Section 3.4.2]) (Figure 3-5).
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Figure 3-5. Probabilistic Parameter Correlations

Although the actual current condition of the source term is a mixture of DU corrosion products and
DU penetrators that are not fully corroded, the probabilistic RESRAD-OFFSITE runs assume that the
initial source term is immediately available for transport in the environment. Since external gamma is the
only pathway that does not rely upon the source term to be transportable in the environment, a
deterministic RESRAD-OFFSITE run was conducted for the resident farmer with loss of institutional
controls scenario, contaminated zone thickness of I ft (0.3 in), source term concentrations associated with
a 0.3-m thickness, and the DU mass of the PCZ area. The deterministic TEDE, 19 mrem/y, was less than
the probabilistic result of 25 mrem/y for the same area indicating that the probabilistic result is
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conservative. There is some uncertainty introduced with the assumption that the current penetrators are
uniformly mixed at depth from the surface to 1 ft (0.3 m) as penetrators are not likely to be uniformly
distributed prior to being fully corroded and may be distributed in a thickness less than I ft (0.3 m). In
addition, the source term density used is that which applies for soil and not DU. As DU is denser than
soil, the self-shielding property of penetrators would tend to reduce the external gamma dose; however, a
distribution of penetrators closer to the surface than 1 ft (0.3 m) would tend to increase external gamma
dose.

Finally, some simplifying assumptions were made, not because they were a model requirement but
to ensure the modeling was adequately, if not overly, conservative. A few of these major assumptions
included assuming that land use scenarios involve frequencies for receptor activities well above current
levels: assuming a surface water pond was created by damming part of Big Creek to increase surface
water yields; and assuming an adequate water supply is available onsite even though shallow groundwater
yields are too low to sustain water needs on a yearly basis. More specifically, due to overly conservative
assumptions about groundwater use in the future at the DU Impact Area, seven test holes were drilled into
the carbonate bedrock during initial development of the installation, but groundwater was not located in
sufficient quantities to support facility operations. Even if adequate yield could be located, the
groundwater under JPG is generally of poor quality (presence of sodium, sulfate, and dissolved solids)
and is not used for drinking purposes or for other purposes in any significant capacity.

3.10 RESRAD RESULTS

Results of the probabilistic dose estimates are presented in Table 3-6 for all evaluated scenarios.
Figures 3-6 through 3-9 provide graphical representation of the probabilistic mean dose over 1,000 years
from the PCZ and SCZ for each of the scenarios.

The RESRAD-OFFSITE input and output files associated with this dose assessment are provided
electronically.

A resident farmer is a prohibited scenario in the event that institutional controls are in place within
the DU Impact Area. As shown in Table 3-7, the probabilistic peak of the mean TEDE for the resident
farmer equates to about 26.3 mrem/y in the event of loss of institutional controls. This TEDE is
essentially indistinguishable from the 25 mrem/y limit applicable to restricted release with institutional
controls in place and is about one-fourth of the dose with time for the resident farmer TEDE of 100
mrem/y applicable in the event of loss of institutional controls. The largest peak dose (26.3 mrem/y) is
estimated for the residential farmer with loss of controls, with the majority of impact due to external
exposure and plant ingestion at the beginning of the analysis period (i.e., at year zero). For the offsite
residential farmer, the peak dose from drinking water and plant ingestion also is observed in the early
years.

Table 3-6. Results from RESRAD Simulations of All Scenarios
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

Sportsman/Recreationalist (Loss of Controls or With Institutional
Controls)b 2.924 0.1797 0.2109 3.3

Offsite Residential Farmer (With Institutional Controls) 9.52E-02 1.872c 2.0
a Total peak of the mean dose is the sum of the dose from the PCZ and all SCZs.
b As the TEDEs for these receptors equate to only 5.9 and 3.3 mrem/y, respectively, in the event of loss of institutional controls, the

TEDEs with controls in place would be much lower than these values.
Only one SCZ was established with an area of 800 m by 2,500 m since the receptor was located off of the PCZ.
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Figure 3-6. Peak of the Mean Dose (mremly):
Residential Farmer (Loss of Controls) From Left SCZ, PCZ, and Right SCZ
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Figure 3-7. Peak of the Mean Dose (mrem/y):
Offsite Residential Farmer (With Institutional Controls) From SCZ and PCZ
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SportsmanlRecreationalist (Loss of Controls) From Left SCZ, PCZ, and Right SCZ

Table 3-7. Pathway Analysis for Offsite Resident Farmer With Institutional Controls
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

is assumed to be dammed such that it provides needed volumes of water for
drinking water, crop irrigation, and livestock consumption. Water is used
directly from the creek without prior treatment.
Probabilistic RESRAD assessments assume that initial source term is
immediately available for transport whereas many of the DU penetrators have
not fully corroded. Thus. DU is not currently available for miaration.

a Peak of the mean dose over the period from the first year to year 1,000.
b Water release.
The peak dose occurs in the first year for each scenario.
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Other scenarios exhibited TEDEs of less than 25 mrem/y irrespective of whether institutional
controls were in place and were, therefore, compliant with limits applicable to both restricted release and
unrestricted release. The TEDEs for the offsite farmer, FWS (industrial) worker, and
sportsman/recreationalist are 2.0, 5.9, and 3.3 mrem/y, respectively, without institutional controls being in
effect. As such, these scenarios are compliant with 10 CFR 20, Subpart E, irrespective of the existence of
institutional controls. In the offsite residential farmer scenario, where a farm is located at the JPG
boundary 3 km from the DU Impact Area, all water use (i.e., drinking water, water for beef and dairy
cattle, fish, and crop irrigation) is assumed to originate from Big Creek, and 100 percent of the
contaminated zone runoff/sediment is in that water. This scenario considers the entire upgradient
watershed area for Big Creek and average annual rainfall to determine the concentration in the water and
the resultant dose to the receptor. This is the upper bound of dose to members of the public outside of
JPG with institutional controls in place in that an individual who does not use water from Big Creek for
drinking, irrigation of gardens or fields, or watering livestock will receive significantly less dose than
0.3 mrem/y.

The FWS/industrial worker scenario with loss of institutional controls can be considered the upper
bound of dose for workers since the dose for this scenario is well below 25 mrem/y; however, the actual
dose to a FWS/industrial worker would actually be significantly less than 5.9 mrem/y. The
sportsman/recreationalist scenario with loss of controls represents an upper bound of the TEDE for the
sportsman/recreationalist and is representative of the TEDE to a member of the public accessing JPG for
any reason (e.g., hunting, fishing, bird watching) because the dose for this scenario is well below
25 mrem/y and the loss of controls scenario assumes that the receptor spends 1,036 hours per year (the
maximum time a member of the public can access Big Oaks NWR) on the most contaminated area of the
DU Impact Area and eats game (e.g., deer, turkey, squirrel, etc.) and fish from within that area. With
institutional controls in place, members of the public are not allowed in the DU Impact Area and would
therefore receive significantly less dose than 3.3 mrem/y, regardless of their activity. The closest a
member of the public is allowed near the DU Impact Area is approximately 400 m west of JPG West
Recovery Road and north of Big Creek in Hunting Area 52.

The only modeled peak dose for offsite receptors is 2 mrem/y and represents the TEDE for the
offsite subsistence farmer controls. The peak dose to the offsite residential farmer is from drinking water
and ingesting plants (Table 3-7) and is observed in the early years. Because the sportsman/recreationalist
and industrial worker (i.e., FWS/INANG worker) scenarios with loss of controls were less than
25 mrem/y, one reasonably concludes that the same scenarios with institutional controls in place (i.e.,
FWS/INANG worker or sportsman/recreationalist located outside the contaminated area) also would meet
the 25 mrem/y (i.e., the unrestricted release criterion) because they have less exposure to the
contaminated zone. In these situations where the TEDEs would clearly be less in the restricted scenario
compared to the unrestricted scenario, the actual TEDEs were not calculated. The industrial worker
represents the critical group with institutional controls in place. For example, as the TEDE for this
receptor equates to only 5.9 mrem/y in the event of loss of institutional controls, the TEDE with controls
in place would be much lower than this value. The TEDEs for these receptors are primarily the result of
external exposure (Tables 3-8 and 3-9).

The largest modeled peak dose is 26.3 mrem/y and represents the TEDE for the onsite residential
farmer, the critical group in the event of loss of institutional controls. The TEDE for this receptor is
primarily the result of external exposure and plant ingestion (Table 3-10) at the beginning of the analysis
period (i.e., the first hundred years). The residential farmer with loss of controls is the only scenario
where the estimated dose exceeded 25 mrem/y (i.e., the unrestricted release criterion from 10 CFR
20.1403[b]).
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Table 3-8. Pathway Analysis for FWSIINANG Worker With and Without Institutional Controls
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

immediately available for transport whereas many of the DU penetrators have not
fully corroded. Thus, DU is not currently available for migration.
Although institutional controls minimize time onsite, dose assessment assumes
worker is onsite for 1,036 hours per year (i.e., the total time that the Big Oaks
NWR is open) and that worker is constantly present at location with highest
exposure rate. As institutional controls severely limit time spent in the DU Impact
Area by FWS/INANG industrial workers, actual TEDE with institutional controls in
place would be a small percentage of doses specified herein. This is particularly
true given the inability to access most areas due to the presence of UXO.

Total 5.9 100

a Peak of the mean dose over the period from the first year to year 1,000.
b Direct and air.
The oeak dose occurs in the first year for each scenario.

Table 3-9. Pathway Analysis for Sportsman With and Without Institutional Controls
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

Meat Ingestion 0.19 5.8
Other Pathways 0.13 3.9

available for transport whereas many of the DU penetrators have not fully
corroded. Thus, some DU is not currently available for migration.

* Assumes individual is present onsite for 103 days per year and that hunting and
fishing and all other activities occur in the primary contamination zone.

* Under conditions such that institutional controls are in place, sportsmen are
prohibited from entering the DU Impact Area and adjacent areas that contain
UXO. As such, actual TEDEs with institutional controls in place would be a small
percentage of the doses specified herein.

Total 3.3 100

a Peak of the mean dose over the period from the first year to year 1,000.
b Direct and air.
The peak dose occurs in the first year for each scenario.

Table 3-10. Pathway Analysis for Onsite Resident Farmer With Loss of Institutional Controls
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

Sensitivity analysis retlected that thickness ot the contaminated zone was a

+ +

sensitive parameter. Probabilistic modeling computed TEDEs based on 0.3 and
1 m thicknesses of contaminated zone.

* Probabilistic RESRAD assessments assume that initial source term is
immediately available for transport whereas many of the DU penetrators have
not fully corroded. Thus, DU is not currently available for migration.

* Residence and subsistence farms are assumed to be present in an area with
large quantities of UXO and in the areas with the highest DU concentrations.
Construction of residence and farm occurs in the forested DU Impact Area rather
than available open areas with less or no DU contamination.
Assumes groundwater well located on DU Impact area used as drinking water
source, crop irrigation, and livestock consumption. Water used without prior
treatment and irrespective of insufficient yield and limited quality due to the
presence of sodium, sulfate, and dissolved solids.

Total 26.3 100

a Peak of the mean dose over the period from the first year to year 1,000.
b Direct and Air.
TEDE decreases nonlinearly over time from 26.3 mrem/y in year zero to 1.4 mrem/y at year 1,000 with a concurrent change in relevant
pathways and their associated doses. The peak dose occurs in the first year for each scenario.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The doses to average members of specific critical groups using JPG lands were calculated with the
RESRAD-OFFSITE program for a variety of exposure scenarios. The probabilistic peak of the mean
doses for all predictions were less than the TEDE for restricted release when institutional controls were in
place (25 mrem/y) or in the event of loss of institutional controls (100 mrem/y). These dose estimates are
based on a combination of site-specific parameter values and literature values, which could include
default values that are required to run the program. While the dose modeling relies on a number of
default or estimated values, site-specific data were used for the most sensitive parameters. In addition,
some simplifying assumptions were made to make the modeling adequately conservative. These major
assumptions included assuming all DU is currently available for transport; an adequate water supply is
available onsite even though shallow groundwater yields are too low to sustain water needs on a yearly
basis and a surface water pond was created by damming part of Big Creek to increase surface water
yields; and that land use scenarios involve frequencies for receptor activities well above current levels.

Sensitivity analyses on many of the parameters indicate that changing the thickness of the
contaminated zone resulted in a change of 15 percent or more in the predicted doses, whereas variations
in other parameters did not result in significant changes in the predicted doses. The peak of the mean
TEDE were calculated by probabilistic methods integrated into the RESRAD-OFFSITE program. None
of the predicted TEDEs for the various scenarios exceeded the applicable limits prescribed in 10 CFR
20.1403 for restricted release.

Overall, the results suggest that TEDEs associated with exposures to residual DU at JPG are well
below the dose limits of 25 mrem/y or 100 mrem/y established for restricted release when institutional
controls are in place and in the event of loss of institutional controls. This dose estimate does not,
however, address the risk of injury or death to the members of the critical groups due to UXO accidents,
which are potentially much greater than the potential radiological hazards within the DU Impact Area.
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Expected Occupancy Time Fractions Worksheet for JPG Receptors
Time Outside Home'

Time (day-1) ProductPercentile Probability
0 O.OOE+00
5 5.00E-02
25 2.00E-01
50 2.50E-01
75 2.50E-01
90 1.50E-01
95 5.00E-02
98 3.00E-02
99 1.00E-02

100 11.00E-02

Time on Farm Field'

Time (day'1) Product

1.00E-03 O.OOE+00

Outdoors at Work'
Time (day"1) Product

1.00E-03
3.47E-03
2.08E-02
6.25E-02
1 .25E-01
2.26E-01
3.02E-01
3.96E-01
4.97E-01

0.00E400
1 .74E-04
4.16E-03
1 .56E-02
3.13E-02
3.39E-02
1.51 E-02
1.19E-02
4.97E-03

3.00E-03
1.40E-02
4.00E-02
8.70E-02
1.10E-01
1.35E-01
1.62E-01
1.66E-01

1.50E-04
2.80E-03
1.00E-02
2.18E-02
1.65E-02
6.75E-03
4.86E-03
1.66E-03

0.00E-*00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E400
0 00E400
0.00E410
1 .00E-03
2. 10E-02
3.50E-02

0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E400
0.00E400
0.00E+00
0.OOE+00
5.OOE-05
6.30E-04
3.50E-04

Time Inside Homeb

Time (day'1) Product
O.OOE+O0 O.OOE-)0O
3.75E-01 1.88E-02
5.21E-01 1.04E-01
6.25E-01 1.56E-01
8.09E-01 2.02E-01
9.38E-01 1.41E-01
9.92E-01 4.96E-02
1.OOE+O0 3.00E-02
1.OOE+0O 1.00E-02
1.00E+00 1.00E-02

Tw PxTwVariables: P
7.50E-01 7.50E-03

TO P xTo
1.66E-01 1.66E-03

Tf PxTf

3.50E-02 3.50E-04
Tw PxTw

1.25E-01
Expected fractions (sum of products):

Fraction in each of 4 aaricultural areas:
6.61 E-02
1.65E-02

1.38E-03 7.22E-01

C?
WO

7.22E-01
Fraction indoors for farmer c: 5,47E-01

1.25E-01
Fraction outdoors for farmer c: 3.OOE-01

Total fraction on farm for farmer C: 8.47E-01 8.47E-01
Fraction in each of 4 agricultural areas: 1.65E-02

Fraction indoors for Fish and Wildlife Services worker: 2.29E-01
Fraction outdoors by sportsperson: 1.18E-01

a Source of fractions and time: NUREG/CR-6937, Appendix B, Table 5.2-2 which references USEPA (1997) (ages 16-64)

b Source of fractions and time: NUREG/CR-6697, Appendix C, Table 7.6-1 (Time Indoors)
c As a conservative approach, the farmer was assumed to spend 30% of total time outdoors (- 95t' percentile of outdoor distribution)

P = probability time fraction falls within the percentile range

Expected values (fractions) = I PI x Valuej

Fraction indoors for FWS = (251 day/y * 8 hrs/day) / 8,760 hrs/y
Fraction outdoors for sportsperson = 1036 hrs/y (hunting/fishing/recreation) / 8,760 hrs/y



CD

0).
CL

2CL

20

3 0
a)CD

Exoected Values for Disoersivitv
Cumu. Long. Disp (SZ) Horiz. Disp (SZ) Vert. Disp (SZ)

Probability Probability Meters Product Meters Product Meters Product

0.00 O.00E+00 1,O0E-01 0.00E+00 1.25E-02 0.00E+00 1.OOE-02 0.OOE+00
0.10 1.OOE-01 1.22E+00 1.22E-01 1.53E-01 1.53E-02 1.OOE-02 1.OOE-03
0.25 1.50E-01 3.62E+00 5.43E-01 4.52E-01 6.78E-02 2.26E-02 3.39E-03

0.50 2.50E-01 8.96E+00 2.24E+00 1.12E+00 2.80E-01 5.60E-02 1.40E-02
0.75 2.50E-01 2.54E+01 6.35E+00 3.17E+00 7.93E-01 1.58E-01 3.95E-02
0.80 5.00E-02 4.32E+01 2.16E+00 5.40E+00 2.70E-01 2.70E-01 1.35E-02
0.85 5.00E-02 6.53E+01 3.27E+00 8.16E+00 4.08E-01 4.08E-01 2.04E-02
0.90 5.OOE-02 9.21E+01 4.61E+00 1.15E+01 5.75E-01 5.76E-01 2.88E-02
0.95 5.OOE-02 1.35E+02 6.75E+00 1.69E+01 8.45E-01 8.45E-01 4.22E-02
1.00 5.OOE-02 3.18E+02 1.59E+01 3.97E+01 1.99E+00 1.99E+00 9.95E-02

Variables: P LDuz P x LDsz LDsz P x HDsz Dh P xVDsz

Expected values (sum of products): 4.2E÷01 5.2E+00 2.6E-01
From NUREG/CR-6937, Appendix B, Tables 2.2-2, 2.2-3, and 2.2-4

Cý
W0

Soil Erodibility Factor
Cumu. Factor (unitless)

Probability Probability Value Product
1.99E-06 1.99E-06 0.01 1.99E-08
4.95E-03 4.95E-03 0.08 3.96E-04

0.107 1.02E-01 0.15 1.53E-02
0.364 2.57E-01 0.25 6.43E-02
0.869 5.05E-01 0.37 1.87E-01
0.961 9.20E-02 0.43 3.96E-02
0.996 3.50E-02 0.49 1.72E-02
1.000 4.OOE-03 0.64 2.56E-03

Variables: P SEF P x SEF

Expected value (sum of products): 3.26E-01
From NUREG/CR-6937, Appendix B, Table 2.4-1

Cover and Management Factor

Cumu. Factor (unitless)
Probability Probability Value Product

0.00 0.00E+00 0.00001 0.00E+00

0.327 3.27E-01 0.020 6.54E-03
0.421 9.40E-02 0.085 7.99E-03
0.519 9.80E-02 0.149 1.46E-02
0.845 3.26E-01 0.284 9.26E-02
0.961 1.16E-01 0.400 4.64E-02
0.991 3.OOE-02 0.550 1.65E-02
1.000 9.OOE-03 1.00 9.OOE-03

Variables: P CMF P x CMF

Expected value (sum of products): 1.94E-01
From NUREG/CR-6937, Appendix B, Table 2.6-1

Support Practice Factor

Cumu. Factor (unitless)
Probability Probability Value Product

0.00170 1.70E-03 0.25 4.25E-04
0.00821 6.51E-03 0.45 2.93E-03
0.0379 2.97E-02 0.55 1.63E-02
0.0604 2.25E-02 0.60 1.35E-02
0.0715 1.11E-02 0.75 8.32E-03
0.0782 6.70E-03 0.99 6.63E-03
1.000 9.22E-01 1.00 9.22E-01

Variables: P SPF P x SPF

Expected value (sum of products): 9.70E-01
From NUREG/CR-6937, Appendix B, Table 2.7-1



Mass Loadina for Inhalation

Cumu. Factor (pjglm*3)
Probability Probability Value Product

0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0 0.OOE+00
1.00E-04 1.OOE-04 1 1.00E-04
5.00E-04 4.OOE-04 2 8.00E-04
2.40E-03 1.90E-03 3 5.70E-03
9.20E-03 6.80E-03 4 2.72E-02
2.37E-02 1.45E-02 5 7.25E-02
4.93E-02 2.56E-02 6 1.54E-01
8.70E-02 3.77E-02 7 2.64E-01
1.34E-01 4.73E-02 8 3.78E-01
1.95E-01 6.03E-02 9 5.43E-01
2.73E-01 7.79E-02 10 7.79E-01
3.67E-01 9.41E-02 11 1.04E+00
4.72E-01 1.05E-01 12 1.26E+00

5.82E-01 1.10E-01 13 1.42E+00
6.90E-01 1.08E-01 14 1.51E+00
7.93E-01 1.03E-01 15 1.55E+00
8.75E-01 8.21E-02 16 1.31E+00
9.22E-01 4.73E-02 17 8.04E-01

9.51E-01 2.91E-02 18 5.24E-01
9.66E-01 1.50E-02 19 2.85E-01
9.74E-01 7.90E-03 20 1.58E-01
9.80E-01 5.80E-03 21 1.22E-01

9.84E-01 4.10E-03 22 9.02E-02

9.88E-01 3.40E-03 23 7.82E-02
9.90E-01 2.30E-03 24 5.52E-02
9.92E-01 2.50E-03 25 6.25E-02
9.94E-01 1.60E-03 26 4.16E-02
9.95E-01 1.OOE-03 27 2.70E-02
9.96E-01 9.OOE-04 28 2.52E-02
9.97E-01 6.OOE-04 29 1.74E-02
9.97E-01 2.OOE-04 30 6.00E-03
9.97E-01 7.OOE-04 31 2.17E-02

9.98E-01 6.OOE-04 32 1.92E-02
9.98E-01 3.OOE-04 33 9.90E-03
9.99E-01 2.OOE-04 34 6.80E-03
9.99E-01 1.00E-04 35 3.50E-03
9.99E-01 3.00E-04 36 1.08E-02
9.99E-01 O.OOE+00 37 O.OOE+00
9.99E-01 1.00E-04 38 3.80E-03
1.00E+00 1.00E-03 39 3.90E-02

Variables: P SEF P x SEF
Expected value (sum of products): 1.3E+01
From Appendix B, Table 3.1-1
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Pathways: Farmer, Industrial Worker, Sportsman/Recreationalist

I

RESRAWD - OFFPAE JP-ARME SCZLmfPROZOF(dW

Bearing of X axis lclockwise angle hrom Noith) degFues
X imensio P• ary Contamitiona0 metros
Y ,limension of Pruwy Contamination [meters

Smaller Large Smealer Larger
X Cowdiuate Y ComdkatleLocation

Frait. OaF. ,on-lealy vegetables plot 400 425 2030 2070 m S
Leafy vegetables plot 400 425 1990 2030 meters
Pasture. Silage growing area 400 500 1850 1950 meters
Grain fields 400 500 2070 2170 m
Dwellig site 400 425 1950 1990 meters
SViaol - water body 150 650 1650 1700 melers

Display Map

Cancell

Site Layout All Onsite Scenarios: Secondary Contamination Zone Left Side
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thRESRAD
I . I I - .-

Bearing of X axis [clockwise angle from North) f degrees

X dimemion of Prima Contamination metern

Y dimension of Prmary Contamnation metes

Location
Smaller Lager Smaller Larger

X Cootdinate Y Coordinate

Fruit, grain. rnon-eaf vegetables plot
Leafy vegetables plot

Pastume. Silage growing area

Grai fields

0 25 530 570 metent
a 25 490 530 e

0 100 350 450 meters
0 100 570 670 meters
0 25 450 490 met

-250 250 200 250 me
DOweing "e
Surlace- water body

Disirly MapI I I

Cancel

Site Layout All Onsite Scenarios: Primary Contamination Zone

I1
Bearig o X as (coc'witse angle fIro Norh) degrees
X dimension of Prinse, Contamination metess

Y disension of Primary Conteriatiort voters

Smaller Larger Smallet Largeo
X Coordinate Y CoorinateLocation

Frait. grain. non-leafy vegetables pke
Leafy vegetables plot

Pasture. Silage growing aea
Grain fields
Dweeling sie
Surface- water bod,

ol -25 0 2030 2070 meters
-25 0 1990 2030 OPININte

525 75 lo0 1950 meter

-25 75 2070 2170 tmeers
-25 0 1950 1990 HeAtS

-275 225 1650 1700 meters

Di*lay Map I

F::;Q Save F604

Site Layout All Onsite Scenarios: Secondary Contamination Zone Right Side
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geaing of X as (clockwise angle iore North) degrees
X dimnson of Pnimary Contamationi metes

Y dciension of Pfar, Contamination metros

Location
Smami~ Large, Smaler Larger

X Coodinate Y Coordinate

Frit. grain. nori-Icaly vegetables plot
Leafy vegetables plot

1-3425 1-34900 210 250 1

Pastume. Silage growing area
Grain feld
Dwelling site
Surface- water body

-3425 -3400 170 210
-3500 -3400 30 130

-3500 -3400 250 go -
-3425 -3400 130 170
-3425 -2925 350 400

Omete,

mate,
mete,,
mrete,,

D*ispla Map I

F-.Q Save . Fv w-

Site Layout Offsite Farmer Scenario: Primary Contamination Zone

1bRESRAD -'FU ocak fsus
IT--

Bearing oi X axis (clockwise angle hom North) degaees
X riusieron of Nowr Contamination Bl meters

* rliension of Pimary Contarinaion [ motors

S maller Larger Smalle Larger
Location X Coordinate Y Coodrinale

Fruit. grain, non-lealy vegetables plot -3025 -30 1710 1750

Leafy vegetables plot -3025 -30 1670 1710 t s
Pastie. Silage growing area -3100 .30 1530 i s1 otors

Grain ield -3100 .3 175 150 Moors

Dwelling ste -3025 [3000 1 I30 170 ft $

Sutrface- water body -3025 -2525 1850 1900

III

DislW, Map I

F--Oý Save i F6;4

Site Layout Offsite Farmer Scenario: Secondary Contamination Zone
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XSMD - OffMI 06-M SULf RBZ~ Ad

pmhw.w St Dda V-e FgwuOvfi~ Hek,

Soil Concentrations: Primary Contamination Zone, Secondary Contamination Zone

IRW- Of FWi NSPOUSAUMS~ZUIGT KMFDSR1(M.~ed 1,P1E

fjW W.A SbDd. Y- FqeOpb.e H4p

Radionudido U-238

Disibu•lion cmefflaent (c /r2 in:-

rowamafd~ Zw.- [i!iI] 1..S 0 .mfýu WAN. bo* 2

Un*.k.".d Z..s: F11-6-7 Fn4_ v-. ,•oi - d
Un.ak.ated Zone Z 6 L.M "got" li,

P"sW.. sagw 90M~
Lmto ~ fwad W& 354

SgAUd. ZU 66
Nbe. .1 Un.-M.Met Z-... 2.
.W in p,.&.Wli bin fut. ot

Distribution Coefficients U-234, U-235, U-238: All Scenarios and All Contamination Zones
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[?i RESW - 0!ýý ý

Radionudide: U-238 .d Element U
Soil to plant transfer factor

Fi& giaim. no6alr vegetables [i0025 (pui/kgYbCi/gl]

Lea, vegetabl(1: . 1 pCiikg)5 pCi/kg]

Livestock lead Wain: E d.O5 (pCi/kg)/loCi/kg]

Intake to animal product transfer factor

meat (~f pCi/kgYpi/b4d
P: 10_00r pCi/LipCi/dl

Water to Aquatic food transfer factor

•n•:(,pCi/kgo(p]~

Transfer Factors: All Scenarios and All Contamination Zones

lk £rss iat. T-m FcmOpbms tLdp

Radionudide U-238 Element U

Release to ground watr Atmospheric transpofl

L-ah Rs.I.- [Z ] D jpe. .d Dqs.ena.e.ity m~~Z]s

Release and Air Transport: All Scenarios and All Contamination Zones

~isEkdw 2-1-ý ',A.--Y Fqm Optme- Hdp

Times at .Idch Mett e mapotu t.ddmsk

I 00000000 um 00101 10 100 1000 15000 100I000

2 3

Save I t151

Reporting Times: All Scenarios and All Contamination Zones
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SuwIAce water. dars

Wal water. days

Fruijs. Grain. and NoMiealy vegetables- s

Leat vegeable,:o

Past" and Stge &"

Livestok leed maim day
MjeaL- dars

Mins da

Cantacea and mltuskv: days

Storage Times: All Scenarios and All Contamination Zones

Ede Estt'ways Site Data Yiew Fo"mOptue Hdlp

Site properties

Ptecqrstatiers meNSter/as

Sub-are properties

Contaiamead zrme and Cover

Agricultural areas

Lietc teod graan -as

Otfete Rlaeing seit

Physical and Hydrological: All Scenarios and All Contamination Zones
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Length of contowben paralel to .qolm flow.

Depth of sod miing law:

Deposition Yelocsp of dust

!tOaeto appied pm jN
kvapoklanslmgaion cefceon.

Rainfall and Rurtf

Slwoe-longth-steepness factor~

Cover and Management Facto:

Suppo•t practice lactor.

-2
.56
.36
215

.61

.194

.97

:sw, Mewe

metors
staeros

.eeters/s
maetin/yeam

Ihicknew.

Total PEosositi,

EAU"~ f010.

jkry bulk deusaity
Soil modlitritip factor.

Eold capacilly:
ht pasametow:
Hitiasiic coenductivityr

Voltumeturi rater content:

Sod larin Contanimated Clean Cover
zone

1 0 meters
.45 .4
I - .474e-3 -- ý-Aw-

1.46 1.5 gramdCr"3

326 F4 tone/ade

t3
1.41

39 42 meteslyeas

E~Save
Cancel

Contaminated Zone and Cover: Primary Contamination Zone, All Onsite and Offsite Scenarios
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Length of contammiation prallel to quifer Mow:

Depth of sail wo taer-

DeposiVion!Lelocity of dust

jo~ifoakr applied per pe-r
Evapotrameonateio coefficient-

Rjunalf coeflicierrt
Rainal and Ruaoff

Slope-tengtu-steepriesaa factor:
Cover and Management Fadtor:

Support practice factor:

15

.2
.56
.36

215

.61

.194

.97

NOfs

m~eter:

maters/s

meters/yew

lhickness
Total EPmosit.

F0ffiw I'll.

ft., bulk denst.

Sodl aroddii factor:

EMd capacit.

it parameter:

Hjrhawc condluctivig

Volumetric water content:

Soil later Contaminated Clean Cover
zone

0 maeter:

. W123-4 . V74 ,

1.49 1.5 gwam/cm-3

.32 tone/acre

.3

1.41

39.42 metewrar

-1 I

Contaminated Zone and Cover: Left and Right Secondary Contamination Zones, All Onsite Scenarios
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length of contamiation parallel to aquifi flow:

Depth of ei m nig taeper

Depostionm Yeockt, of duitt
ngatimo applied par pear

E.vapotranrpsiabon coefficient
Runoff coefficient:
Rainfal end Runolf

Slope-length-steepness factor

Cover and Managmoent Factor

Support practice factor:

015

.2

.56

.36

215

.61

194

.97

sqvr fiveten

emlte
insst

.eteme/s
Vroal/en

Todald Eosot.

ary bulk dlonap:
Sodl modbiflp facto:

E'eld capacitln
b prameter:

Hetteauic corkdqidiveitp
Volumettic water content:

Sol laym Contaminated Clean Cover
zeon

0 motews
.5 .4

. W/.?22 . W147V AWAWX/"W

!.,46 1.5 %parwicis"3

.326 FA tonslacre

3.
1 41
314-2 -- Imalms/year

Save

Cancel

Contaminated Zone and Cover: Secondary Contamination Zone for Farmer Offsite Scenario

A- '.- /QanetA
baiacin of a"e ' Itl ever Ostinep co~ntamntionI
tIneaton espled Pmr rew notmel-I/pat
Evapetwanepirtien coetltojeaC
Ruino effien
Deptht of .ed Mimee Lvpe w Plaw tapr (oom );t
Vokierelee Ratw cnent-m

Dry bul deneit of ae 1pwdmewm3)
Soil moibyfhactoee ftenstacraei
Slrrpe-longth-stoopepne factor.
Caver andmaaemn
Suipport piactice tactor:

Agricultural and Livestock Feed Areas: Primary Contamination Zone, All Onsite Scenarios
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ctwp

Erection of wea dbect ovw primay cotaomdnn
tinioain applied pat, pewuoet-Opejatt
ELaohkookatioo ooeflimo
Runoff codsioi..
Depth of masod i*.' lay.w Plow lage; (aw1.owsl
Vokowhaic -at content-

Dipbukh dw~oyc ofai (um.1/co-4
Sail .. 'um 'I]. fato (o/.o..1
Siope-agh-st&A~o..o factor
Ccam MW ianaogeowd
Soppat oactic. facto.:

mot laL m.. Leary

.2 .

.56 .56

.36 .36

.252 .5

1.46 1.46
.326 7326
.61 .6
.194 .9

C."y p~ath.

Eiaction ofsia" dbectly ov.. prowl contamination:f
Inoigatim apried paw .- (mw.ohn/p... .2
Evwdaoouanewaion coilcut5
&nwodf coflloico 73r
Depth. of oil lwimo lterm w Plow Layne Isedo4 .15
Volwostr..Ascontaw 25
r'fwh "Al / 1 2.?VF
lbyb&A- dowolty f oigmaw/ca 14
Sad uOMihtO fade.t (lomoac. 326
Slope-longth-steepnews facto: .61
Ccv. and wm go..nt ~ 1594
Suppo~t poactice factor .97

Soon1615.

0
.2
.56
.36
.15
.252

1.46
.326
.61
.194
.97

Save'

l"-a I

Agricultural and Livestock Feed Areas: Secondary Contamination Zone Left Side, All Onsite Scenarios

Clapo

flat.io. of mea diw*oli v. pmowj contamination;
j1ogabao. applied we "M Imotwoi,.wk
Evapobamopuation coodlfosool
fts..off coefficient
Depth . ooi wa iniq lay...w Plow lay.. f"mrt
Vokmewic Nato. content

Sodul c~di.i lOf 90. Itcoo/.o-3t

Slope-Immth-sownepso factor
9cwo and management~
S..pomt psactic. factor

Fnuit grain,

.2

.56

.36

.15

.252

1.46
.326
.61
.194
.97

Le-9vegetabi

7--7
.2
.56
.36
.15
.25273

1.46
.326
.61

.94

Crops P09two. Gi,..

4ýi /;*qw me.~w) /A65 law
E~ootbc of wee oa ct .holig pnoump ccionanahon: I.75
Laflahofl applied pu pow (metao/Peok .2 .2
LVapabnslaonowlc Coofficiant .56 .56
E.anoft coflioweo .36 .36
Depth .5ofi w i Kng Iay. wt Plow bWwc (netessl 1s .15
Vo1.moweb mate00 content- .252 .252

LMýtt /AW&z'dj* YF. 3F

Dip WA dawn.4 of sod (1paw/e3t 1,46 14
Sod aecibil facto ftonsimol: .326 326
Slop.4longth-oolnepom loote.. .61 .61

Coe M anagement .154 .194
.wpo.t pwootico foat.or .97 .97

Save

r---..a I

Save
Co"

Agricultural and Livestock Feed Areas: Secondary Contamination Zone Right Side, All Onsite Scenarios
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Coops F..*. wain, [eafy
n-". -aeab

A'- /Ms0o au*'lc) low I"M
F~action of wee diectlp ovsm pw1m co.,fewsafioe. IM

bprgolion applied pow pow ImotoeoeaufamI .2 .2
Evpatapoloqsaboioacefii .56 .56
Runioff coefficient: .36 ý36
Depfth of aod Risig Leyte as Ploot laye. hoeto4 .15 .15
Vokawae;d Sal es content .252 .252
F,.,o fdV t 2.1IVF / .? . .

Vhybu desnoly of soil fjpmo/cwss'j: 1.46 1.46
Sod ewodibiit facto. (tonolacese .326 32
Slope-leonofh-eteoo.,eos facto...6 .61
Coves seatmanagement.9 .154
Sqsp~ost peactice factor:9 977

I,

D

V

S
S
S

Qap. Paotia.. OGlae
Single

ractinoo f awa .iroctip ovo. puumwa oooasionawoo 0 a
illation, applied pa pass (oselelo.e/yas .2 .2
Vapoomewpsalion coolthemot: 56 _a_
[scoff coefi~cieo .36 .36
'ap

11 of sod moixoV Iqo. as Plow. lap. (efwo 6 r 15 .15
okwasehi Nae contewt 252 252
[viA" 'I*se IAAWP-t WhJ2?4V I . v/.
". bulk dwonss ef soil (uo/cw'3) I. 46 L46
odl evoadibi facto. (toonJs/acs .326 .326

Io.le.h-lope.factor .61 .61
av'ow and moagewent .194 .19141
spend pieadace fatoo-.9 .97

2S. SSav

Agricultural and Livestock Feed Areas: All Contamination Zones, Offsite Farmer Scenario

L&o £ilwý ieýDsta Yiow PotmOplioms Help

OffD-" -

Ouaddag; Offo."
location Dwelfling

I 'A

ltination aIpied p Pew (.Otesaot*:
E-~pooeqskahtm cofm

Flunoof cofficientl:

Depth of sil Maing lare as Plowx laps; Imeetwo:

Voisaetoic maf coltent

Dir buA density of sod WIauc--3):

Sod eo"Kliblity facto. |loao/wOeo

Slope-lenogh-o•teepneo facto:

CoW. ad mawagemet lacto.:

Suppedt practce taet:

Cw-- ]

9-
.56
.36
.105
.252

1.46
a
.61
.194
.97

Dwelling Areas: All Contamination Zones, All Scenarios
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RESKW - 4 JEý

Release heighrt newsn Di e.is Model Coelflneite - Winslepeed Tewain

Rehea" head IHs 01" E Pasquil-Giftowd Coelhiciud o r
Assemmwaew height 1etes 0 Brilm Rural Coefficients Rua

Ambient tempesratmee 1297, Kelvin0 ia
AM atIMSDNI phesc s height 40 mees 0 Briggs Usben CosHscenits 0Use
PM elmosphu umiei height metes:

Fn w grain. Leaf, Pasths. Grain Dwe 81g Surface
OMiee location non d, vegetable* silge efs ite sete bodsy

vegetables plot Wowing

Elevation of olfslte location. relative to Wound ptr
Gvel at primary contmination 10 1 0 0 0 I

Gud SPaNcing her mal integration [as
Read Meteological STAR ld. I

r- modif joint hequeno data resd horn STAR gie For INDIANAPOUS. IN

V-d speed D 24 447 &3 I94 1&61 1 "52

Stabiity class Joint hequenec of wind speed and stabilit dass for wind hoem S to

A 0.00029 0.00034 0 0 0 0

B 000167 0.00192 0.00125 0 a 0
C 0.00087 IL00287 0.0849 00005 ID.0M4 01OO002

D 0.00163 0.00722 0.01711 0.01225 0.00191 0O.0025
E w - aLOOSG D.OO619 0 a 0
F 0.00M 003879 0 0 0 0

Atmospheric Transport: All Contamination Zones, All Scenarios
thRESRAD - OFFSITE iý PCZ Pwio pUro ........ B

Nuiiw otl Unsaiurated Zonesy 2set in prelmnr binruts form

Unsaturated Zone Number: 1: 2:
Thickness (setews) 1.3 1.05
Dig Bulk Density (g~amslcn"3) 1.46 -1.51
Ttal Poost .45 .43
Effective Porosity .383 342

Field Capacity .3 .3
Hydraulic Conductivity Ietnslsyem) 39.42 3142
b Pamret 23
Longitudinl Dsspoesuily metrs .165 .1675

Unsaturated Zone: All Contamination Zones, All Scenarios
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Thickness of saturated zaew.

Dry et*k Densm" of satuated zonea

.otal porosity o satrwated zonew

Effective porosity of saturated zone:

Hidraubc Conductivity of saturated zae

meters

grams/cs'3

iotes/tyear

to WON waterbody
Hydrariic ftradient ci saturated zone: [u003 .003

Depth of aquiler contibmtmng: 15.4 15.4 meters beta
Longitudinal Dispersivily of satuotod zonme 24242meite

Horizontal latmal Dispesivity of saturated zouw 5.2 5.2 meters

0 Disperse Ve rticall
Yertical lateral Disperivit of saturated zone: F-t2r

0 Do not Disperse Verticalyb to surace
Value Averaged over length of saturated zone to well waterbody

irrigationr applied Pei a year: .2_____ mter/year

Eyapotranspiration coefficient: 4
flunolf coefficient:

water table

Save

Cancel

Saturated Zone: All Contamination Zones, All Scenarios

Water Use: Primary and Secondary Contamination Zones, Onsite Farmer Scenario
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'Ifile Ea - S5te D-t r-- Fetrn OF

Description at Usage:-
Water faicr

Consumption by humans

Use indIs of dweling

Beet cattle

Dairy cows

Fraction of water tram

Quan*tt Swlace bodly Wel
1 0 6 L :te ýs i 1e : I 0 i

Litess/day E1 O

Litais/day 1

Number of

IN
/ýa0F

AWV

aI

Insiatfion applied per year-
Fruit. grain. non-lody vegdales [r-- ter-s/.yam 0 1
Leafy vgetables Do 7 metersie 0 1
Pasture. Slage tf meme te sse/ y 1
Livestock teed Gramn tol motee m/year O 1
Olisite Dweling site [o imete/yeea 0 1

Wen pumping rate: [121l cubs meter/year

Wag pumping rate needed to support specilied Water use: F0 micub metes/ye

F--.Q so" Ii iir

Water Use: Primary and Secondary Contamination Zones, Onsite Industrial Worker Scenario

INSO -E3 -X
71

Desciption of Usage:- Fraction at water trm Number oa
Water tar. inidvidualt

Quantity Surface body WeN
Consusiptson by hu--ms 30. - -h items/yoem [
Use idoorm of deling I0 Iites/da, 1 0
Beef cattle 5 LiLters/day I 0
Dmary cows g160 1Liters/day 1 0

Irrigation asppied per yewr: - Amd.0~f

Fruit. pain, non-lealy vegetables g metersye -1 MW
Lady vegetab mtersye 1

Paose. Silage g metes/ye B I
Livestock feed Grain 0 matina 1
Ofsil&e Duelling site g meters/ 1 [2E,

Well pumping rate: [512 -cubic metes2/yew
Wag pumpeng rate needed to sippset specified Water umes: [ cutic meters/yew

sa" ve

CnelJ

Water Use: Primary and Secondary Contamination Zones, Onsite Sportsman/Recreationalist Scenario
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E-

Description of Usag:-
Water for.

ConOereition by humarm
Use indeoor of demoig
Beef cattle

DOury comw

Fraction of water hore Number of
individuals

Qumntity Surface bod, WO

250 ILitm I E4_1
S Liet/da 1 0

.Lters/da Ii 0N• L~ddA 1 O[]r

Ihigation appied par jer:-

Fruit. geain. non-keal vegetables -- mot:=er 1 0

Leafy veeale jr etesea 1 0
Pasture. Silage maZtint/er/aru1 0
Livestock lead Grain i b meteersiyear 1 0

Wl pumping ra needed to port specified Waterm motetsle
SQ es teeae I

Ao- o
lsq mtiI

Water Use: Primary and Secondary Contamination Zones, Offsite Farmer Scenario
Ih RERAD OFFF WFAM PCP" a jh ORA F9 JPG-FARI&RPt2 ROV R2" M~

Efie Eattrways 5itaData YT- Forr~ptrorm Littp iE" Patirwys its Data Y- FoimOptorrs 1elp

SeI er d letvrpra Sediment deliveryr rat
Volume of surface water bod5 cuec metetos Votre of "ace, eater rody : cubic moters
Moam reiderce tim ao water ari rudac, water body- om pears Mean reridsrace time of eatr m enrface eater body* Vsor

Save

Vhiat Sae 11I eal:1Sp,1t MD~a:IRm.0t
Surface Water Body All Contamination Zones: Onsite Scenarios, Offsite Scenario

r . ..- .r ., .. . . . .. . .. r.. .

Groundwater Transport: All Onsite Scenarios, Secondary Contamination Zone Left, Primary
Contamination Zone, Secondary Contamination Zone Right
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RBRAD.- OfFFSM PG-FAMW.VR F P

led.~~q - 1d Die ti J-n FegOp-es l

Sub Screens

Safteated Zone Proertes,.

Wat Use paianete

Sttatge Water B"dy

Diotence in the dection pwalel to aquilfm flow ho. do.ngradient edge of contanatonw to

jea w t •aeter body met
Dmitance in the dkection porpeormicuer to aquife fnow froo center of containefon, to

#qM, edge of PA noun water. WAR~~eM
left edge of outface water body: 25Zowtero

CtonVgence criaon (fractional accraecy deoiedt

Nuet lt of zko (to modeI dpoe•o ptogen ptodoued en bhanif

Men s.d. inw et6,eed zoow

Maon *b zone. in each paithl saturated zone

o nuclide specific tetardation in al oat, zoo. fongitudinal diopesof on in al but t.esub zone of lItNefornation

)onglitueine diopersoin ineall z=te. nuclide eiic retardar in al but the
sub mane of b'ratoomeion. parent rttariod in ma zon of trensformalion

O lesoil diatyorion tal stur zones. nuclide specific wratadaion it al folt the
sub ze o•I h sad•metinn, progeny retardation in zane of transformation

Artrclockwtee angle f rome awie to diection of aqe flow Hav doweSave

Groundwater Transport: All Contamination Zones, All Offsite Scenarios

Ide Latfbwa lieDate ew. FojmOpttoros kjdp fL. Peh- D0ata kom Fot.Oirt- Hel

Consumpion Fraction ho. Consumption Fracion from
tate effected wee fate affected area

Pflpeing water lLirtelc/eat RrinimAng Water jFl L iters/yeaom
Enst 2.92 kg/yer .39 Epih 2.92 kg/"ree .39
finssfacea Oand mobtk [0Z kg/,eet 0 ~ r.usacee antd mobwsek 0i kg/yes; o~
Fr-A4 pair non-leafy vegetable 178 keyt [ Fr arn. non--telr vegty otable. 7f / akg r. .5
Leafy vegetable 74 kg/,ea- s Leafy vegetables -1 -4 l kg/year l
Want BY kg/at I Miat k kg/yeet .72

Mik 102 ters/ya I Mik 102 Littor/yeat I

lod (incidental) 18.3 pam/yea. 5.1j~ od cefeotaf 118.3 giame/yeet

Lqyestok Factor tiyestock Factors

Livestock Feed Factors Liveotoci Feed Factors

EtantFactos I rant Factors

Ingestion Rates All Contamination Zones: Onsite and Offsite Farmer (left), Sportsman and Industrial
Worker (right)

Note: The only active ingestion pathway for the industrial worker is incidental soil ingestion.
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I

Livestock Intake and Feed Factors: All Scenarios, All Contamination Zones

f4 Estiwwy "aeData Iriew Form Opt-s EWp

Crops Fnt. ain. Leafy

Dwataono-lal ol rogn otahel: 2er1)Wet weOg crop erId (kg/w-21 0 1.5
Dwation of firowing season (yers .288 .205

Foitage to Food IrTasfee coefficient .1 1

Weathering ROMoval constant 11541101 18 i1

Forta interception factor low igaton .25 .25

Folia intmrception factor fowdust _ _.25 .25

Hoot Depth (ie~ti) 1.35 .G

Livestock Intake and Feed Factors: All Scenarios, All Contamination Zones
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inhalation rate: !.3/pear"

Mass loading fog inhalation: .09:3 grams/m-3

Mian Onmite mass, loading-: .gams/m"3

Indoor to outdoor ust concentratimo

Ejttearl gammx penetration factor: 51

Inhalaton rate: ] m3
Mass lat for initaratio: O g~a M"
MUan Omite maes loading [:Tf gwamslm"3

Indoor to outdoor &just concentration

EKternal gamma penetration factor: 51

Shape of Pemrar Contamination

Occupancy factorsOccupancy factors I

Inhalation and External Gamma All Contamination Zones: Farmer Scenarios, Sportsman and Industrial
Worker

Afe Ewys nA.Def *-e For-nOptons Jjrt

CZe": X3030C -en Y: 1246

Line Length sir at

A.a- 25000 .. 2

-Drason lenuctwer
U r te rs itm• button to change
the d-- locaieo and to
calculate the HRan ed Fractions.

Kmbawd

M~

Ornate on".ie

Dee6%g Location X: 1

Calculatet. f, and Fractions

Radho: .m) Fraction.

1 ii.75 .5
2 6&5 .1

3 134.25 .1
T 179 .050
-22375 .054
2 65&5 .036

Z 75.25 .03

11 358 033

in 447.5 .02
11 432.25 .014

12 537 00i5
F Uom inpr t raction

Shape af the plan of the pfimmp contaminiaton:
0 rkcukx Q r oloanaf

C-odinaten ofthe vedirci.. of pokpgoe.:

N-1

Cwteont Vertex: ,III *,1, 1 1 h I Ic lcd:

External Radiation Shape and Area Factors: Primary Contamination Zone, Onsite Scenarios
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Line Length me

Use the hit minute bufton to change
tive dewam locatohnown to
calculake O1w R.eI tnd Fractions.

Onuatop 011th.

Dwelign Locatian X : m7
Dwelig Location Y

Calculate p,, and Frecout
Radkw jrai FRachm

1 173.3167 -5
2 347.-833 .5

0 2.-75 .4
35 13

5 869.5833 .0m
75-1435 .75

2 12117.41 r755e6
o 13!1.333 .as

12207 .2

r t p hcin

Shapte ti the plan ofth Ow rmw contammtotun:
0 Orkcdm a 1! beta 11ýi S- liýý

cooidlinatim; of the v.54,cin of~u Cance

K for I W:
P-niatu V.I-t N- I.
Caurent Vedatte;F:1 ~ nIt F ] 5-cadn F3125 I18

External Radiation Shape and Area Factors: Secondary Contamination Zones, Onsite Scenarios

Nor-mhv

External Radiation Shape and Area Factors: Primary Contamination Zone, Offsite Scenario
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CuunX 1827 GnOt ait*
C'"rer1 Y 52 Dsriu Location X [
Line Lengtho• ete.s Daling Locatio Y:

Caculate flH i and Fractions i

Use the lit m button to dage Fladius: (mI Fraction:
the deradg hocation and to 1 3 0

2 631667 0
7 03.25 0

nKhd 1730.417 0
Hr 20765 0

I 27611.667 0
5 3114.75 01

15 3460.1131 1
Shape of the plan of the psarawr contmeralon: Save 1 1311015.9117 .1

0 ricndos CD Potjona 12 4153 .2

Coordinates of the vesticies of polsrot Caoc r- Uses, bgi secions
X Wr (-I:

C 0rei Ver~es. G) lt I Ioed•3125 mtr

C."-Av ~ {m. (ý [ lml:. 0

External Radiation Shape and Area Factors: Secondary Contamination Zone, Offsite Scenario

Eis Eattways Sda Data Y-r Fop. Oin Ed.e Rathayt 5*.e Data Yio Fotos Opionrs
~twp

Fraction of Time spent on PRIMARY CONTAMINATION Fraction oa Time spent on PRIMARY CONTAMINATION
[whether cultivated ts not) (whethe cultivated as nmll

Inor ndars;:3

Fraction do Time spent in OFFSITE DWEIUN6 SITE Fraction ad Time spent in OFFSITE DWELUNG SITE

Outdoors Outdoor,

Fraction of Time spend in FARMED AREAS (including Fraction of Tim spent in FARMED AREAS (including

Pima•y and Secondary contaminated amoem) Prmar and Secondary contaminaded areau)

FruwL gram. and Nasidearly fidd ý0165 FneL giam, and Monleady fieds .0165
Lead vegetable tirds . 5Lea vegetable fields .0165
Pastie and silege ields 0165 PastMe and sielge fields .01 ]
Livestock gain fields Liwatricir Wain fields

If part of a farmed aens In on the Penasi Contamnation, the time It pat oi a farmed area los on the Priaary Cortamination, the time
faction spent in that part of the area should be included in both the tractSon spent in hat paet f the area should be rncluded in both te
farmed area occupoancy and the pimary contarcation occupancyr farmed area occupancy and the primary containeation occuparncy

L4 Save Saveo

Occupancy Onsite Farmer Scenario: Secondary Contamination Zones, Primary Contamination Zone
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4i w F-- e PD'ata yf . urnotim O s file Rathwaays ilteData view FoIr
~eip kIaP

Fraction ef Time s*Pm an PRIMARY CONTAMINATION Fraction of Time spea oml PRIMARY CONTAMINATION
(whether cultivated or notl (whethee culaivated e neil
indoors ---- Indoors

Outdoom Ouklows

Fraction of Time spent in OFFSITE DWELLING SITE Fraction of Time sped in OFFSITE DWELLING SITE
J mdoe. Indoors

Out doors Ouldoort

Fraction of Times spw in FARMED AREAS including Fractien ol Time *pest in FARMED AREAS (including

Puimmp and Secondary contaminaled asees Primary and Seconday contaminated masl

Fruin Main, and Nollea lda .015 FraiL grai. and Neelaaip yeldae .015"
Leafl vegetable ield .0165 Leaf vegetable ial .0165
Paadte and alage el .0165 Pastigo and adage fields .016
Leasevecnra.. ' elds .05 Livestock Main Fields .0165

If patr of a farmed area in on the Pranry Coranttianrtihe tire If part of a famed aea le•a on fe Prcary Caontarnrran. the tire
ractsor ped .r tfht pet at tre " am hod be inclded r both tfr fraction spent e, tha put oa Oe area strand be included r bath the
farmeld aea occupa r an:d the pmramy contar•ination occupancy. farmed area ccupranrcy and the primay coanrir, ation occupancy.

Save 
SaveCance

Occupancy Industrial Worker Scenario: Secondary Contamination Zones, Primary Contamination Zone

I Ei, Lth-qy 5ite Dat view Ron Optioniasn l EA Fmaa.£waye .WteData j-,, FenmOpte-
=,_• U

Fractien of Tim spent on PRIMARY CONTAMINATION
(,hothes culivated or not)

Out'doors

Fraction ol Time spent in OFFSITE DWELLING SITE

Fraction ef Time spent in FARMED AREAS lineiling

Prnary and Secondary contaminated measl

FraiL grain, and Neelealp Reind .0

Leafy vegetable lik.d1
Pastwe and silage fields .0`165
Livestock gain fields

It pat of a famed ae has on Re Prima" Contami.ationr.Re time
hactieo spent in that pat of Rhe aem shoud be erctsded in both the
ftamed e.a occupancy and the poraay contamination occuppancy.

Fractian of Time spent an PRIMARY CONTAMINATION
(hathe cultivated so noal

Indoors
oula

Freaction of Time speal in OFFSITE DWELLING SITE
Indoor*

Fraction of Time sperit in FARMED AREAS (including
Primpy and Secondeay conehantieed measl

Fn4, armon, and N dealy Id .01 ]
Leael vegetable Rids.
Pasite and silage Fields
Livestock grain fields

If part o a fatmed wea enes o e Ptimary Coarnia•asit, ffRe tire
ftactior spent rn tha pat ft Re ftn shodud be inctuded •n both He
farmed area occuparncy and the prmary conamination occupancy.

L;4 Save EmereSav

Occupancy Sportsman/Recreationalist Scenario: Secondary Contamination Zones, Primary
Contamination Zone
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LA1644, , ý18 -:Tor-
El. £-dhwy je0. omrb

4-
Fraction of Tme ent on PRIMARY CONTAMINATION

(•wtiw cullivated at not)

Fraction of Tim spent m OFFSITE OWELILING SITE

Fraction ofmTi spent in FARMED AREAS (inchabing

Ponap and Secondary conlarinated arow)

Fntw grain, and Nontg*ep Fi .6
Lo*I vegetable ligi1a
Paturwe and uam Rl"0d1,
Livastock grain hold

If pad of a lamed aseo Ihn the Pwee Ccintanrioti. the trie
Itactim npaiert mlfit por i fte amo ebse be secluded mt both the
farmed are occupancy and the pweca corttrroato occcpscy.

Occupancy Offsite Farmer Scenario: Primary and Secondary Contamination Zones
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Probabilistic Parameter Distributions:

I RESRRAD - OMMIT IPG-ARM! PU PROB RLWFRAW.4dled I

I Step by steps enasis Rotated iopits I Post nor regression

Saeege specitications PeeIMet didsbtiejIon I Ips eut corseltiene Outipsi spessilicetione

V O . -Statistics •• uncertain or pbeTinestic p-Ue•r
_d2N U- . Unt, eusiend Zoesr

Rd of U-234 in Unatwated Zone
Kd of U-234 in Unsatuated Zone DIiditnt•e hBOUNDED NORMAL
Rd of U-234 in Seisken in
Rd of U-234 in Fruait. in. He Mean (Wu)

Rd of U-234 in Le*t• veget"le Standard deviation 204)
Rd of U-234 in Pastes. saege M . [il 1
,d of U-234 in Livesock terd mi 591

Rd of U-234 in Dweftg tie
Rd of U-235 in Cotamited Zone
Rd of U-235 in Unsmaated Zone
Rd of U-235 in Unsatuated Zone
.d of U-235 in Sediment in

Rd.9f U-235 in Fndt. wain
Rd of U-235 in Le* vegetaMe
Rd of U-235 i Pastes. siage
Rd of U-235 i Livestock feed
Rd of U-235 in Owealing site P Iwaso-- Update Perered e and sittrat
Rd of U-238 in Conuinated Zone Ned Paranmeter

Rd ol U-238 in Unsatrtated Zone ReIove parassa I Help 
1 1  

Redom Pu.mete
I4d . U-23 in Unsatwated ZoneI J stats and

I ESWA - 0PFSITE JPO-FMIMER PaZ PROS RIRWF (Mlodded I

Rd P I i ank sottions I Outputspecif.cation

Sad .9U23 eavgeal

Veri4el Descrption • Staistc of rineti or prbb• pmase

Rd of U-235 in Pas"u. lae Kd a# U-234 in Consmieated Zero

Rd of U-235 in Livestock leed
Rd of U-235 in Dre•ling site Diddbiion IBOUNDED NORMAL
Kd oe U-238 in Contaminated Zone

hcf U-238 in Uooiated Zone M a 351

kd of U-239 in U nsemhated Zone Stard dev Sigm2)
Kd oc U-230 in Sedecent in U ipime s en

Kd of U-238 in Fmt grin. Maionn9

d ofUel- o- ivi LN* vegetebre
Kd of U-23 in Pate. slg
Kd of U-238 in Livetoc foo
Kd of U-230 in Dwn site

Hvl/r-c conductivip oemove Urae s ePsmtoreP.andd emete

rl";" Ped-1 -1n f _H•p_______t__ stats and distribution

r~ Perf orm mnceitipf analpois r Suqppress uncerteinty enelpois the session

* All U-234, U-235, and U-238 Kd Values for Contaminated Zone; Fruit, Grain, Nonleafy Fields;
Leafy Vegetable Fields; Pasture, Silage Growing Areas; Livestock feed Grain Fields; and Dwelling
sites set at 354 (Mean), 204 (Standard Deviation), 189 (Minimum), and 591 (Maximum) for a
Bounded Normal Distribution
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IhRSW-O5 M CFM Pa PfO9RLROF OModfited

S I Related itputs Poornst regreession I
_j Permue dstrbmtson 1-14 ran cneaton 1 0~*N peiau

Variabl Decrian
Rd of U1-Z34 -iCntamit.
Kd dU-234 in Unsaturated Zone i
Kd of U-234 in Unsatuated Zoe.
Kd of U-234 in Sedismat in
Kd of U-234 in Fruit. rain.
Kd of U-234 in Leafy vegetable
Kd of U-234 in Pasture, siege
Kd at U-234 in Livesock feed
Kd of U-234 in DOseln si*e
Kd of U-235 in Coatiated Zone
Kd of U-235 in Ursaktated Zone
Kd of U-235 in Umturated Zone
Kd of U-235 in Sediment in
Kd of U-235 in Fruit. wait.
Kd of U-235 in Leafy vegetable
Kd of U-235 in Pastwe. Wiage
Kd of U-235 in Livestock feed
Kd of U-235 in Dweling sie
Kd of U-238 in Contaminated Zone
Kd of U-230 in Unseatuated Zone
Kd of 0-238 in Unsaturated Zone -

Ittio Otat uncetain mor ebstm .ws e
Kd of U-234 i Unsaturated Zone 1

Oittsis INORMAL

StUstdatddeviaetisnl fS1a 1410

Upsdate Parameter stats end distributionPrevious pwawermte
Neat parameter

Rmemove param lm I
Hl I Restore Paraetesstats and distributiost

r Pelodsm uncertaint analyss r' Suppress uncartainti antalsis this sessis

All U-234, U-235, and U-238 Kd Values for Unsaturated Zone 1 and Sediment in Surface Water
Body Set at 2116 (Mean) and 410 (Standard Deviation) for a Normal Distribution

II RLWPD - OFFSMT JPGfARtMER PC? PROD R1.ROF (Moddiid) fI File P.8-mas Site Did. Views Fo.- 0ot6-t Hole

[--I Yý111111111=1

step tsp ate anatsis Reasted eui-- Pont net segressions
Sample specifcations Pametes I Input rAk coneteio Outputel

Vatdile Deiption -eSt•e•it•s of Wuestin or probabiistic parameter

d i U-234 m nae Zone -234 in Unsaturated Zone

Kd o U-234 in SeConit in

Kd o U-234 in Frui. wain.
Kd ci U-234 in Leafy vegetable Stadmard dweiatuon (Sim a)
Kd of U-234 in Pasture. sAi Mism -.93
Kd ci U-234 in Livestock feed Maie4u470
Kd of U-234 in Dwe&g site
Kd .1 U-235 in Contaminated Zone
Kd ci U-235 in Unsaturated Zone
Kd at U-235 in Unsaturated Zone
Kd oi U-235 it Sedimert in
Kd of U-235 in Fruit. eain.
Kd oa U-235 in Leafy vegetable
Kd of U-235 in Pasture. siege
Kd of U-235 in Livestock teed
Kd ol U-235 in Dilkng sie e pse.±d Update Parameter stats and distrittin
Kd ci u-239 in Contaminated Zone Nea paramete -a Restore Parameter
Kd of U-238 in Unsaturated Zone fieove pamer tHr atats a sd tsn'butio
Kd of U-238 in Unsaturated Zone -

,r Plesot uancertairn analtisis Suosese orcestaint, maasis thiis session fl

. All U-234, U-235, and U-238 Kd Values for Unsaturated Zone 2 Set at 1026 (Mean), 1018
(Standard Deviation), 0.93 (Minimum), and 4470 (Maximum) for a Bounded Normal Distribution
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-Statistics of uncertain or probabilistic parameter
Concentration of U-234

Distribution IUNIFORM

Minimum 23-2

Maximum 77-2

0 Concentration of U-234: Uniform Distribution from 23.7 to 79.1

- Statistics oa uncertain or probabilistic parameter
Concentration ot U-235

Distribution ]UNIFORM

Minimum 1.6 1
Maximum 5.4

t

* Concentration of U-235: Uniform Distribution from 1.6 to 5.5

-Statistics of uncertain or probabilistic parameter
Concentration of U-238

Distribution JUNIFORM

Minimum 124-9

Maximum 416.4

. Concentration of U-238: Uniform Distribution from 23.7 to 79.1

- Statistics of uncertain or probabilistic parameter
Thickness of contaminated zone

Distribution JUNIFORM

Mmnimum 3

Maxinum

• Thickness of Contaminated Zone: Uniform Distribution from 0.3 to I

- Statistics of uncertain or probabilistic parametel
Thickness (meters) of Unsaturated zone 1

Distribution ]UNIFORM

Minmum 1.3

Maximu1
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0 Thickness of Unsaturated Zone 1: Uniform Distribution from 1.3 to 2

- Stahstiss a# wwwomng w PwuwabW*Witi Powso
Hdvaulc cuuhacil* of couiamhAnde-

Disbiastm hBOUNDED LOGNORMAL-N -j

mom (NMI of WW.hbing wma 142~77
Stwidwd dsviseisn (Sug")l of wWidibm# =wu 107.75

N -i~t .
mmi 45

* Hydraulic Conductivity of Contaminated Zone and Unsaturated Zones I and 2: Bounded
Lognormal-N Distribution from 2.2 to 445, 39.42 (Mean) and 107.75 (Standard Deviation)

Probabilistic Parameter Distributions and Correlations:

* Thickness of the Unsaturated Zone I (HI) Has a (-0.99) Correlation with Contaminated Zone
Thickness

" Hydraulic Conductivity of the Contaminated Zone (HCCZ) Has a (0.99) Correlation with
Contaminated Zone Thickness

* Concentrations of U-234, U-235, and U-238 [S(U-234), S(U-235+D), and S(U-238)] Have a (-0.99)
Correlation with Contaminated Zone Thickness
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Probabilistic Sample Specifications:

9- in

-C T Pm.;et ==eblci T Inset -Iwkik euricts Y '.eic~atm

-S b Paramters
Rmd~ u look

H is em of O k s osvctuens: ffi* 7 -

-Ihdenidionabmeutowine "* "

The random seed determines the series of random
numbers Viat are generated, Specification of a random
seed will permit the some set of input parameters to be
generated if the simulation needs to be rerun.

Samplin TsdeIqu

0 Latin Hnserewb
0 .ci. -CciI

Gisepine of oserviations

0 Ceneisted orUneica
0 Raw=ei

r- Pastoreuriccituirt ci.*=i r s.umess, wae~cwmw anabwe. this session QK

Sample Specifications for Primary Contamination Zone Runs

PLA - O
f's £Nhaty, y- Di ~ Fesn Optens kd

Stpep y tep cnaboieu Reated inputs Pes-mseene

r Sallepeclcabs I P..M. intcintbitins lInput lank ..neWatIo Output pcltem f
-Scampig pewametwisr

Reeds Joe* ee
usias of Oktervatiose 3

Numbee of fepaksebir E IZ I

Seeawirw Teemie

0 Latin Hypaucdsa
o meat. Ce"i

Gissipeing 611 awiiesw

G ~Conetaed ow Uncewelated
OR IeeI

-Islmlelioe s culeet e etenti

The random seed determines the series of random
numbers that are generated. Specificaton of a random
seed will permit the same set of input parameters to be
generated if the simulation needs to be rerun.

r~ Pests.. seicestejay analyis r Seppisess sncerteawty analysis this usession

Sample Specifications for Secondary Contamination Zone Runs
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APPENDIX D

STATEMENT OF INTENT AND
CERTIFICATION OF FINANCIAL ASSURANCE

Depleted Uranium Impact Area
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana
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7DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT COMMAND

US ARMY GARRISON-ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL
I ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL

ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS 61299-5000

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF

Office of the Garrison Commander

Dr. Tom McLaughlin,
Office of Federal and State Materials and

Environmental Management Programs (FSME)
Division of Waste Management and Environmental Protection (DWMEP)
Decommissioning and Uranium Recovery Licensing Directorate (DURLD)
Materials Decommissioning Branch (MDB)
Mail Stop T-7E18
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

STATEMENT OF INTENT

As Garrison Commander for US Army Garrison-Rock Island Arsenal and certifying official
for licensee the US Department of the Army, I exercise express authority and responsibility to
request from the licensee funds for decommissioning activities associated operations
authorized by US Nuclear Regulatory Commission Material License No. SUB-1435. This
authority is established by Section 2-5. b. (4) (b) of Army Regulation 600-20, Army Command
Policy, dated 18 March 2008 RAR 20 September 2012. Within this authority, I intend to request
that funds be made available when necessary and in the required amount to decommission
Jefferson Proving Ground in Madison, Indiana. It is estimated that the Army will incur costs of
approximately $268,000 annually for implementing institutional control at JPG as detailed in
Appendix D to the Army's Decommissioning Plan for License SUB-1435. I intend to request
and obtain these funds sufficiently in advance of decommissioning activities to prevent delay of
required activities.

However, any requirement for the payment or obligation of funds established by the
decommissioning plan shall be subject to the availability funds, and no provision herein shall be
interpreted to require payment or obligation of funds in violation of the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31
United States Code (USC) section 1341.

A copy of my Assumption of Command pursuant to Army Regulation 600-20, Section 2-5. b.
(4) (b), is attached as evidence that I am authorized to represent the US Department of the
Army in this transaction.

;:er Speights, Jr.
Colonel, AR
Garrison CommanderAUG 2 8 2013

Enclosure



7DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT COMMAND

US ARMY GARRISON-ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL
I ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL

ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS 61299-5000

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF:

Office of the Garrison Commander

Dr. Tom McLaughlin,
Office of Federal and State Materials and

Environmental Management Programs (FSME)
Division of Waste Management and Environmental Protection (DWMEP)
Decommissioning and Uranium Recovery Licensing Directorate (DURLD)
Materials Decommissioning Branch (MDB)
Mail Stop T-7E18
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

CERTIFICATION OF FINANCIAL ASSURANCE

Principal: US Army Garrison-Rock Island Arsenal, 1 Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island,
IL 61299-5000

NRC License Number SUB-1435, Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, IN 47250

Issued to: US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

I certify that US Army Garrison-Rock Island Arsenal is licensed to possess the following
type of source material in a readily dispersible form under 10 CFR Part 40 in the
following amount:

Type of Material Amount of Material
Depleted Uranium 80,000 kilograms

I also certify that financial assurance in the amount of $268,000 will be requested
annually for the purpose of implementing and maintaining institutional controls
consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 40 and 10 CFR Part 20, Subpart E.

ElmerSpeights, Jr.
o onel, CAR

Garrison Commander
A 1VU;2 l 2 0 1.C3



APPENDIX E

SUPPORTING COST DATA FOR ALARA ANALYSIS

Depleted Uranium Impact Area
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana
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ALARA Anayi - Pata L Sufc an Susrfc Claac Cos wit Makus

Low end scenario - 5 acres cleared of UXO Costs

Direct Costs from RACER $526,776.04

Profit (8%) $42,142

Contingency (35%) $184,372

Total $753,290

Cost per acre for low end scenario $150,657.95

High end scenario - 500 acres cleared of UXO Costs

Direct costs from RACER $9,513,809.25

Profit (8%) $761,105

Contingency (35%) $3,329,833

Total $13,604,747

Cost per acre for high end scenario $27,209.49

ALARA Anayi - No-rdilg ical Trnprtto Ris (C . 0

COStTF = $3,000,000 *
VA
V * FT * DT

Vship

Input Factors Value Units Definition and Assumptions
Monetary value of a fatality
equivalent to $2,000 person $3,000,000 dollars --

rem
VAmin 647 cubic meters (M3

) Minimum volume of material from low-end scenario
VAmax 9,807,031 cubic meters (M3) Maximum volume of material from high-end scenario

Volume of the vehicle shipment. Assumes 20 rail cars
VShip 1,100 cubic meters (in 3) per shipment at capacity of 55 m3 per rail car.

DT 2,816.35 kilometers Distance travelled from JPG to the disposal facility

FT 6.3 x10-7  per kilometers Transportation fatality rate for railway cars

Cost TF min $3,131 Dollars
Cost TF max $47,456,237 Dollars

E-1



ALR Anlyi -Wor er oe(OtD

COStwDose = $2,000 * DR * T

Input Factors Value Units Definition and Assumptions
Parameter from Appendix N, NUREG 1757 (NRC

Dollars/person-remn $2,000 dollars 2006)
DR 0.000013044 rems Convert factor from 15 mircroR/hour to rems

Volumemin 647 cubic meters (M
3
) Minimum volume of material from low-end scenario

Volumemax 9,807,031 cubic meters (M
3
) Maximum volume of material from high-end scenario

Parameter from Table N.2 for excavation, monitoring,
1.62 person-hour/i 3  packaging, and handling of soil (NRC 2006)

Tmin 1,047.83 person-hour Minimum worker time required for remediation

Tmax 15,887,390.22 person-hour Maximum worker time required for remediation

Cost wDose min $27 Dollars

Cost WDose max $414,470 Dollars

CoStAcc = $3,000,000 * Fw. TA

Input Factors Value Units Definition and Assumptions
Monetary value of a
fatality equivalent to $3,000,000 dollars -

$2,000 person rem
Fw 4.20E-08 rems Workplace accident fatality rate given in Table N.2,

Appendix N, NUREG 1757 (NRC 2006)
Volumemin 647 cubic meters (M3) Minimum volume of material from low-end scenario

Volumemax 9,807,031 cubic meters (M3) Maximum volume of material from high-end scenario
Excavation, monitoring, Parameter from Table N.2, Appendix N, NUREG 1757
packaging, and handling 1.62 person-hour/im 3  (NRC 2006)
of soil

TA min 1,047.83 person-hour Minimum worker time required for remediation

TAmax 15,887,390.22 person-hour Maximum worker time required for remediation

Cost Acc min $132 Dollars

Cost Acc max $2,001,811 Dollars

E-2



Phase Technology Cost Detail Report

System:

RACER Vrs.ion: RACER' Version I I 1 2-0
Databzise Loeation: Ciflocumznirs and Seuxigs 01uns011pCJ~y Doaxymis RACER 11. 1lRacernxt

Folder:

Fobder Name: Jeffersoni Proving Ground

Project:

ID: Jeffeiron Proving Ground
Name: Jefron Proving Ground (JPGJ

Cat. None

Si#I Couriuy. INDiWAN

rn CQtr: JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND

Locatiort ~ j Moifer Dbu[ Reason for chanoies
0920 092"

Database: Sysem Cosis

Cost Datbase Dat.: 2013

Report Optio FmcaI

P Dr~ftirkxion RACER mas use todvipgnra ot o -O eoa fto

Figure E-1. RACER Output for Low-Cost Scenario (page 1 of 8)



Site:

ID: JPG
Name: Jefferson PlowVi Gmundx
Type: Name

MedWaWaste Type
Primary-. O~mvmce (not reseiedi

Seoday Sod
Contarninzint

Primary: Cktiance (not mskW
Secondary: Radioactive k~o Level

m

Pre-Smudy 71
Study 0

Design JI
Rem ovaL'terim Action

Remel ,Action

Operations & Maintenance RI
Long Term Monitorng 0

Site Closeout Q

Description
Support Team: Docurenliaton of Iescrwnel used to povide sa.Wlort lot estirratot and

pxeparaton of 1e esmtaate
References: Doarmentaton ot nler•n•e somres used i the preparazon of te esnWe

Estimator Informa~tion
Estimator Name:

Estimnator Titlle:
AgencytOrgi0fflca.

Prr-t~m- 5,t6=34243 fPu

Jamie Jouton
Emne"Eoneer

SAIUC

Figure E-2. RACER Output for Low-Cost Scenario (page 2 of 8)



Business Address: 8301 rensor Drive
McLean, VA 22101

Telpone Number: 703-676-7360
Email Address: 1johsr#6C-sasc cam

Estimate Prepared Dare: 041'510,13

Esumavor Signaure: Dame:

Reviewer Informatin
Reviewer Name:

Reviewer Tris:
AgencyfOrgJOffiee:
Business Address:

Telephone Number:
Emal Address:
Dare Reviewed: 0415,2013

Reviewer Signature: Date:

m
Fr1

Figure E-3. RACER Output for Low-Cost Scenario (page 3 of 8)
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Phase Documentation:

Phase Type:
phase Name:

Approach:
Stant Date.:

Labor Ratw Group:
Anlyi Rate Group:

Phase Markup Template.

Technoloav Markups
LIEC Remo"a Aactici

Rrtwd Actio
Partial fiernoval of UXO -.5 acre
This Aemutn powies a tough esw~ae of for 1 UXO refmoal. Uses Vie
rrmwwmzr r~femei~batinqaojtes of 5 acres.

Ordnance Rerrvval
Ags,20 14

Systemr Labor Ratet
Systemr Analyise Rafe

Systemr Delautts

Markup% Prime % ub
True 100 0

mrn
Total Marked-up Cosr, 71787318

Technologies:
Tedrmoogy IAEC Rerroval Acton

EILemi Sae Mstt

phase Deso atin

330,0108 Sedar. Atzwrxde. Rental

Unit of
Quantity Measure

3 DAY

Material Labor Unit
Unit Cost Cost

000 000

Equipmem
Unit Cost

000

Sub Bid
Cost

4904

cost
Extended Cost Overnide

$147.11 False

PrT!n 32 ot&-_13 4ZA 33 FAI P205L 4f a

Figure E-4. RACER Output for Low-Cost Scenario (page 4 of 8)



~Tectmoiogy. MEC Remnoval Actio

33D!0202 Pper De per eroril 9 DAY

3304M921 Senatv UX3 &ueViOr" (SUXOS) 40 HR

33040M2 UXO Prclect Umaager 40 HR

33D40925 UX0 Sta11Eri~neer 40 HR

33041101 Asare 3 LS

33240101 Otier DirectCosts I LS

000 000

000 4421

0.00 65.04

0.0c 41.4?

000 000

50000 000

000 12300

0.00 000

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 750.00

0.00 0 00

$1,10700 True

S1,768.31 False

S2,601 41 False

S1.658 81 False

S2.250 00 True

$S500 00 True

Total Elemm Cost S10.03164

Berleent: Sun-,

Unit of Material Labor Unit Equipnmev Sub Bid Cost

Phase Desuei on Ouantity Measure Unit Cost Cos Unit Cost Cost Extmed Cost Override

330!0M Per Dierm (prPerson) 1 DAY 000, 000 000 12300 S123 0O True

33040671 Portabe GPS Set ,M Mapprg, I MO 2,t98 80 000 000 0.00 $2198 80 False
5 cm Acarracy

m

33040935 I.1(O Techrczan II (UXO
Supes-•"r

3304 101 Airare

33220213 Sveyrr 3m an Crew

33240101 Other Diect Gosts

10 HR

I LS

I DAY

1 LS

000 3595

000 0.00

000 !25962

141 12 000

0.00 0.00

000 75000

1303 000

0.00 0.00

S35953 False

S75000 True

S1.27264 False

S141.12 True

Total Element Cost S4.84509

Eeerý UXO Mapping

Unit of Material Labor Unit Equipmem Sub Bid CosI

m x-5, t5=2C3 4Z-33PJA

Figure E-5. RACER Output for Low-Cost Scenario (page 5 of 8)



Tedvmo"q. IAEC Rerno'wa Amon~

Phas* Descrpdon Ouantity Measure Unit Cost Cost Uit Cost Cost Extecnded Cost Ovnride

33010202 Per Deen (per person) 145 DAY 000 000 000 12300 $t7.835.00 True

33021530 Ddiferen GPS Ung Rental 2 MO 18323 000 0.00 000 $36647 False

33040210 GeonscsEU-61 Metal Loa", I WK 000 0.00 000 4009 $40909 False
Towed (Weel'y Rentall

33040223 Ornabce Locator. Schoensted 21 WK 0O0 000 0.00 8280 S1,73880 False
Mtxcll GA-72CD. weeky rental

33042230 Geromc EIA-61 Metal Locator, 1 WK 000 0.00 000 34279 $34279 False
Hand Held (Weekly Renal)

33040651 4 X 4 Truck- Remnltease 44 DAY 000 0.00 65.22 000 $289 51 False

33040653 All Tenrai Vehlde (ATV) - I DAY 0DO 000 000 16560 St6560 False
Rent _ease

33040934 UXO Teduiaoan I1 600 HR 0.00 3058 000 000 S1&34533 False

33040M35 UXO Tedtocian 11 (UXO ISO HR 000 3595 000 000 $5.392.89 False

,m 3304oe35 Getysiczt•(UXOj 20 HR 000 58.63 000 000 $1,172.60 False
33041101 Axfare 10 LS 000 000 000 75000 S7.50000 True

3324I0t1 Oter Drect Costs I LS ,915 15 000 000 000 S1.91515 True

Total Elemnen CosL W,053-24

Elernent UXO Remova

Unit of Mtrial Labor Unit Equipmerm Sub Bid Cos

Phase Descrtion Quantity Masum Unit Cost Cost Unit Cost Cost Extended Cos Override

3301002 Per Diem (per person) 448 DAY 0.00 0.00 0.00 123 O S55.04. 00 True

33040223 Ordnance Locator. Schoenste& 32 WK 0.0O 0.00 0.00 82.80 S2,649.60 False
Melel GA-2,, weekdy rental

Pscme 5,t5CD134Z*33MP Pate. 601

Figure E-6. RACER Output for Low-Cost Scenario (page 6 of 8)



TedvwkWg MEC Rermoal Amlon

33040230 Geonics EPA-61 Metal Locawc, 4 WK
Hand Held Wee Rental)

33040646 Backloe - Rentatease 55 DAY

33040651 4 X 4 Truck- Rental-tease 132 DAY

33040934 UXO TechmnKaon II 1860 HR

3304035 UXO Tedvoan III tUXO 440 HR

33040936 Geohys (uXO) 260 HR

33041001 16oz Starxiard TNT Boosesr 500 EA

33041002 50 gr ft De Cord [t000 ft roll 75 EA

33041004 12 ft Lead Pnmade Non- Elecow 250 EA
Detoriams

0.00 0.00 000 342-79

000 000 233.01

000 0.00 65.22

000 3058 000

000 3595 0.00

000

000

000

000

000

000

0.00

0.00

$1,371.17 False

512,815.81 False

$8,608 54 False

,56,870 54 False

515,819 14 False

S15.243 74 False

S17940 False

S33.465 00 False

S1,33860 False

S7.418.03 Tue

000 5863

036 000

44620 .0C

5.35 0_0C

000

000

0.00

000

33243101 0dwe [ec Costs I LS 7.418W8 000 000 000

m
(b Tctal Element CosL S210,83 61

Elerne SSee lAagemeni

Unit of Material Labor Unit Eqtipmerm Sub Bid Co

Phase D0.sculon Ouanmy Measure Unit Cost Cost Urit Cost Cost Extumeed Cost Override

330,02a2 Per Oe-cn pe," person) 420 DAY 000 0.00 0.00 123.00 S51,660 00 True

33040651 4 X 4 Truck- RentaLtLease 420 DAY 010{ 000 6522 000 527.390 81 False

33040921 Senvr UXO Saurevtsm (SLJXOSJ 600 HR 000 44-21 000 000 S26,524 65 False

33040923 UXO Proea Manage 600 HR 000 65.04 000 000 S39.0211 0 False

33040930 UXO OC Speciah 600 HR 0.00 40538 000 000 524.34988 False

33040931 UXO Saiety OfSer 600 HR 000 41.21 000 000 S24-72651 False

33041101 Azrane 4 LS 000 000 o00 7W000 S3.00000 True

Prrc-'t Ni 151342-233 PM Paw- 70r

Figure E-7. RACER Output for Low-Cost Scenario (page 7 of 8)



TeciMelg MEC Rerrnva Action

Total Element Cost $196.67295

Element S&akeot~ ri~ire

Unit of Maerial Labor Unit EqWpment Sub Bid Cosa

Phase Description Ouantity Measure Unit Cost Cost Unit Cost Cost Extended Cost Override

3304CM3 UXO Prqect Manager 6 HR 000 6504 000 000 S39021 False

33040935 UXO Tec mcian (UXO 6 HR 000 3595 000 000 $21572 False
Supemsrl.s

33041302 Ste eSpeac Wkplan (Moderate I EA 7820 14.265.83 000 000 S14344.03 False
Cornpiemr))

33041305 Expb ,wSaterySuIArm.sion 1 EA 15640 6.434.81 0.00 000 S6,641 21 False
(Mo-e Cwry)

33041315 UXO Removal Report (High I EA 23460 24.46275 000 000 .24,69735 False
m Cordexity)

Total Element Cost S46 23•51t

Tota l: *s Year Tech Cost $526,77604

Total Phase Element Cost S526.776.04

Pn!U3Dz 5iRUM3 A32A33,FU ps act 8

Figure E-8. RACER Output for Low-Cost Scenario (page 8 of 8)



Phase Technology Cost Detail Report

System:
RACER Version: RACER - Vers~io 11.1.120

D~zabae Location: C~Aiomets, autd Setonsjotusonlre~y Ooaznrenri'ACER 1 I'Fcef nxb

Folder.

Folder Name. .lefilerson Proving Gvvnd.x

Project:

ID: Jefterson Prowg Ground
Marne: Jefferson Pro" Grow (JPG)

Catgorry None

Stme I~ Coug: IN'DLANA
Ckr. JEFFERSON~ PROVING GROUND,m

WWA• Use
IQ.M 0 S

Reasoon for chafos

Cost Omawbs Date: 2013

Report Optio: FacW

Desiaton ACER was used to devewo generw costs for W(O rernoya of two

scenanos - a lo endI (5 areS) 2 a topt end (5W0 aareS

Prrtla _-m .tSMI3 4 35 36 FU Pan lot8

Figure E-9. RACER Output for High-Cost Scenario (page 1 of 8)



Site:

1D: JPG
Name Jefferso Proving Ground
Type: Nonke

Mediai~astw Tyge
Primary: Oraie (not resxluai)

Secnar Sod

Contaminant
Primary: Orrzne (not residal

Secondary: Paiacbuazv (Low Leel

Pr-Study 9l
Study El

Design E
mp RemovaLlriterim Action

Remedial Action
Operations& Mairiteranc.

Long Term Monitoring El
Shte dloseoin L-

Descitlon ds~oasd
Support Team: Documenlaton of personnel used to provide s&ww for1 eswwor and

preparatian ofth~e esurmnate
References: Doarimerntaon of relerence sources used n~ the preparation of fte estinae

Estimator Name: Jamie Jlvson

AgencytOrifficit:

Figure E-10. RACER Output for High-Cost Scenario (page 2 of 8)



Business Address: 8301 Greensbom Drive
McLean, VA 22101

Telephone Nu9ber: 703-676-736D
EmaF Address: jeiorV6@s oon

Esdmate Prepared Dat.: 04"1r2013

Estimator Signzauae:

Reviewer Informatian
Reviewer Ka. a:

Reviewer T'itle:
Aqenc fJOtfice:
Buskiess Address:

Telephone Numbenr
Emal Address:
Date Reviewed: 041152013

Reviewer Sigrnate:

Pirr~r~ 5;[6I2!i3AL363FU

m

Pam. 3e 6

Figure E-11. RACER Output for High-Cost Scenario (page 3 of 8)



Phase Documentation:

Phase Type:
Phase oNama:

Stan Date:
Labor Rate Gr*W•

Analysis Rate Group:

Ritemal Acna
Paruad RenMoa cl UXO -500 naces
Thts aterauve Vmowes a rough esarnae of costs for UXO removI. Uses the
iruwuuzy renwekaum quaumtes of 500 ace Lo 4 feet.

OrrneRrw
Aiagij. 2014
Systemn Labor Rate
Systern Anayi Rate

Phase Markup Template: Sysen Debuuts

Tochznooov Markups

MEC Removal Acon

Total Marked.up Cosr St 2649,143 18

Markup % Prime S

True !00 0

m

Technologies:
Tedmoloy MEC Rernoval Aitfln

Berieme Sime Visi

Unit of
Ouatity leasuro

MUeria Labor Unit
Unit Cot CostPhase Descripdo

33MGl10a Sedark Aurktobde. Renal

Equipmena Sub Bid
Unit Cost Cost

000 49.04

Cost
Extewded Cost Override

$14711 False3 DAY 0 0D 000

PntOas JMt " 35,5a3tJpu P20m 40 6

Figure E-12. RACER Output for High-Cost Scenario (page 4 of 8)



Technonogy IAEC Removal Actio

3301•202 Per Down (per person) 9 DAY

33040921 Senior LJXO Supensor (SUXOS) 40 HR

33040923 UXO Prcect haiager 40 HR

33040925 UXO Slafi Ewnbeer 40 HR

33041101 Airar 3 LS

33240101 Otfve Diect Costs I S

000 0.00

000 44.21

0.00 65.04

0.00 41.47

000 000

50000 000

0.00 12300

0.00 000

0.00 0.00

0.00 000

000 75000

0.O 000

S1,10700 True

S1.76831 False

12,601.41 False

S1.65881 False

S2,25000 True

S50000 True

Tolal Element Cost S10.032.64

Element Sl

Unk of Material Labor Unit Euipment Sub Bid Coam

Phase Descr= aon Gum"tity Measure Unit Cost Cost Unit Cost Cost Extended Cost Override

330M0202 Per Diem (per person) 56 DAY 00O, 000 000 12300 $6.88800 True

3304;0671 Portable GPS Set wr ,Mapng. 2 MO 2,198 800 000 0.00 0.00 .4,397.60 False
5 cm Aoctuacy

,rnmT

33040935 LIXO Tedvuwian III (UIXDO
Sup,•-),

33041101 A.fare

33220213 S -wWVeg -3-.man Crew

3224G101 Odier Direct Costs

320 HR 000 3595

I LS 0 00 0.00

32 DAY 000 0259 62

1 LS !.G2796 a 00

000 000

000 75000

1303 000

0.00 000

S1%50483 False

S75000 True

S40.724 59 False

S1.927.95 True

Total Eler'neri Cost 166,19_96

Eemerem UXO L.png

Unit of Material Labor Unit Equipment Sub Bid Cost

PraZZZP 5,tV13 4 15-36R1

Figure E-13. RACER Output for High-Cost Scenario (page 5 of 8)



Technology: MEC Removal Acoon

Phase Descripion Ouarnty Measure Unit Cost Cost Unit Cost Cost Extended Cosa Override

33010202 Per DOn (per person) 14 875 DAY 0.00 0.00 0.00 2'300 51,829.625 00 True

33021530 DdteremWu GPS Uni Rental 31 PAO 18323 0.00 000 000 S5,680 23 False

33040-210 GeoncsEM.-61 MetalLocator, 10 WK 000 0.00 000 40909 S409093 False
Towd tWeVk~y Rental)

330340223 Ordanice Locator, Schoenstem 1,750 WK 000 000 000 8280 S 44,900 00 False
Model GA-72CD. weelty rental

33042230 GeomcsEP-61MetalLocatr. 15 WK 000 0.00 0.00 34279 S5.14188 False
Hand Held fVeeld Rental)

33040651 4 X 4 Truck- RenmLLease 4.375 DAY 0 00 000 6522 000 S285.32099 False

33040653 Al Terrain Vetile (ATVI - 41 DAY 0 00 000 000 1 85 60 $6,789 60 False
Rentl.ease

33040934 UXO Techomcan I1 60000 HR 0.00 3058 000 000 S1.834,53339 False

33040935 UX0 TedxcLan Wi (LXO 15.000 HR 000 3595 0.00 000 5539.28883 False
Stverv~aj

m 33043936 Geolysacst Lr'XO) 1,300 HR 0.00 58.63 000 0.00 S76,218.69 False

o) 3304110: Aefa•re 50 LS 000 000 000 7-5"000 S37 5000D True

3324210T Ott'er Diect Costs I LS 146.97323 000 0Go 000 S146.973.23 True

Toual Ele'net Cost. S4,916.062.77

Element Uxo Removai

Unit of Maerial Labor Unit Eqipnment Sub Bid Cost

Phase Description Ouandty Measure Unit Cost Cost Unit Cost Cost Extended Cost Overrde

330M0202 Per De (per person) 6.639 DAY 0 00 0.00 0.00 12300 5816.59700 True

33040223 Ordnance Ioeazo. Sdcoenstlegl 480 WK 0.00 0.00 000 82.80 S39744.00 False
Model GA-72CO, weekly rental

P17t a 3=B 5M=3 4 35*36 P1 PAM F. ~6

Figure E-14. RACER Output for High-Cost Scenario (page 6 of 8)



Tedvog. MAEC Remorv Acaon

3304D230 Geonacs EM- eal Locawt. 45 VK
Hand Held (VMeky Rental)

33040646 Backdoe - Rental.ease 326 DAY

33040651 4 X 4 Truck. Rtea•l.tease 1 ,.3 DAY

33040934 UXO Technician II 27 900 HR

33040935 UXO Tednmoan III tUXO 6,450 HR

33040936 Geoplysicis (uxCC 3.60D HR

33041001 !6oz Standard TNT Booster 7,200 EA

33041002 50 gr.-. Del -Cord 11000 ft rol) 1.080 EA

33041004 1 2 ft Lead Prinadet Non- Electric 3.600 EA
De• r't-is

33240101 Witer Direct Costs 1 IS

000 0.00 000 34279

000 0._0 233.01 000

000 000 6522 00D

000 30.58 000 000

000 3595 000 000

$15,42564 False

$75,962.78 False

$126,71513 False

&863058 03 False

S231.894 20 False

S211,06714 False

S2,583 36 False

S481,896 01 False

$19,275 84 False

000 5863

036 00.

446.2D 000

5.35 0.00

000 000

000 000

0.00 000

0.00 000

102.8al tt 000 000 S102,88. 11 True

m
-I. Total Elernent Co S2,977,t 3023

Eerniem See Managetent

Unit of Material Labor Urit Equipment Su Bid Cost

Phase Descripton Ouanrity Measure Unit Cost Cost Unit Cost Cost EPansded Cost Override

3300202 Per Doi (er person) 3,224 DAY 00D 0.00 000 12300 S396.552_00 True

33040651 4 X 4 Truck- RentaLtease 3,227 DAY 0OD 000 6... 000 S210.452.76 False

33040921 Senor UXO Supe-isor (SUXOS) 4,610 HR 00O 44.21 000 000 1203.797 72 False

33040923 UXO rgeaiiaget 4.610 HR 000 6504 000 000 S299,81213 False

3304093 UXO OC Specialist 4.610 HR 000 4053 000 000 $187.08824 False

33040931 LlO Saiety OffScer 4,610 HR 000 4t21 000 000 $189982 01 False

3304111 C Aare 4 LS 000 000 0.00 75000 S3,00000 True

Pr Owe t5,"M13 4 3-136 PU PXe- 7C1

Figure E-15. RACER Output for High-Cost Scenario (page 7 of 8)



Tedviology MEC Remoava Acuon

Talal Elenerd Cost $1.490.684 87

Elemrs Stake hlvove rem

Unit of Material Labor Unit Equipment Sub Bid Cost

Phase Description Owuin y Measure Unit Cost Cost Unit Cost Cost Extended Cost Override

33040923 UXO Promec Maner 8 HR 000 6504 000 000 $52028 False

33040935 UXO Tedw Il UXO 8 HR 000 3595 000 000 287 62 False
SW_)

330413113 Ste Speck %Wor, t (Ho I EA 7820 18,390 35 000 c00 S18.46855 False
C-npeNy

3304130 Explsive Sat"y Sub•ussim 1 EA 15640 9.05 59 000 000 S9.76199 False
irib Camrkxyj

33041315 UXO Remova Repn (x1.40 1 EA 23460 24.46275 000 0.00 S24,69735 False

Total Elemerd Cos; S53 35 79

Total ',s Year Tech Cost S9,513.809.25

Toa Phase Elemeri Cost $9,513.•M0.25

m
Ico

P-v Da !.,-. &--'0VA3-36 Pu

Figure E-16. RACER Output for High-Cost Scenario (page 8 of 8)



APPENDIX F

INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS COST ESTIMATE

Depleted Uranium Impact Area
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana
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1 In accordance with Nuclear Regulatory

2 Commission (NRC) requirements found at 10 CFR 1043 (d), the

3 Army conducted a Public availability session for the public

4 to provide input into potential institutional controls that

5 may be utilized when the Jefferson Proving Ground NRC

6 depleted uranium license is terminated. The meeting was held

7 at the Madison-Jefferson County Public Library, 420 East Main

8 Street, Madison, IN at 7:00 P.M. on October 28th, 2008.

9

10 OPENING STATEMENTS BY MR. PAUL CLOUD:

11 Okay. Good evening. I'd like to get started.

12 For those of you who don't know me, which it doesn't appear

13 that anyone doesn't, my name is Paul Cloud. I worked for the

14 United States Army and for this meeting one (1) of my job

15 titles is the Army's Radiation Safety Officer for Jefferson

16 Proving Ground.

17 Ah the intent of the meeting tonight is to

18 comply with a requirement under the Nuclear Regulatory

19 Commission statutes and requirements for a licensee when

20 they're in the process of terminating a license that they

21 have with the NRC and they're pursuing a particular license

22 termination process. In this case specifically refers to

23 restricted release which means that the licensee will not

24 clean up the affected area to a certain unrestricted

25 standard. Ah so the intent of the meeting tonight, I have a
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1 short presentation that I will go through that will show you

2 the actual specific standard or criteria that the NRC

3 requires of a licensee when they propose to conduct a

4 restricted release, a license termination, and then go over

5 some of the history of the DU operations at the Proving

6 Ground, what we're currently doing to address the actual

7 license termination to learn more about the site and then

8 what we project as the time line for eventual license

9 termination. At the end of that period the actual meat of

10 the meeting is for the public to provide any insight,

11 questions or comments they might have either orally or in

12 writing to us so that we can demonstrate to the NRC that we

13 have afforded that opportunity to the public and that at a

14 later date we will respond to those. It is not the Army's

15 intent tonight to respond to any specific questions in either

16 a discussion or a debate. It's the Army's intent to get all

17 those questions recorded down and then when we have reached

18 the point where we're ready to write the actual document to

19 submit to the NRC then we will provide not only the verbatim

20 questions or comments, input that we've gotten from the

21 public, but also our responses and then we'll go through the

22 NRC's process subsequent to that submittal. So tonight ah

23 this is our basic agenda. The first section is just the

24 regulatory requirements, it's the first half a dozen or so

25 flags that's verbatim right out of the Code of Federal
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1 Regulations that talk about what a licensee is required to go

2 do if they're proposing a restricted release license

3 termination.

4 Ah the next section talks about past operations

5 the Army did at the Proving Ground when they were conducting

6 DU operations. The next section talks about the site

7 characterization using those activities we've completed or

8 planned field activities in the future. And then a future

9 schedule and lastly ah there's an opportunity for public

10 input. However if there are any questions as we go along,

11 any comments or input that you have feel free to ask them

12 then or you can wait until the end, whichever is more

13 convenient. But again we're not going to be in a position to

14 respond tonight. Our basic mode is to accumulate all your

15 inputs so that we can respond to it at a later date. But

16 everything will be recorded down verbatim whether it's oral

17 or written.

18 Okay, I won't read all of this to you. It is

19 somewhat complex and convoluted but it is the actual verbatim

20 criteria out of the Code of Federal Regulations 20.1403(d).

21 What it basically says is that if a licensee is going to

22 propose a restrictive release license termination that they

23 will afford the potentially affected public an opportunity to

24 provide input to the licensee as to what their questions,

25 comments, concerns are regarding that termination and how it
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1 might affect them and how any proposed or possible

2 institutional control that might be proposed, whether they

3 agree, disagree or they'd like to see different ones,

4 additional ones, or whatever. And I'll get into that in a

5 moment. But that's what these next half a dozen slides

6 basically talk about. If you have any specifics on those you

7 can voice them either now or at a later date but again it's

8 basic, you know, it's a verbatim copy right out of the

9 Regulations, the statute, as to what is required if you're

10 proposing to do a restrictive release license termination.

11 Now having gone through those first several

12 slides what the Army is currently evaluating, but no

13 decisions have been made, as far as potential institutional

14 controls once we get to the point where the Army is going to

15 submit the restrictive release license termination plan to

16 the NRC would be such things as continued Army ownership of

17 the property north of the firing line. And that would be

18 into perpetuity, basically forever. Another consideration

19 we're looking at would be to maintain the fence that goes all

20 the way around the perimeter of the area north of the firing

21 line. That's the eight (8) foot tall chain link fence with

22 the barbed wire on top. Another consideration we're

23 evaluating are the road barricades that are on the roads

24 north of the firing lines and keep those locked. Another one

25 (1) would be controlled access north of the firing line.
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1 Right now there is some access afforded to the public in

2 certain areas but it's still controlled. And we're

3 considering keeping that in place. Restricted access to the

4 depleted uranium area, that's another consideration that's

5 currently in effect. And if the NRC accepts that when the

6 plan is finalized and completed then that would go forever.

7 And then lastly maintenance of the radiological finds that

8 are around the DU area that identify where that area is.

9 Now this map basically just shows you the State

10 of Indiana where Jefferson Proving Ground basically is within

11 the State, although it's a little high, and then within the

12 Proving Ground where the DU area is north of the firing line,

13 approximately two thousand (2,000) acre area rectangular in

14 shape. To give you some additional prospective this is the

15 area of the Proving Ground and these particular - this

16 particular slide shows what is the estimated unexploded

17 ordnance concentration north of the firing line. This is one

18 (1) of the reasons why the Army is pursuing a restricted

19 release license termination. If we were to go north of the

20 firing line and try and clean up the DU area, remove the DU

21 penetrators to a level for unrestricted release, it's right

22 in the middle of the area where we have - estimate the

23 highest concentration of unexploded ordnance is and that

24 number is approximately eighty-five (85) high explosive

25 rounds per acre. So if you multiply eighty-five (85) times
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1 two thousand (2,000) you start getting a lot of rounds that

2 could go off at any time. But that's only one (1) reason why

3 the Army is pursuing that but it gives you some visual

4 prospective as to why it's dangerous out there.

5 Okay. Some past operations: Back in 1983

6 before the Army started firing DU they did a baseline

7 environmental survey. That was to get what the background

8 was, to get some understanding of what was there before the

9 Army started firing the penetrators.

10 From 1984 to 1994 the Army fired DU rounds.

11 There were two (2) types of rounds, they were tank rounds,

12 the 105 millimeter and the 120 millimeter. Those are the

13 only two (2) types of rounds that were fired there.

14 The last bullet talks about just what was done

15 as far as testing. There's basically two (2) types of

16 testing that can be done in generic terms: One (1) is soft

17 target and one (1) is hard target. The only testing that was

18 done at Jefferson was soft target and that is basically at

19 thousand (1000) meter intervals they erected telephone poles

20 and strung either plywood boards or cloth targets and they

21 fired the penetrators through that. And it was basically to

22 see if the round flew flat and straight, which is what

23 they're designed to go do. If there had been hard target

24 testing then the penetrators would have impacted against

25 armor plate and that creates a whole different set of
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1 possible conditions and impacts on things that we would have

2 to address. But since we didn't do that they are not

3 applicable to us here.

4 From 1984 until the present our current license

5 which requires us to sample semi-annually the ground and

6 surface water, the ground water and the surface water, the

7 soil and the sediments to see if there is any movement of the

8 depleted uranium out of the DU area and/or off of the Proving

9 Ground. That requirement will stay in effect until the

10 license is terminated.

11 Okay in May of 2005 the Army under the NRC

12 regulations requested an alternate decommissioning schedule

13 so that we could go out and obtain a lot of site specific

14 information on the area north of the firing line since we had

15 never really studied the area north of the firing line from a

16 - an impact or potential impact to the environment and to the

17 people that surround the Proving Ground.

18 Part of that process under the NRC regulation

19 allows for members of the public, and/or groups, if they can

20 establish the right criteria standing to request a hearing.

21 On February of 2006 Save the Valley did - did apply for and

22 was granted a hearing on one (1) of the issues that they

23 raised and they were basically challenging some of the basic

24 contentions of the Army's request. Later that year the NRC

25 staff granted the alternate schedule but the hearing was
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1 still conducted here last year in October right downtown at

2 City Hall and it lasted one (1) day. Subsequent to that

3 hearing the three (3) Judge Administrative Law panel that

4 conducted that hearing reviewed all the material, all the

5 expert testimony and the testimony that was given at the

6 hearing and at the end of February of this year they came out

7 with a preliminary or initial decision that supported the

8 Army and the NRC staff's position that what we were doing and

9 how we were proposing to go do it was valid and that they

10 basically denied Save the Valley's request. Later this year

11 or later in May of this year the NRC Commissioners, who are

12 the ultimate authority at NRC, had the opportunity to review

13 and review or change that decision. They declined to go do

14 that and so the decision became final in May of this year.

15 Okay all of the documents that the Army submits

16 to the NRC are put up on their public information website and

17 the second bullet down at the bottom shows you what that

18 website address is. If you get on the internet and you type

19 in that last line on that last bullet exactly as it's written

20 you will get to their what's called Adams website. And then

21 when you get to the appropriate section of it you can type in

22 Jefferson Proving Ground and you can either ask for a

23 specific set of dates or a particular topic and it will

24 recall anything that's in their system. And they have copies

25 of everything we submit to them.
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1 Now this is a penetrator that is basically just

2 shown for information. I skipped one (1) here. This is

3 another view of what the penetrators look like and the tanks

4 that fired them. These are the two (2) rounds that were

5 fired at the Proving Ground, the 105 and the 120 millimeter

6 rounds. And that penetrator there in flight, what happens

7 once the - the canister with the explosive is detonated this

8 particular device leaves the gun tube and then the supporting

9 structure on it breaks away and it's basically a big, hard

10 sharp dart that goes through and it's designed to impact onto

ii armor plate on tanks or other armored vehicles and to destroy

12 them. Very effective.

13 This photo shows you the DU trench area in the

14 impact area. It's right in the center of the DU impact area.

15 The reason we refer to it as a trench is you can see on

16 either side of the gentleman in that picture, who was a

17 former Army employee that used to work at Jefferson, is that

18 the area basically is clear of any trees or brush. All the

19 trees and brush that were there were knocked down by the

20 penetrators as they flew through. This picture was taken

21 sometime in the early 1990's. If you go to that area today

22 the vegetation and the trees are slowly growing back in and

23 it's getting harder and harder to see it, although you still

24 can. Probably in the next ten (10) to twenty (20) years it

25 will probably be almost indistinguishable from any of the
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1 other surrounding areas.

2 This is a photo of the same area from the

3 overhead, again early 1990's. And you can see clearly the

4 trench. And here in the foreground these are the telephone

5 poles that were erected at thousand (1000) meter intervals

6 about three thousand (3000) feet that suspended those soft

7 targets that were fired at.

8 Okay the document that the Army submitted to

9 the NRC in May of 2005 was a Field Sampling Plan that was

10 attached to the request for the alternate schedule. It laid

1i out what we proposed to do to go get some site specific

12 information so we could document them with details, specific

13 numbers at JPG that in the next thousand (1000) years as is

14 the NRC requirement the affected, potentially affected public

15 outside of the Proving Ground, would not exceed an exposure

16 limit for radiation because of the DU there. So we laid that

17 out in detail for the first two (2) years and the subsequent

18 years of that five (5) year period were in outline form and

19 we would then periodically meet with the NRC and/or provide

20 them with addendums to the Field Sampling Plan for specific

21 field activity. And the next slide will discuss some of

22 those specific addendums.

23 This slide and the next slide identify the

24 seven (7) addendums that we have submitted to the NRC for

25 various things. Like we went out initially and obtained a
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1 number of samples from deer. We harvested thirty (30) deer,

2 ten (10) in the DU area, ten (10) in the area surrounding the

3 DU area and then ten (10) way up in the background area north

4 of K Road. And then once we did that we sampled and analyzed

5 them to see if they had any DU in them and there's a slide

6 later on that I'll show you that gives you the results of

7 that.

8 The next couple of addendums were for some of

9 the geology and the hydrology where the water flowed through

i0 the Proving Ground. And there were efforts to identify those

11 areas where we would install a number of additional ground

12 water sampling wells, monitoring wells, to see if the DU was

13 getting into the ground water and if it was what the levels

14 were and where they were going and what the concentrations

15 were. We have completed all of these first four (4)

16 addendums.

17 The next two (2) addendums talk about efforts

18 regarding the actual sampling analysis of the ground water,

19 surface water, soil and sediment and that's an ongoing

20 effort. We're continuing to get data on quarterly every

21 three (3) month type basis.

22 The last bullet here, addendum seven (7), we

23 have contracted with the U.S. Geological Service to do some

24 additional specialized testing to check the what's basically

25 called the age of the groundwater. And they can determine
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1 based on - on the age and certain specific testing that they

2 do whether this groundwater is moving or not. And if it is

3 does that pose a potential problem because of the age of the

4 water, whether or not the public could be affected at certain

5 times if there is DU in the water?

6 Okay this last addendum we're going out and

7 we're collecting soil and actually retrieving a number of

8 penetrators in the Proving Ground in the impact area. We're

9 going to do some analysis on those penetrators in the soil

10 with rain water we've collected to see if in fact they do

11 corrode and erode and then potentially can get into the soil

12 with the water to spread it potentially eventually exposing

13 the public to a level that is unacceptable. That would

14 violate the license termination number that you saw on the

15 first few slides. And that effort is just starting. We just

16 finished it today as far as the collection and then over the

17 next few months they will start that analysis process.

18 I talked about the deer samples. We did sample

19 the deer, just talked about the number, what we sampled for,

20 the fact that there were no detections of uranium or DU in

21 the deer above background and the NRC did concur with those

22 results. And that was discussed fairly heavily at the

23 hearing last October.

24 This map shows on the Proving Ground where the

25 individual deer were taken when we did that effort. Again
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1 there were thirty (30) of them. You can see in and around

2 the DU area down here at the bottom and then up above K Road

3 we took another ten (10).

4 Okay one (1) of the efforts we're checking on

5 is the water. Water is a - has a potential to move depleted

6 uranium or any other material off of the impact area within

7 the Proving Ground and then possibly eventually off the

8 Proving Ground. If it gets off the Proving Ground then it

9 has the potential to expose the public. So we're checking to

10 see if in fact that's happening and if so at what levels or

11 rate. And this gives you some information as to how that's

12 being done with recorders we've installed in the streams and

13 how frequently we're monitoring them.

14 What this slide basically tells you is we're

15 also collecting precipitation data. The center bullet there

16 talks about a weather station that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

17 Service has on the Proving Ground on the - basically the

18 intersection of Highway 421 and Old Michigan Road, that

19 little section of the Proving Ground right there on the

20 eastern boundary. We're using the data from that weather

21 station to assist us in - as to how much rain fall falls on

22 the Proving Ground as part of this data collection activity

23 to find out specifics to the things that might impact or

24 cause the depleted uranium to move from the Proving Ground to

25 the exposed - to the general public.
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1 Okay this slide shows you some pictures of the

2 Stream and Cave gauges. You can see here this is the two (2)

3 where the detector is. It comes down in here. This is a

4 cave back in here and we actually constructed marine plywood

5 here with a "V" notch on it, backs the water up and then it

6 flows when there is a flowing stream and then we're measuring

7 that stream flow. The picture up at the top is actually one

8 (1) of the stream gauges that's in Big Creek. I believe

9 that's the one (1) up just north of the bridge on D Road.

10 And the bullets on the left basically describe you know the

11 number of gauges, the fact that they're continuous, they

12 monitor at a certain frequency, twenty-four seven (24/7)

13 around the clock and then either monthly or quarterly,

14 depending on when we were collecting the data, my contractor

15 would go out with his laptop and he would connect his laptop

16 into those concourse and download all that data. That data

17 is being collected and some of it has already been provided

18 to the NRC and if you want to see it it's up on their website

19 again.

20 Okay. The ground around and in the Proving

21 Ground has a potential for what they call Karst or cracks in

22 the ground for various reasons. And that has the potential

23 to redirect water, either surface water or groundwater, in

24 ways that are not clearly visible on the surface and that

25 might prove to be a pathway or a mechanism by which the
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1 depleted uranium if it were to leave the Proving Ground to

2 eventually expose the public to the material and then exceed

3 an exposure limit. These various bullets basically talk

4 about some of the efforts we have conducted to try and

5 identify if there are any of those pathways so that we can

6 monitor them to see if in fact we're going to have a problem.

7 This is a slide that shows picture of the

8 actual drilling rig that we had out there drilling those

9 twenty-three (23) wells about a year and a half (1 %) ago.

10 When that rig was out there before he was allowed to bring

11 his machinery out north of the firing line and to start

12 drilling in the ground we had those areas swept for

13 unexploded ordnance by a qualified explosive ordnance

14 disposal technician. And they did in fact have to move a

15 number of items or dispose of them, blow them up, before we

16 allowed them to start drilling. And then when they started

17 drilling, until they reached the bedrock which was solid

18 rock, every four (4) feet they would stop, pull up their

19 drilling rig probes and we would stick down the ordnance or

20 metal detector to make sure that there wasn't anything that

21 they were coming up against. And it's about a four (4) foot

22 sensitivity. So every four (4) foot interval we would stop

23 the rig, pull it out and check it until they reached bedrock.

24 Okay, this - this slide right here shows you

25 the location of the groundwater monitoring wells. They're a
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1 little dot. You have to look at the legend over there on the

2 left hand column and then coordinate that with the - the dots

3 that are on the Proving Ground. And they - all those

4 locations were determined based on the activities we had done

5 in some of the other slides with the fracture trace analysis

6 and the electrical imaging to try and put those wells at the

7 best spot possible where it would be the most likely that if

8 there was any depleted uranium getting into the groundwater

9 that we would detect it.

10 These show you some of the borings of the well

ii drilling machine and as we went down - and you can see from

12 the top one (1) which is closer to the surface how fractured

13 and broken up the bedrock is. And as you get down deeper how

14 solid and non-fractured it is. And that was somewhat of a

15 surprise to us as we were digging these wells. The further

16 down we basically drilled the tighter the bedrock actually

17 became.

18 Okay. We're sampling four (4) quarters of the

19 groundwater. We're going to analyze them for uranium and

20 depleted uranium. The specific method is alpha spectrometry.

21 It's a universally accepted method that the NRC recognizes.

22 We're also doing the sediment and the surface water, again

23 analyzing them for uranium. And then right now this three

24 hundred and eighty (380) soil samples is part of the field

25 effort that we've just completed. So we've got a lot of dirt
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1 that we picked up in and around the DU area, the background

2 area, in the trenches to see just what is in the soil.

3 Okay. This is some of our activity that we're

4 just slowly starting right now. The Kd or absorption study

5 is a process whereby you analyze to see if in fact the

6 penetrators are - the material from the penetrators are

7 getting into the material and if they are where - how far

8 they're moving. The associated part of that is if the

9 penetrators are corroding then they have the potential to

10 move either in the soil or the water. So we're going to do a

11 corrosion analysis. That's why we picked up these twenty-

12 four (24) penetrators, and we've got three (3) different soil

13 types that are out in the Proving Ground in the impact area,

14 to place them in along with some rainwater we have collected

15 to see over the next several months whether or not the

16 penetrators actually corrode. And if they do what the

17 corrosion rate is and if that corrosion rate accelerates,

18 stops or what. And that would give us a lot of site specific

19 data that we can plug into some of these models, which are

20 all computer models down at the bottom, to predict over the

21 thousand (1000) year time span that the NRC requires whether

22 or not this material has a potential to expose the public to

23 an unacceptable level of radioactivity.

24 Okay. These are just a couple of the other

25 addendums that we have submitted to the NRC. They talk about
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1 the groundwater and the USGS work which I mentioned

2 previously.

3 This is the USGS work and basically what

4 they're looking for when - when you say groundwater age

5 dating, they're looking to see if the groundwater has

6 basically stayed in place for an extended period of time.

7 We're talking years or decades. If that is the case then the

8 potential for the groundwater to move and therefore if there

9 was DU in it to expose the public would be greater. If - so

10 if it's a young groundwater then there's a greater potential

11 for the public to be exposed. If it's determined by their

12 analysis that it's old groundwater then the potential is much

13 less.

14 In accordance with the Army's permit with the

15 NRC we are required to meet with them annually and/or prior

16 to major decisions that we undertake, field efforts that we

17 undertake on the site characterization to obtain these

18 statuses. The last meeting we had with them was in July of

19 this year and we're scheduling some next year already. We're

20 looking at when we'll have some additional information and/or

21 the next steps in our - in our process.

22 What we look for in the future is we will

23 continue the site characterization and we will develop the

24 restricted release license termination plan and along with

25 that licensee is required to submit to the NRC an
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1 Environmental Report which is something the NRC will use to

2 support their Environmental Impact Statement that they will

3 have to generate when they go through their process, which

4 I'll talk about in another slide or so.

5 Right now we're required and we're on schedule

6 to submit those two (2) documents, the Termination Plan and

7 the Environmental Report, by the end of December of 2011.

8 And that's what our license requires right now.

9 Once that has happened what the Army

10 anticipates will be the future schedule would be that on 2012

11 to 2014 the NRC goes through an Administrative and then a

12 Technical Review of the documents we have submitted to them.

13 Once they have done that they will then, somewhat in

14 parallel, do their Environmental Impact Statement and they

15 will - there's a whole formalized process that they will do

16 that under. And they will come out into the community and

17 have public sessions like this to allow the public to provide

18 their input. In the meantime while we're going through that

19 process the Army will continue their semi-annual

20 environmental monitoring in accordance with the current

21 license until the license is terminated and again we're

22 looking at 2015-2016 before that period is - is reached.

23 As part of this process once the NRC has

24 accepted the documents after their Administrative Review the

25 NRC will publish in the Federal Register an opportunity for
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1 anyone, whether it's an individual or group, to request a

2 hearing on any of the documents we have submitted: the

3 License Termination Plan, Restricted Release, or the

4 Environmental Report. We would expect that probably sometime

5 in 2012 but that's the NRC's responsibility and I can't speak

6 to what their specific time line would be.

7 Now this opportunity that we're providing

8 tonight, we're looking at whether or not we're going to do

9 this as a one (1) time only or if there is significant public

10 involvement and participation, whether or not we would do

11 that at six (6) month intervals. That's something we'll have

12 to look at after tonight, tomorrow night and Thursday night.

13 The last slot. Public's opportunity now for

14 any comments, questions they would like to provide so that we

15 will just be kind of in a sponge mode now. We'll just absorb

16 everything you have to say and then when we submit the

17 documents we will have any responses to those questions or

18 comments that you might have. So now is your opportunity.

19

20 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

21 Mary?

22

23 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

24 The depleted uranium, if I understand it, is

25 inside some kind of cartridge, right? Well you show it here.
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Yeah.

3

4 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

5 Yeah right there. All right. Now you've got a

6 cartridge, right? I mean it's not on the outside of that

7 penetrator, right?

8

9 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

10 This is what it's inside of (indicating). You

11 can see the very tip of it there but it's inside this and

12 this is what has the explosive then to propel it out.

13

14 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

15 And you're talking about the possible corrosion

16 of that --

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 Of the penetrator.

20

21 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

22 And - and as time goes on how it corrodes. So

23 would it not be more likely that if the depleted uranium is

24 present, and it must be if there is - I don't know how many

25 fired and not exploded, if it's present inside the cartridge
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1 and the cartridge is slowly eroding and corroding and rusting

2 away it would seem likely that the depleted uranium would be

3 present more in say fifty (50) years than now.

4

5 MR. ROBERT HUDSON:

6 Explain it to her Paul.

7

8 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

9 Yeah explain it to me.

10

11 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

12 After the meeting I'll be glad to. Our intent

13 right now is just to absorb everything you're going to say.

14 The official response will be when we submit the documents to

15 the NRC. After the meeting I can explain a little more of

16 the technicalities.

17

18 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

19 When you submit the documents to the NRC by

20 2012?

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 Yes ma'am. It is fairly simplistic and

24 straight forward.

25
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1 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

2 A lot of these very simplistic and straight

3 forward things turn out to be a real problem.

4

S MR. ROBERT HUDSON:

6 But your concept is now and then how it gets in

7 caves and then how it gets exposed and what part of the

8 exposed part of the DU and the whole thing is DU.

9

10 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

11 So it's all exposed now?

12

13 MR. ROBERT HUDSON:

14 Got fired and exposed.

15

16 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

17 Then on the other?

18

19 MR. ROBERT HUDSON:

20 Got fired and exposed and it'll stay that way

21 as well.

22

23 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

24 Well then for the record I assume that stuff is

25 used in war, right?
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Yes ma'am.

3

4 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

5 And so our soldiers are running around all over

6 the world, wherever they're fighting, using these kind of

7 things. Does anybody worry about the exposure of un - of

8 depleted uranium say in Afghanistan or Iraq or wherever they

9 happen to be fighting at the moment?

10

11 MR. ROBERT HUDSON:

12 He's shaking his head yes.

13

14 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

15 Yes or no?

16

17 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

18 We're just absorbing everything. We're not

19 responding to any specific questions.

20

21 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

22 Well I mean I just think that's an interesting

23 question.

24

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 I think it is too.

3

4 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

5 Because we're part of the world. And - and

6 we're not going to be able to go off on some other planet

7 just because Iraq or Afghanistan or any - any of the other

8 numerous places where we've been fighting.

9

10 MR. KEN KNOUF:

11 Put your question in the form of a statement.

12 See if that works.

13

14 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

15 I - I just you know - I'm concerned about that.

16 And I'm concerned about it being here in Jefferson County and

17 I opposed it before they put it in but of course nobody was

18 listening or if they were listening they were ignoring it.

19 So --

20

21 MR. ROBERT HUDSON:

22 It wasn't me.

23

24 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

25 Oh there were many more people ignoring than
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1 are here tonight. Many more. Many more.

2

3 MR. KEN KNOUF:

4 Paul?

5

6 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

7 Mr. Knouf.

8

9 MR. KEN KNOUF:

10 I have a comment in terms of the 10 Code of

11 Federal Regulations. We talked about this being enforceable

12 for a thousand (1000) years and yet if a license is

13 terminated NRC seems to be kind of out of the picture and

14 it's not clear within the Army who is going to be doing the

15 enforcing. So I would - I would just voice some comment or

16 concern that it would be interesting to see long range who

17 the enforcers are in this kind of thing. And it seems the

18 big fish do more sampling and monitoring being done in

19 perpetuity and I don't know whether - it was always my

20 understanding that there wasn't going to be that kind of

21 thing done but now it almost looks like there has to be. So

22 I would just raise that as a comment.

23

24 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

25 Thank you. Any other comments, questions or
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1 something that a member of the public would like to express?

2 Nothing else? Well we're officially done.

3 * * * * *

4 CONCLUSION OF HEARING

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 C. E R T I. F I A T.L E

2 STATE OF INDIANA

) SS:
3 COUNTY OF JEFFERSON

4 I, Sharon Shields, do hereby certify that I am a Notary

5 Public in and for the County of Jefferson, State of Indiana,

6 duly authorized and qualified to administer oaths; That the

7 foregoing public hearing was taken by me in shorthand and on

8 a tape recorder on October 28, 2008 at the Madison-Jefferson

9 County Public Library, 420 West Main Street, Madison, IN;

10 That this public hearing was taken on behalf of the Jefferson

11 Proving Ground pursuant to agreement for taking at this time

12 and place; That the testimony of the witnesses was reduced to

13 typewriting by me and contains a complete and accurate

14 transcript of the said testimony.

15 I further certify that pursuant to stipulation

16 by and between the respective parties, this testimony has

17 been transcribed and submitted to the Jefferson Proving

18 Ground.

19 WITNESS my hand and notarial seal this 18th day of

20 November, 2008.

21
Sharon Shields, Notary Public

22 Jefferson County, State of Indiana

23 My Commission Expires:

24 July 2, 2007

25
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1 In accordance with Nuclear Regulatory

2 Commission (NRC) requirements found at 10 CFR 1043 (d), the

3 Army conducted a Public availability session for the public

4 to provide input into potential institutional controls that

5 may be utilized when the Jefferson Proving Ground NRC

6 depleted uranium license is terminated. The meeting was held

7 at the South Ripley Elementary School, Versailles, IN at 7:00

8 P.M. on October 29th, 2008.

9

10 OPENING STATEMENTS BY MR. PAUL CLOUD:

11 I'd like to get started. This is Wednesday,

12 October 29th , 2008. My name is Paul Cloud. I'm the Radiation

13 Safety Officer for the Jefferson Proving Ground.

14 It's the Army's intent to hold these meetings

15 pursuant to the NRC's requirements for licensees who are

16 intending to pursue a restricted release termination license

17 in accordance with the requirement found at 10 Code of

18 Federal Regulations 20.1403(d) to afford the public an

19 opportunity to ask questions, voice concerns, give input

20 along the lines of that restrictive release.

21 Please let the record show it's now seven

22 thirty-five (7:35) P.M., Wednesday, the 29th of October and no

23 one (1) has shown up. So we are going to terminate this

24 meeting and the record will show, as one (1) of the

25 requirements for our restricted release termination license
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1 plan when we submit this all together, that on this date for

2 this meeting we had no public attend the meeting.

3 And with that I will close the meeting. Thank

4 you very much.

5 *****

6 CONCLUSION OF HEARING

7

8

9

10

ii

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 C E RT I F I CAT E

2 STATE OF INDIANA

SS:
COUNTY OF JEFFERSON

4

5 I, Sharon Shields, do hereby certify that I am a Notary

6 Public in and for the County of Jefferson, State of Indiana,

7 duly authorized and qualified to administer oaths; That the

8 foregoing public hearing was taken by me in shorthand and on

9 a tape recorder on October 29, 2008 at the South Ripley

10 Elementary School, Versailles, IN; That this public hearing

11 was taken on behalf of the Jefferson Proving Ground pursuant

12 to agreement pursuant to agreement for taking at this time

13 and place; That the testimony of the witnesses was reduced to

14 typewriting by me and contains a complete and accurate

15 transcript of the said testimony.

16 1 I further certify that pursuant to stipulation by and

17 between the respective parties, this testimony has been

18 transcribed and submitted to the Jefferson Proving Ground.

19 WITNESS my hand and notarial seal this 18th day of

20 November, 2008.

21
Sharon Shields, Notary Public

22 Jefferson County, State of Indiana

23

24 My Commission Expires:

25 July 2, 2015
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1 In accordance with Nuclear Regulatory

2 Commission (NRC) requirements found at 10 CFR 1043 (d), the

3 Army conducted a Public availability session for the public

4 to provide input into potential institutional controls that

5 may be utilized when the Jefferson Proving Ground NRC

6 depleted uranium license is terminated. The meeting was held

7 at the Jennings County Library, North Vernon, IN at 7:00 P.M.

8 on October 30th, 2008.

9

10 OPENING STATEMENTS BY MR. PAUL CLOUD:

11 Okay. Good evening. I'd like to introduce

12 myself. My name is Paul Cloud. I work for the United States

13 Army and am Radiation Safety Officer for the Jefferson

14 Proving Ground. And the purpose of tonight's meeting is to

15 comply with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's standards for

16 licensees that are proposing to submit a restricted release

17 license termination to the NRC at a further date in

18 accordance with their regulations. The licensee is required

19 to seek public input as to what their questions or concerns

20 are. Our intention tonight is to give a short presentation

21 and then at the end of that if there is any input from the

22 public then we will take that down verbatim. We have a Court

23 Reporter here and she will be recording that verbatim and

24 then at a later date when we're getting ready to submit the

25 paper work to the NRC we will respond to any input that we
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1 receive tonight. It is not our intent to respond to anything

2 tonight because it may be premature because there's still a

3 whole lot of data on the Proving Ground and we don't have all

4 the details on what we're going to do and how we will use it.

5 So with that we'll go through this presentation. There are

6 copies of it back there if anyone doesn't have them. But

7 basically the agenda for tonight is we'll go over the Nuclear

8 Regulatory Commission requirements, and as I just mentioned

9 our past operations of what we're doing out there and what

10 we're planning on doing as far as getting information, future

11 schedule and then the last part is for any public input.

12 The next two (2) slides are an actual copy out

13 of the Federal Regulations that require a licensee who is

14 proposing to submit a restricted release license termination

15 to the NRC of what they're supposed to do. And I won't bore

16 you with reading everything. The bottom line is that the

17 licensee, if they're going for their restricted release

18 license termination they're required to seek public input as

19 to what possible crucial controls might be proposed by the

20 licensee as part of that restricted release license

21 termination and then any public input regarding that. This

22 goes on for a couple more slides and like I said it's right

23 out of the Federal Regulations 10C of 20.1403(d).

24 And some of the potential institutional

25 controls that we are considering, although like I say the
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1 decision hasn't been made yet and probably won't be made for

2 some time yet, would be such things as Army ownership of the

3 property north of the firing line and that would be in

4 perpetuity forever. Maintenance of the fence around the area

5 north of the firing line. Currently there's an eight (8)

6 foot tall chain link fence with barbed wire on the top that

7 goes around the Proving Ground. We have blocked road

8 barricades in the road north of the firing line and we also

9 have controlled access north of the firing line. Restricted

10 access to the DU area, only certain people can even go in

11 that area. And then lastly one (1) of the things we're

12 looking at would be maintenance of the radiological signs

13 that identify the area inside the Proving Ground. But those

14 are some potential. We don't know if we'll add or subtract

15 from that but that's one (1) of the reasons why we're having

16 this meeting tonight.

17 Okay. And this particular slide just shows you

18 know the Proving Ground where it's basically located in

19 Indiana and then within the Proving Ground where the DU site

20 is. The Proving Ground is approximately fifty-one thousand

21 (51,000) acres total north of the firing line, it's about

22 fifty-one thousand (51,000) acres and that little red

23 triangle that identifies the DU area is approximately two

24 thousand (2,000) acres. On the DU area this slide shows what

25 the estimated concentration of unexploded ordnance is north
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1 of the firing line. If you look at this slide and then you

2 compare it to the slide you just saw and superimpose this DU

3 area, the DU area is right - the area highest in the

4 unexploded ordnance concentration about eighty-five (85)

5 unexploded rounds per acre.

6 We - the Army did a baseline environmental

7 survey back in 1983 before we started shooting the DU

8 penetrators and that was to get a baseline for what the

9 conditions were out on the site. And then we fired the DU

10 penetrators from March of '84 until May of '94 and we only

11 shot two (2) types of rounds. They were tank rounds, 105 or

12 120 millimeter shells. And there are two (2) basic types of

13 testing you can do with those types of rounds. There are

14 soft target testing or you can shoot them against hard target

15 armor plate. The only thing we shot again at JPG was soft

16 targets and they were approximately one thousand (1,000)

17 meter intervals. The DU rounds are very flat trajectory,

18 very high speed, high energy weapon and basically designed

19 just to penetrate the armor and then when it hits the side of

20 a tank it stays in the tank. It's been used in both wars in

21 Iraq and it was very effective.

22 From '84 until the present we go out every six

23 (6) months and we sample the groundwater, the surface water,

24 soil and sediment to see if in fact there's any movement of

25 the depleted uranium. That will continue until the license
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1 is terminated.

2 In May of 2005 we submitted a request to the

3 NRC for alternate decommissioning schedule and with that what

4 was called a Field Sampling Plan to go out north of the

5 firing line and actually obtain a lot of very site specific

6 data on groundwater, surface water, soil and sediments to see

7 if in fact over the thousand (1000) year period that the NRC

8 regulates or the license is terminated, whether or not this

9 material would pose a radiological exposure problem to the

10 public.

11 Okay. In February of.2006 an Administrative

12 Hearing was granted to a local environmental activist, Save

13 The Valley. They raised a question that was deemed

14 appropriate so they were granted a hearing on that date.

15 Later in April of 2006 the NRC did grant us our alternate

16 schedule and then in October of last year, the actual hearing

17 of Save The Valley was granted and conducted in Madison. It

18 was a one (1) day event and there was expert testimony from

19 Save The Valley, NRC and the Army regarding issues that Save

20 The Valley had brought up.

21 February of this year the ah licensing board

22 came out with their Draft of Initial Decisions and they

23 denied Save The Valley's contention. Later on in this year

24 in May all those decisions that are subject to the NRC

25 Commissioner's review, they declined to review it and that
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1 made the decision final. So the contention that Save The

2 Valley had raised was denied and the Army is continuing on

3 with the actions that they proposed. All the documents that

4 we supplied to the NRC are put up on their public page

5 available on the website and if you look at that second

6 bullet in the last line you can access that line and enter

7 that connection. If you type in JPG and you will find any

8 documents we've given them over the last fifteen (15), twenty

9 (20) years.

10 Okay. This slide here shows you an outline of

ii the two (2) rounds that were fired out at JPG, two (2) tank

12 rounds, the 105 and the 120 millimeter. And just to give you

13 some idea what happens there's casing around it and you fill

14 it with propellant and ignite it and it pushes out this

15 penetrator. This is a very typical penetrator here. It

16 flies out at very high speed several thousand feet per

17 second.

18 And this is what it looks like in flight right

19 after it's left the gun barrel of the tank. And what happens

20 is this sabot or this casing around the penetrator breaks

21 away after it leaves the tube and this is the actual

22 penetrator here. Very sharp, very high density and when it

23 hits the intended targets it will go right through armor

24 plate.

25 This is a picture of what we refer to as the
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1 trench at ground level. This area right here, if you look on

2 either side of the open area, you see all the heavy trees.

3 The trees that used to be in that area have cleared out and

4 the penetrator was fired through there and it mowed down most

5 of the trees like a big lawnmower. This picture was taken

6 probably about fifteen (15) to seventeen (17) years ago and

7 that area is slowly starting to refill with vegetation. In

8 another ten (10) years you won't be able to see it.

9 This is an overhead view of the same area.

10 Again it was taken early 1990's.

11 Okay. In the Field Sampling Plan that was sent

12 to the NRC in May of 2005 we laid out what we proposed to go

13 do and it was a five (5) year initiative. The first two (2)

14 years were detailed and subsequent years were laid out in

15 outline form because they were going to build on the

16 information we obtained and as we went out and got more

17 information that might require us to some change things,

18 adjust things, add things, delete things depending on what we

19 found.

20 And how we modified that Field Sampling Plan is

21 we presented an addendum to the NRC. As of today we have

22 presented seven (7). And this slide and the next slide will

23 discuss what those various addendums did.

24 The first one (1) was for taking sample of

25 deer. There was concern that the deer on the Proving Ground
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1 were eating foliage and the foliage had picked up some DU

2 that had corroded or eroded and that the meat of the deer may

3 be contaminated.

4 The second one (1) is a soil verification and

5 fracture trace analysis. We used that and the third addendum

6 helped us locate where we actually put the wells down here on

7 the fourth addendum. We actually installed another twenty-

8 three (23) wells north of the firing line to monitor and

9 check the groundwater to see if any of the DU was getting

10 into the groundwater and then potentially off the site.

11 The fifth addendum has to do with some

12 additional groundwater, soil and sediment analysis and the

13 sixth addendum is an effort that the U.S. Geological Service

14 is doing for us again checking the groundwater to see if it's

15 moving. If it's not moving then even if the DU were getting

16 in the groundwater it won't pose a problem because no one (1)

17 would be getting exposed to it.

18 The last addendum here is addendum seven (7)

19 and we were out here all basically this month getting the

20 soil samples and picking up the penetrators and doing a lot

21 of preparatory work for some modeling that's going to be done

22 in the next six (6) - well six (6) months to a year.

23 Now we go back to the deer sampling. We went

24 out and actually sampled thirty (30) deer in three (3)

25 different locations: ten (10) deer inside the DU area, ten
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1 (10) deer in the area immediately adjacent to the DU area and

2 then ten (10) deer considerably north, back there by the

3 background area on the Proving Ground. As this slide shows

4 there were no detections of DU and the NRC agreed with that

5 and as a result of that we went out and sampled the other

6 animals for the vegetation on the Proving Ground.

7 This slide shows you a map of the Proving

8 Ground and where the various deer that were sampled were

9 taken from. And so again ten (10) within the DU area, ten

10 (10) in an area immediately surrounding the DU area and then

11 ten (10) up here in the background area many miles north of

12 the DU area.

13 Now one (1) of the other things we're doing is

14 to monitor caves, streams and surface water to see if in fact

15 DU is getting into any of the water by ultimately leaving the

16 Proving Ground and then exposing the public. So we've got

17 some instrumentation that we've installed to do that and

18 that's what this slide talks about. We've monitored for

19 almost two (2) years now and we're collecting all that data.

20 The next slide shows the location of where

21 those surface water gauging station locations are and they're

22 in and around the DU area in streams and in some of the caves

23 that run through the DU area.

24 This next slide talks more about you know the

25 specifics there. It also identifies the website for the Fish
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1 and Wildlife Service weather station located on the Proving

2 Ground that we collect weather data: rainfall and

3 temperature, humidity and those type things. All that data

4 is being utilized for the actual eventual submittal of the

5 license termination plan.

6 This next slide shows you a couple of pictures

7 of where we've actually installed the gauges. The top one

8 (1) is a stream gauge that actually goes into Big Creek. Big

9 Creek goes right through the DU area and down here this is a

10 cave in the background and we have the tube with the

ii instrumentation coming here. And we actually used some

12 marine grade plywood and cut a "V" notch in it, stood that up

13 so the water that came out of the stream or the cave and then

14 monitored that flow to see just what kind of flow we're

15 getting out of that stream from the cave.

16 Now again we're continuing to monitor the

17 groundwater. This slide talks about the various steps we

18 took to identify the location. The bottom bullet here are

19 the additional twenty-three (23) wells. All of these steps

20 were utilized to accumulate information about the various

21 geology of the area so that we picked the best places where

22 if there was any movement of the depleted uranium into the

23 groundwater these groundwater monitoring wells would pick it

24 up.

25 This is slide thirty (30). This shows drilling
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1 rig that was used when we drilled these wells. Before the

2 drilling rig was allowed to go north of the firing line and

3 set up we had an unexploded ordnance technician to come out

4 and swept and clear the area of ordnance and they did find

5 quite a bit. And we had to take care of that before we were

6 allowed to have the equipment come out. Then as they drilled

7 until they got down to bedrock every four (4) feet they would

8 stick their probe in the drilling hole and check to see if

9 there was anything within the next four (4) feet. And we did

10 that every four (4) feet until we got down to bedrock. And

11 once you got to bedrock, removed the probe and they were

12 allowed to drill continuously.

13 The picture on the right shows the core of the

14 actual drilling rig and you can see this is fairly close to

15 the surface and how the bedrock is somewhat fractured there.

16 We have another slide here. This is - this is the location.

17 This map shows the location of where the monitoring wells

18 are. Again they're in and around the DU area and there are

19 an additional twenty-three (23) of them that we have

20 installed.

21 And this slide here if you look at the top one

22 (1) like the bottom one (1), the top one (1) is fairly close

23 to the surface eighteen (18) to twenty-seven (27) feet

24 whereas you get down deeper, sixty-four (64) to seventy-three

25 (73) feet, the rock is much more solidified and can't
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1 fracture so it's much tighter there, which somewhat surprised

2 US.

3 Okay. We're conducting at least four (4)

4 quarters of groundwater sampling and analysis and then we're

5 also doing the same for sediment and surface water and we

6 just went out and obtained a number of soil samples from a

7 number of locations and we're going to be analyzing that to

8 see if there's any depleted uranium in the soil around the DU

9 area.

10 Some additional studies we're going to be doing

11 is the absorption study or the potential for the DU to get

12 into the soil, corrosion analysis of the DU penetrators and

13 also to check on the various oxides of the metal when it

14 corrodes. There are various different phases of corroding

15 and depending on what type of oxide it is it may have more

16 potential to move off the Proving Ground and expose the

17 public. Once we have all that information we will put it

18 into some of these models that are identified down here on

19 the last bullet. These are all computer models that are used

20 to provide an estimate over the thousand (1000) year time

21 span of whether or not there would be a potential for

22 migration of the depleted uranium off the Proving Ground at a

23 level that would expose the public that would exceed an

24 exposure level and that's what we have to satisfy.

25 Okay. The Army is continuing with their site
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1 characterization. As I said we - we have submitted these

2 addendums. Some of them are still in the Field Sampling

3 Plan, some of these are still work in progress at the USGS

4 Work sampling the groundwater and they're doing an age dating

5 process. If the groundwater was very old there that means

6 that the groundwater is not leaving. If it's young

7 groundwater that means it's moving and if it's moving then it

8 has potential if there is depleted uranium in the groundwater

9 it might get off the Proving Ground. And if somebody would

10 access the groundwater off the site they might be exposed.

11 So we're looking at how old the groundwater is in the areas

12 where we drilled the wells.

13 And under our current license with the NRC

14 we're required to meet with them at least annually and prior

15 if there are any major decisions that we are proposing from

16 the Field Sampling Plan to get all this data. We had a

17 meeting back in July of this year and we're looking at

18 scheduling the next one (1) next year now.

19 For the future we're just going to continue

20 with the site characterization and development of restricted

21 release license termination plan and the Environmental Report

22 that will go with it. Our license currently requires us to

23 submit that material to the NRC by the end of December of

24 2011 at the latest. That is a legal requirement. Once that

25 is done that will not end the process. That starts a whole
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1 new process with the NRC and they will be doing these

2 actions. They will be doing an Administrative Review and a

3 Technical Review of the documents. They will conduct an

4 Environmental Impact Statement that will come out to the

5 public and ask the public input as required by the

6 Environmental Impact Statement. And we will continue to do

7 semi-annual monitoring until the license is terminated.

8 Right now we estimate license termination 2015 to 2016 time

9 frame.

10 Okay. When we have submitted the materials to

1i the NRC by the end of December of 2011 probably sometime in

12 2012 the NRC will publish a notice in the Federal Registrar

13 that allows a person or an organization to request a public

14 hearing on the materials that we may have submitted. And if

15 they satisfy the hearing criteria they are granted a hearing

16 and at some later date we will do the same thing we did last

17 year.

18 Lastly, if warranted, we will hold additional

19 meetings like we are tonight if there is sufficient public

20 input and questions. But if not, then this will be it.

21 And then lastly that's our last slide. Public

22 input. If there's anyone here who would like to voice any

23 questions or concerns now is the time.

24

25
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1 MS. BECKY THOMPS:

2 I understood in the articles from the paper

3 that I could ask but you wouldn't answer?

4

5

6 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

7 Correct. What - what the purpose of this

8 meeting is for is not to get into a debate as though it were

9 a Q & A type session. We are seeking to obtain your concerns

10 or your questions so that when we're at a point where we have

11 all the information we feel is necessary then we will respond

12 to them in writing just as the Court Reporter is taking down

13 everything we say tonight verbatim. We may not have not

14 sufficient information to address a particular question or

15 concern right now. So it would be premature to - if you

16 asked question A, my response being premature and it might be

17 completely inaccurate. So I don't want to provide you with a

18 misleading or inaccurate or incorrect response at this time

19 and we're not prepared to answer that. So our - our goal is

20 to get your comments, your questions, your input so that when

21 we are doing this it may lead us to think of something that

22 we hadn't thought of before and we may end up doing something

23 that we hadn't thought of. That's the whole point of this

24 type thing. And again it just focuses around the whole.

25
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1 MS. BECKY THOMPS:

2 How do you rid yourself of depleted uranium?

3 What do you finally do with it?

4

5 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

6 Any other questions?

7

8 MR. DANIEL PHOLE:

9 Not necessarily a question but you mentioned

10 these soft targets and hard targets. Are you willing to

11 describe what a soft target is?

12

13 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

14 The soft targets were basically, and I can go

15 back, let me go back here.

16

17 MR. DANIEL PHOLE:

18 Were they mounds of dirt, that type thing?

19

20 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

21 Let me go back. It's in one (1) of these.

22

23 MR. DANIEL PHOLE:

24 I mean obviously they were testing them.

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD

2 Basically what it was is it's a little hard to

3 see them there but here in this one (1) you can see in slide

4 eighteen (18). If you look real close on that one (1)

5 towards the bottom down here, you see two (2) telephone

6 poles. And from those telephone poles were strung either

7 plywood or soft targets. And those were placed at thousand

8 (1000) meter intervals and then we fired through the cloth

9 ones. That was the soft targets. If it was a hard target it

10 was made of plywood.

11

12 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

13 Which leads me to believe or to interpret that

14 you were probably doing an accuracy study?

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 That's exactly right.

18

19 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

20 Instead of penetrator testing?

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 Exactly.

24

25
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1 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

2 Is there data available of how many of the

3 rounds penetrated the targets seen out on Big Creek? That

4 would be my concern. Did the projectiles all pass Big Creek?

5

6 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

7 Thank you.

8

9 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

10 And I would like an answer to this question.

11 And I understand that it was an accuracy test but even with

12 that amount of mass when you start shooting through trees or

13 forests you may have some deflection.

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 Ma'am, any other questions?

17

18 MS. BECKY THOMPS:

19 Lots of them but --

20

21 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

22 We have another hour and a half (1 M).

23

24 MS. BECKY THOMPS:

25 But since there's no answer forthcoming.
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 You can ask.

3

4 MS. DEBBIE POHLE:

5 If we ask when will the answers be provided?

6

7 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

8 The answers will be supplied when we respond to

9 the NRC. All the questions we have taken down today will be

10 put in an enclosure to the license termination plan and it

11 will be like question one (1) and we will have a response for

12 question one (1). And then question two (2), response to two

13 (2) and so on and so forth. Then there will be an

14 opportunity - say you don't agree with that and that's fine.

15 When the NRC publishes their notice for a hearing you can say

16 I was at this meeting in 2008 and I had this question and I'd

17 like to get a response. I don't agree with this for whatever

18 reason, I want a hearing on that and if it meets a certain

19 criteria you'll be granted a hearing. That's how the process

20 works. It's not the Army's problem, it's the NRC's.

21

22 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

23 And it was the Army that was actually

24 conducting the tests?

25
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MR. PAUL CLOUD:

Yes we fired the penetrators.

MR. DANIEL POHLE:

And you fired them from - what was the weapon?

MR. PAUL CLOUD:

There's a slide here. Let's go back to the

slide.

MR. DANIEL PHOLE:

I mean you're sure that the projectile -

because the projective was fired and from what type of weapon

was it fired? I missed that I guess.

MR. PAUL CLOUD:

I will see if I can find that (indicating).

MR. SKIBINSKI:

It's in the other one (1).

MR. PAUL CLOUD:

Yeah. (Indicating)
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1 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

2 Okay. They were from tanks?

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 Yep.

6

7 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

8 Ma'am?

9

10 MS. DEBBIE POHLE:

11 I thought I heard you talking about

12 groundwater. Did you have any results on your - any

13 unexploded ordnance in the groundwater? Have you finished

14 your groundwater testing? I didn't hear you say there were

15 any results. Were they all negative or are they still in

16 question?

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 I won't answer that question. We haven't found

20 out.

21

22 MS DEBBIE POHLE:

23 You didn't see any DU in the deer?

24

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 We haven't found anything in the groundwater

3 either.

4

5 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

6 From my standpoint, and I don't remember, did

7 you say you did sediment sampling in the groundwater in this

8 testing?

9

10 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

11 Ma'am?

12

13 MS. BECKY THOMPS:

14 If you didn't find anything in the groundwater

15 why not state it in your report?

16

17 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

18 We haven't written it yet. When you do

19 groundwater sampling you take a minimum of four quarters in a

20 calendar year. We just did the third quarter so the fourth

21 quarter is coming up in January. We have to do one (1)

22 minimum of calendar year of data and we do all the time at

23 the present.

24

25
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1 MS. BECKY THOMPS:

2 Did you do that last year?

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 We started this year.

6

7 MS. BECKY THOMPS:

8 How long ago has it been since you've done it?

9

10 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

11 We just did the third round this quarter. I

12 mean today, this week.

13

14 MS. BECKY THOMPS:

15 But I mean you did testing this year but did

16 you do any testing five (5) years ago?

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 Yes. Well there's certain things we're doing.

20 We're doing site characterization which is specific to

21 terminating the license. That's why we drilled these

22 additional twenty-three (23) wells. What we have done since

23 1984, since we have another eleven (11) wells out there, and

24 we have been sampling them every six (6) months since 1984.

25
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1 MS. BECKY THOMPS:

2 And you found no contaminates?

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 No.

6

7 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

8 This has nothing to do with the DU license but

9 how many cartridges were fired at the targets during the

10 testing?

11

12 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

13 Maybe three (3,000) or four thousand (4,000)

14 cartridges.

15

16 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

17 And that was for accuracy testing?

18

19 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

20 Yes. I didn't get involved with any of that.

21

22 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

23 I would like to know what kind of trajectories

24 they were firing?

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Anything else ma'am?

3

4 MS. BECKY THOMPS:

5 I've never been to a meeting where if I asked a

6 question there wasn't an answer or I'll get back with you.

7

8 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

9 And are they going to be responded to?

10

1i MR. PAUL CLOUD:

12 Well that's why you're on the mailing list and

13 also so that when the Army submits their plan you can be

14 notified where you can access it on the website and you will

15 see whatever response was given to the questions or concerns.

16

17 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

18 Like if I left my card and e-mail address would

19 I get it?

20

21 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

22 Well if you're on the mailing list and we have

23 any other additional meetings or anything else is done we

24 will mail out a notice and we will put a notice in the paper.

25
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1 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

2 Have you got any other concerns in that area?

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 This is specifically for DU.

6

7 MR. DANIEL POHLE:

8 No other concerns?

9

10 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

11 No.

12

13 MS. DEBBIE POHLE:

14 Not for radiation?

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 No.

18

19 MS. DEBBIE POHLE:

20 Have they tested?

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 That is a different issue not germane to this

24 meeting. Any other questions ma'am? Any other thing -

25 concerns you might have?
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1 MS. BECKY THOMPS:

2 No thank you.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 I would like to conclude the meeting now.

6 Thank you for coming. And we will continue from there.

7 *****

8 CONDLUSION OF HEARING

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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4
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7 duly authorized and qualified to administer oaths; That the

8 foregoing public hearing was taken by me in shorthand and on
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1 A public hearing of the Jefferson Proving Ground

2 Restoration Advisory Board meeting was held at the Jennings

3 County Library, North Vernon, Madison, IN at 7:00 P.M. on

4 June 23, 2009.

5

6 OPENING STATEMENTS BY MR. PAUL CLOUD:

7 Okay. Good evening. My name is Paul Cloud. I

8 work for the United States Army. My project is Jefferson

9 Proving Ground. I do see some familiar faces in the

10 audience.

11 And ah the meeting tonight is to discuss

12 potential institutional controls that would be considered

13 for the termination of the depleted uranium mines that the

14 Army holds for Jefferson Proving Ground through the Nuclear

15 Regulatory Commission. And that is a specific requirement

16 based on the type of termination that the Army is seeking

17 there which I will now discuss.

18 Here's our agenda. We'll talk about some

19 regulatory requirements. This is straight out of the Code of

20 Federal Regulations. It's fairly administrative, very dry,

21 bland, boring type reading but after you've seen the first

22 few slides that have that verbatim requirement then the next

23 item is what does this mean? That's in layman's English as

24 to what exactly that language means so that you have a

25 better understanding and then we'll talk a little bit about
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1 the past operations that require us to have this license.

2 And then we'll have a slide that shows what the Army is

3 currently considering as potential institutional control.

4 And then lastly is the meat of the meeting which will allow

5 the public their input as to what they think should be

6 considered as an institutional control for the Restricted

7 Release Termination. Okay.

8 Under the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's

9 requirement 10 Code of Federal Regulations 20.1402(d) if a

10 licensee, it doesn't matter who it is whether it's the Army

11 or anyone, and you can be a licensee under the NRC if you

12 have - you would be licensed if you have radiological

13 materials. When the Army came to JPG we fired depleted

14 uranium projectiles, 105 millimeter and 120 millimeter

15 rounds out there. They did not impact anything other than

16 dirt. They were soft target testing for accuracy. The

17 trajectories were very flat projecting type of munitions and

18 that's what they tested at JPG. At other facilities they did

19 test against armor plate but that's a whole different issue

20 and we didn't do that at JPG. Anyway under the NRC

21 requirements if you are no longer performing the function

22 for which you got the license for you have to terminate that

23 license or cancel it, close it out as it were. Also under

24 their requirements there are only two (2) mechanisms or two

25 (2) methods by which a license can be closed out or
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1 terminated. One (1) is called Restricted Release and the

2 other is called Unrestricted Release.

3 Now under Unrestricted Release the licensee

4 would go in and clean up the area that had the radiological

5 material in it to a level such that anybody that walked out

6 there, lived out there, grew plants, drank the water, was

7 exposed twenty-four seven (24/7) would not exceed a

8 radiological limit in a year's time. That would be

9 Unrestricted Release. The area would be released from

10 radiological control. Now we did do that south of the firing

11 line where we stored the penetrators at one (1) time. The

12 license was modified after the NRC verified our surveys and

13 that area was released from radiological control many years

14 ago.

15 The area we're talking about now at JPG is

16 north of the firing line in the DU Impact Area which is a

17 two thousand (2,000) acre rectangle north of the firing line

18 in the Impact Area where all the UXO was involved. Under the

19 Restricted Release criteria if a licensee can demonstrate to

20 the NRC that over their thousand year (1,000) regulatory

21 time frame that the material is not moving, will not expose

22 the general public to a level that would exceed a

23 radiological exposure limit, then they can apply for a

24 Restricted Release and the material can stay in its current

25 location.
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1 For a number of reasons the Army has decided

2 to seek a Restricted Release at JPG. It has to do with a

3 number of things. One (1) is cost, two (2) is safety and

4 three (3) is ecological damage. Because it's in the middle

5 of the Impact Area that area has, we estimate, up to eighty

6 (80) rounds of high explosive unexploded ordnance per acre.

7 So if you multiply that by two thousand (2,000) you can see

8 there's a lot of high explosive unexploded ordnance up there

9 on the site of DU.

10 We have an endangered species out there,

11 the Indiana bat. If we were to go clean up this area we

12 would probably have to bulldoze that whole two thousand

13 (2,000) acres. Fish and Wildlife Service is the regulator of

14 record for endangered species. They would probably not be

15 too enthusiastic about that. I can't speak for them nor

16 would I even attempt to but at a minimum we would have to

17 coordinate with them and they might put some restriction for

18 conditions on that exposure that the Army may not be

19 comfortable with.

20 But one (1) the other more important items is

21 that because there was is much high explosive ordnance out

22 there there's no doubt that anybody that went out there to

23 go clean that stuff up would set off some of these rounds.

24 And even if they were in Army equipment there is a danger

25 that they could be immediately injured or killed. So there's
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1 very immediate potential for those individuals to be hurt.

2 So for those reasons and some others, the Army has decided

3 to seek this Restricted Release Termination.

4 And this slide, and the next several, will

5 give you the chapter and verse that says that the licensee

6 shall document in the License Termination Plan, that's what

7 LTP stands for, or the Decommissioning Plan, how the advice

8 of individuals and institutions in the community who may be

9 affected by the decommissioning has been sought and

10 incorporated, as appropriate, following you know meetings

11 like this where we have afforded the community an

12 opportunity to discuss what they think might be appropriate

13 institutional controls. Again this goes into some additional

14 details of why some of the things that need to be considered

15 for institutional control that would be proposed by us and

16 then submitted to the NRC.

17 Okay (A) willing to provide reasonable

18 assurance that the TEDE, which is total exposure dose

19 equivalent, that's the radiological exposure to the

20 radioactive material, for residual radioactivity

21 distinguishable from background not to exceed this 25 mrem.

22 That's a level of radiological exposure. (B) is it

23 enforceable and (C) will it not impose undue burdens on the

24 local community or other affected parties. (ii) whether the

25 licensee has provided sufficient financial assurance that
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1 they are - they will do this, either through the government

2 or through an independent third party.

3 Then it talks about in seeking that advice,

4 you know what the licensee shall provide. And again it talks

5 about the community and having them be provided with an

6 opportunity for comprehensive, collective discussion on the

7 issues by the - by the participants represented. And a

8 publicly available summary of the results. We will provide

9 all of that when we submit the documentation to the NRC.

10 I have my contractor here that's doing that

11 work for the Army and I have a Court Reporter here that's

12 doing a verbatim dictation for these meetings, the meeting

13 here tonight, the meeting tomorrow night at Versailles and

14 the meeting Thursday night in Madison at the Public Library.

15 All of that will be incorporated into an enclosure of the

16 documents that we submit to the NRC and our responses to

17 anyone who has any suggestions regarding suggestions for

18 potential institution control.

19 This is what all that previous slide really

20 means. If the Army is successful in demonstrating that the

21 depleted uranium at the Jefferson Proving Ground will not

22 cause an exceedance for human radiological exposure, then

23 the approximately 75,000 kilograms of DU will remain at JPG

24 forever with certain institutional controls in effect.

25 That's what all of that previous language really means as
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1 far as requirements. And the requirement before the

2 community, their opportunity for input.

3 Our past operations back in 1983 and 1984 we

4 started shooting DU. We did a Baseline Environmental Survey.

5 That was to get you know what it was before we started

6 shooting DU. In 1984 to 1994 they tested the DU rounds, the

7 105 and 120 mm shells. Again it was soft target accuracy

8 against targets at one thousand (1,000) meter intervals.

9 Then the projectiles would impact in the soil.

10 Okay. From 1984 to the present, that's

11 actually today, under our current license we have to do

12 semi-annual environmental monitoring of ground water and

13 surface water, soil and sediments. We've never gotten a hit

14 that - in those media that we take the material is moving

15 anyplace.

16 In May of 2005 we submitted an alternate

17 request for a schedule decommission permit with the NRC.

18 They approved that schedule and all the material that we

19 have sent to them is up on the NRC's website. This is - if

20 you want to access it you can type this in on the internet

21 and it's typed in JPG or Jefferson Proving Ground and you

22 can call up all the documentation, all the reports, all the

23 media, anything that we have done with the NRC over the last

24 several years going all the way back to 1984. Anything they

25 have they put on their website, everything that's publicly
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1 available.

2 This is what a DU penetrator looks like in

3 flight. It's accurate leveling the barrel of the tank. You

4 can see what happens when the sabine breaks away and it's

5 basically the long shark like item. It's very hard and

6 that's one (1) of its attributes and why it's shooting in

7 there. A kinetic energy weapon. It impacts hard and it

8 slices right through armor and it's a stable test. It works

9 very well in Desert Storm actions.

10 This is a picture of the DU trench area at

11 ground level and it's inside the DU Impact Area. This

12 gentleman over on your left he is Radiation Safety Officer.

13 He used to work for me back on the Proving Ground. He has

14 since retired and I am the Radiation Safety Officer now.

15 This area does not look like this now. This was taken about

16 probably fifteen (15) to twenty (20) years ago. That area,

17 because we're no longer firing in there, is starting to fill

18 back in with vegetation. All this area you see is cleared.

19 There are trees up here. This area was basically cleared by

20 the DU just going through and knocking everything down. It's

21 starting to fill back in now. It's much - it's getting much

22 harder to find.

23 This is what it looks like or looked like

24 around 1990 from overhead. And again if you took a similar

25 shot today it would be much different. Again it's starting
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1 to fill back in. Another twenty (20) years and you probably

2 won't even be able to tell the difference.

3 These are the potential institutional

4 controls that at present the Army is considering. The Army

5 will continue to own the property north of the firing line.

6 That's a fairly significant issue because as the NRC has

7 even acknowledged publicly, the Army is what is called an

8 enduring entity. It's going to be here basically forever. It

9 belongs to the Federal Government. If the Federal Government

10 goes away we're going to have bigger problems than having DU

11 out at JPG. So we will continue to own the property forever.

12 Maintenance of the fencing around the area

13 north of the firing line. If you go up along the perimeter

14 of the Proving Ground now you will see the eight (8) foot

15 tall chain link fence with barbed wire on top.

16 North of the firing life we have locked road

17 barricades that goes into the interior of the Proving

18 Ground. In fact there's a double set of them, not only on

19 the perimeter, but on the inside so that during the hunting

20 season we allow the Fish and Wildlife Service to unlock

21 perimeter ones but we keep the inside ones locked that would

22 give you access to the DU. There is still no access to the

23 DU. So there's also those.

24 We have controlled access north of the firing

25 line through Fish and Wildlife Service because they have
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1 what's called an overlay refuge, National Wildlife Refuge,

2 administered by them, and an overlay on Army owned property

3 and they control the access. But their control plan is

4 approved by the Army. So we have control access to anywhere

5 north of the firing line and we have restricted access to

6 the DU area. Only certain people are allowed to go in there,

7 not the general public.

8 And we also are considering leaving the

9 radiological signs up around the DU area. We have in that

10 two thousand (2,000) acre rectangle we have a number of

11 signs that identifies where that area starts and stops. So

12 those are currently the items that we're considering.

13 Now I will shut up and allow the public their

14 opportunity to discuss institutional control.

15

16 MR. RICHARD HILL:

17 I guess I'll go first. I don't hear anybody

18 jumping in.

19 For the record my name is Richard Hill. I'm

20 President of Save The Valley, I live in Madison, Indiana.

21 I'm not going to be able to attend Thursday night in Madison

22 because of some work conflict. So I decided to come up here

23 to North Vernon tonight. As you - most people here know

24 we've been involved ah in the DU issue, we'll call it that,

25 since ah it started pretty much but ah - and ah so we've
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1 been following it very closely. Let's just put it at that.

2 Now I just kind of want to mention a couple

3 of concerns, two (2) or three (3) things, that I think are

4 related. Ah the - I believe that the sampling program that's

5 going on right now ah is to cease probably in 2011.

6

7 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

8 No.

9

10 MR. RICHARD HILL:

11 No?

12

13 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

14 That's incorrect.

15

16 MR. RICHARD HILL:

17 Okay.

18

19 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

20 Bi-annual sampling cannot cease until the

21 license --

22

23 MR. RICHARD HILL:

24 Until the license is terminated. Okay. Okay.

25 Now I understand what you're saying exactly. Okay. But there
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1 is the five (5) year plan that the NRC requires - required

2 you to do, the sampling?

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 The one (1) that - the Site Characterization.

6

7 MR. RICHARD HILL:

8 The Site Characterization.

9

10 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

11 That you submitted that they approved?

12

13 MR. RICHARD HILL:

14 Yeah. I'm sorry I got that mixed up.

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 That's all right.

18

19 MR. RICHARD HILL:

20 Okay. And so is that to be over around 2011?

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 Right now if you look at I believe it's

24 Amendment Thirteen (13) to our license.

25
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1 MR. RICHARD HILL:

2 Un-huh (yes).

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 It requires the Army to submit a License

6 Termination Plan and an Environmental Report by the end of

7 December 2011.

8

9 MR. RICHARD HILL:

10 Okay that's where I got it.

11

12 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

13 But the only thing that happens then.

14

15 MR. RICHARD HILL:

16 Un-huh (yes).

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 What will happen subsequent to that is that

20 the NRC will then do what is called an Enhanced

21 Administrative Review of those documents.

22

23 MR. RICHARD HILL:

24 Right.

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Usually that takes sixty (60) to ninety (90)

3 days, maybe a little longer. I don't know what their current

4 criteria is but it's in that ball park.

5

6 MR. RICHARD HILL:

7 Un-huh (yes).

8

9 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

10 If it passes that check then they will issue a

11 Federal Register Notice saying that they have received these

12 documents from the Army, they have successfully passed the

13 Enhanced Administrative Review, the NRC is now commencing

14 their Detail Technical Review and commencing their NEPA

15 exercise for their EIS which they have to conduct. At that

16 time they will also, in that Federal Register Notice, allow

17 the application of any interested parties to request a

18 hearing on those documents and make those documents

19 available.

20

21 MR. RICHARD HILL:

22 Un-huh (yes).

23

24 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

25 To my understanding. And that's what will
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1 happen. Probably assuming this passes the Administrative

2 Review and we submit them the end of December of 2011 by

3 early summer 2012, that Federal Register Notice will go

4 out, the opportunity to request a hearing, documents will

5 be made available so on and so forth and there will be some

6 time frame for the parties to request a hearing. They'll

7 have to document a concern or contention that is ah deemed

8 acceptable and be granted a hearing formally. And also the

9 NRC will, like I said, commence their Detailed Technical

10 Review which will probably last anywhere from a year and a

11 half (1 A) to three (3) years and their Environmental

12 Impact Statement which will be done parallel which will

13 probably take you know one and a half (1 A) to three (3)

14 years also. And during their Environmental Impact Statement

15 exercise they will also conduct public hearings in all the

16 counties.

17

18 MR. RICHARD HILL:

19 Un-huh (yes).

20

21 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

22 To allow for public input.

23

24 MR. RICHARD HILL:

25 Okay.
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 And that's what will happen.

3

4 MR. RICHARD HILL:

5 Okay. That helps explain a lot of that. I'm

6 glad you refreshed my memory. I knew a lot of that at one

7 (1) time. But I've been away from it for a while.

8 So even so it would be possible that the

9 license could be terminated sometime in the neighborhood of

10 2013, 20-- whatever?

11

12 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

13 Right now I think we're projecting somewhere

14 between 2014 and 2016.

15

16 MR. RICHARD HILL:

17 2014, okay.

18

19 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

20 It depends on how long it takes the NRC to do

21 their thing which is the Detailed Technical Review, how long

22 it takes them to do the EIS, whether there's a hearing

23 that's requested and granted.

24

25
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1 MR. RICHARD HILL:

2 Right. Exactly.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 What the significance and magnitude of any

6 accepted contentions are and how long that all takes.

7

8 MR. RICHARD HILL:

9 Right.

10

11 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

12 That's why right now we're looking at 2014 to

13 2016.

14

15 MR. RICHARD HILL:

16 Right. Okay. That makes - that makes sense to

17 me. Okay. So what I'm trying to get at here okay so let's

18 say 2014 just to pick a number, pick a year, and they ceased

19 the firing of the DU in 1994 okay, yeah somewhere around

20 there, so that comes out to be about twenty (20) years of

21 sampling, ah monitoring, whatever you want to call it. And

22 so one (1) of our concerns of course is that that's not long

23 enough. That is the termination - License Termination is

24 totally over and granted at that time, that we are of the

25 opinion that it does need monitoring after that.
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1 Now I do understand it's not in the

2 regulations and maybe that's something that needs to be

3 changed and maybe that's something that we could be working

4 on. But I just wanted to get that - that out there. Ah I

5 believe back maybe around 1999 or in that neighborhood ah

6 Dr. Ebinger, is that right Dr. Ebinger?

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 Yes.

10

11 MR. RICHARD HILL:

12 Okay. He did some reports for the Army. And it

13 seemed like, and I didn't get a chance to look this up

14 recently, it's been a long time since I looked at it, that

15 some of his calculations, if you want to call them that,

16 indicated that this - that the activity there may peak in

17 about a hundred (100) years. A hundred (100) years sticks in

18 my mind.

19

20 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

21 I don't recall the specifics.

22

23 MR. RICHARD HILL:

24 Okay I don't recall the specifics either. So

25 I'm going to go back and look this up for next year. But
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1 anyway ah it seems to me that it would be more appropriate,

2 and I understand it's not on the regulations that you would

3 have to do this, but I'm just telling you what I think is -

4 what we think is more appropriate that it be monitored for a

5 longer period of time than just twenty (20) years to see if

6 it is ah migrating off the site. Because we haven't yet - if

7 that's true it has not yet hit its peak of activity until

8 that point then it should be monitored at least up until

9 then. And of course I think that's a very reasonable

10 approach.

11 The ah - it's going to be around a whole lot

12 longer than that and I'm not in any way proposing that the

13 Army monitor this for a million (1,000,000) years or you

14 know anything like that. But that's - that's just what our

15 position would be.

16 Another - another point is that you did point

17 out that the DU, Delta Impact Area, is a two thousand

18 (2,000) acre area but we're also of the belief that probably

19 ninety (90) percent of the DU fell in a probably two hundred

20 (200) acre area within that and ninety-nine (99) percent of

21 it within possibly even a twenty (20) acre area. Now those

22 are just general figures. Ah but most of them - most of the

23 projectiles did go down the trenches, there were three (3)

24 trenches that you showed us example of here. So - and there

25 were some that would have gone out into other areas, but you
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1 know I would think that at least ninety (90) percent of them

2 would probably be in that area.

3 Ah so we would not in any way propose that the

4 whole two thousand (2,000) acres, we would not urge that the

5 whole two thousand (2,000) acres be cleaned up although

6 that's kind of what the editorial of the Madison Courier

7 sounded like tonight. But I didn't write that editorial. Ah

8 but I don't think it would be necessarily unreasonable to at

9 least consider you know cleaning up the very most

10 concentrated parts.

11

12 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

13 For the record - for the record let me

14 interject for the record.

15

16 MR. RICHARD HILL:

17 Sure.

18

19 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

20 For the record clean up is beyond the scope of

21 this meeting because it's not an institutional control.

22

23 MR. RICHARD HILL:

24 All right.

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 You're fully well entitled to state your quote

3 opinion but it is not institutional control.

4

5 MR. RICHARD HILL:

6 I understand that too.

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 Okay.

10

11 MR. RICHARD HILL:

12 Okay that's fine. Ah and just to end that

13 point I realize that it's effective but it's not impossible

14 to do.

15 Ah institutional controls, that's - that's

16 what we're really here about. Ah that's something that ah I

17 think we need to look more into and I'm not really prepared

18 to give a lot of - a lot of opinion about that right now. Ah

19 it's going to have to be controlled for a very long time as

20 has already been pointed out and so I think that a more ah

21 thorough examination and dynamics you know. As things

22 change, as the years go by it's going to have to be looked

23 at off and on for a very long time. So somehow or another

24 there has to be ah a process in place to insure that that

25 gets done. To - to insure that the controls are there and
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1 are adequate.

2 Ah there have been ground water and surface

3 water samples that do exhibit evidence of the presence of

4 DU. I'm not going to argue with Paul that - I'm not going to

5 say that there's migrating off the site because I - I'm not

6 aware that they are. I believe him when he says that there's

7 no evidence that they're not migrating off the site yet. So

8 ah I think that that - you know I think I made about three

9 (3) main points there and that the institutional controls is

10 something that we need to study a little more carefully and

11 - and keep pursuing as time goes on. So that will be

12 somebody's responsibility long after we're gone.

13 Let me see if I have any other quick notes

14 that I jotted down here. (Looking) No. I think that's -

15 that's the main thing I wanted to say. Thank you.

16

17 MR. KEN KNOUF:

18 Paul I've got a - my name is Ken Knouf and I

19 am the Army employee in Jefferson Proving Ground. This may

20 be related to what Richard said.

21 Will the decommissioning plan specify who will

22 enforce this and then also if we are going to maintain the

23 warning signs down there in the area will it specify who

24 will be responsible for doing that work because we know that

25 the Army presence probably will be pretty minimal down the
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1 road?

2

3 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

4 Because the Army's physical presence may

5 change over the years because it's a closed facility as long

6 as the Army owns the property they will be responsible and

7 they will have to assign someone to that specific duty,

8 whether it's a named person or office or whatever. But that

9 will have to be so designated. It hasn't been at this

10 particular time. That may be something that comes out in the

11 negotiations with the NRC. That's unclear. But as long as

12 the Army owns it the Army by definition will be responsible.

13 You can always get ahold of the Secretary of the Army, the

14 head man. He holds ultimate responsibility.

15

16 MR. KEN KNOUF:

17 Let's just hope it never has to go that far

18 but ah stranger things have happened.

19

20 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

21 We've had the Army's Secretary in this issue

22 for a long time. I have three (3) Deputy Assistant

23 Secretary's of the Army at the Pentagon.

24 Any other questions? Mayor?

25
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1 MR. HAROLD CAMPBELL:

2 Well when I decided to be Mayor ah the

3 platform I ran on was to search for water and I feel like

4 we're somewhat downstream in this, not in an area I'm

5 looking for water in. But I feel pretty confident that the

6 ah - when I was involved in some of the - when I was a

7 Councilman may years ago ah said it probably would not leave

8 the grounds, ah but if it does I'd like to see an active

9 presence there on the lot. I'll just read here what you have

10 that ah - what this independent third party whatever, I

11 think that would be something. Like I say I would like to

12 see the next Mayor, or our children or somebody down the

13 road that nothing else is going to come of this.

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 One (1) of the things that Richard pointed

17 out, which is accurate, is that there is a conundrum, and a

18 regulatory conundrum, not anything that the Army or any

19 other licensee had anything to do with. It is the NRC's

20 regulations.

21 What that conundrum is is the fact that if you

22 have a license, say if you have a license to perform a

23 certain function, it's an active license - currently our

24 license is in transition from active because we used to fire

25 the DU and now we're not. And it's in transition from that
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1 active status to closed. Once you cease performing a

2 function for which you were given the license for you have

3 to close the license. That is their requirement. Richard

4 accurately denoted it.

5 The issue is that if you close the license you

6 cannot have active monitoring. If you have active monitoring

7 you have to have active licensing. Our five (5) year study

8 is the study of ground water, and the surface water, and the

9 soil and sediments and a number of other things. It's

10 demonstrated over their thousand (1,000) year time span they

11 regulate the migration movement of radiological material,

12 soil, sediments, ground water and surface water will not

13 move far enough from where it is now on the Proving Ground

14 so that anyone in the potentially affected public would

15 exceed those radiological limits. If we're successful in

16 that then according to their regulations that they wrote,

17 then they can terminate the license on a restricted basis

18 and the material will stay there. Now can they change the

19 regulations? Yes they can. But it's all done by a very

20 formalized lengthy process. And that's up to them to go

21 propose that. It's not something for us to, or any other

22 licensee, but they would have to go change that. We are

23 complying with their requirements, not something that the

24 Army dreamed up.

25
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1 MR. KEN KNOUF:

2 Is there a requirement that you will not have

3 monitoring or cannot have monitoring?

4

5 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

6 You can't have monitoring and have a closed

7 license because there's no mechanism for the NRC to be

8 involved in it. You have to have an active license. But an

9 active license to perform a specific function.

10 Our function was to shoot penetrators. We are

11 not longer shooting penetrators. We have closed that

12 license. That's what we're doing. We're complying with their

13 requirements but we're also demonstrating to them that we

14 think the material is not going to pose any radiological

15 hazards. And if we're successful in that then they'll grant

16 us a Restricted Release Termination with the institutional

17 controls.

18 We continue to own the property, the fence

19 will stay up, the signs would stay up, there will be

20 controlled access and so on and so forth or anything else

21 that is you know required/negotiated between the Army and

22 the NRC after we submit documents and they do their

23 Administrative Review and a Detailed Technical Review and

24 they hold their Environmental Impact Statement Hearing and

25 so on and so forth. That's several years from now. This is
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1 in preparation for submitting those documents by the end of

2 December 2011, which is our current requirement. So we're

3 again complying with the NRC's regulations and actually this

4 is the second time we've held these meetings.

5 We held meetings like this back last fall and

6 we didn't get - we got one (1) member of the potentially

7 affected public in - in all three (3) meetings. So we have

8 already exceeded that tonight.

9

10 MR. RICHARD HILL:

11 I was in Indianapolis. I couldn't come last

12 year.

13

14 DR. JOE ROBB:

15 Paul?

16

17 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

18 Dr. Robb?

19

20 DR. JOE ROBB:

21 I have three (3) things. One (1) is this last

22 thing you said.

23 Typically institutions need a license to hold

24 radiological materials and since it's in your possession and

25 it's on your land could the NRC decision be required to
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1 terminate one (1) license and require you to have another

2 license to hold? Typically you can't just walk away from not

3 having possession of radiological --

4

5 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

6 That's a gray area. We don't know that. One

7 (1) of the things that is also unique about the whole

8 situation to the best of my knowledge there has never been a

9 Restricted Release License Termination where material has

10 been left in an area whether it's the ground or building or

11 whatever, that would potentially exceed exposure. I mean

12 just because like in the - in the buildings that we used to

13 store the DU without them firing, you could go in there with

14 certain laboratory, scientific equipment, and you might be

15 able to detect one (l) or two (2) atoms or a very, very

16 minute amount of DU there. But it is so minute that it would

17 never cause you to exceed any radiological limits. But it's

18 still there. But because it didn't exceed those limits they

19 released that from their radiological controls.

20 And again it's their requirements that if we

21 can demonstrate that the material is not going to migrate to

22 expose potentially affected public around the Proving

23 Ground, since they would exceed radiological limits, they

24 can terminate that license. And that's the extent of what

25 their regulations currently address. That would close that
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1 license and the Army is done with the exception of assuring

2 that the institutional control stay in effect.

3

4 DR. JOE ROBB:

5 Number two (2) since we're involved with a

6 very extensive prescribed fire program and occasionally I

7 get questions from contractors or someone from NRC asking

8 about our fire program, I have always had concerns that

9 we're using the best information, best science possible

10 during those prescribed fires in the Depleted Uranium Area.

11 That would be looked at as a possible pathway for stock to

12 leave the DU area.

13 I'm just concerned that I want to be - the

14 Fish and Wildlife Service wants to be environmentally on the

15 right side of this in history. Is that - I'm sure that would

16 be looked at, be a part of the Environmental Impact

17 Statement?

18

19 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

20 What is and what is not part of the

21 Environmental Impact Statement will be up to the NRC. The

22 Army has in fact addressed that specific issue fairly

23 extensively as Richard well knows. It was actually something

24 that was very heavily discussed during the Administrative

25 Hearing process.
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1 Not only the Army but the NRC staff concluded

2 that the airborne pathway was insignificant for a number of

3 reasons. And because of that at the current time any further

4 investigation of that pathway is not warranted.

5

6 DR. JOE ROBB:

7 And the third thing I was talking to a

8 contractor, the folks in the field there, and it was brought

9 to my attention that potentially DU fragments or parts of DU

10 rounds in the Big Creek water shed potentially moved some. I

11 don't know if that is - of course I haven't seen the report

12 and haven't seen anything about that. Would there be

13 possible another institutional control to address that?

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 Such as?

17

18 DR. JOE ROBB:

19 I don't know. It could - it could be a catch

20 basin. I don't know what - lots of things that could happen

21 to it for institutional control. But I don't - I haven't

22 seen any information. I don't know how much they've moved or

23 what.

24

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 To the best of our knowledge nothing has

3 moved any significant distance. Again that which you have to

4 remember is that depleted uranium is in fact depleted from

5 certain radiological isotopes. It is actually forty (40) to

6 sixty (60) percent less radioactive than naturally occurring

7 uranium. So if you had an equal amount of naturally

8 occurring uranium in one (1) hand and depleted uranium in

9 the other you're going to get forty (40) to sixty (60)

10 percent less exposure from the DU than you would from

11 naturally occurring uranium. So you're going to need forty

12 (40) to sixty (60) percent more DU just to get what you

13 would get from things like potash or fertilizer that has

14 uranium in it.

15 The whole issue comes down to regardless if

16 it's going to move or not is enough of it going to move far

17 enough so that it would cause an exceedance in human

18 exposure that it would exceed that 25 mrem per year. If we

19 can demonstrate that by this five (5) year exercise

20 collecting all this data, using the NRC approved model they

21 use for this calculation over that thousand (1,000) year

22 time span, then we would, in our opinion, satisfy that

23 requirement. And after the NRC review if they agree they

24 would grant Restricted Release Termination.

25 It all comes down to how much is being moved
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1 and would it cause an exceedance? I mean the area - the

2 distance from a boundary of the DU area to the nearest

3 perimeter of JPG is one and a half (1 %) to two (2) miles.

4 So enough of the material would have to move over that

5 distance to cause an exceedance. We haven't received any

6 indication that any of the material is moving that kind of

7 distances at all.

8 Any other questions? Any other suggestions or

9 comments on potential institutional controls? This is your

10 opportunity. This is what the meeting is all about is to

11 seek out public input on what they think might be a

12 relevant, applicable institutional control, either a

13 modification of what we're currently considering or

14 something completely different, but clearly an institutional

15 control.

16

17 DR. JOE ROBB:

18 The fence is an institutional control, is that

19 correct?

20

21 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

22 It's a barrier.

23

24 DR. JOE ROBB:

25 Okay. And the Army would remain responsible
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1 for maintenance of that fence?

2

3 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

4 The Army as the landowner is responsible for

5 the fence. Currently as you know under the Memorandum of

6 Agreement that the Fish and Wildlife Service is a party to,

7 that specific function has been assigned to the Air Force

8 which has designated or delegated to the Indiana Air Guard.

9 And as you know their contractor inspects the fence and

10 makes - keeps detailed records on that. In fact that was

11 just inspected last summer by the NRC inspector and he was

12 very impressed with the level of his record keeping.

13 Any other comments, questions, institutional

14 control suggestions.

15 Richard, anything else?

16

17 MR. RICHARD HILL:

18 No I don't think so. Thank you though.

19

20 MR. KEN KNOUF:

21 Just a comment for Dr. Robb that you finally

22 did get your Visitor's Center. This will be an interesting

23 subject to interpret at your Visitor's Center won't it?

24

25
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1 DR. JOE ROBB:

2 Absolutely.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 If your Visitor's Center were to be

6 constructed within the confines of the Proving Ground that

7 would be something that we would have to address before we

8 submit the documents to the NRC.

9 One (1) of the benefits of the current

10 location that you're currently considering is that it is to

11 the northeast of the DU area. All indications we have is

12 that any migration would potential - specifically the ground

13 water and surface water, is just southwest. So it's

14 definitely in a different direction. But we would still be

15 required under due diligence to address that issue. But

16 that's assuming your Visitor's Center gets built.

17

18 DR. JOE ROBB:

19 Can we bring that up during scoping of the

20 EIS?

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 As you well know the Army's position on the

24 construction of that facility and what it's going to

25 require.
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1 DR. JOE ROBB:

2 Yes.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 Mayor do you have any other comments?

6

7 MR. HAROLD CAMPBELL:

8 You're doing a wonderful job. I was very

9 interested to hear the comments.

10 But I just ah - maybe it's the level of

11 confidence in it that I always liked to have a human hand on

12 the switch and not have anybody walk off and have it

13 unattended.

14 But in our search for water, that's a thought

15 down there, but it's really out of reach for our city. The

16 city has a very small reservoir and a water - water shed but

17 ah we - several of us wondered about the safety issue was

18 well addressed and I feel like it is.

19

20 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

21 We have found - we dug an additional twenty-

22 two (22) monitoring wells in and around the DU area in the

23 last couple of years as part as the Site Characterization

24 Study. One (1) of the things that we have verified because

25 we knew it's south of the firing line, but one (1) of the
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1 things we have verified north of the firing line in these

2 additional wells, and they go down as deep as a hundred and

3 thirty (130), a hundred and forty (140) feet, that the

4 recharge rate is very, very low. So the potential to utilize

5 something like that for drinking water is almost

6 nonexistent. And that's just a fact of nature.

7 We had the same problem south of the firing

8 line. We have a number of monitoring wells down there for

9 ground water contamination that has solvents in it, did some

10 parts cleaning in a couple of the buildings down there and

11 that's regulated by IDEM. They have agreed with our method

12 and they're monitoring that, and we're doing everything

13 we're supposed to do over that.

14 It's only moved like a hundred (100) yards in

15 forty (40) years. And there's no dry rot because nobody's

16 sucking on the ground water so it just sits there and the

17 biological bugs is slowing bringing it down. Another twenty

18 (20) to thirty (30) years it'll be gone. But that's south of

19 the firing line. The DU is a different issue. But it's still

20 not moving anywhere.

21 Any other comments, questions, suggestions on

22 institutional control someone that would like to suggest or

23 discuss?

24 I would like to thank everyone for coming. I

25 hope everyone has signed in so - because we will use these
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1 attendance sheets as part of our documentation in our

2 submittal to the NRC along with the copies of the verbatim

3 report that our Court Reporter is providing not only

4 tonight, but tomorrow night and Thursday night. And then

5 we'll have all our written responses and it will all

6 ultimately be put up on the NRC website which you have that

7 you can access that now. All the information that we have

8 talked about, you can see all the things that went on during

9 the Administrative Hearing process. There will be a stack

10 about this high (indicating). It's - it's - there's

11 mountains of stuff.

12

13 MR. RICHARD HILL:

14 Yeah.

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 It will bore you to tears but it's very

18 informative.

19 If no one has any further comments or

20 questions I'd like to conclude the meeting and thank you for

21 coming and I thank you for your input.

22 *****

23 CONCLUSION OF HEARING

24

25
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1C E R T I F I C A T E

2 STATE OF INDIANA

3 ) SS:
COUNTY OF JEFFERSON )

4

5 I, Sharon Shields, do hereby certify that I am a

6 Notary Public in and for the County of Jefferson, State of

7 Indiana, duly authorized and qualified to administer oaths;

8 That the foregoing public hearing was taken by me in

9 shorthand and on a tape recorder on June 23, 2009 at the

10 Jennings County Library, North Vernon, IN; That this public

11 hearing was taken on behalf of the Jefferson Proving Ground

12 Restoration Advisory Board pursuant to agreement for taking

* 13 at this time and place; That the testimony of the witnesses

14 was reduced to typewriting by me and contains a complete and

is accurate transcript of the said testimony.

16 I further certify that pursuant to stipulation by and

17 between the respective parties, this testimony has been

18 transcribed and submitted to the Jefferson Proving Ground

19 Restoration Advisory Board.

20 WITNESS my hand and notarial seal this '%7 day of

21 July, 2009.

22 z ~ e4
Sharon Shields, Notary Public

23 Jefferson County, State of Indiana

24 My Commission Expires:

25 July 2, 2015
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1 A public hearing of the Jefferson Proving

2 Ground Restoration Advisory Board meeting was held at the

3 South Ripley Elementary School Cafeteria, Versailles, IN at

4 7:00 P.M. on June 24, 2009.

5

6 OPENING STATEMENTS BY MR. PAUL CLOUD:

7 Okay. Good evening. For any of you that don't

8 know me my name is Paul Cloud, I work for the United States

9 Army. Ah in this capacity I am the Radiation Safety Officer

10 for Jefferson Proving Ground and I represent the Army on

11 radiological issues. The meeting we have tonight is to

12 discuss the potential institutional controls that are being

13 considered for the termination of the Depleted Uranium

14 License at Jefferson Proving Ground.

15 To give you a little background on the types of

16 license terminations or closures that are allowed by the

17 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, they are the regulators of

18 radiological material in the United States. If you are a

19 licensee that has radiological material, it doesn't matter if

20 you're the Army or you're a private company or whatever, once

21 you get that license to utilize the radiological material for

22 a valid purpose that is all well and good. Once you cease to

23 utilize that material for that purpose the NRC's regulations

24 require that you close that license out. You cannot have a

25 license for material that you are no longer using.
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1 Since the Proving Ground is closed and we're no

2 longer firing depleted uranium projectiles the Army is

3 required to close or terminate that license. There are two

4 (2) recognized methods by which a license can be terminated.

5 One (1) is called Unrestricted Release and the other is

6 called Restricted Release. And the difference, the basic

7 difference between those two (2), is that under Unrestricted

8 Release the licensee would clean up the area where that

9 radiological material is to a certain level such that when

10 they did surveys and at a later date and those surveys were

11 confirmed by the NRC then the area would be released from

12 radiological controls because it would no longer present a

13 hazard to the populous, the people in the area and there

14 would be no potential for them to exceed a radiation exposure

15 limit.

16 Now we did that at the Proving Ground for the

17 area south of the firing line where we stored the projectiles

18 at one (1) time. And we did clean up there, we surveyed the

19 buildings, we gathered all that information to the NRC back

20 in the mid 90's and then they came in and confirmed it and

21 they released that area south of the firing line from

22 radiological control. That was an Unrestricted Release for

23 that area. But that was a very small area and was isolated to

24 a very small number of buildings. North of the firing line is

25 what is currently regulated under the license that the Army
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1 has and it's a two thousand (2,000) acre area in the Impact

2 Area where the Army fired the tank penetrators, the 105

3 millimeter and the 120 millimeter DU projectiles.

4 As you may know the testing that we did there

5 was what we soft target testing. They erected telephone poles

6 at thousand (1,000) meter intervals and they strung either

7 plywood or cloth target at the thousand (1,000) meter

8 intervals and then they fired the penetrators through them

9 and it was basically a trajectory accuracy testing. The DU

10 projectile is a very high velocity, very flat pro -

II trajectory type of munition. And then they would check to

12 verify that it was being fired correctly and it performed

13 properly and then when it came to an end those projectiles

14 would impact into the ground and they would stay there.

15 What the Restricted License Termination

16 allows a licensee is if they can document to the NRC that

17 over the thousand (1,000) year period that the NRC regulates

18 these issues that the material is not migrating such that it

19 would pose a radiological exposure hazard to the population

20 that they might exceed an exposure limit then you can leave

21 the material there. However, one (1) of the other criteria is

22 that you have to have the licensee, in this case that would

23 be the Army, the licensee has to have certain institutional

24 control in place to ensure that there is minimum contact

25 where this material is. In this case it would be the DU area
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1 north of the firing line at JPG. And as we get into the slide

2 presentation, and please take a copy of it there, they are

3 identical to what you'll see up on the screen, we'll go

4 through some of this and then at the end you will see the

5 second to last slide has a listing of some of the current

6 proposed institutional controls that we are considering.

7 Under the NRC regulations when a licensee is

8 proposing to terminate or close their license by a Restricted

9 Release License Termination they have to afford - he's my

10 contractor. He knows all about this. Under a Restricted

ii Release Termination criteria the NRC requires a licensee to

12 afford the potentially affected public an opportunity to

13 discuss and to provide input on what they think might be

14 applicable, relevant institutional controls for this

15 Restricted Release Termination.

16 So that's what this meeting is here tonight. We

17 will go through the slides. We'll discuss the actual

18 regulations. You will see the first four (4) or five (5)

19 slides. It is a verbatim copy out of the Code of Federal

20 Regulations which is a formal document and it's real

21 confusing but it's a verbatim copy right out of the

22 Regulations. And I'll go through that and then the slide

23 immediately after that is the layman's explanation, this is

24 what this really means.

25 Okay. And then we'll talk a little bit about
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1 what we've done in the past and show you a copy of pictures

2 of the DU trench and then like I said the second to last

3 slide shows you the current potential institutional controls

4 that we currently are considering.

5 And then the last one (1) is for the public to

6 provide input. And I have a Court Reporter here to take a

7 verbatim transcript of this meeting just like she did last

8 night and then she'll do tomorrow night. What will happen

9 when we get done with all three (3) of these meetings is we

10 will take these minutes and my contractor will assist the

11 Army in providing responses to anything that we get at these

12 three (3) meetings. And then ultimately when we submit these

13 documents to the NRC for this Restricted Release License

14 Termination, which is currently scheduled to be provided by

15 the end of December 2011, we will have all of this material

16 in there in an enclosure with all the minutes from these

17 meetings and our responses to any questions or any

18 suggestions for institutional controls and it'll be all up on

19 the NRC's website. And one (1) of the slides you will see

20 here has the NRC's website address. You can go there now and

21 if you get to that address on the internet and you type in

22 Jefferson Proving Ground, you'll find all the documents we

23 have already provided them. And basically if you stack all

24 those documents up, if they were printed out, it would

25 probably be about this high (indicating). I mean it's - it's
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1 a lot of paper. But - and we've given them a lot of

2 information and we're going to give them a lot more.

3 Right now we are doing a - we're in the middle

4 of a five (5) year Site Characterization to document to the

5 NRC technically that the material is not moving anywhere.

6 It's staying within this two thousand (2,000) acre area. And

7 over their thousand (1,000) year regulatory time frame it

8 will not leave the Proving Ground such that will not pose an

9 exposure hazard to the population. If we are successful in

10 that then after the NRC gets done with reviewing our paper

.1 work they would grant us the License Termination or the

12 restricted conditions with certain institutional controls.

13 But I will go into that in more detail as we get through the

14 slides.

15 Now this is the agenda for tonight. As I said

16 the first few slides are a verbatim copy of what the

17 Regulation says from the NRC and the Code of Federal

18 Regulations.

19 The next slide after those first few is the

20 layman's explanation, what does this really mean. Okay. And

21 then I have a couple of slides that talk about past

22 operations when we started firing penetrators until the time

23 in 2005 in May that we submitted the request to the NRC to go

24 perform this sequence of events.

25 And then you have the second to last slide as I
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1 mentioned, the potential institutional control. And then the

2 last one (1) is the public input portion of the meeting.

3 Now as I said this is fairly administratively

4 burdensome. It is not in plain English. But basically what it

5 tells you is that the licensee has submitted a

6 decommissioning plan or License Termination Plan to the

7 Commission indicating the the licensee's intent to

8 decommission in accordance with any of these sections by

9 restricting the use of the site. Restricting the use of the

10 site means that they're not going to clean it up. That

11 they're going to leave that radiological material there. In

12 the document the licensee is required to show how they

13 obtained the advice of the institutions and the individuals

14 in the community who may be affected by the decommissioning.

15 Again this basically says the same thing. It's

16 all just an actual verbatim copy right out of the Code of

17 Federal Regulations. And this is actually at the top of the

18 slide this is - if you go into the Code of Federal

19 Regulations and you type in 10CFR20.1403(d) that's what you -

20 this is what you would come up with. This is exactly what it

21 says. Basically this section here says that the institutional

22 controls whatever they are would provide reasonable assurance

23 that the TEDE, which is a total equivalent dose equivalent,

24 total exposure dose equivalent.

25 Basically what that means is the general
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1 population would not exceed this radiation level in a year.

2 That radiation level is roughly equivalent to an x-ray, a

3 chest x-ray. But also it requires that the institutional

4 controls are enforceable and they will not impose an undue

5 burden on the local community or the affected parties.

6 Another requirement is that the licensee, in

7 this case the Army, has to provide sufficient financial

8 assurance to enable an independent third party, including a

9 governmental custodian, you know reasonable assurance that

10 they're going to have enough money to insure that these

1i institutional controls are going to stay in effect for the

12 duration of the thousand (1,000) year time span.

13 And then go back down here again and again it's

14 seeking the advice of the issues identified the licensee

15 shall provide participation by representatives of a broad

16 cross section of the community interests who may be affected

17 by the decommissioning. That's why we put those notices in

18 all the papers, the local papers and the three (3)

19 metropolitan papers: Indianapolis, Cincinnati and Louisville

20 papers and also in the Versailles and the North Vernon and

21 the Madison paper. And then we had the mailing list that

22 we've had since the Restoration Advisory Board.

23 Okay. Again it's an opportunity for a

24 comprehensive, collective discussion on the issues by the

25 participants represented. Again this is to discuss the
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1 institutional controls for the Restricted Release Termination

2 closure of the DU license at JPG.

3 Now this is the slide that in layman's terms

4 explains what this really means. It says if the Army is

5 successful in demonstrating that the depleted uranium at

6 Jefferson Proving Ground will not cause an exceedance for

7 human radiological exposure, then the approximate 75,000

8 kilograms of DU will remain at JPG forever with certain

9 institutional controls in effect. However we could have all

10 the institutional controls in the world in effect and they

11 would not be satisfactory if we cannot demonstrate to the NRC

12 that the material is not moving. If the material is moving

13 and it poses a radiological hazard we're going to have to

14 take other action. But if it's not moving then we have the

15 opportunity to leave the material there and do the Restricted

16 Release Termination.

17 Now for past operations back in 1983 before we

18 started firing DU penetrators we did a Baseline Environment

19 Survey. That kind of gave us a before snapshot of what the

20 environmental conditions were out in the DU Impact Area so we

21 knew what it was before we started shooting DU. We started

22 firing in 1984 and finished firing in May of 1994. Again we

23 fired 105 and 120 millimeter rounds. The last bullet there

24 again we just did soft target testing.

25 At other proving grounds, Aberdeen and Yuma,
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1 they have done what we call hard target testing where the

2 penetrators impacted on armor plate. Now that's a significant

3 difference because when the DU penetrator hits an armored

4 plate typically it will slice right through it like a butter

5 to - or a knife to butter. But it also causes the DU to what

6 we call aerialize. It's called aerialization. And it forms a

7 - part of the DU penetrator will be transformed into a fine

8 mist of DU.

9 That did not happen at JPG. What we had at JPG

10 is the impact penetrators or big portions of penetrators or

11 chunks of penetrators. We don't have that fine mist. That is

12 significant because during the prescribed burns that the Fish

13 and Wildlife Service do or the Army used to do, even though

14 they're short duration and low intensity, if there were a

15 fine mist there there would be a greater potential for a fire

16 to transport that material. We have examined that

17 exhaustively and we have discussed it with the NRC.

18 In fact we had a hearing, an Administrative Law

19 Hearing, a year and a half (1 A) ago in Madison that Save The

20 Valley was granted and the three (3) judge panel ruled

21 against their request for additional information and

22 additional sampling for their sampling when they did fires.

23 But that is the reason why. There is almost zero (0)

24 potential at JPG for an airborne issue because of prescribed

25 burns.
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1 Okay from 1984 to the present we are doing

2 semi-annual environmental monitoring of the surface water,

3 the soil, the ground water and sediments. And that will

4 continue until the license is terminated. That is a license

5 requirement. And as I mentioned earlier in May of 2005 the

6 Army submitted a formal request in accordance with the NRC

7 regulations for what's called an alternate decommissioning

8 schedule. And with that we submitted what's called a Field

9 Sampling Plan. That outlines this five (5) year period where

10 we're going to get all this information to document that the

11 material is not going anywhere, it's not going anywhere in

12 the surface water, the ground water, the soil or the

13 sediments. It's staying within the two thousand (2,000) acre

14 area. The NRC agreed with that and they issued us a License

15 Amendment. It's Amendment Number Thirteen (13). And that

16 Amendment basically says that by the end of December 2011 the

17 Army needs to submit to the NRC a License Termination Plan

18 and an Environmental Report. And that's our current schedule.

19 All the documents we submit to the NRC become

20 public knowledge. They're publically available, they're on

21 the NRC's ADAMS website and this is their address right here.

22 If you type that in on any web browser you will go there and

23 all you have to do is type in JPG's name and you'll get more

24 information than you'll ever want to know on this subject.

25 So for those of you who haven't seen a
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1 penetrator in flight this is what it looks like after it's

2 been fired out of a tank. It looks like a big dart.

3 Now this - this gentleman used to work for me

4 when the Proving Ground was open and he was the Radiation

5 Safety Officer. Richard has since retired and I get to do

6 this job.

7 This is the DU trench and this area here as you

8 can see from side to side doesn't look like this now for

9 those of you who may have been taken out there on a tour. But

10 as you can see this area is clear of trees and vegetation.

ii Those trees and vegetation were just knocked down by the DU

12 penetrators. It has been fifteen (15) years since we fired

13 the last DU penetrator. That area is getting more and more

14 filled in. Within the next fifteen (15) years you won't even

15 be able to tell it. You might be able to see it from an

16 overhead shot like this but this was taken fifteen (15) to

17 twenty (20) years ago and it's very clearly shown here. Here

18 is some of those poles I was telling about. You can see the

19 string or the rope right here that used to suspend the cloth

20 targets. These were at thousand (1,000) meter intervals.

21 Now the second to last slide is a

22 representation of what the Army is currently considering as

23 institutional control. Again this is assuming that after we

24 have done this Site Characterization if the Army feels that

25 there is sufficient technical knowledge and information that
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1 supports our position that the material will not move far

2 enough to cause a radiological exposure issue or exceedance.

3 So what would happen is if the Army would propose continued

4 Army ownership of the property north of the firing line,

5 that's the entire fifty-one thousand (52,000) acres.

6 We would maintain the fence in the area north

7 of the firing line. That's a chain link eight (8) foot tall

8 with a barbed wire on top.

9 There are locked road barricades. As you

10 probably well know on the east and west perimeter all the

11 barricades are locked with the exception of during the

12 hunting season. And we have a second set that are locked

13 inside that go around the DU area so we have actually a

14 double set and the only time we have a single set is during

15 the hunting season.

16 So there's controlled access north of the

17 firing line but there's restricted access to the DU area.

18 It's even tighter to get in there.

19 And then lastly we would look at keeping the

20 radiological signs around the DU area. Right now around that

21 two thousand (2,000) acre area we have radiological plaque

22 signs that identify that this is a radiological area. You

23 have to keep out.

24 So those right now are some of the things that

25 we're considering. I'm not going to guarantee to anyone that
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1 all of those will remain. And they may get modified a little

2 bit, some of them might fall out, some of them might be added

3 but some of the key ones are obviously - the Army is going to

4 continue to own the property. And the NRC in writing has very

5 clearly stated that because we're part of the Federal

6 Government we are what they call an enduring entity. We're

7 not ma and pa inc. We're not going to file bankruptcy

8 tomorrow and go to South America. If we do that there's going

9 to be a lot bigger problem than leaving some DU someplace.

10 But because we are an enduring entity if we say we're going

ii to keep ownership of the property then that's a very

12 substantial statement because now they have a liable part.

13 So now we're at the point of the meeting where

14 public's opportunity to talk about institutional control. So

15 if anybody would like to say anything now is your time.

16

17 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

18 Please speak up.

19

20 MS. DIANE CARSON:

21 We've lived out along 421. We went through all

22 the bombings and the shakings of the house and things like

23 that. And then no one (1) was ever told that there was ever

24 going to be any uranium used on Jefferson Proving Ground. No

25 one (1) was ever informed of that.
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Actually that --

3

4 MS. DIANE CARSON:

5 Until years afterwards.

6

7 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

8 That's not correct because the Army was

9 required to - and I have copies of the documentation and the

10 newspaper articles.

11

12 MS. DIANE CARSON:

13 To the people living on the road?

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 They were all notified that the Army was

17 getting the license. There were articles in the Madison

18 Courier. I have copies of them. There was a very active

19 discussion with Save The Valley at the time. This was in

20 1983.

21

22 MS. DIANE CARSON:

23 A lot of people living out through there are

24 dead by now.

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 But the Army was required and they did comply

3 with the criteria for notification. But it was done.

4

5 MS. DIANE CARSON:

6 Okay.

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 Go ahead.

10

11 MS. DIANE CARSON:

12 In the likelihood people understood just like

13 well if they're going to be bombing or building and they

14 didn't make it clear you know.

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 No, it was very clear. I've seen pictures from

18 the Madison Courier at that time that showed the Commander

19 holding a simulator DU round in his hand.

20

21 MS. DIANE CARSON:

22 Okay. Because I know that his grandparents

23 lived out there before - before the Proving Ground was moved

24 - got that big. And no one (1) went to town and got a paper.

25 I don't even know if they had a paper.
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1 His grandparents agreed to live there. Well

2 they were on a special deal that they were paid a check

3 monthly until they died and then the property would be sold.

4 But that was pretty well I think with the Army kind of

5 agreement.

6

7 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

8 I don't know anything about that.

9

10 MS. DIANE CARSON:

11 I know they were plenty close to the edge. I

12 know they're not close to the - 421 is not close to the

13 bombing area, right?

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 The DU area is essentially in the center of the

17 Impact Area. The closest distance of any boundary of the DU

18 area is to a publicly acceptable area outside the fence is at

19 least one and a half (1 %) to two (2) miles.

20

21 MS. DIANE CARSON:

22 Okay. Another question on that is there is no

23 possibility that any of this is leaking out because I know

24 there's a number of lakes on the property?

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Un-huh (yes). There are --

3

4 MS. DIANE CARSON:

5 And they're not going into any body of water

6 and then going out to the streams?

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 There are DU penetrators in Big Creek.

10

11 MS. DIANE CARSON:

12 Okay.

13

14 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

15 But there is no indication that the penetrators

16 are either moving or that the material is eroding or

17 corroding off since that downstream we can detect it.

18

19 MS. DIANE CARSON:

20 Okay.

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 As I said we've been sampling since 1984. And

24 we sample those streams, we sample the ground water, we

25 sample sediments and we sample the soil. And we haven't
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1 gotten any hits saying this stuff is moving anyway. It's

2 basically staying right there.

3

4 MS. DIANE CARSON:

5 And none of these came in by planes? It was all

6 out of tanks?

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 It was all out of tanks. This 105 and 120

10 millimeters, no aircraft.

11

12 MS. DIANE CARSON:

13 Because a lot of that was not - I don't think

14 they used to let the planes go over the Proving Ground?

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 Well there are planes and there are in the - in

18 the military inventory there are munitions of different type

19 aircraft like the 810, the work hog fired a DU penetrator but

20 it's a much shorter round.

21

22 MS. DIANE CARSON:

23 Un-huh (yes).

24

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 None of those were ever fired at JPG.

3

4 MS. DIANE CARSON:

5 I know a lot of things went on that no one (1)

6 ever knew about where it - where things were stored or what

7 was going on. It was private pretty well you know because it

8 does that. I don't think the public was really asking because

9 they knew that they were doing a service to the Army just to

10 let them be there in their area.

11 But I was just wondering because the things

12 have changed in the number of years now. We're used to the

13 television. We're used to everything instantly, all the

14 information instantly. And if you want anything you go to

15 .com, you know the computers, where back then they went out

16 to talk to their neighbors if they were lucky. But they

17 didn't go to town every day. Like I say that's just changed

18 in a lot of years. So now we're just wanting to know if we're

19 safe living there.

20

21 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

22 I wouldn't have any hesitation on living where

23 you live.

24

25
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1 MS. DIANE CARSON:

2 Okay. Thank you.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 Specifically the DU. You could hold DU in your

6 hand. If you don't have a cut or an open wound in your hand

7 it could stay there basically forever and the radiation level

8 you're going to get is insignificant.

9 It's an internal issue. If it gets inside your

10 body. And it's not only a radiological hazard then but it's

11 also a heavy metal hazard. So if you stuck it in your mouth

12 and sucked on it it could be a problem. But that's a heavy

13 metal issue, toxic.

14

15 MS. DIANE CARSON:

16 Right.

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 But if you held - if I held it in my hand and

20 my hand is not cut your radiation exposure is negligible. And

21 you're a mile and a half (1 %) to two (2) miles away. We've

22 got the fence up, we've got the signs up, we've got

23 restricted access, we've got controlled access, we've got

24 Army ownership, we're going to keep the signs there. Those

25 are the things that we are considering.
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1 MS. DIANE CARSON:

2 Un-huh (yes).

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 And like I said what the purpose of the

6 meetings last night, tonight and tomorrow night are for is to

7 see if there are any other suggestions from the public

8 regarding institutional control. But it's focused on that

9 issue.

10

11 MS. DIANE CARSON:

12 Un-huh (yes).

13

14 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

15 You know last night one (1) of the individuals

16 talked about you know continued monitoring or possibly clean

17 up. Those are beyond the scope.

18

19 MS. DIANE CARSON:

20 Un-huh (yes).

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 They are not institutional controls. And while

24 that person, that individual, was allowed to make their

25 statement I followed it up by asking the record to show that
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1 those are not institutional controls and they're beyond the

2 scope.

3

4 MS. DIANE CARSON:

5 Okay.

6

7 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

8 But that's what we're here for is to provide

9 that opportunity to the potentially, key word, potentially

10 affected public and it's only because you're in the

11 immediately surrounding area.

12

13 MS. DIANE CARSON:

14 Okay. We also belong to the Big Oaks Refuge.

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 Un-huh (yes).

18

19 MS. DIANE CARSON:

20 Will that continue being the Big Oaks Refuge?

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 Right now the MOA, and I was on the Army's

24 negotiating team for that MOA.

25
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1 MS. DIANE CARSON:

2 Un-huh (yes).

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 It's only in the ninth year. It has minimum of

6 twenty-five (25) with ten (10) year renewables. There is

7 nothing that I know of that is going to change that.

8

9 MS. DIANE CARSON:

10 Okay.

11

12 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

13 But there is an option in the MOA for any party

14 at any time to submit their six (6) months notice that they

15 are going to leave but that's up to the individual agencies,

16 the Air Force, Fish and Wildlife Service, as well as the

17 Army.

18

19 MS. DIANE CARSON:

20 Thank you.

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 Any other comments or questions regarding

24 institutional control?

25
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1 MR. ED SCHAEFER:

2 Well I've been down here quite a bit and I know

3 for a fact that you have really tested everything that you

4 possibly could with the soil and the water. I've seen

5 contractors coming in and out of there you know by the dozen.

6 You just can't believe the testing that's been done there.

7 You know I think it's really a great thing.

8 But the - the monitoring is the only thing that

9 I was wondering about like in the future.

10

11 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

12 Un-huh (yes).

13

14 MR. ED SCHAEFER:

15 Will you be - you know you already answered

16 that you don't know I guess?

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 Well we will continue to monitor until such

20 time as the license is terminated. In accordance with the NRC

21 regulations that NRC wrote and published and had out for

22 public comment many years ago when they came out, once a

23 license is terminated they cannot have a closed license and

24 active monitoring. But you have to close the license so

25 therefore you don't have monitoring anymore. That's why you
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1 have institutional controls but even before then you have

2 demonstrated by all the testing and the sampling that you've

3 eluded to that the material is not going to move in that

4 thousand (1,000) years to create that exposure hazard.

5

6 MR. ED SCHAEFER:

7 Okay.

8

9 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

10 Yes sir?

11

12 MR. JIM WRIGHT:

13 I have a question about Fernald. Are you

14 familiar with Fernald?

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 I am aware of it to a certain extent.

18

19 MR. JIM WRIGHT:

20 They deal with that uranium and stuff too and

21 there's a lot of people that had cancer from - that lived

22 around that area.

23

24 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

25 That's an entirely different issue.
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1 MR. JIM WRIGHT:

2 Different than that?

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 That's enriched uranium. That's weapon grade

6 that's ah nuclear reactor type stuff.

7

8 MR. JIM WRIGHT:

9 It will escape from the ground won't it?

10

11 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

12 It depends. Uranium is a very unique substance

13 when it comes to what they call oxidation potentials and how

14 it erodes and corrodes.

15 In fact my contractor is in the process of

16 doing a study on that very thing right now to see giving a

17 soil sample that we took from the DU Impact Area and rain

18 water that we collected out there. We collected a bunch of DU

19 penetrators that were actually fired out there. And they're

20 going to do an erosion and corrosion test to see just how

21 fast this stuff erodes and corrodes and how it does that and

22 what type of oxidation state to see how mobile it might be.

23 This is all part of that five (5) year study.

24 Depending on that information will go a long

25 way in hopefully helping us prove to the NRC that even if it
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1 is eroding and corroding it's doing so in a manner that is

2 not going to be mobile. You know it's surface water, the

3 soil, the sediment and the ground water. One (1) of the

4 advantages of the soil at JPG, and I'm sure that you've

5 noticed it here on your property, is that there's a very high

6 clay content in the soil.

7

8 MR. JIM WRIGHT:

9 Right.

10

11 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

12 Clay is very, very good for our purposes

13 because it's very permeable. It keeps things where they are.

14 Things don't migrate through them. So for our case in this

15 particular instance that's a good sign.

16 Any other issues, questions, comments,

17 suggestions on institutional control? Nothing else?

18

19 MR. ED SCHAEFER:

20 Get to go home early.

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 I'm not going home until Friday morning.

24

25
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1 MS. DIANE CARSON:

2 Well say Big Oaks has one (1) part of the

3 refuge?

4

5 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

6 They utilize - they utilize approximately fifty

7 thousand (50,000) acres but the Army still owns it.

8

9 MS. DIANE CARSON:

10 And Ford farms and controls buildings in it.

11

12 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

13 That's south of the firing line.

14

15 MS. DIANE CARSON:

16 And can somebody else say come in with a

17 garbage disposal and say I want part of this land for the

18 garbage disposal in the future?

19

20 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

21 Only - only on that portion of the property

22 that the Army has disposed of which is this property that

23 we're selling to Mr. Ford. The other property that we

24 disposed of that constitute the two (2) parks, you know

25 Krueger Lake area and the Western Wooded Parcel over by the
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1 airrieia?

2

3 MS. DIANE CARSON:

4 Right.

5

6 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

7 Because they were transferred under what is

8 called Public Benefit Conveyances there are only certain uses

9 allowed by those. And that type of operation they have to be

10 for public benefit. Park is a classic one (1). So the short

11 answer is on those parcels, no.

12

13 MS. DIANE CARSON:

14 Okay.

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 On the parcels, approximate four thousand

18 (4,000) acres that the Army is selling to Mr. Ford once he

19 owns that property, and he currently owns about twenty-eight

20 hundred (2800) acres, and I'm working on the last document

21 now to transfer the last twelve hundred (1200) to him, but

22 once he owns property there he's like any other landowner.

23 He can - if somebody comes in and wants to do

24 something like that if they meet the you know requirements,

25 whether they're county, city, state, whatever, then you know
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1 they can build houses, they can have theoretically a garbage

2 dump, whatever. But that would be regulated by the community

3 and the state as necessary.

4 He would have to have the required permits. But

5 that's no different than anyplace else. The Army would have

6 no involvement in that. It would not - no longer be our

7 property. The only thing the Army would be involved in is

8 that when we transfer the property to Mr. Ford there may be

9 some restrictions on the property.

10 What I mean by that is that in some of the

11 property that we sold to Mr. Ford there was a potential for

12 unexploded ordnance. The Army did a UXO clearance of those

13 areas down to four (4) feet below the surface. So on those

14 areas where we did that clearance there is a Deed Restriction

15 that says you cannot dig below four (4) feet. If you want to

16 do that, whether it's Mr. Ford or anybody that Mr. Ford sells

17 that property to, they have to go get the explosive ordnance

18 disposal expertise, come up with a plan, have the Army

19 approve it, go clear out below four (4) feet to whatever

20 depth, six (6), eight (8), ten (10) feet, whatever it is,

21 show us the results and if we're happy then the Army will

22 modify that restriction.

23 There's also a restriction on some of the

24 property for ground water use for drinking water. That's not

25 a real imposition because as you know you really can't pump
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1 the ground water out here to drink because the recharge rate

2 is basically zero (0). But because there is some ground water

3 contamination in some of the areas, because the Army did

4 solvents parts cleaning in some of the buildings and the

5 solvent just used to run out a tube in the building into a

6 solvent pit back in the 70's which was entirely legal at that

7 time, because nobody knew any better. We dug out those pits,

8 we've got monitoring wells all around them, and the bugs, the

9 natural bugs in the soil are slowly breaking down that stuff.

10 But until those levels are down at a certain acceptable level

11 no one (1) will be able to use the ground water for drinking

12 water. That's another restriction. And that runs with the

13 land until such time as that situation no longer exists so it

14 makes no difference who owns the property. But those are

15 basically the only restrictions on the property.

16 Any other questions or comments, suggestions on

17 institutional control for the Restricted Release License

18 Termination that the Army is proposing and hopefully will be

19 successful?

20 Now just for your information I mentioned that

21 the Army is currently scheduled to submit our documents to

22 the NRC by the end of December 2011. What will happen after

23 that is a fairly long and complicated sequence. What the NRC

24 does is take those documents and they do what's called an

25 Administrative Review of the documents and it's basically
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1 like a page check to make sure you've got your name and your

2 address and they have a check off sheet. It takes some sixty

3 (60) to ninety (90) days to do that. If it passes that

4 Administrative check, and I believe it's actually called an

5 Enhanced Administrative Review, if it passes that then they

6 will issue a notice in the Federal Register and it's a public

7 document. It comes out every day. And they will say that the

8 Army for Jefferson Proving Ground has submitted these

9 documents, the NRC has done an Enhanced Administrative Review

10 and passed that. We are now commencing a Detailed Technical

Ii Review and we are also going to be commencing an

12 Environmental Impact Statement under the National

13 Environmental Policy Act, NEPA. That's the NRC's. They have

14 to do that. That will take probably a year and a half (1 •)

15 to two (2) years. But they will also at that same time in

16 that notice afford the public an opportunity so that if they

17 want to request a hearing, a formal, legal, Administrative

18 Hearing on this topic, then they can request that hearing

19 from the NRC.

20 They have to establish what we call standing.

21 They have to live in the area, they have to have - they have

22 to prove that they are being potentially affected by this

23 action. And if they live in Chicago and they try to do it the

24 NRC would probably turn them down.

25
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1 MS. DIANE CARSON:

2 Right.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 But that's their call. So once they have

6 established standing if they are able to identify an issue,

7 what we call a contention, with these documents then they

8 would be granted a hearing.

9 And Save The Valley did this about two and a

10 half (2 %), three (3) years ago. We went through a convoluted

ii ah very burdensome exercise that was finally decided about a

12 year and a half (1 %) ago. And basically everything that Save

13 The Valley was asking for the three (3) judge panel denied.

14

15 MS. DIANE CARSON:

16 Un-huh (yes).

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 But that opportunity will present itself again

20 once we submit these documents. And right now we're looking

21 at somewhere between 2014 and 2016 before the license will be

22 terminated, somewhere in that ballpark right in there.

23

24 MS. DIANE CARSON:

25 But if you don't own the land?
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 We do own the land.

3

4 MS. DIANE CARSON:

5 Right now.

6

7 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

8 We own the fifty-one thousand (51,000) acres.

9

10 MS. DIANE CARSON:

11 But I mean if you just keep selling it off to

12 different people?

13

14 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

15 No. That fifty-one thousand (51,000) acres

16 that makes up the refuge and thousand (1,000) acres that the

17 Air Guard uses will always stay in Army ownership.

18

19 MS. DIANE CARSON:

20 Will the National Guard will still be able to

21 use it?

22

23 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

24 They're using the thousand (1,000) acres as an

25 air to ground training. But they're firing inerts, not
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1 explosive rounds.

2

3 MS. DIANE CARSON:

4 Right.

5

6 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

7 And only in those two (2) areas. And they're

8 part of the MOA also. The Army owns the property. They will

9 always own the property.

10

11 MS. DIANE CARSON:

12 And always be some protection until you walk

13 away?

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 There's going to be - you know like I said

17 those institutional controls.

18

19 MS. DIANE CARSON:

20 Yeah.

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 Those institutional controls are what we are

24 currently considering. It has - when we submit the documents.

25
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1 MS. DIANE CARSON:

2 Yeah.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 They will be formally proposed to the NRC.

6

7 MS. DIANE CARSON:

8 That sounds good. Thank you.

9

10 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

11 And so that's what we're currently - like I say

12 I'm not going to guarantee you that that's exactly what

13 they're going to say but those are the ones that we feel are

14 reasonable,' relevant and applicable.

15

16 MS. DIANE CARSON:

17 Right.

18

19 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

20 And they provide an enhanced level of security

21 and they also protect the Army's liability.

22

23 MS. DIANE CARSON:

24 Thank you.

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Any other comments or questions? Okay I guess

3 we're done. Thank you very much.

4 *****

5 CONCLUSION OF HEARING

6
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1 A public hearing of the Jefferson Proving

2 Ground Restoration Advisory Board meeting was held at the

3 Madison-Jefferson County Public Library, 420 West Main

4 Street, Madison, IN at 7:00 P.M. on June 25, 2009.

5

6 OPENING STATEMENTS BY MR. PAUL CLOUD:

7 Good evening. My name is Paul Cloud. I work

8 for the United States Army and I am the Radiation Safety

9 Officer for Jefferson Proving Ground among other functions

10 that I perform.

11 The meeting tonight has the cover page on slide

12 presentations indicating we're going to talk about

13 institutional controls for the termination of the Depleted

14 Uranium License that the Army currently holds at JPG. Let me

15 give you a little background on that issue before we get into

16 the - the slide presentation itself.

17 For an agency or a business to have

18 radiological material, something that's licensed by the

19 Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the NRC, they are required

20 to have a license to perform whatever legitimate function

21 they're going to use it for. Hospitals have it for some of

22 the radiological equipment and material they have. The Army

23 had it at Jefferson Proving Ground because the Army fired

24 depleted uranium tank projectiles there, the 105 and the 120

25 millimeter shells. And we were in possession of that material
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1 after it was fired so the Army had to have this license for

2 the possession of that material. Now as long as the Army was

3 active at Jefferson Proving Ground that license just

4 continues on and a part of the license requirement was that

5 the Army had to sample and analyze soil, the sediment, the

6 ground water and the surface water every six (6) months and

7 report the results to the NRC to see if the material was

8 moving off the Proving Ground and thereby possibly creating

9 an exposure hazard to the surrounding population.

10 The Proving Ground as you all know has been

ii closed since 1995. There is a requirement in the NRC

12 regulations that say once you cease to perform the function

13 for which you were granted your license you have to close out

14 or terminate that license. There are currently only two (2)

15 ways you can terminate or close an NRC license. One (1) is

16 called Unrestricted Release and the other is called

17 Restricted Release. The basic difference between those two

18 (2) options are for Unrestricted Release the licensee goes

19 into whatever area is currently licensed and cleans up that

20 area to a level that the residual radia - radioactive

21 material and radiation exposure levels are so low that there

22 is no possibility that if someone was out there living,

23 growing food, drinking the water, whatever would exceed the

24 current radiation exposure limit. That's Unrestricted

25 Release.
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1 Restricted Release is the other option. That

2 option allows the licensee the opportunity if they can

3 demonstrate to the NRC that the material is not moving within

4 the thousand (1,000) year time span that the NRC regulates

5 this material then with certain institutional controls, and

6 that's what we're talking about tonight, with the addition of

7 those institutional controls then the license is allowed to

8 be terminated in a restricted sense and the material can stay

9 where it is.

10 One (1) of the fundamental differences also

11 between a restricted and unrestricted as it applies to

12 Jefferson Proving Ground is that the Depleted Uranium Impact

13 Area at JPG is obviously north of the firing line in the

14 Impact Area. But it is also in the center of the unexploded

15 ordnance area. In that particular area we estimate there are

16 on average at least eighty (80) rounds of high exploded -

17 unexploded ordnance per acre. So when you multiply that by

18 the two thousand (2,000) acres in the DU area you can see

19 that there is probably a lot of high explosive unexploded

20 ordnance out there.

21 For that and a number of other reasons

22 personnel safety, endangered species and cost, the Army has

23 selected the Restricted Release option to terminate the

24 license here at JPG. Under NRC regulations if a licensee

25 selects the Restricted Release Termination option one (1) of
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1 the requirements is that that licensee provide to the

2 potentially affected public an opportunity to provide input

3 on institutional controls that the licensee is considering

4 that will be subsequently submitted to the NRC for approval.

5 And that's what this meeting is here tonight. Last night we

6 had a meeting in Versailles at the elementary school and the

7 night before that we had one (1) in the library in North

8 Vernon. Now we did this last fall but it was in a somewhat

9 different format and we didn't have anywhere near this

10 attendance. And we had some problems with soliciting input

11 because we didn't really enter into any kind of dialogue.

12 While we reviewed that and considered and said you know I

13 think we're going to try it a little differently this time

14 and we're actually going to show some of the institutional

15 controls that we're currently considering and enter into more

16 of a one (1) on one (1) dialogue with the population if they

17 so choose to.

18 So that's the intention tonight and that's the

19 reason we're here. We do like I say have a Court Reporter for

20 a verbatim transcript. As you go through the slides what you

21 will see is we talk about the regulatory requirements. The

22 first several slides are a verbatim copy right out of the

23 Code of Federal Regulations that specify why we're here

24 tonight for this particular meeting.

25 Because we, as the Army licensee for the
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1 depleted uranium, and we're seeing a Restricted Release

2 License Termination providing the potentially affected public

3 with an opportunity to provide input on the issue of

4 institutional control. That will take four (4), five (5), or

5 six (6) slides. When you see that not only on the screen but

6 if you have a copy of the slide it is fairly dry, fairly

7 legalistic wording. What I have after that is one (1) slide

8 in layman's terms, plain English. Basically it says what does

9 this really mean and that's what that slide will tell you.

10 After that we have a few slides on our past

11 operations from 1983 before we started firing DU penetrators

12 until the present. And then the second to last slide will

13 show you the - some potential institutional controls that the

14 Army is currently considering. And then the last slide

15 basically is public input.

16 Now if you have a question at any time feel

17 free to raise your hand and I can - we can do it then or if

18 you want to wait until the end we'll wait until the end. It

19 makes no difference. It's your convenience.

20 Okay again the next several slides are just a

21 verbatim repeat back of what the regulations specify of a

22 licensee for public input if they're seeking a Restricted

23 Release License Termination and telling them how and what

24 they have to do regarding the issue of institutional

25 controls. I won't read all this to you because it's kind of
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1 boring but the bottom line is that if a licensee is in fact

2 seeking to have a Restricted Release License Termination they

3 are required to provide an opportunity and seek out public

4 input for discussion on possible potential institutional

5 controls. And when we get to the second to last slide you'll

6 see some of the ones we're considering and that'll give you a

7 better idea of what institutional controls really are.

8

9 MR. KEVIN HERRON

10 Paul?

11

12 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

13 Yes sir?

14

15 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

16 On mine and everybody else's the print out is

17 not here.

18

19 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

20 Put your name on the - you know put an asterisk

21 by your name on the attendance sheet and we'll make sure you

22 get a copy. If anyone else has it, the same thing. I haven't

23 seen that on many of the others but it may just be a fluke on

24 yours.

25
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1 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

2 Are they going to be available on the website?

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 Ultimately they will be but it will be on the

6 NRC's website and that's one (1) of the things you will see

7 in the presentation is that we are giving the website address

8 for the NRC publicly acceptable data base. And if you address

9 - if you access that website and you type in the name

10 Jefferson Proving Ground you will see hundreds of items

11 listed. And if you printed out every one (1) of those you

12 better go buy a lot of paper because it will probably be

13 fifteen (15) or twenty (20) feet tall, literally. Because we

14 have provided them with a lot of information.

15

16 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

17 Paul page nine (9), the page what does this

18 mean?

19

20 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

21 Yes sir?

22

23 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

24 Who - who made it - who did this the Army or

25 who?
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 I wrote that. I wrote that.

3

4 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

5 You wrote that?

6

7 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

8 I was trying to put it into just layman's words

9 as to what that means.

10

11 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

12 Okay.

13

14 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

15 Again here's some of the criteria that

16 institutional controls have to satisfy. You can't have the

17 population exceed 25 mrem per year. Twenty-five (25) mrem may

18 be one (1) or two (2) chest x-rays equivalent per year.

19 That's kind of an equivalent exposure rate. That gives you

20 kind of a feel for the exposure that we're talking about. You

21 can't exceed that.

22 Any institutional control has to be enforceable

23 and it cannot impose an undue burden on the local population.

24 So those are some thoughts to keep in mind as we go through

25 the presentation. And then when we get to the point where you
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1 have an opportunity to discuss this institutional control and

2 you see some of the ones that Army is currently considering

3 then we can you know talk about it at your convenience.

4 Again this is just more of the specific

5 language that is in the Code of Federal Regulations. If you

6 go to any web browser and you type in 10 Code of Federal

7 Regulations 20.1403(d) you will get exactly this. This is a

8 verbatim copy of what that regulation is.

9 Again an opportunity for a comprehensive,

10 collective discussion on the issues by the participants

11 represented: a publicly available summary of the results of

12 all such discussions, including a description of the

13 individual viewpoints. When we get done you will have a

14 verbatim transcript not only of this meeting but the two (2)

15 meetings we had in the last two (2) nights. My contractor

16 will take those, we will analyze those responses and those

17 questions or dialogue and we will respond to them. And when

18 we submit the paper work to the NRC requesting this License

19 Termination that will be either an enclosure or an appendix

20 but it will be part of that document.

21 We will submit that to the NRC and they will

22 post that on their website and you will be able to see

23 everything that occurred as a result of this meeting, not

24 only any questions or dialogue, discussion we had here, but

25 our responses to those questions and dialogue. And I'll get
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1 into a little bit more about what happens after we submit the

2 documents to the NRC just before I open it up for the more

3 formal public input.

4 Okay. This kind of is like Kevin, Mr. Herron,

5 from the Indiana Department of Environmental Management just

6 asked, this is kind of a layman's term plain English about

7 what all that formal language means. Bottom line if the Army

8 is successful in demonstrating that the depleted uranium at

9 Jefferson Proving Ground will not cause an exceedance for

10 human radiological exposure than the approximate (75,000)

ii kilograms of DU will remain at JPG forever with certain

12 institutional controls in effect.

13 The past operations at the Proving Ground back

14 in 1983 before they started firing depleted uranium

15 projectiles they did a Baseline Environmental Study. That's a

16 snapshot of the environmental condition of the area where

17 they fired the DU to see what it was like before there was

18 any radiological material out there.

19 Subsequent to that from '84 to '94 they fired

20 tank penetrators, initially the 105 and then later in a

21 modification to the tank a 120 millimeter round. But those

22 were the only two (2) types of DU that were ever fired out at

23 JPG.

24 This other point right here is a fairly

25 significant point. Soft target testing. You will see a
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1 picture later on of the DU trench and in that picture you

2 will see in the very front of it two (2) telephone poles that

3 are erected that are maybe a hundred (100) feet across or

4 apart. And there's a rope stretched between them. The Army

5 hung from that rope either cloth or plywood targets and DU

6 would fly through that. These targets were spaced at thousand

7 (1,000) meter intervals.

8 The testing that the Army did there at - here

9 at JPG is called accuracy, trajectory accuracy testing. DU

10 penetrators are very flat trajectory. It doesn't arch up and

11 then come down when it's fired from a tank. It's very fast

12 and very flat. The testing that JPG did here was that type to

13 verify that trajectory would stay flat.

14 There is another type of testing, was not

15 performed here, was performed at Aberdeen Proving Ground and

16 they performed it at Yuma called hard target testing. The

17 hard targets is when they fire the DU penetrator and it hits

18 armor plate. The significant different being that when you

19 fire a DU penetrator against armor plate it will go right

20 through it. However, it will also cause a fine mist of DU to

21 be generated. We call it aerialization.

22 If you have aerialization and you also have

23 spiders in your area, like prescribed burns like the Army

24 used to do or like the Fish and Wildlife Service does not at

25 JPG, there is a potential for the material because it is much
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1 smaller and lighter to become airborne and transported

2 someplace where you might not want it to be. That is not the

3 case here because we didn't do hard target testing. What you

4 have at JPG is impact penetrators, large portions of

5 penetrators or chunks of penetrators. The one (1) thing you

6 need to be aware of is that DU is twice as dense as lead. It

7 is very heavy. So for a given amount of DU it's twice as

8 heavy as lead. If you've ever picked up a brick of lead and

9 held it in your hand it's like forty (40), fifty (50) pounds.

10 If you have a brick of DU in your other hand it's going to

ii weigh over a hundred (100) . So it's very heavy.

12 Okay. From 1984 when we started the penetrators

13 until the present under a requirement on our license the Army

14 sampled every six (6) months and they analyzed the ground and

15 surface water and the soil and the sediment. To date we have

16 not received any indication that the material is moving

17 anywhere.

18 In May of 2005 the Army submitted, in

19 accordance with NRC regulations, a request for what's called

20 an alternate decommissioning schedule. And with that request

21 we submitted what was called the Field Sampling Plan. That

22 was a proposal to do a five (5) year Site Characterization

23 Study, a very in depth technical analysis of the area in and

24 around the DU area, the ground water, the surface water, the

25 soil and the sediments and anything else.
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1 We sampled deer. We took biological samples of

2 thirty (30) deer and analyzed them for DU uptakes. That was

3 one (1) of the things that were in that - that Site

4 Characterization. At the end of that Site Characterization if

5 we have enough information and we still believe, as we do

6 today, that the material is not migrating or moving out since

7 that - over that thousand (1,000) year time span that the NRC

8 regulates, that it will not cause the population here to

9 exceed a radiological exposure limit the Army will in fact

10 submit that to the NRC for a License Termination under

11 Restricted Release conditions. But we will also as I said

12 have in there the institutional controls that we're going to

13 propose in addition to that. And I'll get into that in a

14 minute.

15 Okay. Everything that we have submitted to the

16 NRC is publicly available knowledge. There is nothing

17 classified about it. It's all readily available. You can go

18 to this website right here, the last line, type that into

19 your web browser, you'll come up with a screen, type in

20 Jefferson Proving Ground and you will see literally hundreds

21 of hits. If you want to get more sophisticated and specific

22 you can type in Site Characterization, Field Sampling Study

23 or addendums or a lot - the Administrative Hearing that we

24 had a year and a half (1 %) ago and you'll see all those

25 hits. Again if you want to print out all that stuff get a lot
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1 of paper. I mean literally it will be fifteen (15) to twenty

2 (20) feet high.

3 This is what the penetrator looks in flight

4 after it's been fired from a tank. And essentially it's a big

5 dart. And when you see them, if you saw them out in the DU

6 area which I have, they basically look like rebar about that

7 big around (indicating) maybe about half ( M ), three-

8 quarters ( Y4 ) of an inch in diameter. Very hard, very dense.

9 This is the DU trench from ground level. This

10 is basically around C Road looking north. This gentlemen is

11 Richard Herring. He used to work at the Proving Ground. He

12 used to be the RSO. In fact Richard is here tonight. But what

13 this picture really wants - is intended to show you is that

14 this open area here didn't use to be open. It's open because

15 when the penetrators flew through there they were like a big

16 lawnmower and they just knocked all the vegetation and all

17 the trees down. You go out there now just fifteen (15) years

18 after we fired the last penetrator it looks nothing like

19 this. Another fifteen (15) years it will look like it does on

20 the left and the right side because it's filling back in.

21 This is what the trench looked like from

22 overhead. And this was almost twenty (20) years ago around

23 1990. Again fifteen (15) or twenty (20) years from now even

24 the overhead shot you might not be able to tell.

25 And here, down here at the bottom of the slide,
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1 there are the telephone poles I was mentioning before, the

2 ropes, and that's where the targets, the soft targets were

3 strung and they were spaced at thousand (1,000) meter

4 intervals and the tank rounds would fly through those and

5 they would check with - to see if the trajectory was staying

6 flat as it's designed to. Say your name please.

7

8 MR. RICK REUSS:

9 Yeah. How - how far a flight is that? How wide

10 is that map right there?

11

12 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

13 You mean the DU trench?

14

15 MR. RICK REUSS:

16 Un-huh (yes).

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 Probably what, fifty (50) to a hundred (100)

20 feet.

21

22 MR. RICK REUSS:

23 So it's - the two thousand (2,000) acres, is

24 that trench?

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 That's around it. That trench is approximately

3 in the middle of that. That's five hundred (500) center

4 firing position or as the result of DU rounds that were fired

5 from the five hundred (500) center firing position at the

6 firing line.

7

8 MR. RICK REUSS:

9 How far is two thousand (2,000) acres in that

10 picture, can you tell?

11

12 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

13 This is - like I said this is - well it goes

14 up. This is probably C Road right in here somewhere

15 (indicating). The DU area goes all the way up to F Road, two

16 (2) or three (3) miles up the way. If you really want to see

17 a prospective of it come out to the Proving Ground, we'll

18 give you a USGS map and it's got the DU outline on it and

19 it'll show you just exactly where it is and how big it is.

20 All you have to do is see Mr. Ken Knouf.

21

22 MR. RICK REUSS:

23 I'm a city kid.

24

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Say again.

3

4 MR. RICK REUSS:

5 I'm a city kid. Acres never mean that much to

6 me.

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 Well the two thousand (2,000) acres that the DU

10 area is comprised of and what the NRC regulates is a subset

11 or a part of the fifty-one thousand (51,000) acres that makes

12 up the impact range.

13

14 MR. JOSEPH SKIBINSKI:

15 It's roughly one (1) mile wide by three (3)

16 miles long and the trench is roughly one (1) mile long.

17

18 MR. RICK REUSS:

19 Okay.

20

21 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

22 It's also - if you go to the perimeter of the

23 DU area, north, east, south, west the minimum distance from

24 the perimeter of the DU area to the perimeter of the adjacent

25 area of the Proving Ground like this 421 or the west side or
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1 at the firing line it's a minimum of one and a half (1 A),

2 two (2) miles. That's how far it is into the Impact Area.

3 Does that answer your question?

4

5 MR. RICK REUSS:

6 Yes sir.

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 Okay. Second to last slide. I won't put up the

10 last slide because the last slide just says public input.

11 These are some of the potential institutional

12 controls that the Army is currently considering. The top one

13 (1) is a very significant one (1). Continued Army ownership

14 of the area north of the firing line. The NRC has come on

15 record, and it's in the public record if you dig deep enough,

16 and they have identified the Army as what they call and

17 define it as an enduring entity. That means we're going to be

18 around basically forever. We're part of the Federal

19 Government. If the Federal Government goes away there's going

20 to be a lot more problems than some DU or UXO or anything

21 else. So they define us as an enduring entity. So that's a

22 very significant and important thing.

23 The Army would continue to own all the property

24 north of the firing line. Maintain the fence around the area

25 north of the firing line. That's the chain link fence you see
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1 along 421 with the barbed wire on top with the signs on it.

2 We have locked road barricades. If you ever

3 travel 421 you will see that a lot of the roads run parallel

4 east to west and there are locked barricades there. The only

5 time those barricades are unlocked is during the hunting

6 season for deer and turkey season. And those allow a certain

7 number of the populous to go in and hunt but we have another

8 set of those barricades inside the surrounding DU area that

9 are never unlocked. So we actually have two (2) sets of

10 locks, locked barricades on the road so you can't drive to

11 the DU area unless you're working for the Army or you're Army

12 contractor and you have specific permission to get into the

13 DU area.

14 So we have locked road barricades, controlled

15 access north of the firing line anywhere. If any of you have

16 ever gone out to the Proving Ground to visit the refuge you

17 know that you have to see the safety video. You have to sign

18 an acknowledgement of danger form. You have to go through

19 their access points to control where you go, when and when

20 you come back and they check you in and out. It's a very

21 controlled situation. You just can't go anywhere and do

22 anything.

23 And then there is restricted access for the DU

24 area. We're also looking at around the DU area we have

25 radiological notification signs that say this is a
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1 radiological area and they surround the perimeter of the DU

2 area.

3 So these are the potential institutional

4 controls that the Army is currently considering. Now I can't

5 guarantee you that when the documents are submitted to NRC

6 that when you get to that section of the document that they -

7 the institutional controls that we have up here are going to

8 read exactly like that. But that's what we think is

9 reasonable and it ensures an enhanced level of safety and a

10 prevention of exposure to the general public that would cause

11 an excess - an excessive radiological exposure.

12 Before I open it up for questions let me just

13 give you a little information on the schedule of what happens

14 after the Army submits the documents to the NRC. Right now

15 we're required to submit the Termination Plan and the

16 Environmental Report that goes along with it. It will be two

17 (2) documents by the end of December 2011. If we stay on that

18 schedule, which right now it appears we will, then the NRC

19 will get the documents, they will perform a sixty (60) to

20 ninety (90) day Enhanced Administrative Review of the

21 document. That usually takes sixty (60) to ninety (90) days.

22 So sometime late spring or early summer of 2012 if the

23 documents pass that Administrative Review they will issue a

24 Federal Register Notice in the Federal Register that comes

25 out every day, every work day, and they will basically say
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1 the following. We have received these documents from the Army

2 for the Restricted Release License Termination of the

3 Depleted Uranium License in the Jefferson Proving Ground. It

4 has passed the Enhanced Administrative Review, we are now

5 commencing our Detailed Technical Review and our

6 Environmental Impact Statement exercise. They have to do

7 those. That exercise, both of those, take about a year and a

8 half (1 %), two (2) years.

9 At the same time they will make an announcement

10 that they are now affording the general public and the

11 potentially affected public an opportunity to request an

12 Administrative Hearing on these documents. They afford the

13 public an opportunity to say okay we've gotten these

14 documents, we looked at them, we don't like them. We don't

15 like them for this reason whatever that reason or reasons may

16 be. They would send a letter to the NRC stating we want a

17 hearing. There's two (2) things they have to do. They have to

18 establish what's called standing.

19 Standing means that you can't live in Chicago

20 and have no association here and request a hearing. You have

21 to be potentially, directly affected. So if you live in

22 Chicago and you want a hearing it's going to probably get

23 denied. Let's say you live around here, you request a hearing

24 and then you've established standing that you could be

25 potentially affected if the material gets off the Proving
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1 Ground and you are exposed to a level that would have caused

2 an exceedance, greater than that 25 mrem per year. Then you

3 have to identify a problem with the document. The math is

4 wrong or we didn't sample enough of this or we didn't sample

5 this at all, whatever. If the NRC believes that that is a

6 valid contention, and that's what it's called, they will

7 grant you a hearing.

8 We had such a hearing about a year and a half

9 (1 M) ago. Save The Valley had a hearing granted on the

10 actual Field Sampling Plan and a request for the alternate

11 decommissioning schedule which went through a long period of

12 discussions with them, finally ended up having a hearing down

13 at City Hall and there was a three (3) judge panel from the

14 NRC. They ruled last year and their ruling was that position

15 of the Army and the NRC, who supported the Army's position,

16 was valid and the request from Save The Valley was denied.

17 But it is still an opportunity for the public to do that

18 should they so seek.

19 So right now we're looking at probably sometime

20 in the time span of 2014 to 2016 before the NRC would be in a

21 position to say whether or not they're going to terminate the

22 license under Restricted Release conditions assuming we have

23 provided them with sufficient technical information that

24 demonstrates that over their thousand (1,000) year regulatory

25 time span the material is not going to move to cause an
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1 exceedance of exposure to the general public and we have

2 satisfactory institutional controls in effect.

3 So with that I'd like to open it up to the

4 public for a discussion about institutional controls. Yes

5 ma'am could you wait until the lady gets over there with the

6 mic?

7

8 MS. CHRISTI RISK:

9 Hi, my name is Christi Risk. I am not an expert

10 on DU whatsoever. I just learned about this recently so I'm

11 not going to pretend that I am. But I do have concerns. And

12 one (1) of my concerns is that I don't see anything there

13 about the Army's continuing to test the area around the DU

14 area in the Jefferson County Proving Ground. This stays in -

15 the way I understand it this stays in the environment for

16 billions of years.

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 That's correct.

20

21 MS. CHRISTI RISK:

22 So I don't know why ten (10) years of testing

23 proves anything.

24

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 What it shows is, and the NRC has mathematical

3 models that they put this and that they have utilized for a

4 long time. They put the data in there and it will project

5 over that time span based on the analytical results you get

6 from the soil, the sediments, the ground water, the surface

7 water, the amount and types of soil that you have, the

8 movement of the water, so on and so forth. And the erosion

9 and the corrosion rate of the depleted uranium. You factor

10 all that in and then they can look at it and see whether or

11 not it does have the potential to move outside the boundaries

12 that you're controlling.

13

14 MS. CHRISTI RISK:

15 Okay. There's been an extensive study of just

16 how DU moves?

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 That - not only have there been but we are

20 conducting some of those right now. That's part of the Site

21 Characterization.

22

23 MS. CHRISTI RISK:

24 They are being conducted right now?

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Yes ma'am.

3

4 MS. CHRISTI RISK:

5 So we don't have a large history of DU and how

6 this travels?

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 We have some - the international community has

10 some - if you click on to depleted uranium you will see a

11 number of studies in Europe, Great Britain, the United

12 Nations has studies, and there are also a number of studies

13 in the United States. So we are also - we are doing the

14 studies here that are specific to the conditions here.

15 You may have information of studies out

16 someplace else. Like I say you had a study for Yuma Proving

17 Ground. Well the soil out there is very sandy and porous,

18 very different from here. So you can do a study out there for

19 transport or migration of movement of the DU in that soil,

20 there's no relevance here. So you have to do it for a

21 specific site.

22

23 MS. CHRISTI RISK:

24 What I've read is - is I understand this is

25 actually being outlawed in some countries, DU.
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 I have no information on that.

3

4 MS. CHRISTI RISK:

5 Okay. This is something I've read and I just

6 want to know. I think it's just an educated guess what we

7 think that it's not going to go anywhere or that it's going

8 to stay where it's at. We're not going to do any more

9 testing. I just - I have a concern with that.

10

11 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

12 I appreciate that. One (1) of the things that

13 you should be aware of the current state of the NRC

14 regulations are the following: if you close a license, you

15 know once you stop performing the function for which you got

16 the license for, you have to close the license. Once that

17 license is closed you can't have active monitoring because

18 they're diametrically opposed. To have active monitoring you

19 have to have an active license. That's the NRC regulations.

20 It's not anything that the Army requested or asked for,

21 generated or influenced. That is how they wrote their

22 regulations. Yes ma'am? Just a second.

23

24 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

25 Your name again sir is what?
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Paul Cloud.

3

4 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

5 Okay Paul. My name is Sharon Richards-Weiser.

6 And I was born and raised here. I lived here until August of

7 1976 and moved to Indianapolis and now I live in Columbus,

8 Ohio. However I'm back this week to visit my family and I may

9 move back here. And now it looks like I have another reason

10 to move back here.

11 My biggest concern is this. The original

12 Environmental Baseline Study is based on the premise that

13 there was no radiological activity occurring at Jefferson

14 County Proving Ground prior to 1983. Is that correct?

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 It was - it was not based on that. It was

18 performed to get a snapshot of what the radiological levels

19 were prior to firing the DU. It wasn't based on any premise.

20

21 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

22 Okay. So that was not an element or premise for

23 that. So in terms of other areas in Indiana in 1983 that had

24 not been a proving ground area was it comparable in

25 background radiation is my first question?
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 To the best of my recollection the answer is

3 yes. However, one (1) of the things you need to understand

4 that uranium is a naturally occurring element in nature.

5

6 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

7 And we understand that.

8

9 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

10 And is also commonly occurring in potash and

11 fertilizer. And just so that you understand some of the

12 dynamics of the Proving Ground we have copies of studies that

13 the Fish and Wildlife Service have done on some of the

14 streams that go through the Proving Ground.

15 One (1) of the streams goes right through the

16 DU area. And they did their study to look at the quality of

17 the water and the fish habitat, okay? What they found was

18 something that we had always suspected but we couldn't point

19 to a - a scientific document and say this proves it. Well

20 their document proves it. And what they proved basically is

21 that the Proving Ground basically acts as a filter. Anything

22 that comes in from the northeast via the stream gets filtered

23 out within the Proving Ground so that the water is actually

24 much better coming out. But even the water inside the Proving

25 Ground is of very, very good quality.
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1 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

2 So in other words as far as most locations in

3 Indiana it wouldn't be much different?

4

5 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

6 Should not be.

7

8 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

9 Of the base line?

20

11 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

12 Should not be. But it depends on the specifics.

13 I won't --

14

15 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

16 Right.

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 I won't even begin to guess.

20

21 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

22 Because uranium occurs in things like granite

23 and some variety of other things and so you can't say

24 specifically, no it's going to be just exactly like

25 everything else because there's natural variations.
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Un-huh (yes).

3

4 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

5 Based on the geological formations in the

6 underlying soil layers. So that's not a concern but my

7 concern is this.

8 Potential institutional control provision talk

9 about continued Army ownership of the property north of the

10 firing line. You yourself said that an area around the DU

11 trench area for one and a half (1 %) to two (2) miles should

12 be inclusive of that area that is sort of controlled in order

13 to maintain safety, is that correct?

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 That's not what I said at all.

17

18 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

19 Okay.

20

21 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

22 What I said was that is --

23

24 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

25 Certify it if you please?
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 If you see a copy of the map that I referenced

3 to the gentleman before, the USGS map, very long and tall.

4

5 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

6 Right.

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 You can come out to the Proving Ground and get

10 a copy too if you'd like. We have hundreds.

11

12 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

13 Okay.

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 In that map it shows the outline of the entire

17 facility, the whole fifty-five thousand (55,000) acres, and

18 that's not only the fifty-one thousand (51,000) acres north

19 of the firing line but it also includes the four thousand

20 (4,000) acres south in the Cantonment Area that we're

21 disposing of okay? Within that fifty-one thousand (51,000)

22 acres there is a rectangle as Mr. Skibinski so indicated

23 about one (1) mile wide by about three (3) miles long.

24

25
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1 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

2 Okay.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 What I said was if you go to the perimeter of

6 any of the sites of that rectangle that it's one and a half

7 (1 M) to two (2) miles from that site, which is the boundary

8 of the DU area to the perimeter of the Proving Ground where

9 the general public has access to, unrestricted.

10

11 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

12 Okay.

13

14 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

15 That's all I said.

16

17 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

18 My - my concern is right now if they would

19 grant you this Restricted --

20

21 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

22 Release.

23

24 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

25 Release that what is on the ownership going to
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1 consist of? Is it going to be active duty Army personnel who

2 are going to guard this site? I believe that there is a need

3 for active duty personnel to guard that site twenty-four

4 seven (24/7), ad infinitum, for a thousand (1,000) years or

5 more because we now have circumstances occurring in our

6 country where we have people who are moving in from other

7 parts of the world and they are integrating, supposedly

8 integrating into our culture. Some of those people do not

9 have the same goals as the majority of the citizens do.

10 Instead they've come over here to figure out a way how to

ii tear everything up a little bit at a time.

12 Rather than to go into great detail at this

13 point in time, because I don't want to come across as being

14 someone who ah has hard feelings against any particular

15 culture or ethnicity, I have discovered just from living in

16 Columbus, Ohio that there are terrorist operations there

17 that's come to light, including people doing foolish things

18 like trying to blow up the local mall and also use access to

19 nuclear technology for perhaps things that are not peaceful

20 operation. And that in another generation, maybe in as few as

21 ten (10) years because they now have second and third

22 generation children living here who are American citizens but

23 who are still tied to their parents and grandparents

24 homeland, who have goals that are not in line with the normal

25 citizenry and would possibly represent a threat and therefore
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1 the Army would need to keep a detail of personnel on active

2 duty twenty-four seven (24/7) for a very long time because

3 these people would be interested in obtaining depleted

4 uranium for a variety of purposes, none of which would be

5 peaceful.

6

7 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

8 Thank you. I'll respond only in generalities

9 because I can't tell you what the Army will decide regarding

10 your specific suggestion about continued Army presidency -

11 presence in guard there.

12 But in general one (1) of the reasons or one

13 (1) of the conditions that exists at JPG is self-evident.

14 It's a closed facility. Okay. The Army and the Federal

15 Government, the Department of Defense's purpose in closing it

16 was to close it and not continue to spend money there.

17 As you - as a lot of people know the Army

18 entered into a Memorandum of Agreement with the Fish and

19 Wildlife Service and the Air Force. The Fish and Wildlife

20 Service have an overlay refuge, Big Oaks National Wildlife

21 Refuge on top of the Army property north of the firing line

22 approximately fifty thousand (50,000) acres. The Indiana Air

23 Guard through the Air Force utilizes the other thousand

24 (1,000) acres for air to ground training range. Okay, they

25 don't fire anything explosive.
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1 Having said all that one (1) of the main

2 purposes of that Memorandum of Agreement was to alleviate the

3 Army from certain what we call infrastructure costs of an

4 annual basis at the Proving Ground because it is closed.

5 Between the Fish and Wildlife Service and the Air Guard they

6 probably spend somewhere in the neighborhood of two hundred

7 ($200,000) to four hundred thousand ($400,000) dollars a year

8 on fence maintenance, road maintenance, signage and things of

9 that nature. So as an indication of what the Army's thinking

10 may be on that subject about having either active duty

ii military or some armed guards there, you might get an

12 indication of what the Army would be thinking about as they

13 respond to your suggestion. I won't tell you what the formal

14 response is yet because that's something that we would have

15 to discuss before we come up with a formal response.

16 But to let you know you are the first. On the

17 three (3) meetings we've had you are the first one (1) to

18 come up with a suggestion for an additional or alternate

19 institutional control. So that's - that's pretty important.

20 Thank you.

21 Any other comments? Yes sir. Just a second.

22

23 MR. RANDALL MORTON:

24 Randall Morton. I've lived here ah most of my

25 life. The ah - ah this is - these are Javelins low trajectory
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1 coming in.

2

3 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

4 They're about this long (indicating).

5

6 MR. RANDALL MORTON:

7 And they're coated with --

8

9 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

10 No, they're solid.

11

12 MR. RANDALL MORTON:

13 Solid?

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 They're a combination of depleted uranium and

17 tungsten.

18

19 MR. RANDALL MORTON:

20 You can see them from --

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 Tungsten and carbide alloy.

24

25
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1 MR. RANDALL MORTON:

2 You can see them from space.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 No.

6

7 MR. RANDALL MORTON:

8 We should be able to map things.

9

10 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

11 No.

12

13 MR. RANDALL MORTON:

14 We should know where they are.

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 No. The only way you can find them once they

18 have been fired out there and they're in the ground is you

19 have to have a radiological meter that's designed to pick up

20 radiation and you have to be probably as far as you are from

21 me right now.

22

23 MR. RANDALL MORTON:

24 Maybe we can't do it now.

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 You can't - really won't be able to see them.

3

4 MR. RANDALL MORTON:

5 Maybe we will be able to.

6

7 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

8 They don't glow in the dark.

9

10 MR. RANDALL MORTON:

11 Right. But when they come in at a high speed at

12 a low - at a low angle they're probably not where - I mean

13 it's like a heat thing. It's like an M-16 bullet. Where do -

14 do they crumble, do they go - how deep do they penetrate?

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 They can go anywhere from the surface to maybe

18 fifteen (15) or twenty (20) feet. It depends on where they

19 hit.

20

21 MR. RANDALL MORTON:

22 But nothing ever --

23

24 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

25 And the condition of the soil at the time. But
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1 that's why one (1) of the - one (1) of the things we have

2 done and we're continuing to do on this Site

3 Characterization, we went out and dug twenty-two (22)

4 additional ground water wells in and around the DU area. We

5 had unexploded ordnance people there as they dug that well.

6 They would go down - they would sweep the area first to make

7 sure it was clear and the drill rig would start and they

8 would dig two (2) feet, they would pull the drill rig out and

9 the guy would put his probe down and see if there was any

10 ordnance there. If it was clear they would go down a couple

11 more feet and they did that like that until they hit bedrock.

12 And then we continued through the bedrock until we got to the

13 ground water. So that's one (1) of the things we're doing to

14 see if in fact the material is getting down to the ground

15 water.

16

17 MR. RANDALL MORTON:

18 But we have unmanned things that can fire

19 unexploded ordnance in Iraq and what not. Is there a way that

20 we can like concrete this thing over and forget about it?

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 If you go to the Army's website, and I can give

24 you the address, there is a what we call an Administrative

25 Record. In that Administrative Record there is a copy of what
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1 we refer to as the Mason and Hangar Study. This was a study

2 done back in the early 90's. I think it was 1992 or 1993. At

3 that time, this was almost twenty (20) years ago, the

4 estimated cost to go clean up the area north of the firing

5 line was seven ($7) to nine billion ($9,000,000,000). You

6 could probably double that number now. That was for

7 Unrestricted Release. That's one (1) document you can look

8 at.

9 If you go to the NRC's website that I put up

10 there or to our website and look for the Environmental Impact

ii Statement that the Army did in 19 - well if you look at the

12 one (1), the Environmental Impact Statement for 1995 in there

13 there is a color graph, a color chart, picture, map of JPG.

14 And earlier in the discussion I talked about the eighty (80)

15 plus rounds of high exploded ordnance per acre in the DU

16 area. There is that color coded chart in there on the map and

17 it will show you the different concentrations of estimate

18 high explosive ordnance per acre in the various areas north

19 of the firing line.

20 Also on the NRC's website back in 2002 we

21 submitted documents to the NRC that estimated the cost for an

22 Unrestricted Release License Termination, this is in 2002

23 dollars, so that's seven (7) years ago, at that time we

24 estimated somewhere between two ($200,000,000) and three

25 hundred million ($300,000,000) dollars. Now this is a
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1 reminder. The Army gets its money, it's on the taxpayer.

2 Just a minute. Wait until we get a mic. Yes

3 ma'am?

4

5 MS. GLORIA DONOVAN:

6 I'm Gloria Donovan. And I don't know anything

7 about this. All I know is that that should be part of the

8 cost of you being able to use our fifty-one thousand (51,000)

9 acres of ground for sixty (60) years to do whatever you

10 wanted. I shouldn't have to be smart enough to find holes in

11 your argument in order for you to know that you owe us that.

12

13 ( APPLAUSE

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 Any other comments or questions on

17 institutional control? Mary?

18

19 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

20 I'm Mary Clashman. I opposed the granting of

21 your license in this very room in the 1980's and I have

22 opposed it ever since.

23 But I would like to ask you: it says here on

24 your number page nine (9) (reading) it says the approximate

25 75,000 kilograms about a hundred and sixty-five thousand
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1 (165,000) pounds of DU will remain at the JPG forever with

2 certain institutional controls in effect. What institutional

3 controls in effect?

4

5 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

6 Go to that page (indicating), the second to

7 last page. Those are some of the institutional controls that

8 the Army is currently considering. They haven't been

9 finalized yet but I would suspect that everything up there is

10 going to be an institutional control that the Army will

11 commit to.

12

13 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

14 Are you going to continue to monitor the wells?

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 As discussed previously under the NRC

18 regulations you cannot have a closed license and active

19 monitoring. They are diametrically opposed. And we are

20 required by the NRC regulations to close the license. So the

21 short answer is no.

22

23 MS. MARY CLASHMAN:

24 Well the long answer is that it - when you were

25 seeking the license and I was here then, you didn't say well
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1 we may close our license and walk away. You said we will be

2 responsible for this forever.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 That hasn't changed. The Army will always be

6 responsible for the material out there. That has not changed.

7 Yes ma'am?

8

9 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

10 Hi. I'm Sharon Richards-Weiser. I ran into this

11 myself once.

12 I have a couple of pieces of paper that I'd

13 like to hand you and have submitted. And it says essentially

14 just some information about depleted uranium that I found on

15 the ah World Health Organization site and it refers to their

16 long study that came out from Geneva in April of 2001. And I

17 would like you to, if you have not already read the entire

18 study, to familiarize yourself with it because one (1) of the

19 things that it talks about is how much exposure a human being

20 should have.

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 Un-huh.

24

25
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1 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

2 To radiation during the year. And it does not

3 match what you have in your report. It comes out to be a

4 smaller amount than that. And because of that I have a

5 concern about what level of radiation is safe for background

6 level for average population members. And if we could have

7 some additional information provided ah from the Army and the

8 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, is that what they're calling

9 themselves these days?

10

11 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

12 Yes ma'am.

13

14 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

15 Oh good, they went back. Ah so that we could

16 have a great insight into ah what the actual toxicity of the

17 site is in terms of all spectrum of radiation emitted by the

18 DU and in addition the radiation emitted by the additional ah

19 AU supportage per acre. That way we can get a clearer picture

20 of over the lifetime. And we're talking quite a few hundreds

21 of thousands of years before the half life is even

22 effectively reached.

23 And I understand from what I have read that the

24 depleted uranium is in effect an equivalent of about sixty

25 (60) percent of a similar amount of pure uranium.
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Natural uranium.

3

4 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

5 Natural uranium that has not necessarily been

6 enriched.

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 That's correct. It's not enriched. Depleted.

10 There's a difference.

Ii

12 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

13 Right. And it acts like it would be - if there

14 were a hundred (100) percent you would take away forty (40)

15 percent and you would have that amount of the depleted

16 uranium so we're talking quite a bit of radiation even though

17 it's mostly in place. A lot of it is buried. It's not

18 necessarily accessible but one (1) of the problems that

19 hasn't even been addressed is, and so I will bring this point

20 up, what if this place is attacked? We now have people who

21 are so - they do not have any respect for the United States

22 of America as any kind of a concept, an institution or an

23 organization. They believe that whatever they can manage to

24 do they will do. And that they will become educated enough

25 within the next fifteen (15) to twenty (20) years to be able
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1 to seek out new goals and missions and visit the

2 vulnerability in the United States that is right in the heart

3 land and it constitutes a circumstance where ah it's going to

4 need an elevated level of protection and an elevated level of

5 consideration for other reasons that go just beyond the

6 immediate possible toxicity to the indigenous populations and

7 ah the environment itself.

8 My concern is that this be taken to some other

9 level because you're looking at it like we are an all

10 superior, eternal country and we may not be that. And I don't

11 like the thought of that. That's terrifying to me and I'm

12 sure it frightens other people as well. But it is a

13 circumstance where we need to think about this for the true

14 long term, which is far longer than any of us will be here,

15 and humanity has only emerged in - for the last one hundred

16 and fifty thousand (150,000) years. This stuff will be still

17 lethal two hundred and forty-two thousand (242,000) years

18 from now when it reaches the beginning of the end of its

19 first half life and it will be dangerous for so much more

20 longer than that that I can't even begin to conceive of those

21 kinds of time periods and neither can any of the rest of us

22 in a realistic sense of the word. So we need to look at this

23 on a more serious basis of oh we'll take care of it because

24 it's not going to happen that way and we all know that.

25 So we need to go well gosh it's going to cost
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1 like eighteen billion dollars ($18,000,000,000), well

2 actually it'll cost twenty-seven billion ($27,000,000,000) by

3 the time it's done to take care of this. But it really

4 shouldn't have happened in the first place that way.

5 And so I submit to you that this kind of thing

6 never happen again and if the NRC says oh well it's a closed

7 license so you can't have monitoring we will work to change

8 that. And we need to have the citizenry, not just as a few

9 citizens, but as a group of people who understand we have to

10 have a sense of stewardship towards our planet and future

1i generations of humanity because right now I don't think that

12 the potential institutional control provision is going to be

13 sufficient to pass.

14 And therefore active monitoring I suggest that

15 it - actually I implore and urge you to consider going to the

16 NRC and saying hey you know we just realized there's some

17 other problems here. And it needs to be taken care of. You

18 need to actively monitor this for a very long time.

19 From what I've read and from what I've come

20 across, and I'm not trying to be unreasonable. But it

21 represents a danger that will not only accrue but actually

22 increase somewhat over time so that it becomes a little bit

23 more dangerous over time instead of a little bit less

24 dangerous over time for a variety of reasons.

25 And that's a concern that is not just for
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1 myself or for my own family or just for the people of

2 Jefferson County and Jennings and Switzerland or Scott or any

3 other regional areas, but for this entire part of the United

4 States because it poses a huge danger.

5 This is bigger than Fernald and you guys are

6 making out like it's just a little tiny place. It's just a

7 little ditch. My goodness you need to like dig three (3) more

8 ditches and go enny, meny, miny, mo which one (1) really is

9 it so that nobody really knows where it is and there's a

10 bunch more of them out there. Or you're going to have

11 somebody figuring it out. That's all I've got to say.

12

13 ( APPLAUSE )

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 Thank you. Two (2) things I'd like to say in

17 response.

18 One (1), and this is not meant to be either

19 argumentative or confrontational.

20

21 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

22 Can I --

23

24 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

25 But I need to have the record show that while
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1 the Army appreciates your statement it is beyond the scope of

2 what the meeting and the requirement for this meeting is,

3 which is to discuss specific institutional control.

4

5 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

6 Okay.

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 Regarding your statement on NRC's license

10 criteria and whether or not there is to be future monitoring

11 and your suggestion that the population get involved with the

12 NRC on that. That is an excellent statement and I agree with

13 that wholeheartedly. That is the process that needs to be

14 done if the regulations are going to be changed. You have to

15 contact the NRC and say we have this concern, we need you to

16 reconsider the criteria here. But until that is done the

17 Army, like any other licensee, it doesn't matter if it's the

18 Army or mom and pop inc. or anything else, has to comply with

19 the legal standard and that's what it is right now.

20 Okay. Thank you. I'll take that and we'll make

21 sure it's included in the minutes and I'll get a copy to my

22 contractor. And if you want to see me after the meeting I can

23 put you in touch with some information on depleted uranium,

24 some more information.

25
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1 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

2 Okay thank you.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 Yes sir?

6

7 MR. COREY MURPHY:

8 All right my name is Corey Murphy and if I may

9 ask a follow up question to your last comment.

10

11 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

12 That's fine.

13

14 MR. COREY MURPHY:

15 Are those administrative regulations or would

16 that be able to changed to the legislative process?

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 Both.

20

21 MR. COREY MURPHY:

22 Both?

23

24 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

25 I mean as a - this is as I understand it and
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1 i'm not an attorney.

2

3 MR. COREY MURPHY:

4 Sure.

5

6 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

7 But as I understand it Congress can force a

8 federal agency to change their regulations by mandating that

9 they do so.

10

11 MR. COREY MURPHY:

12 Okay.

13

14 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

15 Also if there is sufficient public interest or

16 need, whatever that need is for an agency to change their

17 regulations, then through the normal regulatory process they

18 would propose a change, it would come out in the Federal

19 Register, it would be available for the public to comment on

20 and they would do basically the same thing that we're doing

21 here. We're getting your input and comments and we'll respond

22 to them formally in writing and it will be in the public

23 records so you will see who said what or what groups said

24 what and how the agency responded to that and if or not they

25 decided to make a change.
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1 But bottom line to answer your question

2 basically both as I understand it.

3

4 MR. COREY MURPHY:

5 Could we count on the Army's support in

6 requesting the change?

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 I can't speak for the Army in a policy matter.

10 I am not high enough up in the hierarchy for that.

11

12 MR. COREY MURPHY:

13 Okay thank you.

14 I also would like to read and then present for

15 the official record Resolution Number 2009-01. It's a

16 Resolution of the Board of Commissioners for Jefferson

17 County, Indiana, regarding the depleted uranium at the former

18 Jefferson Proving Ground.

19 WHEREAS, the Board of Commissioners of

20 Jefferson County, Indiana understand that the Department of

21 the U.S. Army is requesting a License Termination from the

22 Nuclear Regulatory Commission will result in over a hundred

23 and fifty thousand (150,000) pounds of depleted uranium being

24 left buried in the ground only secured by a fence and warning

25 signs.
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1 And WHEREAS, the Board of Commissioners of

2 Jefferson County, Indiana are concerned about the impact of

3 buried depleted uranium on the health and welfare of

4 Jefferson County residents.

5 And WHEREAS, the Board of Commissioners are

6 concerned about the real and perceived impact of depleted

7 uranium on the future development of nearby property located

8 in the Cantonment Area.

9 NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of

10 Commissioners of Jefferson County, Indiana that the

ii Department of the U.S. Army improve its plan for mitigating

12 the risk of the depleted uranium to the county residents by

13 removing it from the ground and properly disposing of it or

14 at minimum agree to monitor the site.

15 DULY ADOPTED by the Board of Commissioners of

16 Jefferson County, Indiana this 25th day of June, 2009, signed

17 by Tom Pietrykowski, member; Mark Cash, member; Julie Berry,

18 attested by the Auditor, Sandra Shelton.

19 I present this to you on behalf of the Board of

20 Commissioners. There was a conflict. They actually had a

21 meeting tonight and couldn't be here. And I ah noticed the

22 newspaper article and some public comment at a meeting

23 earlier today and asked them to act upon that. And I want to

24 thank them for - for approving that Resolution.

25 On a personal note you know the Federal
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1 Government in its wisdom, or lack of, based an eight hundred

2 and some odd billion ($800,000,000,000) dollar stimulus

3 package. I think this would be a marvelous project. It would

4 put people to work in a short time frame. You would achieve a

5 project that normally wouldn't be able to be done with your

6 budget constraints. And it would allow that land to revert

7 back maybe to some productive use, ah maybe just for safe

8 recreation enjoyment, but also maybe the Army could sell it

9 and it would go back on the tax roles.

10 And so I - I know that's maybe outside the

11 scope but I was personally against the stimulus package

12 because it's deficit spending and we're borrowing from China

13 and - to pay all that. But they did it so now let's put it to

14 good use. So I would just make that suggestion and thanks for

15 the opportunity.

16

17 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

18 Thank you. Again I'll say in response just the

19 fact, and you've already clearly identified it, that at least

20 part of what you are suggesting is beyond the scope of

21 institutional controls which is the purpose of this meeting.

22 But I appreciate your input and it will be made a part of the

23 record and we will respond to it formally in writing.

24 Yes sir?

25
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1 MR. CHAD GRAY:

2 Yeah my name is Chad Gray. I've lived in the

3 area my whole life and there's just a couple of things that I

4 was going to say.

5 I'm against the termination of the license

6 because I think that a study done within three (3) decades of

7 the firing of a hundred and sixty-five thousand (165,000)

8 pounds of DU as you say, I think that's somewhat irrelevant.

9 I don't think it really showed, even though the NRC has done

10 calculations on what the DUs may be in a thousand (1,000)

11 years, I don't think they could be accurate.

12 As you stated studies that have been done

13 let's say in Yuma or other areas are somewhat irrelevant as

14 well because the soil and water and everything is different.

15 And ah this study would be the first of its kind and in fact

16 really after five (5) years after sixteen (16) - a five (5)

17 year study you say, right?

18

19 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

20 That's correct.

21

22 MR. CHAD GRAY:

23 I think after within two (2) decades and then

24 by the third decade cancelation of the license and you guys

25 or the Army not mont - monitoring ah the site is ah I guess
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1 you would say ah premature I would say anyway. So I would say

2 at the least monitoring the site needs to ah be expanded and

3 I'm against termination of the license.

4

5 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

6 Thank you. Again ah under the - under the law,

7 under the legal requirements that licensees, and again it

8 doesn't matter if it's the Army or anyone else, any licensee

9 under the law it is legally mandated that the licensee close

10 their license, terminate it when they stop doing the function

1i for which they got the material in the first place. So

12 legally it is mandated that we do that.

13 One (1) of the suggestions that you may have

14 heard from the audience a little bit earlier was to contact

15 the NRC to see if the regulations can be changed. That is a

16 possible solution. But until they are the Army is legally

17 required to follow those requirements. So they have to

18 terminate the license. They have to.

19 Yes ma'am?

20

21 MS. CHRISTI RISK:

22 Again my name is Christi Risk and I just want

23 to go on the record. Do you consider yourself to be a DU

24 expert? I think I heard you say that you do consider yourself

25 one (1), correct?
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Depending on your definition of expert. I have

3 experience in radiological issues. I have a degree in

4 Mechanical Engineering with Nuclear Concentration. And I'm a

5 former Navy Nuclear Propulsion Plant Operator and I was

6 qualified on two (2) different reactor plants under Admiral

7 Rickover's program as a civilian. So I know a little about

8 it, yes.

9

10 MS. CHRISTI RISK:

11 It sounds like you do. I would just like to go

12 on the record with the Madison Courier being here and this

13 being on record for the United States Army and the way I

14 understand it the general public.

15 I would like for you to state the facts of what

16 would happen if we were, the general population, exposed to

17 any DU. Just the plain facts.

18

19 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

20 As I understand it if I had a DU penetrator in

21 my hand right now and handed it to you and you had no open

22 wound or cut on your hand there would be almost zero (0)

23 exposure because of the type of radiation that comes from DU

24 will not penetrate your skin. It has to get internal to your

25 body for the most part, not all but for the most part.
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1 Also if you got it internal to your body

2 depleted uranium or uranium in general is what we call a

3 heavy metal. Heavy metals are toxic in and of themselves

4 regardless if they're radiological. So that could do as much

5 or more damage to you if it got inside your body.

6 To answer your question a different way I used

7 to live here when the Proving Ground was open. If I were to

8 come back and move here and live here when I retire I would

9 have no reservations on living on the Cantonment Area or

10 along 421 or on the west side with the provision that on the

11 Site Characterization Study that we're currently conducting,

12 we have sufficient information to prove to the NRC that the

13 material is not going to move to an extent that outside the

14 boundaries of the Proving Ground it's going to pose a

15 radiological issue. I would have no problem with that at all.

16 Did that answer your question?

17

18 MS. CHRISTI RISK:

19 Well I guess what I wanted to hear from you is

20 EU causes cancer. It causes birth defects. I guess, I'm not

21 an expert, I don't - I know I'm not. I - I have researched

22 this. I guess in Iraq where we have dropped this in multiple

23 places I guess there are babies being born, mutilated beyond

24 belief, and they are blaming a lot of this on EU. I

25 understand we're not - or DU. I understand we're not being
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1 exposed at that level but long term exposure of DU has been

2 proven to alter the DNA of humans.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 One (1) of the things I think you need to add

6 to that information that may not have been in some of those

7 articles is that radiological exposure has two (2)

8 consequences. They're called sematics and genetic effects.

9 Sematic means that if you're exposed to enough

10 radiation you can have an immediate effect on yourself, your

11 person. And if you get enough you will die. And there are

12 some numbers that the NRC has come up with that the Federal

13 Government regulates that if you get to certain levels, you

14 will - one (1) gets sick, but you'll recover.

15 Then you'll get to the, I think it's - it's

16 been a long time since - I think it's thirty-fifty (30/50) or

17 twenty-fifty (20/50) level. If you get that amount of

18 radiation that twenty (20) percent will die within or fifty

19 (50) percent will die within twenty (20) days or whatever.

20 Then you get to another level and you all will die at a

21 certain level. Okay?

22 Then you have genetic effects. Genetic effects

23 is you're exposed to DU or radiation in general, it doesn't

24 matter. You can get an x-ray. You get a dental x-ray, you get

25 a chest x-ray, whatever. You break your arm, you go in, the
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1 doctor examines your arm, shoots an x-ray, that's radiation

2 exposure. There is on any radiation exposure some genetic

3 effects. If you get enough it won't affect you directly but

4 it might affect your offspring. That's a genetic effect.

5 In the cases of Iraq and things like that there

6 has not been a long enough exposure for genetic effects. So

7 these children that are being born with these deformities may

8 be as a result of toxic level but not the radiation. Or they

9 could be something completely different.

10 Let me make one (1) announcement before we go

ii much farther. It's now almost a quarter after eight (8). We

12 can be here until maybe five (5) minutes before nine (9). We

13 will be done by nine o'clock (9:00) because the Library

14 closes and there's no mechanism for us to keep the Library

15 open.

16 But if you have additional comments for

17 institutional control suggestions that you don't get an

18 opportunity to give us verbally, you can see me at the end of

19 the meeting and I will give you my e-mail address and my

20 mailing address or you can come out to the Proving Ground and

21 see Mr. Knouf, who is an Army representative, and we will

22 take it from you that way.

23 So if you have something that you don't get an

24 opportunity to say to tonight there are other means to get

25 your input in.
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1 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

2 Hi. Sharon Richards-Weiser again. I have a

3 question for you. You mentioned that you were trained by

4 Admiral Rickover.

5

6 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

7 Admiral Rickover's program, not Admiral

8 Rickover personally.

9

10 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

11 Okay. But I take it that his mode of operation

12 and his concepts and his philosophies were followed strictly

13 to the letter, is that correct?

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 It's called verbatim compliance, yes ma'am.

17

18 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

19 Okay. And so you understood what his general

20 concept of radioactivity was?

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 I understood his requirements intimately.

24

25
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1 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

2 Okay. So you have a different prospective than

3 most people do because of what his understanding of the

4 function of radioactivity, how it functions, operated? So you

5 have a greater insight into how much danger the DU and the

6 unexploded ordnance actually represents based on having done

7 mathematical models of how the radiation is actually working?

8

9 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

10 No.

11

12 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

13 You don't know that?

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 Not by mathematical. I know it by education and

17 training.

18

19 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

20 Okay.

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 But the education did not include probably the

24 mathematical models that you're supposedly eluding to. I know

25 some mathematical formulas that talk about reactors and the
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1 operation of reactors and what makes them produce power and

2 how they do that, and the operation of that. But when you get

3 into some of the exposure.

4

5 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

6 Un-huh.

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 Scenarios mathematically, no. I'm not trained

10 in that area. I do know about radiological exposure and its

11 effects on the human body and the types of radiation out

12 there and how it can affect you, the different types: the

13 alpha, the beta, the gamma.

14

15 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

16 All right.

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 Yes ma'am.

20

21 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

22 Well that was one (1) of the things that I was

23 concerned about was what your level of understanding was

24 about how radiation works on things or in the vicinity so

25 that we would have a better understanding of whether or not
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1 you could stand up there and defend a circumstance with

2 complete confidence and personal belief so that you would

3 feel like you were doing the right thing based on your own

4 conscience.

5

6 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

7 To answer your question before you go any

8 further short answer is yes.

9

10 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

11 Okay.

12

13 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

14 And I think I demonstrated that when I - when I

15 responded and discussed this issue with the young lady on the

16 other side of the aisle there. I would have no problem if

17 after our study we can demonstrate that it's not moving with

18 having my family move back here.

19

20 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

21 Okay. Ah that sounds reasonable to me and what

22 you have told us from what I can understand at this point is

23 that you can't change the law but those of us who go through

24 correct channels either by appealing to the President of the

25 United States to issue a Memorandum to the NRC, or by going
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1 to our legislators and asking them to pass legislation to

2 change the way that closing a license works so that continued

3 active monitoring would go onward even if a license is closed

4 once someone has ever had a license in the first place we

5 could have that as an option if we choose to take legal

6 action to do so because there's --

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 And that which -- excuse me. I'm not quite sure

10 what you mean by legal action.

11

12 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

13 What you said - okay. In terms of legal action

14 just going through the process of legislation or going making

15 an appeal to the people who are able to issue memorandums

16 such as the President.

17

18 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

19 Let me interrupt again.

20 Ah it is my understanding, and again I am not a

21 lawyer, but as I understand the legislative regulatory

22 process the President can do certain things. But as I

23 understand it, and I may be wrong, but as I understand it the

24 President does not have the authority to change the law.

25 That's Congress' function.
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1 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

2 Okay.

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 They would pass the legislation and if he

6 supports it and signs it then it becomes law. And it could be

7 a law that specifies something that you're addressing right

8 now or it could just be a direction to the NRC to go change

9 it with that additional criteria that you're seeking.

10

11 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

12 Okay. That - that clarifies the issue to a very

13 good level and thank you.

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 Yeah. Yes sir?

17

18 MR. RICK REUSS:

19 Just a quick one (1). I think you've done a

20 good job laying it out tonight.

21 Ah how many people in here are with Save The

22 Valley? (Hands up).

23

24 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

25 Two (2), three (3), four (4)?
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1 MR. RICK REUSS:

2 Okay. One (1) of the things I did look up was

3 under the Clinton administration January 2 0 th, 2001 there was

4 an article as far as the 1999 ran - review of literature on

5 depleted uranium and natural uranium between - a causable

6 link between exposure of these substances - illness. They

7 found a negligible response to that.

8

9 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

10 I'm familiar with that.

11

12 MR. RICK REUSS:

13 I'd like to enter that into the record as well.

14

15 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

16 I am familiar with that study. Thank you.

17 We have a gentlemen over here on the front row

18 who's been patiently waiting. Yes sir?

19

20 MR. JERRY MASSIE:

21 Yes my name is Jerry Massie. And the tests that

22 have been performed so far as far as movement of DU what -

23 what tests have been performed so far?

24

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 We have - as I said one (1) of the things we

3 did is we went out and drilled an additional twenty-two (22)

4 wells in and around the DU area where we - before we dug

5 those wells and identified the location we did some

6 additional study that highlighted those areas as having the

7 greatest potential for the ground - for the material to get

8 into the ground water. And if it got into the ground water

9 then it might move someplace outside the DU area and/or off

10 of the Proving Ground. So we identified those areas based on

11 their potential as a higher potential for if the material got

12 there then we would be able to detect it. We've done that.

13 We're in the process - one (1) of the other

14 things that we did, I think I mentioned this before, is we

15 went out and sampled thirty (30) deer at the Proving Ground.

16 We shot ten (10) deer in the DU area. We contracted with the

17 Fish and Wildlife Service and we had DOT people out there, my

18 contractor, I was out there and they - they took samples of

19 ten (10) different deer inside the DU area. They sampled and

20 analyzed the liver, kidneys, muscle ah the forelegs and

21 analyzed it for DU. And the reason why we collected deer is

22 because deer from a biological uptake for human consumption

23 has the greatest potential if deer are getting DU into them

24 for it to be an exposure to humans.

25 Now I know there's turkey hunting out there
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1 also. But to compare the amount of turkeys and the weight of

2 a turkey to the number of deer and the weight of a deer, the

3 deer are over the magnitude being higher as a potential

4 source.

5 We also took ten (10) deer from the areas

6 immediately around the DU area and then we went way up north

7 above K Road and took ten (10) more deer as a back route.

8 When we got all done and analyzed all those samples it came

9 back almost undetectable.

10 When we had the hearing here back in October of

11 2007 at City Hall with the three (3) judge panel one (1) of

12 NRC scientists discussed this for information to the panel

13 because that issue came up. And what she basically told the

14 judges is that if the general public ate deer at the highest

15 concentration that we detected in the deer and substitute all

16 that - all the meat they consumed in a year, for deer meat

17 with that level of DU in them, and we're talking hundreds and

18 hundreds of pounds, that the amount of additional exposure

19 that you would get was one one-thousandth (1/1000) of the

20 limit. And when the judges heard that, and this is in the

21 record, one (1) of the judges said if that's true what are we

22 doing here? It was insignificant.

23 We are also in the process of doing erosion and

24 corrosion studies on the penetrators. We have collected a

25 number of penetrators from the DU area. My contractor is
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1 going to be performing those studies to see how fast the

2 penetrators erode and corrode because if they do erode and

3 corrode there is a potential that they might get into the

4 soil and then from the soil get into the ground water or get

5 into the surface water and there might be runoff.

6 But one (1) of the advantages of the soil here

7 at JPG and the surrounding area, I'm sure you probably

8 experience this if you've dug into your property, it has a

9 very high clay content. Clay is very nonporous, not porous,

10 and it acts as a great barrier. And what we're finding is

11 that below six (6) inches to a foot or so on average, and

12 there may be some exceptions if the penetrator is right on or

13 near the surface, there's nothing there. It's nondetectable.

14 But those are some of the things that we are

15 continuing to do and we are - we are required to meet

16 annually with the NRC during this five (5) year period to

17 discuss what we've found, provide them with that information,

18 discuss that, see if what we're proposing to do in addition

19 makes sense or we need to change that. And that's an ongoing

20 process but we by our permit are required to meet with them

21 at least once a year to discuss that. And we have numerous

22 conference calls and whatever. And I've had them come out,

23 their technical experts, their project managers, their

24 management of all that. I've given them a tour of the entire

25 facility, not just the DU area. So they have firsthand
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1 knowledge. We've had them out here when we were drilling the

2 wells in fact so they can see what was going on and how we

3 were sampling the wells, those types of things. So that's

4 just a rough overview of a number of things that we're doing.

5 Did that - hopefully that answered your

6 question.

7

8 MR. JERRY MASSIE:

9 The thing I want to know is that when you say

10 we I'm assuming that you're saying the Army is drilling these

11 wells?

12

13 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

14 Well --

15

16 MR. JERRY MASSIE:

17 Or your - or your contractor?

18

19 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

20 The contractor. The Army is contracting. We've

21 committed --

22

23 MR. JERRY MASSIE:

24 So he's simply working for the Army?

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Yes sir.

3

4 MR. JERRY MASSIE:

5 And doing these tests and everything? Are there

6 any independent tests going on?

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 What do you mean by independent tests?

10

11 MR. JERRY MASSIE:

12 Somebody other than the government.

13

14 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

15 The tests that are being done are verified by

16 independent laboratories and then they are reviewed by the

17 NRC and the NRC actually gets what they call split samples.

18 We draw the water out, give it to them and they go analyze it

19 by themselves with a different lab to verify our results. So

20 yes we do have independent laboratory checks.

21

22 MR. JERRY MASSIE:

23 But you're furnishing the material to them?

24

25
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 And they're there to collect it when we do. So

3 if they have a problem with how we're collecting it they can

4 identify it at that time. We don't just get the water and

5 give it to them. They're there when we get it so they know

6 how it's being done. And I was here when they did that last

7 year.

8 Did that answer your question?

9

10 MR. JERRY MASSIE:

11 Yeah.

12

13 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

14 Hi there. Sharon Richards-Weiser again. I have

15 one (1) quick question.

16 Were the lungs of the deer ever tested? I

17 understand that in studying the effects of uranium upon

18 populations that have been subjected to DU that testing the

19 kidneys and the lungs were important features and you didn't

20 mention the lungs when you talked about the parts of the deer

21 that were tested for radiological damage.

22

23 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

24 We did not test the lungs. And the reason we

25 did not test the lungs is the lungs of the deer are not
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1 typically consumed by the human population. We tested those

2 areas where the human population was likely to consume it.

3 Because what the NRC regulates is not the

4 exposure to the plant or the birds or the bunnies or the

5 deer. What they regulate is the exposure to human beings. But

6 you can get that exposure by direct exposure, by holding the

7 DU penetrator in your hand or by eating plants or by eating

8 deer.

9

10 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

11 Un-huh.

12

13 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

14 And because deer was the greatest potential for

15 DU that's why we sampled them. But also the greatest source

16 from the deer is their meat.

17

18 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

19 So you kept it restricted to the parts of the

20 deer that people would be likely to consume?

21

22 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

23 Yes ma'am.

24

25
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1 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

2 Okay. That - that takes care of that. But it

3 doesn't answer the issue of whether or not the deer's lungs

4 were affected by it if there were ah - if there was

5 particulate matter in the soil that was of very small nature

6 and I know that you said the testing was soft target testing.

7

8 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

9 Yes ma'am.

10

ii MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

12 So therefore it probably wouldn't have created

13 a lot of small splinters. But that that could still be a

14 concern in some respects as it was going through things like

15 trees and other stuff that are of harder material.

16 And I realize it's not armor plate but is it

17 going to cause any kind of dust to come off of the --

18

19 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

20 The only - the only way that particles will be

21 generated from the testing that was done at JPG is during the

22 erosion/corrosion process after the penetrator is out in the

23 soil. Okay?

24

25
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1 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

2 For a long time?

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 For a very long time. Or if it hits something

6 that's as hard or harder than the DU like a piece of granite

7 or something. And that's going to be a one (1) of kind of

8 situation.

9

.0 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

Ii That's not going - that's not going to be a

12 typical thing?

13

14 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

15 No it's not.

16

17 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

18 Because it's not necessarily heavy and where

19 the glaciers started to recede, at least not very moving?

20

21 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

22 As I understand it that's correct.

23

24 MS. SHARON RICHARDS-WEISER:

25 Okay. That's different ones, different
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1 latitudes? OKay.

2

3 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

4 Kevin did you have a question or comment?

5

6 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

7 Yes. I'm Kevin Herron with the Indiana

8 Department of Environmental Management. And Paul knows this

9 but you all might not.

10 But the State is, specifically in the

11 regulation, is exempted from regulating or any - have any say

12 so or regulation over any radiological issues. So we have no

13 regulatory authority at the current standpoint. And that's

14 straight in the regulations.

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 Before you go on Kevin let me explain that.

18 The State can get that authority. It's called

19 Decomming an Agreement State. And it's similar to the EPA's

20 regulations if the State wants to take over the EPA's

21 authority for hazardous waste. But the State has to go to the

22 NRC and make formal application to become an agreement state.

23 And they have to prove to the NRC that at a minimum they can

24 enforce the NRC's regulations as a minimum. They can increase

25 the standards but they can't go below it. That is the State's
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1 decision. The Army or any other licensee has nothing to do

2 with whether or not a State wants to or does become an

3 agreement State. That is strictly a State issue.

4 Go ahead Kevin.

5

6 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

7 I have to deal with you on other issues at

8 Jefferson Proving Ground from another regulation that I do

9 have - get to express myself very well. And I think I have in

10 the past.

11

12 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

13 And I listen to him.

14

15 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

16 We have to do what's called a - if we leave

17 contamination in place under this regulation and we leave

18 contamination in place that allows - that requires restricted

19 use or restricted access in any manner the Army is going to

20 be required every five (5) years to come back and show and

21 have proof that the remedy to protect human health and

22 environment is actually still functioning as when it was put

23 in place.

24 What I'm hearing, and I've not heard anything

25 else, is that once your license is terminated that is not the
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1 case witn tne NRC.

2

3 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

4 That's not - not as I understand it.

5 To be completely honest I have not researched

6 that part of the NRC regulations. But my understanding is

7 let's assume that the Army is granted a Restricted Release

8 License Termination with certain institutional controls in

9 effect. We'll just use those that's up on that slide right

10 now.

11 My understanding is, and I can't verify this by

12 pointing you to the exact regulations, but my understanding

13 is the NRC has a similar policy. They would come out

14 periodically and verify that your institutional controls are

15 still in effect and they would do that until such time as the

16 institutional controls are no longer in effect.

17

18 MRS. MARY CLASHMAN:

19 Which is when?

20

21 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

22 Right now it's basically forever.

23

24 MRS. MARY CLASHMAN:

25 That's what you said before.
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1 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

2 Yes ma'am. Go ahead Kevin.

3

4 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

5 Okay. And in reality the NRC is going to have

6 requirements in the future to come out and actually speak to

7 these people and hear from them directly?

8

9 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

10 When - and that's a good point. I should have

11 brought that up.

12 After we submit the documents, and right now

13 let's assume that we're on schedule, we submit them the end

14 of 2011, sometime in the summer of 2012 assuming again that

15 passes the Administrative Review and they put out their

16 Federal Register Notice and then they say they're starting

17 their Detailed Technical Review and their Environmental

18 Impact Statement, under the Environmental Impact Statement,

19 the NEPA regulations, they will have to come out to the

20 community and seek the community's input from an

21 environmental prospective. And they will come out to

22 Jefferson County, Ripley County, Jennings County and they've

23 already made it known that they expect the Army to be here.

24 We may not respond to things in a formal official manner but

25 they will definitely be seeking your input and we will be
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1 here to discuss issues but not make a commitment. But they

2 will in fact come to you as is a requirement under that law

3 to seek input. And that will help them make a final decision.

4 So you will have some input to them on the final decision on

5 whether or not the license request is granted at that time.

6 Thank you Kevin go ahead.

7

8 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

9 And that time frame based on what you're saying

10 here earlier when you were discussing the schedule you have

ii until the end of 2011 to submit your --

12

13 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

14 Right now. Unless for some reason, and here's a

15 theoretical or hypothetical. Between now and then in our

16 annual meetings with the NRC if we identify or they request

17 something additional to be analyzed and studied and reported

18 on that would take us beyond being able to submit the

19 documents by 2011 we would have to go back to them and say

20 okay we agree. We will go do that whatever that is. But it's

21 going to take this amount of time and that amount of time

22 takes us past December of 2011. We need a formal license

23 amendment that says you agree that we don't have to submit

24 the documents until this date and that can be 2012, 2013,

25 2014, whatever it is. That would have to be a formal
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1 officially issued license amendment. And then we would have

2 that new date.

3

4 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

5 But the point that I'm getting to is that this

6 is for everyone to understand that it is very likely going to

7 be after 2011, December of 2011 before those meetings would

8 occur.

9

10 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

11 At a minimum it will probably not be until at

12 least sometime 2012. I cannot speak for the NRC and their

13 scheduling and resource allocation as to when they would hold

14 those meetings. Typically an Environmental Impact Statement

15 study takes a year to two (2) years at a minimum. But part of

16 that process would require them to at the beginning some part

17 to come out and hold those meetings. But it would be no

18 sooner than the summer or the fall of 2012, it could be 2013.

19 But that's up to them. That's their responsibility. I can't

20 speak for them.

21

22 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

23 And you - the gentleman up front asked you

24 about what type of specifications you've undertaking over the

25 last five (5) years. You've actually been - there's actually
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1 been monitoring wells that have been installed and have been

2 sampled for much longer than that. And how many of those can

3 you speak of?

4

5 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

6 Those are - there are eleven (11) wells that

7 were installed back in the 1984 and 1985 time frame. Those

8 wells are the wells that we, under the license requirement,

9 we sample every six (6) months. And we will continue to

10 sample until the license is terminated. That is a license

11 requirement.

12 The Site Characterization became a license

13 requirement when the NRC agreed to it after we requested it.

14

15 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

16 And was the ground water the only thing

17 sampled? Did you do any other?

18

19 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

20 No we sampled sediments, surface water and soil

21 every six (6) months always from various locations. We even

22 had two (2) background wells south of the firing line in the

23 Cantonment Area in the southwest and the southeast corner.

24 And even though we're transferring that property to Mr. Ford

25 there is a Deed Restriction that those wells cannot be
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1 affected until we no longer need them. So if we need them

2 until 2016 or 2020 or beyond, whatever the regulatory

3 requirement is, we will still have access to those wells no

4 matter who owns the property.

5

6 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

7 Okay Sharon it's still me obviously.

8 You've got up here your institutional controls

9 and the requirement. Obviously you're going to maintain some

10 kind of ownership in some manner.

11 You've got the maintenance of the fencing. You

12 indicated that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife and the Air Guard

13 is responsible for that and for the maintenance of the roads,

14 right?

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 Actually under the MOA the Air Force and the

18 Air Guard through the Air Force are responsible for the

19 maintenance of the fence completely around the facility from

20 the firing line north, not anything in the Cantonment Area.

21 For your information the NRC did an inspection

22 last summer, they had an inspector come out and do an

23 inspection and he inspected the Air Guard's record. The Air

24 Guard has a contractor that patrols that fence every week and

25 inspects it for any holes or any damage and it's repaired
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1 within thirty (30) to sixty (60) days. The inspector was

2 exceptionally impressed with the level of document that the

3 Air Guard had. And we've had no violations of any NRC

4 requirement.

5

6 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

7 Well is there some kind of financial assurance

8 or financial responsibility, i.e. you're still talking about

9 government budgeting, that the money was - or their funding

10 would be available to make sure that those things continue? I

11 know you've got it - it's up there mandated but is there

12 something in line that is going to get attached to that to

13 show that there is financial assurance that those things are

14 going to continue and be budgeted?

15

16 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

17 As you may have seen in one (1) of the previous

18 slides there is a requirement by the NRC for the licensee to

19 make a financial assurance statement. The Army has done that

20 periodically over the years. Now it is illegal for a federal

21 agency or an employee of the Federal Government to commit

22 funds that have not been authorized by Congress. So I cannot

23 stand here and say right now that the Army will absolutely

24 guarantee that in the year 2020 we will have this amount of

25 money. I can't do that. It's illegal. I could go to jail.
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1 What we can do, and what every agency does do,

2 is basically use the language to that. We know the

3 requirement is there. We will every year make the request and

4 obtain to the best of our ability the Congressional authority

5 to spend that money. You cannot spend money that you don't

6 have. That's against the law. So we document that. We

7 identify the level of money that we need whatever it is.

8 Go ahead Kevin.

9

10 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

11 One (1) last thing Paul. Who is the new contact

12 for JPG on this issue.

13

14 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

15 I'll give you her name. Her name is Yolande

16 Norman.

17

18 MR. KEVIN HERRON:

19 I think it's relevant that everyone here knows

20 it more than me because again I don't have regulatory

21 authority. I can act as you all. I have no more say so or

22 authority than - than any other person in this room. But I

23 want - but I think you all need to be diligent, you need to -

24 because it's going to be a while and that's why I wanted to

25 bring up the point on the scheduling and how long it was
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1 going to take on this, is you're going to have to maintain

2 some diligence on this and maintain some activity on this and

3 maintain - try to continue to know who the contact person is

4 and continue to check on the NRC's website.

5 Because the thing that can happen is that

6 complacency can set in and you can get lost in the shuffle.

7 And when they - their requirements, and I know from my

8 regulation, their requirements is they may put a little point

9 four (.4) font thing in the paper that indicates that there's

10 going to be a meeting or something occur. And if you're not

11 diligently looking in the paper, looking in the right places,

12 you can miss it. And Mary knows about this to some extent

13 too.

14 So you have to maintain your diligence and

15 continue. Because it's going to - it's a long - there's a

16 long road here. And so you have to continue to check and keep

17 up on it.

18 I'm done. I'm sorry for taking up so much time.

19

20 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

21 Before we go any further I just want to note

22 that it's approximately twenty (20) minutes to nine (9). We

23 have about sixteen (16) minutes left before we're going to

24 have to stop. Again if you haven't had an opportunity I can

25 see you after the meeting, we can go outside, I'll give you
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1 my contact information, you can come and see Mr. Knouf at the

2 Proving Ground, you can provide it there. My contractor is

3 here. He can give you his contact information and you can

4 provide it to him.

5 So having said that go ahead whoever is next.

6 Oh the NRC's point of contact's name is Yolande Norman. Y-o-

7 l-a-n-d-e Norman, N-o-r-m-a-n. and I'll give you her phone

8 number. I have to pull up my cell phone and give it to you or

9 you can just go on the NRC's website and go into their

10 employee directory and it has their phone number right there

11 and you can call her direct. But it's not a toll free number.

12 If you call me at Aberdeen where I work I have a toll free

13 number and you can call me.

14 Anything else? Yes ma'am?

15

16 MS. LIBBY RICHARDS:

17 This is a question. I just wanted to know if we

18 could get a transcript of tonight's meeting?

19

20 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

21 I don't see any reason why not. It will

22 probably be several weeks before we have them. But if you're

23 still interested --

24

25
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1 MS. LIBBY RICHARDS:

2 Do we contact you?

3

4 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

5 Yes, contact me and I'll give you my contact

6 information.

7

8 MS. LIBBY RICHARDS:

9 Thank you.

10

11 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

12 Again a verbatim transcript of this meeting

13 will be submitted to the NRC and our responses also. So when

14 that happens you will also see it there. And that's not only

15 for this meeting but the meeting we had last night up in

16 Versailles and the meeting Tuesday night at North Vernon.

17

18 MS. LIBBY RICHARDS:

19 Okay.

20

21 MR. PAUL CLOUD:

22 Anything else? Anyone else that would like to

23 talk about institutional controls?

24 If there's nothing else then I would like to

25 thank you all for coming. This is probably one (1) of the
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1 more highly attended meetings we've had in quite a while for

2 JPG and I appreciate your participation and the expression of

3 your statements.

4 With that I would like to conclude the meeting

5 and if anyone wants to talk with me afterwards I'll be around

6 until whenever. I'm not flying out until tomorrow morning.

7 Thank you.

8 *****
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